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PREFACE

With this edited volume, we seek to advance a rapidly growing field of social
science inquiry: the anthropology of policy. In 1997, Cris Shore and Susan Wright
introduced this “new domain of anthropological enquiry” (p. 3), arguing for the
study of policy as a situated sociocultural process through which power is claimed
and denied. As they note, although policies “are most obviously political phenomena, it is a feature of policies that their political nature is disguised by the objective,
neutral, legal-rational idioms in which they are portrayed” (1997, p. 8). This is
the “starting point of an anthropological approach to public policy,” Wedel and
Feldman (2005) write; anthropology is not simply an appendage to conventional
policy analyses, but rather the foundational epistemological, ontological, axiological, and methodological basis from which policy analysis proceeds (pp. 3-4).
Since Shore and Wright published their seminal volume, the anthropology
of policy has been productively applied to study processes of globalization and
social welfare (e.g., Okongwu & Mencher, 2000), education (Levinson, Cade,
Padawer, & Elvir, 2002; Sutton & Levinson, 2001), and language (Anderson, 2009;
Johnson, 2013; McCarty, 2011; McCarty, Collins, & Hopson, 2011). What all of
these analyses share is a view of policy as processual (rather than a rtefactual)—a
“practice of power” understood in terms of its social meanings (Levinson &
Sutton, 2001, p. 1).
Following classic studies of power, powerlessness, and resistance by John
Gaventa (1980) in an Appalachian valley and James Scott (1985) in a Malaysian
village, we can think of power in at least four senses: as observable conflict and
rebellion; as everyday forms of resistance—for example, false compliance (Scott,
1985, p. xvi); as the mobilization and naturalization of ways of conceiving social
problems and solutions; and, in an even more covert sense, as “the means by which
social legitimations are developed around the dominant, and instilled as beliefs or
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roles in the dominated” (Gaventa, 1980, p. 15). The anthropology of p olicy uses
ethnography and the “ability to ‘think otherwise’” (Ball, 2006, p. 4) to critically
examine the mechanisms through which these various means of exercising power
take place, and with what consequences. Thus, in contrast to conventional analyses of policy as text-based, top-down, linear, and rational, an anthropological perspective positions policy at the interface of top-down, bottom-up, and meso-level
processes, as inherently ideological, and as de facto and de jure (McCarty, 2011).
The present volume extends and solidifies prior work on the anthropology
of policy, focusing on education policy. Our goal is to examine timely issues in
education policy from a critical anthropological, ethnographic, and comparative
perspective, and through this to theorize new ways of understanding how policy
“does its work.” Specifically, we are interested in the ways in which education
policy processes create, reflect, and sometimes contest regimes of knowledge and
power (Shore & Wright, 2011, p. 2), sorting and stratifying people, ideas, and
resources in particular ways. Equally important, we are committed to an engaged
anthropology of education policy that uses anthropological knowledge to imagine and foster more equitable and just forms of schooling.
The core idea behind this volume is to map the contours of the anthropology
of education policy: its disciplinary genealogy, theoretical moorings, methodology,
and applications to thorny issues of education practice. As suggested above, the
book takes as its starting point a view of policy as a situated sociocultural process:
“modes of human interaction, negotiation, and production mediated by relations
of power” (McCarty, 2004, p. 72). Policies may be officially sanctioned, as in the
most recent reauthorization of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education
Act known as the 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act, but equally important, policy
constitutes and is constituted by the social practices in which individuals engage
every day. As a social practice, policy serves as a regulating mechanism, constructing, monitoring, and (re)inscribing individual and collective opportunities, identities, and statuses in overt and covert ways.
Taking up timely issues in education policy within various locales, the
chapters in this volume critically examine the ways in which policy operates as an instrument of modern power. In keeping with an anthropological
perspective, the methodology in each case is ethnographic, cultural, and historical, drawing on critical approaches to ethnographic inquiry that highlight
the ways in which social structures and mechanisms, including policy, shape
people’s experiences as well as “the ability of people to respond and thus shape
experience” (Castagno, 2012, p. 373).
The need for such critical ethnographic inquiries of education policy is
salient now more than ever. Indeed, as we finalized this manuscript in December
2016, we were deeply troubled by events at Standing Rock, North Dakota, over
the proposed Dakota Access Pipeline, and, as we teeter toward a global oligarchy,
the uncertainty of what a newly elected hyper-conservative U.S. federal government will bring. We find hope in the work of the contributors to this volume,
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and the policy-relevant work that awaits. This work holds promise for better
articulating the policy dilemmas—and the proactive, justice-oriented opportunities—we face.
Angelina E. Castagno, Flagstaff, AZ
Teresa L. McCarty, Los Angeles, CA
December 2016
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PART I

Situating the Field

1
FINDING THE PRACTICE IN
EDUCATION POLICY
A Disciplinary Genealogy
Teresa L. McCarty and Angelina E. Castagno

At a 1954 conference in Carmel Valley, California, 22 anthropologists and education scholars gathered for four days to identify the philosophical and theoretical links between their respective disciplines. Organized by George Spindler of
Stanford University, the conference brought together such luminaries as curriculum theorist Hilda Taba and anthropologists Alfred Kroeber, Jules Henry, and
Margaret Mead (Spindler, 1955, 1984).1 Widely regarded as a formative event in
establishing educational anthropology as a scholarly field, the conference came
less than a month after the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its landmark
anti-school segregation ruling in Brown v. Board of Education. A discussion of the
Brown decision wrapped up the conference, with Mead presciently predicting the
looming fallout of the Court’s decision: the dislocation of thousands of African
American educators in the wake of massive White resistance to school integration
and the dismantling of Black community-run schools (Spindler, 1955, p. 294; see
also Anderson, 2006; Ladson-Billings, 2004).Yet, Spindler reported 30 years later,
the conferees expressed a “strong sense that anthropologists could study [the] . . .
educative process . . ., but they should refrain from advocating specific policy
decisions” (1984, p. 4).
In light of these explicitly apolitical beginnings, what has been the subsequent
role of anthropology in education policy studies? How has education policy been
conceptualized and investigated by anthropologists? What role have anthropology
and anthropologists played in policy formations and interventions? What pressing
education policy issues are anthropology and its methodological adjunct, ethnography, best suited to address? These questions anchor this volume.
In this chapter we lay a foundation for addressing those questions by tracing the
genealogy of the anthropology of education policy as a field of study and a site of
social practice. The anthropology of education policy has emerged from multiple
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theoretical orientations within the disciplines of anthropology and education,
and from the direct involvement of anthropologists in policy formation, implementation, and evaluation. As we will see, anthropologists have been both policy
researchers and policy actors. Our guiding methodology is ethnography, a “way
of seeing” that is situated and systemic, and a “way of looking” grounded in longterm, in-depth fieldwork (Wolcott, 2008). At its core, an ethnographic analysis is
a cultural analysis—a peeling back of tissues of meaning to answer the question,
“What is going on here?” (Wolcott, 2008, pp. 73–74). Ethnographic methods
can uncover the “situated logic” of implicit and explicit policymaking, offering
insights into “why practice takes shape the way it does” (Stritikus & Weise, 2006,
p. 21).
We take as a starting point the notion of policy as processual, dynamic, and
in motion. As Walford (2001) explains, the ethnography of education policy recognizes that policy “is far more complex . . . and interactive than any of the
traditional linear or staged models suggest” (p. 2). Moreover, “policy is not made
‘once and for all’ by people called ‘policy-makers’” (Walford, 2001, p. 2). One
crucial implication of this approach is that policy is conceptualized as de jure and
de facto, explicit and implicit, top-down and bottom-up. This does not diminish
the significance of official, declared policy, but instead invites us to critically scrutinize the often covert ways in which official policies are constructed and become
naturalized, while simultaneously attending to the ways in which people “make”
policy in everyday social practice. In this regard, a growing body of ethnographic
research positions classroom teachers as de facto policymakers (e.g., Menken &
García, 2010; Ricento & Hornberger, 1996; Ramanthan & Morgan, 2007).
With this as a guiding orientation, our purpose in this chapter is threefold.
First, we situate the anthropology of education policy historically. Recognizing
that the anthropology of education policy has emerged within multiple national
contexts, in order to focus our discussion, we pivot temporally backward and
forward from Brown v. Board, examining the field’s emergence in the U.S. Second,
we lay out a broad conceptual framework for an anthropological understanding
of education policy. Building on the late 20th century critical sociocultural “turn”
in policy studies, we examine policy as processual (rather than artefactual), and
as apprehended via its social meanings. Third, we explore the present state of the
field, including the contributions of the chapters in this book. We conclude by
considering the potential of the anthropology of education policy to serve as a
democratizing social science in times of growing social and educational inequality.

Situating the Genealogy: Pre- and Post-Brown U.S. Education
Policy
Anthropology Constructs and Disrupts Doctrines of Racial Inequality
A highly valuable and nuanced treatment of early anthropological policy research
and intervention is Lee D. Baker’s (1998) From Savage to Negro. Baker bookends
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his analysis with two key Supreme Court decisions: Plessy v. Ferguson, an 1896
Louisiana case that enshrined the separate but equal racial segregation doctrine,
and Brown vs. Board of Education, which undid it. Plessy was rationalized by the
scientized racism of White ethnologists in prestigious appointments—Daniel
Brinton, the first professor of anthropology in the U.S. and then president of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science; John Wesley Powell, the
first director of the Smithsonian’s Bureau of American Ethnology; and Frederick
Ward Putnam, Harvard’s Peabody Museum director—who, with ethnologist
Lewis Henry Morgan (Ancient Society, 1877) and others, established American
anthropology “through the articulation of notions of racial inferiority and a
unique form of Social Darwinism” (Baker, 1998, p. 5). A purveyor of “live ethnological exhibits” of African Americans and Indigenous peoples, anthropology
was “an integral participant in the veritable cottage industry of racist theory and
science at the turn of the century,” Baker writes (1998, p. 78).
The propitious alliance of German-born Jewish anthropologist Franz Boas,
African American sociologist W.E.B. Du Bois, and the newly formed (1909)
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), which
they helped to found, would topple Plessy and galvanize a cascade of forces leading to Brown (Baker, 1998, p. 167). Space does not permit a full examination of
these processes (for this see Baker’s [1998] excellent account). The point we wish
to make, and which is Baker’s central thesis (1998, p. 187), is that in Brown, the
Court appropriated the Boasian claim of racial equality but discarded the Boasian
notion of cultural relativity. As a consequence, Baker argues, equality was framed
within the existing White social order, legally erasing biological race as a factor in
educational opportunity, but leaving socially constructed racism untouched. This
is explained by Derrick Bell’s (2004) theory of interest convergence, which stipulates that “racial equality will be accommodated only when that interest converges
with the interests of whites in policy-making positions” (p. 69). In other words,
Brown left racism untouched precisely because of the White racial order’s need to
leave it untouched. Of significance to the present discussion are the far-reaching
implications of this interest convergence for post-Brown education policy and the
educational-anthropological scholarship that emerged in its wake (e.g., Castagno
2014; Castagno & Lee, 2007; Milner, 2008; Taylor, 1999).

Ethnography Complexifies Desegregation
It would be nearly two decades after Brown before educational anthropologists
began to systematically investigate school desegregation, perhaps for the simple
reason that there was no desegregation during most of those years. Ten years
post-Brown, in many parts of the U.S. and especially the South, not a single
African American child had been admitted to a White school (Klarman, 2004;
Schofield, 1991). As Betty Showell notes in a 20-year retrospective on Brown,
“For more than a decade following [Brown], the Supreme Court stood by
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while lower federal courts reviewed on a district-by-district basis such issues as
pupil-assignment laws, transfer policies, and state administrative remedies” (1976,
p. 412). Between 1955 and 1960 alone, federal judges heard more than 200
desegregation cases.
When research on school desegregation did get under way, it focused on a
narrow range of outcomes of interest to federal policymakers, primarily achievement results, and echoed discourses of student and familial pathology popularized
in Gunnar Myrdal’s (1944) An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and American
Democracy, the congressionally mandated Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966),
and anthropologist Oscar Lewis’s (1959) ethnographic portrayal of the “culture
of poverty” among Mexican families. As Sandra Stein (2004) shows in her investigation of the culture of poverty logic that underwrote the 1965 Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), this political ideology included “a shared
conception of policy beneficiaries as deviant from (and usually deficient to) a
perceived and often unstated norm” (p. xii).
It was in this post-Brown social and political environment that educational
anthropology emerged as a formal subdiscipline. By this time anthropologists
had been studying educative processes for 40 years, with Margaret Mead’s (1928)
Coming of Age in Samoa often cited as the first such account. Anthropologists also
had begun to play key roles in federal policy formation and implementation.
For example, anthropologists were principal investigators in the American Indian
Research Project organized by President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, John Collier, to inform his “Indian New Deal” policy. Reflecting
an early (and fleeting) federal Indian bilingual education policy, Collier’s director of education, Willard Beatty, recruited anthropologists to write bilingual
textbooks for use in federal Indian schools (e.g., Kennard, 1944, 1948). Later,
anthropologists staffed the NSF-funded Anthropology Curriculum Study
Project, and were instrumental to the U.S. Office of Education’s anthropologically oriented social studies curriculum, Man: A Course of Study (now (Hu)mans:
A Course of Study; see http://www.macosonline.org/). Anthropologists also led
federal agencies, as exemplified by Francis A.J. Ianni’s appointment as Deputy
Commissioner for Research in the U.S. Office of Education during the 1960s;
Ianni later coedited one of the first readers in educational anthropology (Ianni &
Storey, 1973). Anthropologist Philleo Nash served as advisor on minority affairs to
U.S. President Harry Truman, and as Commissioner of Indian Affairs during the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations.
In this context, at the 1968 Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological
Association (AAA), the Council on Anthropology and Education (CAE) was formally incorporated as a section within AAA. In 1971, CAE launched its flagship journal, Anthropology and Education Quarterly (then called the Council on
Anthropology and Education Newsletter). These events are generally recognized as
ushering in the professionalization of the subdiscipline of educational anthropology (Eddy, 1985).
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By this time there was growing disillusionment with government-funded
experimental and survey research on desegregation. As Schofield (1991) relates,
there were control group problems, uncertainties about how to measure intergroup attitudes, dissatisfaction with the state of theory on desegregation and
inter-group relations, and growing awareness of the highly variegated nature of
desegregated school situations. This created “a situation ripe for a new approach”
(Shofield, 1991, p. 363).
Enter the newly professionalized field of educational anthropology. By an Act
of June 23, 1972, the Education Division of the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare created the National Institute of Education (NIE), which
promptly funded six 2.5-year ethnographic field studies of urban desegregated
schools.2 Reporting on this research at the 1977 AAA Annual Meeting and in a
special issue of AEQ, Dorothy Clement affirmed a now widely recognized truth:
“[S]imply placing black and white students together does not . . . produce an end
to stigmatization, . . . or an end to differential educational experiences” (1978,
p. 246). Ethnographic research on policy implementation in these settings showed
that in officially desegregated schools, segregation continued through curriculum
tracking and school norms aimed at avoiding “unpleasant disruptions” (Clement
& Harding, 1978); White students continued to control high-status activities
(Collins, 1978); and educators used a “rhetoric of concern” to manipulate trust,
giving the appearance of a solution while leaving underlying issues of racism
and poverty untouched (Slawsky & Scherer, 1978). As educational anthropologist
John Ogbu noted at the time, these studies raised the question of whether and
how a “nonracist school [can] emerge within a racist community” (1978a, p. 291).
The NIE studies were harbingers of a major artery of policy-relevant ethnographic research that fluoresced in ensuing decades. As Perry Gilmore and Ray
McDermott describe the academic and political climate of the time, “Researchers
of all kinds were suddenly asking, ‘What is ethnography?’” (2006, p. 201).
Growing interest in ethnographic studies of education is reflected in the NIEfunded Annual Ethnography Forum at the University of Pennsylvania (in its
38th year at the time of this writing), and numerous NIE-supported studies of
language and literacy among linguistically and culturally diverse students in urban
public schools. These sociolinguistically oriented studies added to earlier work on
school desegregation, showing the culturally specific ways in which talk is organized
(e.g., Heath, 1983; Philips, 1983), and the “subrosa literacies” and “language prowess”
of minoritized students that is often invisibilized in schools (e.g., Gilmore, 1983,
1986; Schieffelin & Gilmore, 1986). In keeping with an activist stance dating back
to Boas, this research was committed to “a social justice and activist agenda . . . [and]
the people for whom and with whom the ethnographic work was done” (Gilmore,
cited in Hornberger, 2002, para. 5).Throughout this period, NIE sponsored national
conferences and symposia at which educational ethnography was prominent.
As these politics of knowledge production suggest, educational anthropologists both benefited from and positioned themselves to influence U.S. education
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policy. Anthropological research complexified court-ordered desegregation,
showing the fallacy of simple mathematical formulas to achieve racial, ethnic,
and socioeconomic parity (Ladson-Billings, 2004; Tate, Ladson-Billings, & Grant,
1993). Ethnographic studies revealed the invisibilized linguistic and sociolinguistic dimensions of inequality and the tacit cultural and institutional norms that
reinscribe education inequities while eliding underlying issues of poverty and
institutionalized racism. Anthropological research continued to push back against
biologized race (Moses, 2004), which resurfaced when educational psychologist
Arthur Jenson, in a 1969 Harvard Educational Review article, asked, “How much
can we boost IQ?” As Ogbu (1978b) wrote of the scientized racism latent in
Jenson’s question: “I wanted therefore to provide an alternative explanation of the
problem by analyzing black education in the context of the American system of
racial stratification” (p. 3).

Anthropology Investigates the Rise and Fall of Bilingual Education
In 1974, the Supreme Court heard a class-action suit brought against the San
Francisco School District alleging that 1,800 Chinese American students were
being denied an equal education because they lacked access to English, the
medium of instruction. Turning back several lower court opinions, the Court
ruled in Lau v. Nichols that school integration does not guarantee “meaningful
opportunity to participate in the public educational program” when the school
system fails to provide adequate instructional support for students whose primary
language is not English (U.S. Supreme Court, 1974).
Lau came on the heels of the 1968 Bilingual Education Act (BEA), a Title VII
amendment to the ESEA, which provided funding for “innovative programs” for
English learners. In 1975, the U.S. Office of Civil Rights issued the Lau Remedies,
“requiring bilingual education as a remedy where districts had violated English
learners’ civil rights” (Crawford, 2004, p. 125). Five years later, the government issued
the Lau Regulations, mandating bilingual instruction where at least 25 p ercent of
students in a school spoke the same language. Within a year, those regulations
would be withdrawn by the incoming conservative Reagan 
administration
(Crawford, 2004). By 2001, with the ESEA reauthorization known as No Child
Left Behind (NCLB), the word “bilingual” would be erased from federal education
policy altogether, along with funding for qualitative education research.
The rise and fall of bilingual education policy in the U.S., and of ethnography as
a federally supported research approach, presents an opportunity to examine how
policy-relevant research and educational ethnographers’ ability to impact policy
have been both enabled and constrained by larger sociopolitical and ideological
forces. During the early years of the BEA—a period characterized by civil rights
activism and federal support for “new and imaginative” programs for English learners (Crawford, 2004)—ethnographic research on how culture influences bilingual
instruction received considerable government attention and support. As an example
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of this, educational anthropologists Henry Trueba, Grace Guthrie, and Kathryn Au
(1981) published Culture and the Bilingual Classroom: Studies in Classroom Ethnography,
which, Douglas Foley writes, “show[ed] bilingual educators how to study bilingual
classrooms ethnographically,” and advocated for “a sociolinguistic version of educational ethnography as innovative and useful” (2005, p. 355). Ethnographic studies
also demonstrated the fallacy of focusing on narrow indicators of bilingual program
effectiveness measured solely by the scores on English standardized tests.
During the early years of BEA implementation, anthropologists were employed
in local- and state-level bilingual education programs and technical assistance centers (see, e.g., McCarty, 1993).They were sought out to inform policy implementation, as exemplified by Courtney Cazden and Ellen Leggett’s (1976) Culturally
Responsive Education: A Response to Lau Remedies II. Noting that, “In anthropology, the concept of culture includes not only language and a catalogue of visible
objects and events but also the tacit knowledge that the members of any community share,” Cazden and Leggett (pp. 2, 32) argued persuasively for bringing the
“invisible culture” of minoritized students and families directly into the school
instructional program—the benefits of which would be abundantly documented
by succeeding generations of ethnographic research (e.g., Barnhardt & Kawagley,
2005; Castagno & Brayboy, 2008; González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005; Jacob & Jordan,
1993; Ladson-Billings, 2009; Lee, 2015; McCarty & Lee, 2014; Paris, 2012).
As the ESEA has gone through subsequent reauthorizations under increasingly
conservative legislatures and presidential administrations, the culture of education
policy (Stein, 2004) has shifted toward a singular focus on English acquisition,
high-stakes English-only “assessment for accountability,” and “scientifically based
research,” a term indexing random clinical trials (Crawford, 2004, pp. 352, 357).
In contrast to the early years of BEA policy implementation, this period has
been characterized by language restrictionism (Gándara & Hopkins, 2010), the
dismantling of desegregation, and a retraction in civil rights, described by Orfield
and Eaton (1996) as a “quiet reversal” of Brown. Among the consequences of this
policy culture have been the marginalization of ethnography and other forms of
qualitative research, a situation with far-reaching repercussions for the kinds of
education-related knowledge produced, the profiles of knowledge producers, and
the ways in which knowledge is organized, disseminated, and used.

Ethnographic Contributions beyond Anthropology and the U.S.
We have focused our genealogy within the discipline of anthropology as it emerged
in the U.S., yet it is important to emphasize that the anthropology of education policy has roots in multiple disciplinary traditions and many national and transnational
contexts. The anthropology of education policy is not defined by a rigid silo, nor
is the label “anthropologist” as important as the epistemic and methodological lens
brought to bear on this work. Writing from the perspective of the U.K., Walford
(2001) notes that much of the impetus for an ethnographic approach to education
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policy studies in Britain stems from late 20th-century critiques “that educational
research was irrelevant to the needs of teachers and policy-makers” (p. 1; see also
Walford, 2002).Writing from a Latin American perspective, Elsie Rockwell (2002)
notes the distinct ways in which racial, ethnic, and other forms of social difference
have been constructed in Latin America and the U.S., the effects on policy and
politics, and the need “to forge a language that is more sensitive to . . . the current
issues and changing realities” of different national political contexts (p. 16).
Further, although we have centered our genealogy on post-Brown school desegregation and bilingual education policy, ethnographers of education have engaged a host
of policy issues, including who controls schooling (e.g., Goodyear–Ka‘o-pua, 2013;
Lomawaima, 1994; McCarty, 2002; White, 2015); how schooling advances p articular
race, gender, and social class interests (e.g., Brantlinger, 2003; Castagno, 2014; Demerath,
2009; Foley, 1994; Fordham, 1996; Holland & Eisenhart, 1990; Lareau, 2003; Lee,
2005; Levinson, 2001; Lipman, 1998; Lopez, 2003; Pollock, 2004; Valenzuela, 1999;
Vaught, 2011); and what kinds of opportunities are opened up or closed down based
on identity, community, immigration status, and capital (e.g., Abu El-Haj, 2006, 2015;
Hall, 2002; Mir, 2014; Jaffe-Walter, 2016; Sattin-Bajaj, 2014;Yosso, 2006).

Conceptualizing the Anthropology of Education Policy
In 1997, Cris Shore and Susan Wright published their seminal volume,
Anthropology of Policy: Critical Perspectives on Governance and Power (Shore & Wright,
1997a). Setting out “to chart a new domain of anthropological enquiry,” Shore
and Wright put forth a set of questions for the new field:
•
•
•

How do policies do their work?
Through what “mobilizing and linguistic devices” do policies regulate their
subjects?
How are social problems and solutions defined through these discursive practices, and how do such practices stifle or silence “other ways of thinking or
talking?” (1997b, p. 3)

The study of policy, Shore and Wright added,“leads straight into issues at the heart
of anthropology: norms and institutions, ideology and consciousness, knowledge
and power, rhetoric and discourses, meaning and interpretation, the global and
the local” (1997b, p. 4).
Drawing on Marxist anthropology—in particular, Gramscian notions of power
and hegemony, and de Certeau’s attention to resistance in everyday life—Shore
and Wright’s theoretical framing decentered conventional notions of policy as
disembodied text, repositioning policy as a cultural phenomenon—a sociocultural process. This moves policy analysis from a technocratic, rationalistic “stage”
or “cycle” model—described by Bradley Levinson and Margaret Sutton as “put
the policy in and watch the machine run” (2001, p. 5)—to an examination of
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policy as “productive, performative, and continually contested” (Shore & Wright,
2011, p. 1).Thus, policymaking is not confined to government elites.While policy
“works as an instrument of rule,” say Shore and Wright, “this narrow, instrumental
vision of policy should not define the object of analysis or agenda of those who
study policy” (2011, p. 6).
In light of its focus on participants’ perspectives and cultural meaning-making,
ethnography—anthropology’s “field arm” (Spindler, 1982, p. 2)—is particularly
well suited to investigate policy processes. “What gives anthropology its analytical edge,” Shore and Wright assert, “is precisely its capacity to understand the
meanings and subject understandings of policy makers [and to] think outside of
the conventional policy box” (2011, p. 8). Within this framing, a number of complementary methodological approaches have been applied to education policy
studies, including:
•
•
•

•

•

Cultural policy analysis—“the explicit attention to the meanings and symbols
that guide the construction of [policy] categories” (Stein, 2004, p. ix)
Frame policy analysis—the search for “ongoing trajectories of p roblem-framing
in policy processes” (Coburn, 2006, p. 344)
Interpretive policy analysis—the examination of what policies mean to stakeholders and publics, and “through what processes policy meanings are communicated and negotiated” (Yanow, 2000, p. 8)
Narrative policy analysis—an approach growing out of critical literary theory
that seeks the stories (narratives) used to describe and analyze policy issues,
which underwrite and stabilize “the assumptions for decision making” (Roe,
1994, p. 4)
Discourse policy analysis—a means of appreciating how “policy ensembles . . .
exercise power” through knowledge production (Ball, 2006, p. 48)

All of these approaches are compatible with ethnography. The methodological
challenge, says Wright, is to study “through” the specifics of particular sites of
policymaking to grasp their relationship to larger-scale processes of governance
and power (2011, p. 28).
This conceptual framing is evident in two parallel research trajectories in the
anthropology of education policy that, until recently, took shape in relative isolation from each other—a situation the present volume seeks to redress. In another
seminal publication, Policy as Practice, Bradley Levinson and Margaret Sutton ask
what education policy studies might look like if policy were reconceptualized as “a
complex social practice, an ongoing process of normative cultural production”—
that is,“policy as a practice of power” (2001, p. 1).Working in policy cultures around the
world, Sutton and Levinson and their colleagues (2001) reframed education policy
as a “verb,” a notion elaborated in the chapter by Levinson, Sutton, and Winstead in
this volume. Levinson et al. (2009) also develop the notions of policy negotiation—the
meanings people make of policy processes and the material entailments of that
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meaning-making; policy appropriation—how creative agents interpret and enact policy processes; and policy reification—how policies become legitimized in social practice. Levinson and colleagues take an explicitly comparative approach, exploring,
for instance, reading policy in the African Republic of Guinea (Anderson-Levitt &
Alimasi, 2001), women’s literacy policy in Nepal (Sutton, 2001), African-American
women leaders and urban educational accountability policies in the U.S. (MurtadhaWatts, 2001), Mexican teachers’ negotiation for union democracy (Street, 2001), and
Australian Aboriginal appropriations of local education policy (Schwab, 2001).
A second research trajectory is the ethnography of language policy (Hornberger
& Johnson, 2007; McCarty, 2011a; McCarty & Liu, 2016), also referred to as the
“New Language Policy Studies” (Collins, 2011; McCarty, Collins, & Hopson,
2011; see chapter twelve of this volume). In a similar way that the framework
proposed by Shore and Wright, and Levinson et al., pushes back against linear,
technocratic notions of what policy “is” and “does,” the ethnography of language
policy pushes beyond rationalistic, text-based approaches to language education
policy analysis. Instead, language policy is viewed as the “complex of practices,
ideologies, attitudes, and formal and informal mechanisms that influence people’s
language choices in profound and pervasive everyday ways” (McCarty, 2011b,
p. xii). A driving question undergirding this stream of research is how linguistic diversity is constructed as a resource or problem in schools and society, and
with what consequences, particularly for language-minority students. Medium
of instruction policies, which, by their very nature, privilege or disprivilege one
language over others, are among the most powerful barometers of these processes.
The ethnography of language policy traces its roots to the post-Brown work discussed above—in particular John Gumperz and Dell Hymes’s (1972) ethnography
of communication.An important early study was Hornberger’s (1988) ethnographic
investigation of bilingual-intercultural education in two Quechua communities in
highland Peru. With the goal of understanding the relationship between official
policy and local language practices, Hornberger asked: Can the maintenance of
a minoritized language be planned? And, can schools be effective agents for language maintenance? Since the publication of Hornberger’s Quechua ethnography,
a flourishing ethnographic literature has explored the role of language education
policy in the construction and deconstruction of linguistically based social hierarchies (for some of this literature, see Johnson, 2013; McCarty, 2011a).

Summing Up
This genealogy is not meant to suggest that the anthropology of education policy
grew solely out of these two streams of research, but that these trajectories were
co-evolving even if they were not directly in conversation with one another. Both
research trajectories have been international and comparative in scope; both centrally employ ethnography as a holistic and systemic methodology; both are concerned with being relevant within various spheres of policy and practice, whether
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that be among classroom teachers, school leaders, states, or at the federal level; and
both aim to bring about change toward greater educational justice. These constitutive elements similarly bring together the new work in the anthropology of
education policy presented in this volume.

Exploring the Volume
We organize the volume thematically around four topical areas. In Part I, we
situate the field conceptually and methodologically, beginning with this chapter.
This is followed by Bradley Levinson, Margaret Sutton, and Teresa Winstead’s
theoretical framework for the anthropology of education policy. Building on
their prior work, these authors map important contours of what it means to think
about education policy as a social practice, and especially as a practice of power.
An anthropological view of education policy examines the cultural, social, and
policy arenas in which policy is engaged, contested, and negotiated. They suggest that anthropology, critical theory, and transformative praxis converge when
education policy is understood as engaged by multiple actors, texts, and voices
with varying interests. Indeed, the democratizing of education policy necessitates
the expansion of the voices, actors, and texts that are included. They recommend
that anthropological research explore education policy through institutional and
discursive mapping, as well as through longitudinal research designs.
In chapter three, through rich description of three distinct ethnographic projects, Edmund Hamann and Thiru Vandeyar provide a foray into the multiple and
various issues that shape and at times constrain what anthropologists of education
policy do. The case studies of South Africa, a Southern Appalachian district in
Georgia, and the Maine and Puerto Rican state departments of education all
emphasize the importance of holism when engaging an anthropology of education policy. They offer methodological insights for anthropological inquiries of
policy implementation, and they suggest that an anthropologist of educational
policy implementation should be looking for three specific epistemic frames: a
problem diagnosis, a strategy for the problem’s resolution, and a sense of what a
better world might entail.
In Part II, the authors examine the anthropology of education reform. Jill
Koyama, in chapter four, employs the concept of assemblage to study one school’s
development of a Comprehensive Education Plan. Koyama focuses on school
leaders as key actors in the policy process, and particularly how teachers work with
others (caseworkers, parents, etc.) through the policy process. Although teachers
are often thought of as being policy actors, parents and social service caseworkers
are often not included in analyses of school-based policy. A close cousin to actor
network perspectives, Koyama’s assemblage methodology centers the materiality
of policy and the multiple material objects that create and mediate policy. It also
highlights the distributed ways in which accountability is performed.
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In chapter five, Jen Sandler excavates a particular meeting, highlighting how
neoliberal privatization is negotiated, contested, and given meaning within a community and by various actors and their relationships with one another. Sandler
argues that the anthropology of education policy should also include the studying
of the various activist worlds within which policy enactment and contestation
occur. Policy landscapes always encompass multiple “dissenters” of policy regimes,
and these are critical for fully understanding the richness and complexity of education policy. The dissenters in Sandler’s work include parents, nonprofit executives,
advocacy groups, educational service corporations, a superintendent, and a grassroots social reform coalition. This chapter highlights that there is never a singular
“culture of policy”; instead anthropologists should pay particular attention to the
multiple spaces where policy and its implementation are contested in order to
capture the ways in which policy worlds function to advance particular interests.
Amanda Lashaw, in chapter six, examines a movement for small, equitable
schools in Oakland, CA, to highlight how difficult it is to identify the political
authority of liberal school reform and liberal antiracist work within and across
school communities. Drawing on moral anthropology and Fanon’s theory of
political movement, Lashaw illustrates how an influential nonprofit organization
legitimized a particular understanding of racialized school reform by positioning itself as morally superior to activists struggling to maintain local control of
schools. She raises important questions about what it means to “do good” in educational contexts that are inherently and structurally inequitable.
Part III of the volume explores the intersection of race and education policy,
historically and today. In chapter seven, Stacey Lee analyzes racial formation in the
Mississippi Delta from the 1930s through the 1960s, paying particular attention
to Chinese Americans’ experiences within this context. By investigating Chinese
American access to White schools in the Delta, Lee highlights the active role
Chinese immigrant parents played to both negotiate their children’s educational
opportunities and to negotiate their own and their family’s positioning within
the racial hierarchy of the times. As active agents of policy, parents intentionally
developed social capital and performed early expressions of the model minority
stereotype in order to negotiate admission to White schools for their children.
Lee’s work offers a poignant reminder that education policies are always in flux
and are products of particular historical, cultural, social, and economic moments.
In chapter eight, Carol Johnson and Angelina Castagno engage what they
call a Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy to examine the policy
worlds surrounding young “DREAMers” (undocumented immigrants in the
U.S. who meet the requirements of the as-of-yet-unapproved DREAM Act)
and “DACAmented” (undocumented young people who immigrated to the
U.S. as children and qualify for the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals)
individuals pursuing higher education. Through the creation of a composite
counterstory, Johnson and Castagno call for the humanizing of policy through
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methodologies such as the Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy.
This chapter follows federal DREAM and DACA policy through the lived
experiences of a young woman named Eva. Eva’s civic and emotional engagement, and her active working of policy and rights, highlight the complexities
of the policy worlds surrounding DACAmented young men and women in the
United States.
In the final chapter in this section, “Along Ghostly Grains,” Sabina Vaught and
Gabrielle Hernández highlight the need to pay attention to absences within our
field sites. The authors argue that “ghostly” presences illuminate much about the
mechanisms and flows of power. They read “along the grain” of a university-based
Institutional Review Board (IRB) policy in search of patterned (re)productions of
power, finding that binary conceptions of “illiterate” political prisoners and their
counterpart “literate” citizens both emerge as and function to reinforce paternal
ist, racist, and commonsense notions of literacy.Vaught and Hernández proposed a
project wherein they would write letters with U.S. political prisoners of color in
order to better understand how they think about education, civic education, and
knowledge exchange. The IRB insisted on the prisoners’ illiteracy, thus denying
their access to researchers. Ultimately, the prisoners were both produced by and
erased by the state.Vaught and Hernández suggest that liberal paternalism functions
to both rationalize the Board’s decision and to distance the Board members from
their role in the construction of illiterate, deviant subjects of the state.
Part IV interrogates the intersections in education policy of language, identity,
and inclusion/exclusion. We begin this section with Cynthia Benally’s chapter,
“‘Safe’ versus ‘Dangerous’ Policy Processes in Urban Public Schooling,” in which
she examines the genesis and implementation of two Arizona mandates for the
teaching of Native American history in the state’s public schools. Drawing on safety
zone theory (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006), Benally shows that although the
intent of the mandates was to require instruction in Native American governance,
sovereignty, and culture, as the policy was appropriated by non-Native policymakers and educators—what Lipsky (2010) calls “street-level bureaucrats”—it was
stripped to include only curricular content deemed “safe” and nonthreatening to
dominant interests. Benally calls for reexamining history instruction to include the
perspectives, knowledges, and desires of Indigenous peoples, particularly parents.
The final two chapters take up the ethnography of educational language policy. In chapter eleven, James Collins highlights sociolinguistic register distinctions
in both the South African and U.S. contexts and the ways these mirror broader
social hierarchies. White supremacy operates in both contexts to privilege particular registers, social locations, and identities—which effectively structure learning
opportunities for youth along predictable lines. This chapter further explores the
important ways in which the atomizing of individuals and the focus on individual choice impact the de facto language policies in both South African and U.S.
schools. The focus on language highlights the multiple dimensions of inequity
that lay at the intersection of the state and society in two distinct capitalist nations.
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And, in the final chapter, Teresa McCarty draws on ethnographic data from
three school-community sites to interrogate the ways in which sequestration
follows from U.S. education policy through language users, educators, and educational contexts. This sequestration effectively removes not only minoritized
languages, but minoritized language users themselves from the public spaces of
schooling, thus limiting educational opportunities for particular youth and communities. Despite or perhaps in spite of this sequestration, non-dominant communities reclaim certain language rights and challenge educational and language
policy regimes of the state.

Reflecting Forward on the Critical Anthropology of Education
Policy Studies
What strikes us through both the genealogy and the new work presented in this
volume are the multiple and varied ways in which ethnography is engaged as a
democratizing science. Shore and Wright (2011) proposed a “democratic notion
of policy” that ensures “opening up and sustaining a space for reflection by critical and reasoning subjects” (p. 21). Ethnographic inquiries into education policy, and the nuanced sociocultural processes that are captured through such an
approach, are essential to the project of democratizing policy itself. In Reinventing
Anthropology, Hymes (1969) argued for an ethnography that is reflexive, critical,
and democratizing—an ethnography “for people for whom ‘the way things are’ is
not reason enough for the way things are”—one that helps build “a world culture
that is a moral community” (pp. 7, 53).This ethnographic approach rings through
each chapter of this volume.
It is not coincidental that, as we write this introductory chapter, the U.S. is
witnessing the transition from an Obama presidency to an executive branch that
represents extremist White conservative political interests, following on the heels
of the Brexit vote in the U.K. and within a global context of anti-immigrant
backlash and the diversion of public resources for private gain. Hence, the need
for a critical anthropology of education policy takes on new urgency. The challenge before us is to engage the field in ways that both excavate policy meanings
and influence future policy action. Lacking such an ethnographic commitment,
says Hymes (1974, p. 54), “our work will drift backward into the service of
domination.”

Notes
1 For a complete list of the Carmel Valley Conference participants and the conference
proceedings, see Spindler, 1955. We extend sincere appreciation to Professor Hervé
Varenne of Teachers College Columbia for sharing this important archival resource.
2 With the creation of the U.S. Department of Education in 1979, the NIE was transferred to the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI), and subsequently replaced with the Institute of Education Sciences (IES) under the 2001 No
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Child Left Behind Act. The latter change effectively ended government funding for
qualitative and ethnographic education research. It remains to be seen whether this
will continue under the 2015 ESEA reauthorization, the Every Student Succeeds Act.
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2
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR
A CRITICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF
EDUCATION POLICY
Bradley A. Levinson, Teresa Winstead, and
Margaret Sutton

In the introduction to our 2001 edited volume, Policy as Practice: Toward a
Comparative Sociocultural Analysis of Education Policy (Sutton & Levinson, 2001), we
attempted to sketch the foundational postulates of a critical practice approach to
the study of education policy. Later, we expanded and deepened many of the points
from that introduction, more systematically introducing and defining theoretical
terms, and providing a bit of their intellectual genealogy (Levinson, Sutton, &
Winstead, 2009). We also discussed certain methodological considerations that
accompanied the theoretical approach, and we argued for a type of engaged educational anthropology that goes beyond the mere “study” of education policy to
its democratization and transformation.1
Certainly, our approach bears many resemblances to a host of critical qualitative
approaches to analyzing education policy that have emerged in recent years. Such
approaches are all generally characterized by fine-grained accounts of how education policy gets shaped by educational authorities and then interpreted and implemented by a host of actors and institutions. Our approach is arguably distinctive
in the emphasis we place on three particular elements, which we shall describe in
turn: (1) the historical, holistic, and cross-cultural insights that an anthropological
lens brings to our understanding of policy as a practice of power; (2) the centrality
of a non-dualistic and agentic conception of appropriation in social practice; and
(3) an emphasis on social scientific knowledge produced democratically as much
for various civic publics as for the scholarly or authorized “policymaking” communities. Here we revisit and update this work, and provide what we hope is a more
succinct and accessible statement of our approach. Along the way, we highlight how
our particular contribution to the anthropology of education policy, as theoretically informed by practice theory and committed to democratic praxis, has been
both challenged and enriched over the last decade and a half.
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Why Anthropology?
Arguably more than any other field, anthropology demands that we understand
any contemporary social phenomenon in the context of history and the illuminating prism of cross-cultural diversity. What this means practically for our case
here is that we must constantly examine and decenter our common assumptions
about what “policy” is or does. Policy has only entered the English vernacular
within the last 100 years or so, yet it is now invoked across a wide array of social
and political contexts, and it has developed numerous variants and cognates in
other world languages. So the first step is to realize that policy as both an English
word and (post)modern tool of governance has a particular history and a particular cultural location. We can trace its origins most broadly to the Enlightenment’s
emphasis on rational social engineering, and over the course of the 20th century
to an increasingly technocratic rendering of liberal democratic governance; we
can also trace its spread more recently through other languages and societies, both
of the ethno-national and popular kind, where it often acquires new usages and
inflections.
Indeed, the spread of the term “policy” into various popular cultures was
brought home to Levinson quite vividly in 2012, when he was walking around
the streets of Copenhagen, Denmark, with his 2 daughters, then 7 and 9. The
girls insisted on playing the “Don’t Step on the Cracks” game, which consists
of being given three “lives” to start with, and every time one steps on a crack
in the sidewalk, one loses a “life.” When you lose all three lives, you’re out of
the game, and whoever still has a life at the end, wins. Levinson asked what he
thought was an innocent question, about whether the stepping on cracks was
always self-reported—sort of an honor system—or whether one could report that
somebody else had stepped on a crack. His oldest daughter answered authoritatively, “It’s our policy that everyone reports on themselves.” Further investigation
revealed that this “policy” had its origins in certain playground discussions back at
their school, and was often applied to similar games.
So what is this thing we call policy, which gets promulgated and negotiated
amongst supranational organizations, nation-state provinces, grade-school playgroups, and seemingly everything in between? What are its common traits? We
think it best to define policy as a complex, ongoing social practice of normative
discursive cultural production constituted by diverse actors across diverse contexts. The resulting normative cultural discourse has positive and negative sanctions,
that is, a set of organizing principles about how things should or must be done,
with corresponding inducements or punishments. Such a discourse may or may
not be formalized and codified (it could be stated or unstated, explicit or implicit,
de jure or de facto). In every case, though, it crucially presupposes a view of how
things “are”—a model of the world that is being organized, as it were—and how
they “should be.” In order to solve practical and existential problems, policy thus
defines reality, organizes behavior, and allocates resources accordingly. Indeed, Levinson’s
girls’ policy for the sidewalk game could be said to have all three elements of
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our definition. It clearly organized behavior in the way it mandated a certain
careful style of walking; it also allocated resources, since the losers had to pay
a few Danish kroner to the winner. And the reality it defined was not only the
self-governing, self-reporting walker (the latest insinuation of neoliberal governmentality?), but also a solution to the existential problem presented to them by
their father, who wanted to make them walk all around Copenhagen to appreciate the sophisticated ambience, the architecture of old buildings, and all sorts of
other things which clearly did not interest them in the least! He wanted them
to have their heads up, but their game’s policy required them to keep their heads
down, eyes on the ground!
Granted, Levinson’s daughters’ use of “policy” may signal little more than linguistic borrowing from adult speech communities, but the anthropological lens
insists on policy being a kind of link between the discursive practices comprising
larger-scale structures of law and governance and the discursive practices of normative organizing and control in any local-level site or community. Policy, then,
lives in the liminal space between cultural norms and laws; it is more actively
codified perhaps than norms, less coercive than laws. Importantly, policy organizes
social settings whose actors may have quite different levels of awareness or agreement about how they are being organized.The adult who makes a living teaching
second grade and the seven-year-old in her second-grade class may not understand the world all that similarly, nor agree on what is supposed to happen in the
social environment they share, but they are both nonetheless organized by policy.2
After 2001, we discovered important work being conducted in the fields of
political and legal anthropology. Indeed, what we’ve just described as the liminal
space where norms are transformed or codified has been the focus of the field
of legal anthropology, and its evolving concept of legal p luralism. The concept of
legal pluralism takes the connections between multiple legal systems seriously by
focusing on the dialectical relationship between state systems of legal order and
other normative social orders, usually at the tribal or community level. Sally Falk
Moore (Moore, 1973) describes how laws or policies operate in a semi-autonomous
social field which
. . . can generate rules and customs internally, but that . . . is also vulnerable
to rules and decisions and other forces emanating from the larger world by
which it is surrounded. The semi-autonomous social field has rule-making
capacities, and the means to induce or coerce compliance; but it is simultaneously set in a larger social matrix which can, and does, affect and invade
it, sometimes at its own instance. (p. 720)
Moore’s work speaks to the multi-locality of the practice of policy, and echoes
our emphasis on policy as a practice of power as well as a vehicle for potential resistance. Her work calls our attention to both the larger dynamics, created by state-enforceable law, that create and organize social life, and the smaller
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d ynamics—the uncodified orders and scripts or the implicit rules for engagement
in a particular social context—operating in between larger social forces. She
reminds us that these ordering principles, large and small, are interconnected and
cannot be separated in our efforts to understand how law and policy organize
social life. Even when policy actors are appropriating policy, acting in informal
spaces, and resisting the coercive power of more official forms of policy, they do
so within the larger social matrix.
Anthropology can thus provide needed historical perspective and the ability to tease out the dynamics and inter-penetration between the different
“normative social orders” of policy. Yet because of its culturalist and localist
origins, anthropology is perhaps less well equipped to understand the specific institutional and organizational dynamics around policy. This is especially important for understanding how modern school systems function. For
that we have found a kindred spirit and a helpful relative in the work done
in the sociology of institutions, especially the “institutional logics” approach
(Thornton, Ocasio, & Lounsbury, 2012). The shared territory between our
approach and the institutional logics framework includes, among other things,
an emphasis on placing institutional actors into a broader societal context to
understand the complexities of institutional life, and positing the symbolic
dimension of culture as an essential component of the analysis of how institutions grow and change. Our approaches also share a commitment to practice
theory (see below) and the importance of identifying pervasive dominant logics and their impact on specific institutional decision-making. Yet the institutional logics approach, as articulated by Thornton and her coauthors, offers a
more sophisticated framework for understanding how mediating institutions,
like schools and school districts, may develop their own collective logics.
Their approach also theorizes the interactions between and amongst different
institutional orders that account for both reproduction and change in policy
processes.

Theoretical Concepts: It’s All Practice, All the Way Down
(and Through)
As we hope to have shown by now, anthropology helps to decenter the naturalness and “normalcy” of policy in the current historical moment. It enables us to
question our taken-for-granted sense of policy. We further suggest that the way
to unpack policy analytically is to see it as a kind of social practice—specifically, a
practice of wielding power. What might it mean to take policy as social practice?
How can we put action and agency back into a seemingly static policy text and
conceptualize the entire policy process as a complex set of interdependent sociocultural practices? How might we look beyond text to examine critically the ways
in which official, top-down policy practices are negotiated, contested, accommodated, or transformed “on the ground”?
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Even though policy most often takes the form of discourse, or text, we p refer
to put this form into motion and always analyze it as one reified instance of a
broad chain of sociocultural practices. On the one hand, policy as normative discourse may be what we call officially “authorized”—that is, backed by enforcement mechanisms of government, organizational, or corporate charter. On the
other hand, policy may also develop in more spontaneous and informal fashion,
outside the agencies or offices that are officially authorized to make explicit policy. Those subject to the vertical or diffuse power of authorized policy may well
assert their own power in response. In either case, policy may be documented
and codified, or it may exist in “unwritten” form, through ongoing institutional
memory and practice.
In every instance, policy formation is best conceived as a practice of wielding power. Such a practice of power may be more or less democratic, depending on the ways that power elites are formed and legitimated, or the ways that
other social groups may participate in policy formation. In its most common
and visible forms, authorized policy under advanced capitalism is preeminently
modern, characterized often by a rationalist calculus and a representative democratic veneer. Despite the rise of supranational organizations under globalization,
the modern state apparatus, of course, is still the supreme authorizer of policy.
And state “public policy,” especially, manages to obfuscate its reality as a highly
political form because it is effectively disguised by seemingly “objective, neutral,
legal-rational idioms” (Shore & Wright, 1997, p. 8).
From the 1950s forward, traditional policy studies, influenced heavily by the
political and economic sciences, have focused on the strategic conditions for policy formation and implementation, as well as methods for analyzing policy impact.
We problematize this emphasis and foreground instead the social practice that goes
into the formation, negotiation, and appropriation of policy. A processual practice approach takes less for granted about the presumed rationality of “problem
identification” in the formation of authorized policy. It looks more closely, instead,
at the social arenas where the interests and languages comprising a normative
policy discourse get negotiated into some politically and culturally viable form.
The concept of negotiation, of course, has an overt political reference, and we
mean to recognize that authorized policy does often get “negotiated” between
opposing parties and interests. However we also wish to highlight the term’s sociocultural sense, that is, as a way to account for the processes of meaning-making.
In addition to possibly negotiating a “deal,” authorized policymakers negotiate a
complex field of meanings and understandings. According to this anthropological
perspective, the making of meaning is fundamental to social action, and meaning
is therefore always “negotiated” in social life; values are never fixed but rather
are contingent on the mobilization of meaning in specific situations. For us, the
negotiation of meaning is always a part of policy formation, whether or not actual
political negotiation was involved; in other words, the process of normative cultural production requires an active negotiation of meaning.
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Winstead’s (2014) work on Indigenous education policy in Washington State
p rovides an example of the multiple meanings differently positioned policy actors
may make as a policy moves through the formation and implementation stages. In this
example, one group of state policymakers understood a policy initiative to include
Indigenous history in high school graduation requirements as based on recognition
of the inherent sovereignty of the tribes. Another group of policy actors negotiated
and interpreted the meaning of the same policy in a different way.They failed to grasp
the meaning of this initiative rooted in the sovereign status of the tribes; rather, they
thought the new policy was meant to robustly incorporate Indigenous history into
“the story” of the state’s history. They delayed action on it because they saw it as a
potential precedent for other minority groups’ curricula to be included in the official
policy lexicon. Analysis of the transformation of this bill as it passed through the
legislative process, coupled with ethnographic interviews with the policy actors
who held competing visions of the purposes of the bill, revealed the complexity
of the intersection of state education policy, Indigenous notions of sovereignty, and
popular efforts to decolonize American Indian education (see also Benally, this
volume).
Beyond the process of policy formation itself, the negotiation of meaning
occurs across and within the various institutional and organizational sites where
policy flows and takes shape. Instead of using the term implementation to discuss
this process, we propose the concept of appropriation, which places emphasis on
how social actors take something initially external to their social context and
make sense of it. Appropriation is a concept that has a complex history. It has been
developed and used in the work of Marxist phenomenologist Agnes Heller, cultural studies of the media, Bakhtinian discourse analysis, legal scholarship on intellectual property rights, and so forth. Across these various traditions, a ppropriation
denotes how the individual or the group reshapes and resignifies in practice some
previously existing cultural artifact. Appropriation thus refers to the way that creative agents interpret and “take in” elements of policy, thereby incorporating these
discursive resources into their own schemes of interest, motivation, and action,
their own “figured worlds” (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998).
The study of policy appropriation has tended to highlight later moments of
the policy process, when the authorized text or “policy signal” circulates, by various means, across the various institutional contexts to which it applies. Admittedly,
our earlier work has been read as suggesting that there is an originating policy
formation process, with appropriation only taking place during later stages of an
implementation cycle. However, we wish to emphasize that appropriation, like
negotiation, takes place during processes of authorized policy formation as well.
Against an often implicit “Big Bang” theory of policy formation (Out of the
primal, swirling soup of political interests and forces, policy was formed!), we
insist that authorized policymakers are appropriating discourses and narratives
through their own practice of power. Appropriation thus should not only be used
to characterize the actions of the so-called implementers of a policy that has been
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formed officially. Rather, appropriation is always part of the practice of power in
authorized policy formation, too. It may be that authorized policymakers are freer
to selectively adapt, borrow, invent, dissimulate, or otherwise manipulate their
policy ideas, but they are appropriating them from somewhere, not nowhere.3 As we
say, it’s practice all the way down, up, and through the social world. It’s also resignification all the way down, up, and through. To seek a pure or primal moment
of “original signification” is to deny the fundamentally intersubjective nature of
all cultural production.
The concept of appropriation is vitally linked with a broader conception of
social and cultural practice that in recent years has come to invigorate the human sciences. We see two primary streams of work comprising such “practice theory.” On
the one hand, sociological and anthropological theorists such as Giddens (1984),
Bourdieu (1977, 1990a, 1990b), Connell (1983, 1987), and Ortner (2006) have
developed conceptions of practice to resolve perennial antinomies between structure and agency, or society and the individual. In their accounts, social practice is
the “site” or “moment” where structure and agency, individual and society, mutually
constitute one another. Meanwhile, out of psychology, work on “situated cognition” and “activity theory” has tried to resolve similar antinomies between “mind”
and society, or cognition and environment. Influenced by the Russian sociohistorical tradition, especially represented by Lev Vygotsky, theorists such as James Wertsch
(1991) and Michael Cole (1996) have articulated powerful new models of human
thinking and learning that account fully for the inherent and emergent social properties of mind. Together these approaches serve to remind us that education policy
is simultaneously “inside and outside” of the educators and students who enact it. As
participants in an educational system, we can often more easily identify the external
signs of policy than those deeply internalized, so our work may need to tack back
and forth between visible policy signals and the way such signals get organized
as implicit cultural knowledge and then manifest in behavior. Moreover, structures of power, like policy, are not merely imposed from without but often subtly
instantiated in everyday practice (Levinson et al., 2011).
Another powerful articulation of social practice is that developed by Jean Lave
and Etienne Wenger in their 1991 book, Situated Learning, and later by Wenger
(1998) in his work on communities of practice (CoP). As Wenger (1998) puts it,
“practice is, first and foremost, a process by which we can experience the world
and our engagement with it as meaningful” (p. 51). Practice always involves the
“negotiation” of meaning. By this Wenger does not indicate that humans must
rebuild meanings from the bottom up, as it were, each time they venture into
social interaction. Rather, the negotiation of meaning refers to the ongoing process of making sense out of our experience in a social world that we at once
inherit and create:
By living in the world we do not just make meanings up independently
of the world, but neither does the world simply impose meanings on us.
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The negotiation of meaning is a productive process, but negotiating
meaning is not constructing it from scratch. (pp. 53–54)
So what does practice as the negotiation of meaning have to do with community? In defining the “properties” of communities of practice, Wenger highlights
three constitutive dimensions: mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and shared
repertoire (p. 73). Each of these dimensions is integrally related with the others,
and none of them can exist in isolation. First and foremost, a CoP consists of
mutual engagement, that is, the members of the community “do things together”
on a regular basis, and together they negotiate the key meanings of what they are
doing. Such mutual engagement is directed toward a joint enterprise that has been
developed historically by and for the human beings in this community to meet
some existential or material need.The enterprise developed by the community is,
Wenger emphasizes, itself subject to continual negotiation “in the very process of
pursuing it” (p. 77). Finally, a community of practice must have a shared repertoire
of “routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres,
actions, or concepts that the community has produced or adopted in the course
of its existence . . .” (p. 83).
In their original book, Lave and Wenger provided numerous real-life examples
of communities of practice, including Yucatec Mayan midwives, naval quartermasters, and members of an Alcoholics Anonymous chapter. In his 1998 book,
Wenger focused on insurance claims processors in a particular company. If we
consider the concepts of mutual engagement, joint enterprise, and shared repertoire, then it may not be too far a stretch to characterize a group of professional
educators, or a group of educational activists, as a community of practice. Indeed,
Cynthia Coburn’s (2001) work on the implementation of literacy instruction
policies in California and New York specifically proposes a conception of policy
implementation as a “social process of learning within and between communities
of practice” (Coburn & Stein, 2006, p. 26). And although Andrea Dyrness does
not use the CoP concept per se, in her 2011 study the group of Latina mothers
who organize themselves to press for education reform and then design a new
school may be shaping a community of practice based on their evolving cultural
knowledge.
Throughout his book, Wenger is concerned to elucidate the relationship
between rather more local, self-defining communities and the broader social forces
that channel or define their practice. Early on, Wenger is careful to note that CoPs
are rarely “self-contained entities” (p. 79). A community’s practice is often “profoundly shaped by conditions outside the control of its members,” and yet that
community’s joint enterprise is still uniquely its own in that the members develop
and define the way that needs will be met. “Even when a community of practice
arises in response to some outside mandate, the practice evolves into the community’s own response to that mandate” (p. 80). At a somewhat later point in the
book, Wenger articulates the relation of CoPs to broader social forces in terms of
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the “local and the global” (pp. 131–133). While he acknowledges that any CoP is
increasingly involved in global flows of discourse, power and meaning, he nevertheless insists that, “the cosmopolitan character of a practice . . . does not free
it from the locality of engagement” (p. 131). Such an assertion is fully consonant
with the anthropological emphasis on the radically local and contextual nature
of educational relationships and arrangements (McDermott, 1977), which makes
the importation of “best practices” a potentially misguided approach. That context
matters is abundantly clear in ethnographically informed studies of “policy transfer” through international assistance agencies to educational authorities throughout
the global South. For instance, Anderson-Levitt and Alimasi (2001) vividly portray the diverse meanings invested in the term “readability of a text,” by Guinean
educators and by the French and American “advisors” who profess a desire that
Guinean schoolchildren have access to “readable texts.”
Finally, it is helpful to look at Wenger’s concept of reification. As he puts it, reification refers to the
process of giving form to our experience by producing objects that congeal this experience into “thingness.” In so doing we create points of focus
around which the negotiation of meaning becomes organized. . . . (In)
writing down a law, creating a procedure, or producing a tool . . . a certain
understanding is given form. This form then becomes the focus for the
negotiation of meaning. . . . The concept of reification suggests that forms
can take on a life of their own, beyond their context of origin. They gain a
degree of autonomy from the occasion and purposes of their production.
(pp. 58–59)
One can imagine, from this conceptualization, how an authorized policymaking
community engages in one form of reification, while the results of such reification, the policy as text and discourse, get appropriated into other communities
of 
practice and given new form—perhaps also reified—as localized policies.
Examples of such engagement with reified policies are plentiful in the critical
educational literature, especially around categories such as “special education
student” or “first grader ready to read” (Anderson-Levitt, 1996; Mehan, 1993).
Policies for identifying and “serving” special needs students or “early readers” get
reified into evaluation rubrics and reporting forms.
A more extended discussion of Levinson’s ongoing study of lower secondary
education reform in Mexico (Levinson, Blackwood, & Cross, 2013) may serve
to better illustrate the possibilities and drawbacks of a CoP approach for critical policy analysis. At the level of authorized policy, the national reform of the
Mexican secundaria establishes important new guidelines for pedagogical practice,
school administration and school “culture,” and forms of evaluation. Among other
things, the policy stipulates that all teachers should teach less for mastery of “content” and more for the development of “competencies”; that teaching should be
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based on students’ “interests and previous knowledge” and, as much as possible,
learning accomplished through group projects; and that school administration
should model democratic behavior by encouraging respectful dialogue and reflection, and by inviting fuller participation of all school stakeholders.
Levinson could only study the policy formation process for secondary reform
retrospectively, through interviews. He has already begun to write about the politics and culture within the national ministry of education—and its international
engagements with other readers, authors, and consultants—that led to the creation
of the reform. Suffice it to say that the appropriation of global educational trends
and ideas by certain teams within the ministry eventually led to the approval and
ratification of the reform, which in turn created a number of authorized policy
reifications in the form of new programs of study, pedagogical guidelines, and
materials for in-service professional development.4 From 2007 forward, Levinson
has been studying the appropriation of the new reform in two Mexican states.
This work involves interviews with a range of administrative actors in these states,
from heads of departments, to regional supervisors, pedagogical advisors (jefes de
enseñanza), and school principals. It also involves interviews with teachers of the
new program, and observations of training sessions and classroom practices of
teaching.
Though teachers were said to be thoroughly consulted in this reform, most
of them felt that such consultation was merely a form of symbolic legitimation
(Levinson, Blackwood, & Cross, 2013). Recognizing the need for reform, they
nonetheless viewed this particular outcome with skepticism and apathy. And as
could be expected of such an ambitious new national policy, even under the
best of conditions the school-level results are often quite different from the idealized school posited by the policy. Findings suggest that different categories and
sub-categories of actors in the school system, such as supervisors, jefes de enseñanza,
and different subject teachers, comprise communities of practice that influenced
the interpretations and appropriations of the policy that are made. For instance,
the jefes de enseñanza, because they were teachers once themselves, and still have
much direct contact with teachers, and because they inhabit a curiously autonomous space within the administrative structure of state education systems, constitute a community of practice that appropriates the policy in earnest. However,
because of their pedagogical trajectories and formation during an earlier generation, jefes de enseñanza tend to contradictorily reproduce certain hierarchical
relationships and non-dialogical forms of teaching in their own training sessions
with their “students,” the teachers.
Teachers, on the other hand, constitute a more varied group. It is problematic
to characterize any school-level set of teachers as a community of practice. Some
teachers reject much of the policy outright as an imposition of the neoliberal
state in cahoots with powerful international interests. They read the policy as a
hypocritical measure of control over teachers’ professional autonomy, as well as an
abrogation of union rights. In such cases, the teachers are likely to form part of a
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specific national community of practice that could be called “teachers in struggle,”
which has taken shape through processes of social mobilization and defense of
professional rights. At the school and regional level, the fragmented nature of
teachers’ professional socialization and work conditions in Mexico effectively prohibits the formation of robust communities of practice. Thus, most teachers may
attempt to implement the new policy in earnest, but their life histories, ideological formation, and professional experience determine the specific interpretations
they make of new guidelines.5 For example, in attempting to implement the new
“reflexive-dialogical” methodology, or to develop group projects, teachers often
incorporated the forms of such pedagogy but fell back on older goals of memorization and standardized evaluation. In one instance, a group inquiry project
about students’ social identities turned into the creation of posters with magazine
cutouts and labels that were “correctly” culled from the textbook. Thus, factors
other than the teachers’ community of practice could more effectively explain
the nature of their local appropriations of the authorized reform policy, and the
kinds of “policies” that they effectively enact in their classrooms. It remains an
empirical question.
Similarly, we cannot say in each instance that policy appropriation by nonauthorized actors recursively links back to, or influences, authorized policy formation. Some critics of our earlier work have said that our emphasis on the
recursive nature of social practice, and how unauthorized actors form their own
localized policies in their own spheres of action, runs the risk of “flattening” our
understanding of the full policy process and overstating the power of unauthorized actors to “make policy.” To be sure, we need to always keep in mind the
distinction between official, authorized policy formation (conducted by elected
and appointed officials, bureaucrats, etc.) and the unofficial practices of unauthorized actors, like teachers. We can’t remain innocent of the very real power
that authorized policymakers have, and we can’t wax too optimistic about the
ability of non-authorized actors to influence the ongoing formation of official
policy. These, too, are empirical questions and matters, to be investigated through
research. Our analytic move is to theorize the agency of non-authorized actors,
to recognize where such agency has progressive consequences, and to explore the
conditions that enable interaction between authorized and non-authorized policymakers such that authorized policy that has been ill-conceived or undemocratically imposed can be effectively contested or changed. Our job as anthropologists
of education policy, then, is to do as Ortner (2006) recommends, and to “refuse to
be limited to a single text” (p. 61) or a single account of social reality. Rather, we
should insist on bringing together multiple voices—the multiple texts of policy
formation, appropriation, and negotiation that we have described here—in an
effort to successfully “coax up images of the real” (Ortner, 2006, p. 61), as well as
the possible. And this is where the analytic and the normative dimensions of our
approach come together—where anthropology meets critical theory and transformative praxis.
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Beyond Provocation: Theory and Method for Democratic
Change in Education
Until now, much of what we have argued would hold true across many different
types and domains of policy: education, but also health, economic, environmental, and so forth. But there is something about education that makes it singularly
fraught as a field of human endeavor. Education is universally practiced and deeply
intimate. It encompasses the production and transmission of cultural knowledge
across generations, and it serves as the crucible by which human beings learn to
make their way in the world, first and foremost in the company of kin. Everyone
educates, but only some become professional educators, and therein lays the rub.
The professionalization of education and the historical rise of schooling as a political tool of the state bring large-scale structural imperatives into the bosom of
the family, so to speak. Official state education policy attempts to reach into and
organize the family/community and its enculturation of the self. It often does so
in pursuit of national “unity” or “security” or “development,” not to mention the
specific interests of dominant groups in reproducing the status quo.To speak, then,
of democratizing education policy is to envision the ways that ordinary people
across a society’s structured inequalities can gain a greater measure of control over
their children’s education and challenge insidious forms of assimilation or social
reproduction.
Yet even as we offer such a formulation, we must be wary of our penchant
for romanticized localism. Just as the state does not always reproduce inequality,
local groups do not always liberate themselves or a broader public. The history of
the United States is replete with examples of the federal government acting to
uphold justice and the public good when it is threatened by local reactionaries.
We need only remember the federal action against Bull Connor in Birmingham,
fighting to maintain racial hierarchy, or the early 2016 standoff at the Malheur
National Wildlife Refuge in Oregon, where White ranchers expansively asserted
their private property rights over both the public interest and the longer-standing
native claim to the same lands. Less dramatically, we must also remember that parents and communities, alas, do not always act in their own children’s best interests.
An obstinate emphasis on local control or the superiority of local cultural knowledge can lead to the dismissal of valuable, even crucial forms of knowledge offered
by schools. There is, after all, good reason for the professionalization of schoolteachers. Thus, education policy democratization goes both ways.Yes, it stands for
the promise of empowering parents and other local actors—including teachers
themselves, who are rarely consulted—to have a much greater voice in state-level
policy formation. It means that professional educators must be willing to dialogue
with children and parents and community leaders, to temper their assertion of
professional privilege with a dose of humility. Yet it also means that students and
their parents must commit to the public good and measure their own particular
interests against that yardstick.
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We would like to use the distinguished anthropologist Michael Herzfeld as
a bit of a foil here to argue for an anthropology of education policy that regularly goes beyond critique and provocation. In the preface to his 2001 book,
Anthropology:Theoretical Practice in Culture and Society, Herzfeld says that he offers a
model for a “critical engagement with the world” (p. x). Such engagement, he says,
may take many forms, from critique of policy or professional practice, to “ethnographically oriented phenomenology” (p. x). Most tellingly, Herzfeld argues that
anthropology is a “provocation, not a prescription: that is the kind of teaching
that anthropology offers, which is why it is so disapproved by normativists of all
stripes—official ideologues, econometric modelers, champions of western (or any
other) cultural dominance” (p. xi). To be sure, anthropology can and should play a
powerful role in social critique and “provocation,” but we don’t wish to leave it at
that. After all, not all “normativists” can be so neatly painted in diabolical terms—
some of them are democratic socialists in municipal government, or progressive
school reformers and school superintendents, or teacher educators. Some of them,
by golly, are us!!
So the question that emerges is not whether the anthropology of education
should “prescribe” policy changes based on its research; after all, such a move
would be presumptuous, and violates our understanding of the importance of
context. But in between provocation and prescription, there is the option to provide knowledge that is normatively digestible. (Prescription is deceptively palatable
but imperiously flavorless without the crucial context; critique can be sharp and
bitter, sticking in the throat.) In other words, the anthropology of education can
offer knowledge that is politically and administratively feasible and actionable. If
not, there is something all too comfortable about occupying the space of critique
in the academy; we either tend to exaggerate the potential power and influence
of academic critique, or we wallow, frankly, in a kind of smug self-righteousness
about how we can really see what’s going on behind people’s backs. Through the
way we write and speak, we may reproduce the self-fulfilling prophecy of our
own irrelevance to broader worlds of policy and practice, and come to feel comfortable and even superior in that irrelevance.
We also mustn’t forget that there’s a whole world of practicing educational
anthropologists beyond the academy, and they don’t have the luxury of producing
knowledge only for critique (Schensul, 2011). But for those of us who are located in
the academy:What happens when we venture into the messy world of policy, practice, and governance, where we can’t just critique but must propose, if not prescribe?
What happens when we align ourselves with social movements in outright advocacy or activism? What risks can we take, and what risks should we take? More to the
point, how can a new, fundamentally ethnographic approach to research on “policy
as a practice of power” contribute to democratizing policy formation, in which
policy elites must necessarily understand local knowledge and engage local stakeholders, and in which local policy production can be catalyzed? In sum, if policy
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is a practice of power—that is, of defining reality and organizing b ehavior—then
how can ethnography be a practice of questioning dominant definitions, proffering
alternative ones, and reorganizing (transforming?) behavior and society?
The path toward answering these questions, we argue, must be walked with an
eclectic, pragmatic vision, informed by values of inclusivity and respect. Such a vision
expands the purview of participation and justice in a liberal representative democracy, by making it more possible for a greater variety of voices and perspectives to
take part in deliberation, and to be represented in the formation of authorized policy.
Yet we also recognize and critique the limitations of representative democracy and
see ethnography as contributing to the empowerment of historically subordinated
people, helping to expand the reach of participatory democracy (Sader, 2005) by
catalyzing popular agency and knowledge for creative policy appropriation and
production. In particular, the anthropology of education policy enables us to insert
knowledge into different circuits of appropriation and social mobilization. At a
time when democracy is threatened worldwide by a neoliberal agenda of corporate power (Graeber, 2009; Kirsch, 2014) and the marketization of public resources
(Brown, 2005, 2015; Giroux, 2015), critical policy appropriation can bolster the
agency of local groups and institutions struggling to restore or expand public power.
To this end, we appreciate Sherry Ortner’s (2006) discussion of agency as
the “pursuit of projects.” She articulates the complexity of agency, structure, and
desire in a way that could inspire the great potential and responsibility of our
work to understand and work alongside local groups to contribute to a more
robust and representative democratic process:
The agency of projects is not necessarily about domination and resistance,
although there may be some of that going on. It is about people having
desires that grow out of their own structures of life, including very centrally
their own structures of inequality; it is in short about people playing, or
trying to play, their own serious games even as more powerful parties seek
to devalue and even destroy them. (p. 147)
And for those of us located in higher education, the great Toni Morrison (2001)
articulates the risk before us if we do not take more seriously this responsibility to
restore and/or deepen democratic practice:
If the university does not take seriously and rigorously its role as a guardian
of wider civic freedoms, as interrogator of more and more complex ethical problems, as servant and preserver of deeper democratic practices, then
some other regime or ménage of regimes will do it for us, in spite of us and
without us. (p. 278)
We agree with Morrison’s sentiment, calling us to contribute to the role university knowledge plays in public debates, and in the many arenas involved in the
practice of policy making.
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In our own field of educational anthropology, there are far too many
p romising examples of such work to adequately cite (and several are represented in this volume). The pioneering work done by Norma González and
her collaborators on “funds of knowledge” (González, Wyman, & O’Connor,
2011) has acted to democratize the prospects for Mexican American student
empowerment in Arizona and elsewhere.The deficit perspective informing most
school curriculum policy is challenged by the demonstration of rich student
and familial funds of knowledge. Angela Valenzuela’s work in the Texas legislature (Lopez, Valenzuela, & García, 2011) shows how we can intervene with
specific ethnographic knowledge to alter important policy debates and reconfigure the calculus of educational resource distribution; it also shows how we can
undertake action-oriented ethnography to better understand and change the
limits of democratic representation in such policymaking bodies. In a different
sphere, pioneers in participatory action research with youth (Cammarota and
Fine, 2008; Ginwright, Noguera, & Cammarota, 2006) show how policy can be
questioned, destabilized, and in some cases changed democratically through sustained and passionate inquiry. Finally, in Levinson’s work on Mexican secondary
reform, his talks and writings across various educational constituencies in that
country have attempted to foster greater input and consideration of teachers’,
parents’, and students’ voices in the policy process. Levinson thereby strives to
insert his research findings into the struggle between a neoliberal project of
so-called accountability and standardization and a long-lived popular project for
democratization from below.
We wish to expand the space of the public—and speak to that public,
not just to policy elites. Like some authors (Walters, 2000), we believe it is
crucial to question the “privileged status” of scientific or expert views and
to reinvigorate public involvement in the policy process. The work of critical ethnographers (Carspecken, 1995; Madison, 2011) is similarly conscious of
power and d emocracy, and in effect, we also wish to redefine the goals of interpretive research—away from a strictly academic practice of theory development, or an academic practice of “influencing” authorized policy, and towards
engagement with the aims of democratic social movements (Appadurai, 2000).
Such scholarship for popular democracy may well have as one of its goals
the development of a cultural critique, theorizing the way that “controlling
processes” (Nader, 1995) limit and blunt the full possibilities for democratic
participation. Yet an anthropology of education policy may also contribute
knowledge to alternative democratic projects, to educational efforts aimed at
creating plural “counterpublics” for a democratic renaissance (Benhabib, 1996;
Fraser, 1989).
We refer, finally, to a mapping of our approach onto the earlier discourse,
originally introduced by Laura Nader (1969) about studying “up” the power
structure versus studying down. A policy as practice approach takes seriously the need for critical work that “studies up” and uncovers the strategies and mechanisms at work in elite, authorized policy formation processes.
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Such knowledge can then be circulated to democratic actors situated in other
social domains, and in social movements, to foster greater accountability. Yet
equally important is work that “studies down” to understand how marginalized, powerless groups, not authorized to make official policy, nonetheless create policy variants through their appropriation of authorized policy. Finally, we
must study “through” and “across” both horizontally and institutionally linked
groups and organizations, such as the intermediaries studied by Ted Hamann
and Brett Lane (2004).
Methodologically, we find a number of correlates to these goals of critical
qualitative research on policy as practice. First, we must continually redefine the
ethnographic “field”: Because policy is fundamentally a normative discourse,
and often intends to order or control relations between groups that may occupy
very different social spaces and scales, research must be “multi-sited,” attuned to
the production and flow of reified texts across sites. The new “field” of qualitative research is not the traditional community or institution, but rather the
constellation of social sites across which policy moves, gets appropriated, and
so forth. Many of these social sites are parallel in status (e.g., a set of similar
schools that are all subject to the same policy), so a comparative latitudinal approach
would enable a kind of sampling of forms of policy appropriation for instance,
Levinson’s strategy in his recent work in Mexico (B. A. Levinson et al., 2013), or
Winstead’s (2014) work tracking policy artifacts through state legislative processes
in Washington State. Correspondingly, we urge new research practices of institutional and discursive mapping, in which policy language is traced across documents, and in which graphic representations are made of the quality and density
of actual relations between institutions and actors that produce policy, and those
that appropriate it.
Finally, we believe that now more than ever, longitudinal research designs
are necessary to capture the fullness of the policy process. When possible, the
researcher ought to be present at the early stages of policy formation to observe
the relations and interests that emerge; if this is not possible, the practice of policy
formation can be reconstructed through qualitative interviewing. Then, depending on the policy in question, the research design should include at least a 3–4
year investigation of the “life” of the policy as it gets implemented across various sites. Such a minimal time-frame would enable better understanding of the
processual aspects, the unanticipated twists and turns, of policy appropriation;
it would bring into view the possible recursive aspects of policy appropriation,
which may eventuate in modifications to the authorized policies themselves; and
it would foster the forging of deep relationships between the researcher and the
subjects of policy, to facilitate the researcher’s role as mediator and translator in
policy democratization. This is the path beyond provocation and critique: methodological innovation, long-term commitment, and knowledge for advocacy and
policy change.
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Notes
1 We will try to keep references to a minimum; readers wishing to learn about the fuller
set of theoretical sources of our ideas, as well as those approaches most resembling ours,
should consult the 2009 article in Educational Policy.
2 We thank one of our anonymous reviewers for this example and formulation.
3 See, for instance, the burgeoning literature on global policy borrowing and the “global
education industry” (Steiner-Khamsi, 2004;Verger, Lubienski, & Steiner-Khamsi, 2016).
4 See Levinson’s (2005) earlier study of a specific secondary program for democratic civic
education for a similar account.
5 Here Mercado and Rockwell’s work on “saberes docentes,” or “teachers’ knowledges,”
can be a very illuminating construct (Mercado, 1991; Rockwell & Mercado, 1986).
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3
WHAT DOES AN ANTHROPOLOGIST
OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY
DO? METHODOLOGICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Edmund T. Hamann and Thirusellvan Vandeyar

The Three Pieces of Educational Policy: An Introduction
Although Margaret Mead (Hughes, 1952; Mead, 1961), Manuel Gamio (1916),
and other leaders of 20th-century anthropology often made pronouncements
regarding what schooling should and shouldn’t do—in essence proposing to be
educational policymakers of a sort—the turn of anthropology to the study of
policy and particularly education policy is relatively new (Shore & Wright, 1997).
It follows that what an anthropologist of educational policy implementation should
do is therefore not yet depicted all that clearly or in detail. The groundbreaking
work of Sutton and Levinson (2001) and their contributing authors in some
senses stands out as an important exception to that claim, but its task was more
to theorize why this subfield should develop rather than to explicate particular
methodological “moves,” although it does often accomplish the latter. (See in particular Quiroz [2001] and Sutton [2001] for lengthier treatments of methodology.)
The easiest way to illuminate what an anthropologist of educational policy
implementation does is to share examples of it, and most of this chapter is constituted by autobiographic depictions of three cases—the first from Thirusellvan
Vandeyar’s study of technology education policy implementation in South Africa
and the second two from Edmund “Ted” Hamann related to the creation of a
novel binational educational project in Georgia (USA) and to Maine’s and Puerto
Rico’s implementation of a short-lived federal education initiative known as the
Comprehensive School Reform Demonstration (CSRD) project. Before turning
to those examples it is worth clarifying how we understand both education policy
and its implementation from a theoretical standpoint.
While the book that this chapter forms a part of has “education policy” in its
title but not “implementation,” we hold onto both terms—i.e., policy and policy
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implementation—for conscious reasons. As Erickson and Gutiérrez (2002) once
pointedly wrote, “A logically and empirically prior question to ‘Did it work?’ is
‘What was the “it”?’ ‘What was the “treatment” as actually delivered?’” (p. 21). It
is our view that what policy is cannot be understood apart from what policy does;
in other words, it becomes constituted through its implementation. In this sense
policy and policy implementation are the same thing. However, popular and mainstream uses of the term policy (e.g., McGuinn, 2015; see in particular the quote by
Daniel Weisberg on p. 4—“Race to the Top required them to go beyond policy to
actually be the implementers”) often do not include this doing dimension. Instead
policy is perceived to be a plan, particularly a formal plan and the related problem
definitions and strategies entwined in that plan, while implementation is something separate. This naturalizes a hierarchy distinguishing planners and doers that
under-acknowledges implementers’ roles in shaping what is done. It also leaves us a
dilemma; we could say policy and risk its misinterpretation as the plan, as something
that is rather than something that does, or we could be more precise, if prospectively
redundant, and say policy implementation. We have opted to do the latter.
To further clarify, policy implementation is not just another word for practice.
Rather, as we have outlined elsewhere (Hamann et al., 2007; Hamann & Rosen,
2011), policy has three constituting elements: a problem diagnosis, strategy(ies)
for that/those problem’(s’) resolution, and a sensibility of what a better world
would be. Acknowledging that these can be formally espoused to greater or lesser
degrees (Argyris & Schön, 1975), that they can range from apt to wildly off target,
that they usually embed and create assumptions about hierarchy and power, and
that they can vary in terms of how well they reconcile with each other, these are
nonetheless the constituting epistemic frames that an anthropologist of educational policy implementation should be looking for.
To put these in terms of one of the cases we share below, what problem or
problems has South Africa been trying to solve with technology education? What
are the strategies selected and pursued to resolve these problems (including consideration of who is selecting/identifying those strategies)? Who was presumed
to lead and who was expected to follow? And what has been the imagined
possible world that identifiers of the problems and articulators of the strategies
hope to bring into being? What does the new “better” entail? To the issue of
whether this is anthropological, it is worth quoting the American Anthropology
Association’s (n.d.) definition of anthropology, which summarizes: “A central
concern of anthropologists is the application of knowledge to the solution of
human problems.”
As a final theoretical point, if one accepts the definition of policy that we
share above, then one must also accept that policy is inevitably and intrinsically a
cultural production. To borrow from Geertz (1973, p. 5), there are “shared webs
of meaning” regarding what is, what can be, and what should be that shape what
policy as practiced entails (even if “shared” does not mean fully, homogeneously,
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and equivalently shared [Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003]). Those is’s, can be’s, and
should’s are further informed by both the material constraints of the implementation environment and the broader flow of ideas about education and structure
that have given rise to remarkably similar institutions (i.e., schools) in starkly different nations and geographies (Hamann, Vandeyar, & Sánchez García, 2013). So,
depending upon the reader’s preferred taxonomy, the task of the anthropologist of
educational policy implementation is to identify and analyze the extant problem
diagnoses, pursued strategies, presumed structures, and imagined better worlds of
those who make/perform educational systems or to gather and scrutinize the is’s,
can be’s, and should’s. The question is: How?
We offer three purposefully varied sketches of how we have tried to do just
that.While we selected the mini-cases partially because we can—these are cases we
know well—and partially because they allow readers to consider multiple varied
illustrations, we have particular reasons for tracing each instance.The South Africa
case highlights how the people and cosmologies tied together by policy implementation can nonetheless be dramatically distinct, with federal policy makers
attempting to borrow ideas from abroad (such as outcomes-based education),
while more local implementers face challenges of expedient resource allocation
and the not-necessarily-aligned questions of: What can I do? And, what should I
do? The case of an educational response to Mexican newcomers to Georgia highlights that policy can have grassroots and unconventional points of origin concurrent with top-down ones, but it also points out that site selection and negotiation
of access are part of methodology. The third CSRD case reminds us that the task
of adapting to context occurs not just in classrooms and similar “final” implementation sites, but also happens in intermediate tiers as with the conversion of federal
policy to state-level implementation.
The first two mini-cases share the fact that they were dissertation projects.
They differ, however, in the strategies of entrée used and available to each
researcher. Vandeyar could gain sustained access to South African classrooms
because that is where he had spent 20 years of his professional life prior to
pursuing his doctoral degree. In contrast, Hamann’s access to the Georgia
research site where he considered the development of a novel and unprecedented binational partnership that linked demographically fast-changing
school districts to a consulting university in Mexico was as a grant writer.
In the third case—state-level CSRD implementation—Hamann’s charge as a
research and evaluation specialist at a federally supported regional education
laboratory meant he was expected to work with state education agency personnel and they with him.
Noting that many readers of this chapter will likely include graduate students
pondering master’s theses and doctoral dissertations, we share these accounts for
one more reason: to pass along the advice that new researchers should ask themselves. What are the accounts both worth relating and that I am in a position
to tell?
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Mini-Case 1: South African Technology Education from Policy to
Practice
The purpose of this study was to explore how education policy for information
and communication technology (ICT) influenced teaching and learning in South
African schools, although our purpose in relating it here is more to explain how
this topic was studied. Understanding appropriated to mean “the ways that creative
agents interpret and ‘take in’ elements of policy, thereby incorporating these discursive resources into their own schemes of interest, motivation, and action—their
own ‘figured worlds’” (Levinson et al., 2009, p. 779)—the study investigated how
teachers and various policy intermediaries appropriated South African national
e-education policy in their teaching and learning.
So, not surprisingly, teachers and principals were the primary sources of data.
The second author (Vandeyar) interviewed teachers in face-to-face semi-structured
interviews and observed their classroom practice as they used ICT to teach (and
sometimes adapt) the prescribed curriculum. He analyzed written artifacts, such
as teachers’ resource documents, lesson plans, and learners’ books. He also interviewed school principals (mainly for in-depth case histories of the research sites
and for triangulation) and collected additional documents related to school-level
policies and histories. At the more systemic district and province levels, data collection with “policy intermediaries” (Hamann & Lane, 2004) entailed face-to-face
interviews, plus the analysis of formal ICT policy pronouncements.
So, utilizing a social constructivist lens and guided by a theoretical framework of a sociocultural approach to policy analysis (Levinson & Sutton, 2001),
this exploratory qualitative research study set out to investigate how teachers in
South African schools appropriated education policy on ICT. The case study
included three schools from diverse sociocultural settings, with two participating teachers at each of the identified research sites. The principal at each school
and e-learning specialists (officials) at the District and Provincial Departments
of Education 
constituted additional data sources. Data collection methods
included interviews, classroom observations, field notes, and document analysis.
Constructivist grounded theory methods (Mills, Bonner, & Francis, 2006) and
computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) were employed
in the analysis of data.
The focus on teachers and schools was not accidental and reflected both interest and access (points returned to in the other two cases). When South Africa
integrated its normal schools (teacher education programs) into its universities
in the late 1990s, which was after the advent of democracy (the end of apartheid is referred to as the advent of democracy), the previous tradition of education research being carried out by social scientists (rather than teacher educators)
remained intact and, to the present, it remains the case that most South African
researchers who study education topics do not have a previous background as
practitioners. Vandeyar, however, does have such a background, and this project
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allowed him to use that background as a resource and a correction to South
Africa’s historic (and not uncommon) privileging of researcher perspectives
instead of (rather than with) practitioners.
Vandeyar’s personal interest in ICT integration had arisen from his own practitioner experience. As a principal of a school that was transitioning after apartheid from being an “Indian” school to one that served increasing numbers of
Black African students, he had been concerned that teachers were reluctant to use
ICT even though his school had two computer laboratories and made computers
available for administrative use by teachers. One of the computer centers was
even developed and financed totally through a huge commitment by the school
governing body. In other words, as a practitioner, he had concurred with the
emergent problem diagnosis that ICT needed to be part of the school program,
even if the “how” and “for what” remained vaguely defined.
As a school leader restless with his school’s practice, he then observed that
other previously disadvantaged schools (i.e., those lower in the apartheid stratification) that had computer centers were using computers for so-called “computer
literacy” (rudimentary tasks such as keyboarding, that matched rote tasks that
predated the adoption of computers), while schools that were more advantaged
(such as the former Model C schools [Carter, 2012; Vandeyar & Vandeyar, 2015]
that had permission to supplement public support with parent fees and thus could
expend much more per student and prevent enrollment of those with limited
means) were beginning to exploit the potential use of ICT by integrating it
into curriculum delivery. Thus, his emerging thinking included considerations
of power and advantage/disadvantage. Then, Vandeyar’s own knowledge base
in policy implementation grew through seminar coursework in policy studies
during his years as a Ph.D. student.This came after he had followed the Computer
Integrated Education sequence in completing his master’s degree, which exposed
him to academic debates in the field of ICT/e-learning. All of this is to say that
from personal experience with practice and then professional preparation in computer integrated education and policy studies, he was fortuitously positioned and
prepared to investigate a topic just like the one he took on.
Much research on ICT implementation has been based on the nature and focus
of the national ICT policy (e.g., Kearns, 2002; Plomp et al., 2009), the rationale
for introducing ICT into schools (Hawkridge 1990), the application of ICT in
teaching and learning (Becker, 2000; Cuban, 1998), teacher training and changed
pedagogy (Kozma & Anderson, 2002), and ICT infrastructure and access (Ferrell &
Wachholz, 2003). However, there has been very little research on how education
policy on ICT is implemented in schools and districts, or how those charged with
converting problem diagnoses, recommended strategies, and visions of a supposedly better future understood their tasks and possibilities within those charges.
To understand what educators did and how ICT policy was actually implemented requires a bit of background. In South Africa the national Department
of Education (DoE) introduced an e-education policy in the early 2000s with
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the formal intention of changing teacher pedagogy and learner achievement
through the use of information and communication technology. The policy
aimed to “transform learning and teaching through information and communication technologies” and thus to contribute to the economic growth and social
development of the country (Department of Education, 2004). The ambitious
basic propositions of the policy were that, through ICT, schools would improve
their level of functioning, teachers would change their pedagogies, and student
learning would improve.
The ICT policy was just one in a barrage of new education policies for schools
(Sayed & Jansen, 2001) that came after South Africa’s first (post-apartheid) national
democratic elections in 1994. A goal of many of these efforts was to “democratise
education” (Jansen & Christie, 1999). In 1997, a comprehensive reform called
Curriculum 2005 with the philosophical paradigm of “outcomes-based education” (OBE) underpinned the new education system. (See Desmond [1996] for
an account of the American origins and early implementation of OBE.) Teachers
were situated at the heart of this new policy initiative, as they had to implement
the new curriculum innovation and adopt new policy-mandated methods for
teaching and learning.
In 2002, another curriculum reform was initiated by the federal government. Called the revised National Curriculum Statement (NCS) (Department
of Education, 2002), it too embraced the tenets of OBE. However, neither
Curriculum 2005 nor the NCS made actual provision for the use of ICT
(Blignaut & Howie, 2009), and the core curricula did not provide guidelines on
ICT in teaching and learning. Learning outcomes were not aligned with the use
of ICT (Vandeyar, 2013), although, rather vaguely, the NCS did encourage curriculum integration, where appropriate, in order to achieve educational outcomes.
In Jansen’s (2002) terms, the South African government had produced policy as
“political symbolism” without “implementation” as its primary commitment.That
was clearly the case of these consecutive national curricula as pertaining to ICT.
Ultimately, the Technology Enhanced Learning Initiative (TELI) of the DoE
was the first initiative to provide a planning document that introduced guidelines for the integration of technologies into teaching and learning at educational institutions (Howie et al., 2005), but this came after many schools had
already identified the need to implement ICT in their teaching and learning
practices (as further described below). Official national policy then came well
after local processes—including local problem diagnoses, strategies, and senses of
what should be—were well under way. Moreover, even with TELI, the hows of
implementation remained vague. One district official offered this interpretation
of the district’s role in translation of national policy to teacher’s classroom practice:
[C]ompulsory is not the language that I would like to use, I would rather say
it’s a guideline. And we’ve got to find a way of, you know, making the teachers’ find sense in using it. It’s my responsibility as a coordinator to make sure
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schools buy into it . . . I must take it to the school and show them how our
policy document looks, touch it and get to know it. (Vandeyar, 2015, p. 353)
In 2010, the minister of education announced yet another educational reform,
“Curriculum 2025” (DBE, 2011), which implied further changes to curriculum
delivery. That reform largely postdates this study except to the extent that it is a
reminder that before, during, and after the study period, teachers were still subject
to dramatic, “yo-yoing” changes in how and for what purpose they were to teach
ICT (and other subjects).
These yo-yoing policy directives occurred in real time as international,
national, and local physical infrastructure and expectations for technology were
also in flux. Computers had been introduced in South African schools during the
1980s, primarily in independent schools and some well-resourced public schools
(Howie et al., 2005). Since then, ICT has become commonplace in most schools,
albeit large discrepancies in resources and infrastructure remain. A reason for this
broader adoption is that political rhetoric and government policy have advocated
for teachers to use computers regardless of the context that practitioners in particular and that schools in general found themselves (Pandor, 2007; Surty, 2007).
Yet, the use of ICT in schools and its integration into teaching and learning has
also had wide public and educational appeal, as illustrated by the continued inclusion of ICT purchases even at schools with very tight budgets (Evoh, 2007). This
has meant schools both wanted and needed to develop their own ICT policies
often faster and to greater detail than federal policy guidelines themselves entailed.
Understanding ICT implementation as originating with federal policy or primarily being shaped by it would be misleading; much of the de facto authorship has
been much more local.
Vandeyar found that teachers’ professionalism and agency were crucial in
formulating and implementing a school-based e-education policy in practice.
National policy was largely invisible within the school context. Rather, teachers
positioned themselves as social and cultural actors of school-based policy appropriation and formulation rather than as recipients of national mandates. In turn,
a lack of systemic support to teachers acted as the catalyst for the emergence of
communities of practice between schools. A notion of “our” system as opposed
to an imposed system prevailed. Ultimately, South Africa went from lacking a
national ICT policy to having several consecutive ones that were not viewed as
viable or particularly relevant at the local level. This left intact dramatic variations
in when, how, and how much technology were integrated into instruction.
As a former practitioner versed in computer-integrated education, Vandeyar
was particularly well positioned to collect data on these topics. Like Toma (2000),
he was a practitioner, by identity and background, if no longer by job description. Unlike many South African education researchers, he knew the rhythm of
schools and could build solidarity with both teachers and principals, concurrently
making himself someone who would likely have less of a distorting impact on the
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classroom practice he observed (i.e., less posturing or defensive behavior by
teachers) and who would receive greater candor and depth in responses. That
he gathered more nuanced information from teachers than district or provincial
bureaucrats further reflects his biography. Schools were an environment he much
preferred to government offices (and were relevant spaces for the question of
what was policy as actually delivered).

Mini-Case 2: Development of Local Education Policy for Latino
Newcomers
As a doctoral candidate in 1996, Hamann moved to Georgia as an accompanying
spouse, when his partner began graduate school there. This may seem like an odd
first point to make in a mini-case, but, if an antecedent to the methodological
question of how to study something is what to study, then it is worth reasserting
that what we study is a function of what we can study. If readers want to know how
to study policy implementation, then how to find and access a research setting is
part of the methodology.
With the larger locale already chosen by circumstance (i.e., Georgia), Hamann,
who was ABD in 1996, needed to find a research site where he could pursue
his interests and demonstrate his competence while building his expertise. These
tasks brought their own challenges. Hamann had not lived in Georgia, he had
few contacts there, and his graduate school mentors had little leverage to help
him gain access to possible research sites. He first sought help from the Georgia
Department of Education, more specifically the Migrant Education and Title VII
program offices. These choices were not accidental. Hamann had already been a
consultant and grant evaluator for various minor initiatives of these offices at the
Kansas Department of Education, when he was working on his M.A. He knew
that these kinds of offices worked with the kinds of schools and programs that he
was interested in.
As Levinson and Holland (1996) have noted, anthropologists of education face
a paradox: to gain access to schools and school systems we need those who work
there to give us access, yet those who can give us access may well fear becoming
targets of our critiques.This risk is presumably greater if extant practice or at least
extant outcomes are problematic in some way in those settings. So these gatekeepers can be understandably reluctant to allow entrée to those who might write
critically about what they find. One task of the researcher, then, is to win and not
abuse the confidence of those who can give us access.Yet we also have responsibilities to our fellow researchers, to the public, and to those in our research sites
who might be vulnerable and/or disadvantaged because of what is happening at
those sites.
Hamann gained access to what became his research site because he could
offer key constituents there something they wanted. He could reciprocate
the extension of access (what he wanted) with sharing of expertise, specifically
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g rant-writing support.When he approached the Georgia Department of Education,
he explained to one of the administrators there that he had already majored in
education and Latin American Studies as an undergraduate; he had taught (and
written some grants) for two years in an experimental bilingual family literacy program that almost exclusively worked with Mexican immigrant families; and he had
written an M.A. thesis in anthropology that examined how bilingual paraeducators
brokered between Kansas classrooms and Spanish-speaking newcomer households.
The Georgia Department of Education’s coordinator of Title VII and Migrant
Education remembered Hamann several months later when she fielded an inquiry
from Dalton Public Schools (DPS) about whether she might know someone who
could help that district write a “Title VII-Systemwide Bilingual Education Grant.”
The coordinator thought she knew just such a person and put DPS leaders in touch
with Hamann.
Hamann remembers being a little surprised that a school district in Southern
Appalachia wanted to pursue systemwide bilingual education, but was assured by
his lead DPS contact that she had done some inquiring and had a colleague in
another Georgia district who had convinced her that this was what DPS would
want. So Hamann found himself with a $2000 contract (and a preliminary agreement that DPS could become a place that he studied) to help DPS find funds
to support a then hazily sketched, incipient, prospective binational collaboration
that would link DPS—which was negotiating a surge in Latino enrollments
because of changing employment patterns in the local carpet industry—with the
Universidad de Monterrey (UdeM), a private university in Mexico. DPS had been
connected to that university by a local business leader whose company did business with a Mexican industrial conglomerate that, in turn, was led by members
of a family with close ties to UdeM. How to attend to this complexity began as a
grant-writing task that later served “double duty” regarding how to study a policy
implementation effort.
While he describes what unfolded next at much greater length elsewhere
(e.g., Hamann, 2002, 2003, 2004), the next salient parts that matter here are how his
introduction framed who he gathered information from and what more particular
questions his research could be directed at. It seems straightforward that those interested in Latino education and the prospect of longstanding patterns of education
inequity being reproduced in new locales that lack long Latino immigration histories
should interview, observe, or otherwise collect data from those same Latino newcomers. But that is not what emerged as Hamann’s particular research angle. Instead,
recognizing that he needed to talk with school and district leaders and other leaders
in both Georgia and Mexico to write a strong needs assessment and to compellingly
describe what the project was that they envisioned, he realized that the data he was
collecting illuminated how local education leaders made sense of and responded to
demographic change. That too was an important object of study (and an example
of “studying up” [Nader, 1969]). He was witnessing and, in the role of grant writer,
helping to articulate the local educational policy response to both arriving Latino
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newcomers and the new interplay between them and the populations that had
longer been stakeholders in DPS praxis.That was the account he could tell.
In addition to the initial foray of collecting information for the grant proposal,
which secured $500,000 for the district, in his 15 months of subsequent dissertation fieldwork (and three years of post-dissertation continued involvement),
Hamann interviewed local carpet industry entrepreneurs who led the “Georgia
Project Committee”; he interviewed and observed DPS educators who participated in any of several successive summer travel study experiences in Monterrey,
Mexico that were intended to help DPS employees better understand the school
and community contexts from which so many of their new students and parents
were coming; and he interviewed, surveyed, and observed all members of the first
two cohorts of what were called the “visiting instructors.” These were Mexicoborn and schooled educators recruited through UdeM to work in one-, two-,
and three-year stints in DPS in extra support of the Mexico-background students
who, by 2001, had become the district’s majority population (after counting for
just 4% of enrollment as recently as 1989). In short, Hamann positioned himself
to consider the problem diagnoses of those most consequentially powerful locally
to develop the educational response to changing demographics; he studied the
strategies pursued to attend to the identified problems (e.g., the travel-study in
Mexico, the use of visiting instructors from Mexico, the convening of a project
oversight committee constituted of local business leaders); and he got to consider
what new/better world the policy promulgators were proposing to create.
The study showed that expertise from the Global South, in this case from
researchers based in Mexico, could be welcome and sought after by American
school districts (at least for a time). It highlighted how a comparatively small
city and county in Southern Appalachia was nonetheless tied to global migration
flows and that, thus, its school systems were facing unprecedented challenges of
how to work with students and parents whose first language was Spanish and
whose previous experiences with schools were often in Mexico. It highlighted
how a particular community leader, a former U.S. congressman-turned-judgethen attorney, could mobilize a massive education effort when more conventional
education policy sources were slow to act. And it highlighted an important tenet
of ethnography’s commitment to holism; as a researcher Hamann systematically
surveyed, interviewed, and/or observed stakeholders from various backgrounds
and with various roles who all shared a link to the multifaceted Georgia Project
initiative. He was able to be welcomed as a researcher by his willingness and capability to take on additional, locally salient roles.

Mini-Case 3: State Education Agencies as Policy Intermediarie
Our third mini-case describes implementation of the U.S. federal Comprehensive
School Reform Demonstration project, sometimes called Obey-Porter, per the
last names of the Democratic and Republican congressmen who successfully
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championed it into existence in 1997, and sometimes abbreviated as CSRD.
Like our first mini-case, this one connects federal education policy to more local
implementation, but this time the focal point of the policy implementation continuum is at the state education agency (SEA) level rather than at the school
or district level. In this case the examined SEAs are the Maine Department of
Education and Puerto Rico Department of Education. Like both previous studies,
it too reflects what the researcher was best positioned to tell.
In both Maine and Puerto Rico Hamann’s work was not ethnographic in
the conventional or formulaic sense. He (and some colleagues) were not present
only as researchers (although the role as researcher examining implementation
was explicit), nor were field notes generated every evening (although sometimes
they were). Rather, per Nader (1969) and updated by Eisenhart (2001), Hamann
and his colleagues used “multiple and eclectic” data collection strategies—
observations, interviews, archive review in multiple settings and multiple types
of settings (e.g., federal CSRD trainings in Washington DC hotel ballrooms,
school site visits in rural Puerto Rico, and carpool conversations returning from a
school to a parking lot along the turnpike). But our work was ethnographic in the
most important sense; in line with Erickson’s (1984) reminder of the centrality of
holism, everyone we studied in Maine and Puerto Rico was connected through
their links to the CSRD program.
In 1999, with his newly minted doctorate in hand, Hamann accepted a “soft
money” position at Brown University to join the federally funded Northeast and
Islands Regional Educational Laboratory. (Soft-funded positions reference those
for which employment is contingent on grant funding continuing.) The LAB
at Brown, as the regional educational laboratory was called, was funded by the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI), which has since been
replaced by the Institute of Education Sciences. Per the charges for the federal
regional educational laboratories, the LAB at Brown was to engage in applied
educational research in its local region—the six New England states, New York,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands—that was supposed to be concurrently ameliorative locally and more broadly relevant to other sites within and beyond the
region. Within that larger charge, the LAB at Brown was asked in 1998 to help
its states (and Puerto Rico) initiate and then provide research support for CSRD
implementation. This meant that the initial logistic support for launching CSRD
that the LAB at Brown provided preceded Hamann’s arrival, but also that studying
and assisting CSRD’s implementation was still quite new when he arrived. Just
as Hamann’s role with the previously noted Georgia Project was not only as a
researcher, here too he faced logistic tasks above and beyond generating scholarship. Phrased another way, he had multiple reasons to be involved.
The premise of CSRD imagined whole schools, rather than individual teachers,
or classrooms, or content areas, or grade levels, as the unit for professional development and reinvention. It originated partially from the “effective schools” research
in the 1970s (e.g., Edmonds, 1979) that observed that some schools were “high
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performing” (to use contemporary vernacular) even though their enrollments
concentrated students from backgrounds (e.g., students of color, low-income
students) that U.S. schools too often have poorly served. A second origin was
Ted Sizer’s (1984, 1992) Coalition of Essential Schools. That effort argued that
comprehensive high schools were too often large, bureaucratic, alienating, and
not academic spaces that needed to be reimagined into smaller schools where
students studied fewer subjects in greater depth, allowing teachers (who would
have reduced student loads through this reimagining) to know their students well.
These ideas were later coupled in 1988 and more comprehensively in 1994 to the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act reauthorizations that required schools
with high low-income enrollments to become “Title I schoolwide” and to craft
related schoolwide school improvement plans.
While Hamann did not know all of this federal education policy history when
he came to the LAB at Brown, he had studied under Sizer in the 1980s as a Brown
University undergraduate and he had joined Dr. Sizer and various classmates on
a number of site visits to high schools in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, New York,
and Delaware that were considering joining the Coalition of Essential Schools.
Moreover, that Sizer background had meant when Hamann taught in Kansas
City in the early 1990s that he was invited to join a consortium of local educators
who were looking at the Coalition and more generally at whole school change.
So it was logical when Hamann came to the LAB at Brown to connect him to
the CSRD work. It was also understandable that Hamann was soon assigned to
engage in CSRD work in Puerto Rico and Maine.
As is more thoroughly detailed elsewhere (e.g., Hamann & Lane, 2002,
2004; Hamann, Lane, et al., 2001; Hamann, Piñeiro, et al., 2001), the actual
inquiry was conducted concurrent with offering other kinds of support. For
example, the LAB at Brown helped the Puerto Rico Department of Education
create a fair for school reform models and that meant Hamann’s colleagues
created extensive notes (that Hamann could later review) about which school
reform model developers had both the interest and capacity to support Puerto
Rican schools’ selection of their program. It also meant Hamann went to
Puerto Rico twice in 2000 to offer workshops to grant recipients on program
evaluation.
Puerto Rico is a small island about 1500 kilometers southeast of the U.S.
mainland, and Spanish is the legally recognized first language of the commonwealth, although the island is officially bilingual. It is worth noting this physical and linguistic geography, because not all school reform model developers
had support materials and professional development capacity in Spanish; nor
could all models operate at a large enough scale on the island to justify the
transport costs. Thus, the market logic embedded in CSRD (in which schools
were to be able to shop for the model that best fit their interests and needs) was
much more compromised in Puerto Rico than when compared to most other
implementation sites.
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To generate a policy implementation study for Puerto Rico required looking
at colleagues’ notes from the model fair, working with Puerto Rico-based LAB
at Brown personnel, and keeping field notes on the evaluation workshop experience. Hamann also borrowed from economic theories of markets and political
ecology to explain unusual constraints encountered by program propagators on
the island and atypical steps, such as the reconceptualization of a local math/
science curriculum reform as a whole-school reform to be able to include/
support a local model provider.
In Maine the LAB team’s efforts were more enduring and intensive. There we
learned of Maine’s successful attempt to modify CSRD expectations—restricting
it only to the high school level and attaching to an otherwise unfunded new state
blueprint, called Promising Futures (Maine Commission on Secondary Education,
1998)—by working with the state personnel charged with implementing CSRD
and Promising Futures. In helping the Maine Department of Education (MEDOE)
as external evaluators of CSRD implementation, by making school visits with
MEDOE personnel, by participating in state-organized professional development
for CSRD/Promising Futures schools, and by collecting successful and unsuccessful
CSRD funding applications, we realized we were first-hand witnesses to the policy interpretation and policy re-authoring—the doing of policy—engaged in by
SEA policy intermediaries.We carefully say “re-authoring” because much of what
actually was the CSRD program in Maine, the call for proposals, the proposal
evaluation criteria, the implementation management, the reporting requirements
for recipient schools, the organization of regional and statewide professional
development, and more, were all crafted at the state level.
Returning to the American Anthropology Association’s (n.d.) definition of
anthropology, we collected knowledge in service of human problems.That positioned
us to ask whether the problem diagnoses embedded in CSRD and the embedded
solutions actually fit Maine and Puerto Rico very well, but it also positioned us to
see that Erickson and Gutiérrez’s (2002, p. 21) concern with “the ‘treatment’ as actually delivered” required attending to what is usually overlooked. Puerto Rico had
had to negotiate a diminished program and had attempted to partly compensate by
adding a local model (however ill-suited to federal program parameters), and Maine
made even more dramatic “reauthoring changes.” Appraising the efficacy of CSRD
in either place without attending to the particularities of what CSRD was because
of the SEAs in those jurisdictions would be fraught and misleading.
Ultimately, we recognized that complex and relevant processes were occurring
in the settings that we were part of, and that, if scrutinized, those processes might
reveal what problems various stakeholders were actually trying to solve, which strategies they thought might solve them, and what visions of better practice and better
outcomes were in circulation. In relation to the larger project of figuring out how
education policy might create more efficacious practice, we had a vantage point on
a part of the implementation and reauthoring that is inevitable, but rarely considered, and to which anthropology was well suited as an analytic orientation.
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Advice for Anthropologists of Educational Policy
Implementation
There is an old (and likely apocryphal) tale of the social science graduate student
who finds herself trapped between the advice of the psychologist on her committee who urges her to develop her research question so she can get out into the
field and the anthropologist on her committee who tells her to get into the field
so that she can figure out what question she might viably and productively pursue. In this dilemma, our sympathies are with the anthropologist advisor. We are
uncomfortable with a question that predates entry to the field because it means
that the researcher might miss “what is really happening” by trying to document
just what it is that they have already decided to look for. But our sympathies
are not only with the anthropologist. In a nod to the psychologist’s perspective,
Hamann went about looking for a research question in Georgia related to the
education of Latinos and to social justice. The particulars were usefully vague
before he moved there, but he was not “starting at zero.” He had some sense of
what he wanted to study.
Transcending the dichotomy proposed above, we also assert a two-part additional consideration. First, researchers should ask, “What, transactionally, might I
bring to the research environment that is of use to those in that environment?”
That question need not be answered as dramatically as the $500,000 in federal
grant funding (although that does not hurt), but it is important to remember that,
in exchange for the researcher’s gain (a dissertation completed, a degree secured,
a peer-reviewed publication assisting the march to tenure), others, who we might
call research subjects, but who also merit the less research-centric label of “policy implementation stakeholders,” should gain something of direct benefit, too.
The second additional consideration is to ask, “What story can I tell?” Or, if one
does not want to see one’s anthropological inquiry as “just storytelling,” “What
relevant-to-the-field account and analysis am I best positioned to generate?”
Vandeyar brought to the ICT implementation question the empathetic background of a practitioner who posed the question not initially with the scholarly
goal of “generating new knowledge,” but with the more pragmatic consideration,
“given how much we are spending (from relatively tight budgets) and what is
possible through the introduction of technology, how do we change what might
be to what is?” Similarly, Hamann knew and saw that the dominant input/output
inquiry paradigm related to work as complex as education policy implementation
was so simplifying that it was dramatically distorting. The only way to consider
whether CSRD worked was to get closer to what CSRD was.
In the case of Maine, did CSRD work because of the insight and political
support added to it by coupling it with Promising Futures? What did a claim that
it worked or didn’t work really mean? One of the things Hamann (2005) later
claimed about Maine CSRD implementation is that it “moved the default”; it
literally changed (modestly to be sure) the logic and purpose of how and for what
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ends high school was practiced in Maine. Because of the coupling of CSRD with
Promising Futures and then the later and related coupling of Promising Futures with
an initiative funded by the Gates Foundation, approximately 45% of Maine’s high
schools successfully solicited support for Promising Futures-related school change
and more than two-thirds went through at least one grant application process
where they endeavored to reimagine themselves in line with Promising Futures.
What happened, what the treatment was as actually delivered, could not have
been depicted absent Hamann’s (and his colleagues’) sustained, experience-near,
and multi-vantage-point depiction of those holistically linked through CSRD
from federal program creation to classroom practice.
In all three mini-cases there were problem diagnoses to be identified and scrutinized, strategies for the identified problems’ resolution to be chronicled and
weighed, and various ideas regarding what was supposed to become. In all three
cases a formal governmentally constituted policy framework was part of the
story—federal South African ICT policy, federal American Title I and Title VII
policy, and federal American CSRD policy—but in none of the cases were these
the primary or singular explanations for what was actually done. To anthropologically understand policy implementation in each of these three cases much more
centrally required being present to record the knowledge that was being assembled to attend to human problems. That is what the anthropology of e ducation
policy implementation is designed to study. Using a range of tools, we look at
what did happen and what various stakeholders said was supposed to happen.
That makes for engaging, fun, and relevant work.
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PART II

Educational Reform and
Contestation in the U.S.

4
PRODUCING POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS
IN A “PERSISTENTLY LOWACHIEVING” SCHOOL
Jill Koyama

In early October 2012, the school leadership team at Wayside Elementary School
met for the second time to work on developing the school’s comprehensive education plan (CEP).1 The team had been provided a district template with six
generic topics—district leadership, school leadership, curriculum development
and support, teacher practices, students’ development and well being, and family
and community engagement. Under these topics, the team had already created
some site-specific objectives. The principal, who was beginning her second year
in this administrative role, asked the team members—two instructional coaches,
four teachers, one refugee resettlement caseworker, and one parent representative—
which of the topics they should work on first. The English Language Arts (ELA)
coach suggested that they start with topic 4, “teacher practices” (CEP, 4) because
it seemed “doable,” and the others agreed. In particular, the coach wanted to
work on Objective 4.2, which focused on how teachers use instructional practices and strategies to meet established goals and promote high levels of student
engagement. She argued that the CEP needed to address how teachers could use
multiple points of data to improve their instruction—a main recommendation
from the latest district review. “Before we talk about using data,” interjected one
of the teachers, “we need to talk about which data you’re talking about—the data
NCLB [No Child Left Behind] says is so important or the district makes us do or
really, the student data that we all know matters.”2 Thus began a three-hour CEP
development meeting centered on how/if the school could/should aim to meet
the district- and school-level mandates under NCLB.
The concerns and ideas expressed at Wayside Elementary’s CEP meeting are
not uncommon. During its tenure from 2001 to 2015, NCLB, the United States’
most comprehensive federal education policy, created new policy landscapes
that impacted and continue to impact states, regions, school districts, schools,
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and classrooms. In this chapter, I examine the CEP’s development at Wayside
Elementary, a school identified by the state as a “persistently lowest achieving”
(PLA) school. As required under the state-specific NCLB mandates, the school
was to create a CEP, an accountability agreement between the New York State
Education Department and the school. The CEP was intended to outline how
the school, in which refugee students comprised greater than one half the student population and accounted for nearly all the students identified as “English
language learners” (ELLs), would address findings from state intervention teams,
recommendations from state annual performance plans, and reports from district
reviews to comply with NCLB mandates and increase academic achievement.
In this chapter, the CEP is examined and analyzed as an assemblage—a c omplex
and fluid web of “bodies, texts, tools, and desires held together through fragile ties
that demand a great deal of work to maintain them” (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010,
p. 129). While previous studies of education policy have drawn our attention
to the mismatch between official, often textual policy, and enacted (Braun, Ball,
Maguire, & Hoskins, 2011) or appropriated (Levinson & Sutton, 2001) policy
in practice, the concept of assemblage encourages a focus on the emergence of
policy. In part, it does this by centering the materiality of policy processes, simultaneously considering policy and related documents as material objects as actors
with human investment. Braun et al. (2011) encourage the serious consideration
of policy contexts in the study of education policy; putting assemblage thinking to
work in the anthropological study of policy goes even further, bringing materiality to the fore rather than relegating it to the domain of cultural artifacts or positioning it as fixed places. Assemblage thinking also draws attention to interactions
between policy actors, in which each entity works upon others to get things done,
a phenomenon referred to as “translation.” Thus, a study utilizing an assemblage
framework, which is related to actor-network perspectives (Latour, 2005), moves
the analysis from following policy documents to actual practice, capturing the
nuanced and often unwieldy development of policy. Assemblage offers an additional way to approach and extract—or, in the words of Fenwick and Edwards
(2010), “intervene”—in the messiness of education policy.
Specifically, I trace the actions of the leadership team charged with creating
the CEP in a case study of Wayside Elementary conducted between August 2011
and July 2012, within a larger 26-month ethnography of refugee networks. I show
how a collection of people, things, and ideas were brought together, even if temporarily, to produce NCLB-guided objectives, create subpolicies, devise plans,
generate materials, initiate practices, assess performances, criticize processes, and
imagine alternative policies. According to the school district’s mandate, the school
leadership team at Wayside was to include school and district administrators
and educators, as well as participants who were regularly involved in the district and school improvement initiatives. Unique to Wayside’s leadership team was
the inclusion of a refugee resettlement caseworker who taught English as a second language (ESL) to large numbers of the students’ parents, and a parent, himself
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a recently arrived refugee who worked as an economist in Iraq.Together with the
team’s four teachers, the caseworker and parent challenged the school district’s
standard curriculum and pedagogical recommendations and refused to have their
ideas overridden by the principal, who, while sympathetic to their concerns, was
constrained by the accountability mandates of the district and state.
I offer examples of teachers making policy not through their classroom practices, although that was evident in my study (Koyama, 2015), but rather in their
work outside of classrooms, as they served on school and district committees,
and worked on their own to not only enact but develop policy. Following other
ethnographers of education policy (Hornberger, 2000; Levinson & Sutton, 2001;
McCarty, 2003), I situate teachers as “key actors in policy processes” who are
both agents and subjects of policy enactment, which “involves creative processes
of interpretation and translation . . . of the abstractions of policy ideas into contextualized practices” (Braun et al., 2011, p. 586). Teachers have been shown to
be important policy actors in the enactment of policy in classroom practices.
Particular anthropological inquiries (Hornberger, 2000; McCarty, 2011) have
revealed the ways in which language teachers act as policy actors, selectively
appropriating particular curricula and making consequential decisions about language use and teaching in their classrooms. However, less is known about teachers’
roles in emergent policy processes, in which they combine their efforts with those
of non-teachers to do policy work, as they did in the development of CEP.
At Wayside Elementary, teachers working to create the CEP produced
site-specific “policy prescriptions” from federal, state, and district policy. I define
policy prescriptions broadly as the purposeful recommendations composed to
transform policy mandates into practice. Policy prescriptions, which are stated
authoritatively, recommend actions or rules that should be carried out as part of
a beneficial treatment of an issue—in this case persistent low student achievement. Although the prescriptions seem to follow the official textual policy, and
precede the classroom practices, they are not discrete steps in a linear process.
Prescriptions, like other elements in policy processes, are unfixed and less stable
than they appear in text. Beyond an examination of the teachers’ roles as policy
actors in the development of key prescriptions in the CEP at Wayside, the chapter
also offers an argument for utilizing assemblage thinking in the anthropological
study of education policy.
The chapter is organized into four sections. The first offers a meditation on
assemblage thinking and its connections to other anthropological framings of
education policy. The second introduces Wayside Elementary and its surroundings, as well as its positioning in the ethnography I conducted for 26 months
between 2011 and 2013. In the third section, I apply assemblage thinking to
analyze Wayside Elementary’s CEP and its policy prescriptions. I organize the
findings around two overlapping themes—the school’s use of data and effective
pedagogy—that appeared with greatest frequency in the final CEP document. For
each theme, I first provide objectives and sample prescriptions taken directly from
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the CEP text, and I examine the interplay of a variety of entities—documents,
human actors, histories, discourses, aims, resources, and politics—that became
engaged in the CEP process and embedded into the CEP text. In the final section,
I consider how anthropologists can further understand the role of teachers as local
policy makers and robustly analyze education policy with assemblage thinking.

Anthropological Inquiry of Education Policy and
Assemblage Thinking
Social policy and its proposed practices have for some time been important foci
of inquiry in anthropological studies. Seminal scholarship (Shore & Wright, 1997;
Shore,Wright, & Però, 2011; Sutton & Levinson, 2001) has drawn our attention to
the way that policy works as a normative instrument of government and the way
it serves to organize and categorize subjects, as well as the ways in which policy
actors make, remake, and unmake policy through their practices. Anthropological
research has also illuminated the way policy defines problems and solutions, and
the way it finds expression through distributed practices. So too has research
revealed the challenges made to policy. Such studies have illuminated the reality that policy is “productive, performative, and continually contested” (Shore &
Wright, 2011, p. 1). It has a multifaceted social life.
Anthropologically, policy can be usefully treated as an uncertain object and a
set of social practices. It is, in the words of Levinson and Sutton (2001), “a complex social practice, an ongoing process of normative cultural production constituted by diverse actors across diverse social and institutional contexts” (p. 1).
Policy as a practice is a negotiated form of legitimized values, aims, and sense
making. It is open to various interpretations, understandings, contestations, and
behaviors. Koyama and Varenne (2012) have referred to this as “productive policy
play,” where some “play” or room for negotiation, interpretation, and selective
appropriation is present, if not necessary, in policy processes. Productive policy
play draws on Erickson’s (2004) concept of “wiggle room” (p. 8), which emphasizes spaces in which to act within, through, and around particular constraints.
In my research, I put to work assemblage, a notion from actor-network (AN)
perspectives, to trace and interrogate education policy as an emerging, fluid,
incomplete trail of associations between heterogeneous elements—human, material, and discursive. With human investment, such policy becomes an actor. It acts
as a mediator; policy provokes and alters actions of other policy actors. It performs
tasks as it encounters and interacts with people, institutions, material objects, and
ideas in dynamic ways. Agency and subjectivity co-emerge across the unsettled
and often ephemeral connections between non-human and human policy actors.
As Varenne and I explain:
These assemblages are deeply imprinted with the disparate aims, resources,
and histories of actors brought together under the contingent nature
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of policy, as well as influenced by those who are not exactly linked.
Historically, associations or assemblages appear, even in the absence of a
consensus (or habitus), or of anyone’s specific intention, or of a rational
democratic selection process among competing goods. (Koyama & Varenne,
2012, p. 157)
In a policy assemblage, the human actors, with the enlistment of texts and
discourses, variably interpret, negotiate, and selectively “do” policy.
The notion of assemblage, as I employ it, emerges from actor-network theory
(ANT) (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1988, 2005; Law 1986), and the work of Deleuze
and Guattari (1987). ANT is best understood as a related set of material-semiotic
frameworks that focus on how disparate human actors, their material objects,
and discursive practices come together to form dynamic associations that hold
(often temporarily) together, to perform particular actions and accomplish certain undertakings. I prefer to use the term actor-network (AN) perspectives,
rather than ANT, to emphasize how these frames serve as guides methodologically and analytically.The strength of putting AN perspectives to work lies in their
insistence on following the ongoing processes “made up of uncertain, fragile,
controversial, and ever-shifting ties” (Latour, 2005, p. 28), rather than attempting
to fit the actors and their activities into bounded categories, geographical sites,
or groups of analysis. AN-inspired policy studies collapse long-standing binaries
such as human-nonhuman and agency-structure by emphasizing the interactions
of actors who do the continual work of sustaining and transforming the networks.
In this chapter, I engage “with the problem of researching the enactment of
education policy, building on the idea that practices and artefacts are fundamental
to school (and more broadly educational) activities” (Heimans, 2012, p. 313). In
assemblage, there is symmetry between human and nonhuman entities, and my
research illuminates the roles played by nonhuman or material actors in education policy. Material objects, including reports and comprehensive plans, are
considered for what they do and what they compel others to do rather than what
they are. Material agency is thus not limited to the accounts produced by human
actors. Rather, it can be a semiotic agency associated with how things “are continually coming into being, fading away, moving around, changing places with one
another, and so on [in an assemblage]” (Pickering, 1993, p. 563). Humans differ
from nonhuman actors in that human actions are bolstered by intention. Objects
with subjective investments mediate resettlement practices and “shape intentions,
meanings, relationships, routines” (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010, p. 6), but they are
incapable of acting with intention. For example, a negative New York State report
of Wayside Elementary’s progress alters multiple aspects of policy, curricula, pedagogy, and organization. The state review propels the development of a school
leadership team, in which teachers and refugee allies are cast into different roles—
as policy makers—to create a CEP. They, in turn, reorient some of their time to
fulfilling these roles.
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Further, an important feature of assemblage is the process through which
each entity in an emerging assemblage works upon others to get things done.
Humans, as well as “[e]veryday things and parts of things . . . are assumed to be
capable of exerting force and joining together, changing and being changed by
each other” (Fenwick & Edwards, 2010, p. 3). As articulated by Gorur (2013),
the idea of translation “explores how entities relate to each other” (p. 216). It is
through translation that things, people, and ideas come to adhere, even if temporarily. Pickering (1993) refers to this as a “mangle,” in which “emergent human
and material agency reciprocally engage by means of a dialectic of resistance and
accommodation” (p. 559); “the trajectories of emergence of human and material
agency are constitutively enmeshed in practice . . . ” (p. 567). In this chapter, a
teacher and a refugee caseworker challenge the generic findings of the state intervention team and demand that certain provisions for refugees are added to the
curriculum support covered in the CEP.
Participants in assemblage interact “in conditions of great uncertainty” (Barry,
2006, p. 242), but assemblage thinking is good for studying controversies, such as
those that arose during the development of the CEP: “Controversies, or disorderly
situations, are exciting places teeming with actors and action. In controversies, no
single view or practice has become dominant enough to silence others. A variety
of proposals are in play and many possibilities are open” (p. 215). An assemblage
approach reveals and interrogates how, within a network, “things are invited or
excluded, how some linkages work and others don’t, and how connections are
bolstered to make themselves stable and durable by linking to other networks
and things” (Fenwick, 2010, p. 120). In this chapter, teachers, who may not have
been previously recognized outside their classrooms as policy actors, navigate
among other actors and ideas to construct the policy prescriptions, including
those relating to data use and pedagogy. Parents and caseworkers, as shown here,
can also be seen as important policy makers.

Studying Policymaking at Wayside Elementary School
Wayside, a middle-sized city characterized by a steadily decreasing population, a
declining body of college-educated and skilled residents, and a shrinking economy, is home to one of the country’s largest refugee shelters and four authorized
resettlement affiliates. It also has numerous organizations that provide legal, educational, transportation, health, and spiritual services to refugees, which accounted
for seven percent of the city’s overall population during the study. Refugees in
Wayside originate from countries as diverse as Burma, Bhutan, Somalia, and Iraq.
The federally approved local refugee resettlement agencies, affiliates of national
voluntary associations or Volags, provide initial access to health, education,
employment, legal, housing, and interpreting services to adult refugees. These
agencies are also charged with enrolling refugee children in schools, and resettlement caseworkers often serve as liaisons between schools, refugee families, and
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social services. At the time of the study, 73 languages were spoken by students in
Wayside’s public schools.
Wayside Elementary School is a pre-K–6 school located in a neighborhood
in which the majority of recently arrived refugees rent their first U.S. homes.
Between fall 2011 and spring 2013, the student population fluctuated between
718 and 780 students, nearly ½ of whom were refugees from 70 different countries.
While the school was highly praised in the district and city for its strong community partnerships and inclusivity, it had not met New York State student achievement benchmarks since 2004. Student performance in math and ELA at Wayside
Elementary was lower than both state and district averages. Nearly 40% of the
students were deemed proficient in mathematics and 22% in ELA on annual
state assessments in 2012, and the school had been labeled a Persistently Lowest
Achieving (PLA) school since 2008. It was restructured prior to the 2011-2012
academic year and a new principal was hired to “turn around” the school.
I was initially introduced to the school through my ongoing service as a member of Wayside’s English Language Learner (WELL) Board. I was approached by
a Wayside School District administrator who was also on the board and who,
knowing my research with refugees, encouraged me to meet the school’s principal
and ESL teachers. I then added the school as one of multiple sites in a 26-month
ethnographic study of refugee networks in Wayside. At the school, in addition to
conducting observations and interviews and collecting documents, I volunteered
as an afterschool tutor for refugee adults, and also served on two committees—
one that worked with WELL to create workshops for refugee parents and the
other centered on creating opportunities for Wayside Elementary teachers to
participate in research projects at a local college.
To initiate a study of assemblage, an anthropologist either begins by following the
human actors, via interviews and observations, or first discursively analyzes material
objects, such as texts, reports, and databases, then follows those material objects that
become, with human investment, actors. I first read a copy of the state and district
reviews of the school, which were given to me in my first week at the school by one
of the ESL teachers who was a member of the school leadership team tasked with
writing the CEP. This same ESL teacher invited me to the CEP meeting. I began
observing the leadership team’s CEP meetings two weeks later, in September 2011,
after the ESL teacher had gotten approval from the principal and other team members
for me to attend.The development of the CEP came to be the organizing process in
the case study, and the data I collected at the school and the district were gathered as I
traced the CEP network from document to document, person to person, committee
to committee, and office to office. In this chapter, I draw mostly but not exclusively
on data collected specifically for the case study of Wayside Elementary School, which
includes interviews with five district administrators and nine state education officials;
20 interviews with the school administrators, faculty, and staff; 51 days of observations; 37 hours of participant observation of meetings associated with the CEP; and
11 interviews with parents of children who attended Wayside.3
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Findings: Wayside Elementary Will Use Data and
Effective Pedagogy
Wayside Elementary’s CEP was submitted to the New York State Education
Department (NYSED) on February 21, 2012. It appeared to be a material product,
a text including a set of unassailable pieces of information associated with evidence
informed by policy and practice. It was a 46-page document, with tables under the
six topics provided by the district. Each table included major recommendations,
objectives with suggested activities and actions (i.e., prescriptions), names of key
personnel to be involved, timelines, and funding sources. It was formatted with
help of the district-provided template and included the necessary signatures from
the school and the district. However, beyond its official appearance, and as the findings demonstrate, the CEP can more accurately be considered an assemblage. For
each of two themes—data use and effective pedagogy—I focus on the interactions
between the material from the CEP documents and the leadership team members
as they participated in the CEP process and became embedded into the CEP text.4

Being Driven by Data
NCLB had established unprecedented requirements for school districts and
individual schools to meet annual student achievement targets and the policy’s
high-stakes tests acted as mechanisms by which the Wayside School District, like
other districts across the U.S., centralized accountability, organized achievement,
and promoted technologies for gathering, maintaining, sorting, and comparing data. Throughout the case study, district administrators and board members
referred to the district’s data as vital to the success of PLAs. Showing me statewide
comparisons of student achievement by district and school, one district administrator explained:
These are the kind of data that should be driving instruction at every
level—the district, schools, and mostly in classrooms. I deal with this stuff
every day and I can tell you principals and teachers should be dealing with
the same kinds of data at the school and class and kid level. This is the new
reality. (Interview, January 12, 2012)
He argued that data-driven instruction was the “only way to pull us out of this
hole.” The administrator also assured me that this—“data-driven schooling,” as he
referred to it—had full support of the New York public schools superintendent
and the district superintendent.
In fact, a 2011 memorandum sent to district superintendents from the office
of the New York State Education Commissioner outlined the need for school
districts to provide greater and timelier data to individual schools, especially
those, like Wayside Elementary, in need of improvement. According to Wayside
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Elementary’s principal, the district had begun to provide more frequent data
reports to the schools. However, she said that they often contained conflicting
and inaccurate information. Checking on the errors, she said, took weeks and
sometimes months because the district’s electronic data management system was
not yet functional. Still, she often talked about the importance of using district
data at faculty meetings.
During the second CEP planning meeting, the principal warned the leadership
team that it needed to consider all of the data shared by the district. It was, she said,
“important, vital to let the district know we are paying attention to data coming
out of district . . . Everything they do is based on data and our survival depends on
us getting our act together and using it” (field notes, October 6, 2011). The ELA
instructional coach concurred, saying that she’d heard from a district employee
that schools ignoring the data from the district would be penalized. The math
coach suggested that they were overwhelmed with data, but that most teachers
didn’t know how to use it. He admitted that sometimes, he didn’t know what to
do with it. “The district lumps a bunch of items together across different years so
it’s really hard to see individual student data in a single year,” he complained.
After much discussion, the group developed Objective 1.5 (below), with the
caveat that they would later write an objective about needing the district to provide data in simplified formats. However, such an objective was not included in
the final document.
Objective 1.5: District promotes a data-driven culture by providing strategies
connected to best practices to which the school staff and school communities will be
held accountable for implementing
Prescriptions 1.5.D

All staff will be trained on the data driven inquiry process
Teachers will track student data using a data binder

Even after they wrote Objective 1.5, the fourth-grade ESL teacher said she
didn’t really care what the district wanted them to do; she was going to do “what’s
best for the kids,” and that wasn’t, in her opinion, spending hours “trying to sort
through all the data generated by the district months after I need it and most of
it doesn’t even apply to us.” To support her case, she cited a 2010 New York Joint
Intervention Team Review Report. She read, “Data needs to flow in a more efficient and timely manner from the district to the school building. Administrators
and teachers must be trained to extract pertinent information from the data that
transforms teaching and learning” (p. 4). She also paraphrased a 2011 School Based
Inquiry Team report, in which it was noted that New York State Assessment data
arrived in schools too late and without any tangible goals for integrating analysis
into teaching. Other team members agreed that there needed to be improvement
in the delivery of data from the district.
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Still, all agreed that teachers needed to learn how, in the words of the math coach,
“use it [data] to our advantage.” The ELA coach, the principal, and three teachers
nodded.To convince the fourth-grade ESL teacher that she needed to use the district
data, the ELA instructional coach showed her the school’s disaggregated data from
the latest ELA state assessments. Pointing to the results of the teacher’s fourth-grade
class, she said: “Look here, this is where, on this group of five students, is where you
can target instruction.They’re on the bubble [between being proficient and not proficient].They can be proficient on the next test by knowing just two more questions
right.” Examining the results, the teacher conceded that with “this kind of data,” she
could make changes to her teaching that might improve scores, but she and the other
three teachers said they would need more training. The principal, the coaches, the
caseworker, and the parent concurred that they needed to include provisions in the
CEP for getting more training on data use for teachers, and for including the coaches
more consistently in the data analysis and teacher training.
Objective 2.3 was written during the third meeting:
Objective 2.3: Leaders effectively use evidence-based systems to examine and
improve individual and school-wide practices
Prescriptions 2.3.D

Administration team meets weekly with the instructional
coaches to review student progress
Teachers, coaches, and administrators will participate in
professional development about effective use of data to
improve student achievement

After the third meeting ended, I interviewed the parent, who invited the second
grade teacher to join us. The parent talked at length about how he thought some
teachers used data and some didn’t. He gave me an example of his two children’s
teachers:
In Noura’s class, her teacher has graphs of students’ scores all over the
walls . . . I walk in and can see exactly what Noura knows . . . I can say
oh, she needs help in large number subtraction and then I help her that
night . . . Mahmoud’s teacher is unorganized and I don’t think he ever uses
data. I’ve asked for it in progress reports and I said I would do it if he gave
me all the scores, but nothing . . . I want Mahmoud to be good with analyzing numbers and using data, that’s where the jobs are, and he doesn’t see
any of it in his class . . . (Interview, November 6, 2011)
The parent explained how his father taught him how to work with tables
and graphs when he was young, prompting him to become an economist. He
was certain that if his son, Mahmoud, was exposed to displays of data even
in elementary school, Mahmoud would “pick it up naturally and become an
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economist or businessman.” When I asked if he was concerned about how the
school used data to affect teaching and improve learning overall, he said he was,
but he joined the leadership team to have a say in what happened with his two
children and “so they [the school] know that I know about education and how
my kids should be taught.” He has his own “good, but maybe selfish motives,”
the second-grade teacher said, but she agreed that all teachers needed to use
some data to inform their teaching.
Two days later, Objective 3.5 was added after the third meeting by the
second-grade teacher on a shared Google Doc the team members used to work
in between the six face-to-face CEP meetings:
Objective 3.5: The school leader and teachers develop a data-driven culture based on
student needs, assessments, and analysis
Prescriptions 3.5.D

Data-driven instruction training will be provided to all
teachers
Manage and access data using district’s online data system
Use data to plan instruction and monitor student learning

In the notes to her fellow team members, the second-grade teacher explained
that she had added the objective because of her conversation with the parent
member. She also made reference to two documents the team had been using to
write the CEP. She quoted the 2011 District Review Team Report and she also
included a link to the school’s 2010 Teacher Observation Summary, which noted
that “overall, there is a lack of data use to drive differentiated instruction with
few exceptions” (p. 2). The caseworker commented on Google Docs the following day, agreeing with the inclusion of Objective 3.5, but warned everyone that
they were “talking about children, not just numbers.” No one else commented,
but the objective appeared in the final CEP document.
The ideas and discourses supporting the use of data to improve student
achievement were both materialized, and embedded in the “evidence” provided by the leadership team members. The accumulation of this evidence
came to be a particular form of knowledge that ordered policy (including
NCLB), people (including the ESL teachers), things (including data-driven
lessons), and discourses (including the ones emerging from the concerns over
the data). Teacher evaluation summaries, academic progress plans, district progress reports, and the state joint intervention team reviews became entities in
the CEP. Although not always physically present at the CEP meetings, these
material objects, and the discourse that had flourished around and because
of them, were clearly part of the assemblage. They were brought to bear on
the CEP process; they impacted decisions during the writing of the CEP.
Accountability was performed in a distributed fashion that highlighted the
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ways in which objects play roles in collaboration with human policy actors
to produce messy dynamics of accountability that included the consideration
of the past, as well as the future. The leadership team was accountable to the
district’s review report, and also to the other people on the team, the teachers
who were not present at the meetings, but who would be impacted by the CEP,
and their students or children, whose daily education could be affected by the
CEP. They were also accountable to the school and district administrators, as
well as to state education authorities who would review the CEP and its subsequent implementation.
The assemblage also included the specific histories, motivations, and resources
of each team member that were continually put into play. The principal had
great pressure from the district to turn the school around and remove it from
its PLA status. However, she was still aiming to build relationships within the
school and wanted teachers to trust her. When there was disagreement in the
CEP meetings, she would often state: “[W]e are a team and I need you” (field
notes, Meeting 4, November 15, 2011). The refugee parent, who hoped his son
would become an economist, wanted more data being used by his son’s teacher
to provide early models of number analysis for his son.The second-grade teacher,
who referred to herself as a “data junky,” wanted her fellow teachers to learn how
to use data so she wouldn’t have to “always be explaining every report to them”
and because she wanted others with whom “to strategize around data” at the
school (Interview, January 14, 2012). In contrast, the refugee caseworker and
the fourth-grade ESL teacher stated preferences for a focus on the whole child
rather than the data about the child. In their interactions with each other, the
material documents, and with federal, state, and district policies, they negotiated
their roles to take action, to influence the others, and to get what they wanted
included in the CEP.

Considering Pedagogy
A curriculum imposed by the district on Wayside Elementary in fall of 2010
was based on NCLB goals and the soon to be adopted Common Core Learning
Standards (CCLS).5 The curriculum aimed to increase test scores across the
district’s PLA schools, but it did not take into account the diverse demographics
of the students at Wayside Elementary. The curriculum, according to the ELA
instructional coach working on the CEP, “was just the state’s latest attempt to get
us in line with other districts . . . They’re trying to standardize us” (field notes,
Meeting 1, September 12, 2011). It was, in the words of the fifth-grade teacher
on the leadership team, “a policy program that needed undoing in the CEP”
(Interview, October 10, 2011). The principal concurred.
Some in the district were aware that the curriculum was not the best for
Wayside Elementary’s ELLs, although several district administrators, including one
curriculum specialist, were adamant that if the school would give the assigned
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curriculum more time, it would “work for enough students to change the PLA
status” (Interview, August 23, 2012). However, another administrator admitted:
We were wrong. It’s not a one-size fits all issue apparently. Schools like
Wayside Elementary need something to fit those students from other
countries. They need a SIOP [Sheltered Instructional Observational

Protocol] model to really turn things around there, even though that won’t
be quick either. (Personal communication, April 9, 2012)
At the time the CEP was being developed, the principal said she had been guaranteed that the district would support a SIOP model for Wayside and other schools
with high numbers of ELLs.
The SIOP model—itself a curriculum and pedagogy assemblage—was developed in a national research center funded by the U.S. Department of Education
and is an instructional model aimed at addressing the academic needs of ELLs.
SIOP uses English to extend the time ELLs have for language support while
still providing subject content. The ESL teachers and some other teachers at
Wayside Elementary trained in SIOP aimed to integrate into their teaching eight
interrelated components: lesson preparation, building background, comprehensible input, strategies, interaction, practice/application, lesson delivery, and review
and assessment. They noted this was especially important for refugee students
and newcomers, most of whom are identified as students with interrupted formal education (SIFE), and also designated as English language learners (ELLs),
two categories that under NCLB are held to particular achievement measures,
and are often recognized as the lowest-achieving student subgroups. In schools
around the district, at the district bilingual department, and across the refugee
resettlement agencies, the method was the preferred instructional model.
Many reports and curricular materials, especially those associated with the
newly mandated non-SIOP approach, were introduced in the discussions surrounding SIOP, curriculum, and pedagogy in general. The principal said she was
well aware of the discontent with the current curriculum. She exclaimed: “I’ve
heard it all for months. I get it. We’ll go SIOP again” (field notes, Meeting 4,
November 15, 2011). The fourth-grade teacher reminded the principal that yes,
the curriculum was a problem, but there were additional concerns. She paraphrased the 2011 NYSED Site Visit Action Plan: “[We] teachers reported a concern over the district’s pacing guide, the current curriculum and the needs of ELLs
in the school” (p. 18) and argued that SIOP would require even slower pacing.
The kindergarten teacher disagreed, noting that trying to use the mandated curricula, which “were basically meaningless for ELLs,” took up too much time (Interview,
October 11, 2011). Several other teachers in the school complained that the curriculum was useless for refugees and other newcomers because it did not have a variation of instructional methods, characteristic of the SIOP many of them had been
using prior to the mandated curricula. By the time the CEP was being created, the
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mandated curriculum had already confronted the teachers’ interpretations of SIOP
and their pedagogical practices. One ESL teacher described the controversy as follows:“We used to use SIOP instead of following a curriculum script and teaching the
test. But we spend most time undoing this [new curriculum], which slows us down.
We’re teaching double” (Interview, November 7, 2011). Others agreed and admitted
that they were still infusing their teaching with SIOP elements, often replacing the
new curriculum “scripts” with previous lesson plans after the scripts failed.
The history of curricular changes at Wayside Elementary was discussed in the first
five of the six CEP meetings.The history itself became part of the assemblage, as did
the classroom actions of some of the school’s resourceful and innovative ESL teachers. By the first CEP meeting, they had already begun modifying the mandated curriculum. In my observations of ESL classes, I saw ESL teachers utilizing strategies that
were not a part of the turnaround curriculum. One teacher actually created her own
curriculum, complete with texts, online resources, and student materials that she
made available for free online. Of this she said:“I’m a teacher, an ESL teacher. I teach
kids who need to learn English with best practices for them” (Interview, July 10,
2012). She continued to explain how she had developed her curriculum using a
combination of SIOP materials and previous lessons she’d taught or gathered online.
Later when I told her the CEP would recommend SIOP methods, she responded,
“I’m not holding my breath.” She couldn’t wait for that policy to take effect.
Objectives 1.3 and 4.2 were created and revised during the third, fourth, and
fifth CEP meetings:
Objective 1.3: District leadership has a comprehensive explicit theory of action
about school culture that communicates high expectations for meeting the need of all
students and their families
Prescriptions 1.3.D

Instruction is differentiated in every subject to meet the
needs of all students, particularly ELLs
Sheltered Instruction Observational Protocol (SIOP) is used
to provide content area support to ELLs
Translations and translators are provided for communication
sent home and at all parent meetings

Objective 4.2: Teachers provide coherent, Common Core Learning Standards
(CCLS)-based instruction that leads to multiple points of access for all students
Prescriptions 4.2.D

Teachers will use the SIOP model as a foundation to engage
students in daily learning and encourage participation
Differentiate instruction to different groups of students
based on data
Utilize instructional supports, including instructional coaches,
the district’s bilingual department, and community resources
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Once these two objectives had been written, both of the instructional coaches,
but especially the ELA coach, were concerned that they were not seen as integral
to the reintroduction of SIOP. The ELA coach insisted:
I think its great to get SIOP back into all classes, especially for the ELLs, but
we want it done right, not hit and miss . . .We said for “all” students, then we
need to say “all teachers” too . . . In 4.2, we just say “teachers” and we should
say “all teachers.” (field notes, Meeting 5, December 4, 2011)
Further, she said that she wanted “instructional coaches” explicitly included in
the prescriptions. The principal said it was understood that coaches would play a
significant role in training, but the refugee caseworker said to the coaches, “with
all due respect, the district bilingual department should take care of SIOP training
because they’re all certified.” The caseworker was also certified and admitted to
going to the district bilingual department for help when she thought the school’s
teachers were under-trained in SIOP methods.
In the previous meeting, the refugee caseworker had argued for the inclusion of training for the parents. She reasoned: If we do not explicitly include
SIOP training for all teachers in the CEP, then she wanted parents trained
or she would leave the team. In her words, “not adopting SIOP is crazy and
I don’t need any more crazy” (field notes, Meeting 4, November 15, 2011).
Along with the parent, the caseworker argued for another objective, which
would include training parents in SIOP methods so they could assist their
children with homework. The principal thought that would be too expensive
and unsuccessful. She noted that they already had very low parent participation at the school and said quietly, “I hate to say it, but lots of parents don’t
speak enough English to help their children at home.” Her statement started an
hour-long discussion about how to make the school more inviting to parents,
how to make sure that data-driven instruction did not override effective pedagogy for students learning English, and the need to provide training for parents.
At the end of the discussion, Objective 6.5 was written:

Objective 6.5: The entire school shares data and information in a way to empower
parents to support teaching and learning
Prescriptions 6.5.D

Information about SIOP will be shared with parents at open
house and parent-teacher meetings
Caseworkers from [name of refugee resettlement agency]
will provide PD to school volunteers, afterschool staff, and
parents
Coaches will act as liaisons between teachers and parents
and share data about individual student’s achievement
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Fenwick and Edwards (2010) correctly state that, “[p]edagogy centres around,
and is constantly mediated, by material things. Pedagogy encounters change radically when its things change . . . ” (p. 5). In the case of pedagogy at Wayside
Elementary, the mandated curriculum, the SIOP model, and the leadership team
members’ perspectives all came to bear on the resulting CEP. Moreover, as found
by McGregor (2004) in her study of teachers in science education, “knowing is
a relational effect where pedagogy is a collective accomplishment and learning is
a situated activity” (p. 367). Behaviors and actions are not inherent to a particular
human actor, but better understood as one result of ongoing interactions and
negotiations between actors, both human and non-human.Various materials were
acted upon by many other actors, including the demand for ESL methodologies for refugees, the district’s initial adoption and then temporary abandonment
of SIOP, and even the increase in refugee and newcomer students. An assemblage of changing materiality (or that which is appropriated in teaching practice),
competence (or what teachers need to know or should know), and pedagogy
(or day-to-day practices) arose as part of the CEP.

Doing the Anthropology of Educational Policy with Assemblage
Many of us at the university, K-12, and community levels sit on committees and
teams enacting federal, state, and institutional policies and creating very similar
kinds of smart goals, tangible targets, and policy prescriptions such as those in
Wayside Elementary’s CEP. We know the various personalities and politics, conflicting motives and aims, disparate documents and evidence, and convincing narratives and discourses that get put into play when constructing, let alone enacting,
policy prescriptions. As Ball (1994) reminds us, “policies do not normally tell
you what to do, they create circumstances in which the range of options available in deciding what to do are narrowed or changed or particular goals or outcomes are set” (p. 19). Developing the CEP at Wayside Elementary was one such
circumstance.
What we gain by seeing CEP as an assemblage is a fuller, more nuanced and
complete understanding of the plethora of entities who are drawn together to
accomplish ever-shifting objectives. Putting assemblage thinking to work here
prevents the distancing of policy from policy actors. The CEP as an object is
also an actor and it is the uptake of people, their ideas, and their material items
through translations by which the CEP emerged and was enacted. Further, there
are assemblages within assemblages, linked to assemblages, and so on, and at any
one time some are expanding as new actors are enrolled, some are changing their
focus as actors are mobilized, and some are being disrupted and disassembled.
Most actors are simultaneously participating in several assemblages. I focused on
the actions of the leadership team members in the emerging CEP assemblage, but
the teachers on the leadership team, for instance, belonged to networks of teachers organized by their union, and assemblages of ESL educators in the school, the
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district, the state, and the nation. Their exact location can be somewhat unclear,
and at any one time, they may be more or less involved in any of these assemblages. Most of us could, however, identify them as part of schooling. It is more
difficult to discern the position of those not necessarily recognized as elements of
schooling, such as refugee parents and refugee resettlement agencies—and yet, as
we see in this study, they, too, can be linked.
In assemblage, policy prescriptions become a series of negotiations that lead to
multiple translations, interpretations, and practices. They result oftentimes from,
and are implanted with, controversy and entanglements.As such, there is possibility
that a standard way of doing something toward a set objectives may be challenged,
undone, and even reconfigured not only through practice, but also through the
very actions of those brought together to create the objectives. Even though the
CEP was replete with objectives concerning data use as Wayside Elementary’s best
chance for increasing achievement, “spaces of uncertainty” (Callon, Lascoumes, &
Barthe, 2009) emerged as diverse entities, such as ESL teachers and a refugee caseworker, brought new ideas, aims, and concerns into the policy arena.
It is precisely these spaces in which actors find themselves drawn to unclear
and uncertain positions in education policy, referring to and generating material
objects that once they ignored, to influence others, make changes, and legitimize
their work.These are important spaces at which to point our research lenses if we
are serious about studying education policy as enactments and social processes.
As noted by Koyama and Varenne (2012), as anthropologists studying education
policy, we need to painstakingly discover who is involved, in what ways, for what
purposes, and for what consequences in policy processes. We need to examine
how they link together, the nature of those links, and the constraints, contexts, and
situations under which those linkages stimulate action.

Notes
1 All state, school district, and school reports, plans, and reviews are cited only by
their generic titles and are not listed in the reference list to uphold confidentiality.
Pseudonyms and generic titles are used throughout the chapter for people and places.
2 NCLB was the 2001 reauthorization of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA). On December 10, 2015, after this study was completed, the ESEA was
reauthorized as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), which retains some of the
mandates in NCLB, but returns greater control over accountability to each state.
3 Data for the larger ethnography include a survey administered to 47 adult refugees;
semi-structured interviews with 112 adult refugees; interviews with 22 administrators,
case managers, and coordinators at the local refugee resettlement agencies; interviews
with 25 staff members of organizations that provided services to refugees; and interviews with 12 business owners and 15 community members. It also includes 317 pages
of typed notes from participant observations in vocation and ESL courses, as well
as observations at public events and meetings at the local, regional, and state levels.
Two hundred documents were also collected.
4 The CEP text provided is verbatim.
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5 The Common Core Learning Standards (CCLS), sometimes referred to as Common
Core State Standards, are a set of academic standards in mathematics and English language arts. According to the CCLS homepage: “These learning goals outline what
a student should know and be able to do at the end of each grade. The standards
were created to ensure that all students graduate from high school with the skills and
knowledge necessary to succeed in college, career, and life, regardless of where they
live” (http://www.corestandards.org/about-the-standards/). Adopted by 42 states at
one time, the CCLS have become increasingly controversial and are being challenged
or abandoned by several states.
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5
STUDYING EDUCATIONAL POLICY
THROUGH ITS DISSENTERS
The Anthropology of U.S. Educational Policy
Contestation
Jen Sandler

Introduction
This chapter examines a struggle to shape how educational policy was m
 obilized
through funding contracts in a large urban U.S. school district in 2006. The specific focus of struggle involved the reallocation of $2 million in Title I funds,
which ignited a conflict between local representatives of neoliberal accountability policies and a large, local, full-service community school initiative. The
main actors engaged on this field of policy contestation included a privatizationoriented outsider superintendent, a school board president who directed a local
nonprofit organization, a group of highly engaged low-income parents, a large
grassroots-elite coalition, and myriad private contractors and non-profit organizations. This chapter is an examination of these groups’ efforts to negotiate the policy reform world (Shore, Wright, & Però, 2011) they encountered in and around,
and before and after, a single controversial school board meeting in November
2006, in the heyday of the federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act’s long
unfurling.
I use this ethnographic account of and around a contentious school board
meeting to illustrate a distinct approach to the anthropology of educational policy. This chapter suggests and demonstrates an alternative framing for the anthropology of educational policy. I argue that, while particular educational policies
might ultimately function as mechanisms for inscribing and producing particular
subjectivities, such policies are always also being mobilized on highly complex
and contested landscapes that are worth studying in their own right. I argue that
examining educational policy ought to involve, at some point or at least for some
anthropologists, documenting the richness of the worlds within which policy contestation plays out. By shifting the focus from policy practices and policy discourses
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to complex and contested policy landscapes, this chapter argues for the fruitfulness
of following the various “dissenters” of educational policy regimes: those who,
through dissent from a particular policy interpretation or implementation, work to
turn policies toward practices that suit their particular visions or interests (whether
profit margins, ideology, politics, or particular community group benefits).

What Is an Anthropology of Educational Policy That Focuses on
Policy Reform Landscapes?
My approach in this chapter departs somewhat from the ways that many, if not
most, critical ethnographers have studied educational policy. Sandra Stein (2004),
for example, reveals a “culture of policy” that produces discourses (such as, and most
prominently in her analysis, the “culture of poverty”). I argue that, while Stein may
capture the federal level, where formal policy is negotiated and produced, and the
classroom level, where policies “play out,” this picture misses the politically contentious process by which policies as written become discourses as received. Both at
the level that Sutton and Levinson (2001) discuss as professional “policy practices,”
and also in other arenas of the politics of education discussed in this chapter, dissenters from the “culture of policy” that produced policies as written abound.
While Stein argues that “the culture of policy shapes educational practice”
(p. xvii), I argue that the anthropology of educational policy must also address
the spaces in between policy and practice, where there are explicit struggles over
precisely how the rubber of policy will be permitted to hit the road of implementation. It is in that vast and vital in-between space that, using ethnographic
methods, anthropologists are able to describe not just a linear story of what policy
does to people and perhaps how people resist, but in a more nuanced fashion how
policy worlds function as the turf of ongoing, iterative conflict over not only what
educational institutions look like, but who decides, who benefits, and how.
Participatory action research (PAR) conducted by anthropologists of education,
such as Andrea Dyrness’s Mothers United (2011), which focuses on Latina mothers’
efforts to shape small school policy in Oakland, California, is in some ways similar
to the anthropology of educational policy for which I advocate here. PAR and
Youth PAR (YPAR) (Cammarota & Fine, 2010) in education, if it involves policy,
must of necessity capture the contested landscape of educational policy because
it involves working with actors who are trying to understand and intervene on
this landscape. This is also the case in many educational activist narratives, such
as Organizing for Educational Justice (Fabricant, 2010), which tells the story of a
community-based educational activist group in the South Bronx that, among
other accomplishments, developed and oversaw initial implementation of a lead
teacher program. However, unlike the approach I suggest here, such accounts tend
to follow a single dissenter group, ultimately treating the policy landscape teeming
with multiple dissenters as the backdrop for their narrative. Furthermore, while
activist-based studies focusing on policy activism are ethnographic and express
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powerful insights into how policy regimes are shifted all along the way from
official policy document to school practice, such scholarship is rarely engaged by
scholars of the anthropology of policy.
The anthropology of policy has emphasized the production of social subjects
produced through policy processes, both discursively and through structural
allocation of resources and authority. And yet the particular ways that anthropologists approach policy as an object of study involve interrogating “policy as
a fluid site of political contestation” (Wedel & Feldman, 2005, p. 1). And yet
the examination of contestation is somewhat different from the examination
of subject production. Wedel and Feldman point out that the anthropology
of policy is part of a broader effort to reconceptualize “the field” (following
Ferguson and Gupta, 2002, in their work on neoliberal governmentality). This
chapter picks up on such reconceptualization by emphasizing and exploring
the ethnographic encounter with contestation. Such an approach presumes
that educational policy will continue to be a complex “site of struggle” over
power, economic ideology, and cultural legitimacy (Apple, 2013), and that it
ought to be dealt with as such.
In this chapter, I examine policy activist organizations, youth-serving nonprofits, supplemental educational service-providing corporations, individual
policy activists, and parent activists as they come together on a particular urban
educational reform landscape. The landscape itself is shaped by a decade-long
challenging relationship between a local governance-oriented social reform
coalition (which I call the Coalition for Local Initiatives, or CLI) and a turbulent school district leadership in a large, racially diverse, high-poverty metropolitan area, located in the middle of the United States.

Methodology and Framework1
This chapter was developed using ethnographic and archival data collected
over a 10-year period through several projects, beginning in late 2005. I conducted ethnographic research with the organization I call the Coalition for
Local Initiatives (CLI) off and on for 18 months in 2006–2007, and I have
followed their work for the past decade. I also studied the evidence-based
policy movement at the federal level. Finally, I have encountered the other types
of “dissenters” of this chapter in a less ethnographically intense fashion over the
past eight years. I have interviewed and worked with several Broad Foundation
Fellows and with both Broad-model and traditional professional-educator-model
urban superintendents in three cities (in addition to Crossroads, the city highlighted in this chapter). I have also worked with over two dozen parent advocacy
groups through several research and training projects in six U.S. cities. Finally,
through my research, activism, and teaching over the past decade, I am wellacquainted with the array of nonprofit and community organizations whose
practices are shaped by the educational policy landscape.
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For anthropologists who engage with education, work on policy usually
involves focusing on a particular policy or policy regime, examining the breadth
and depth of how it affects people, and treating all else as “context” for this focus.
Thus anthropologists have studied social studies or civics curricular policy reform
(e.g., Levinson, 2004). Or the particulars of the No Child Left Behind Act that
involved mandates for supplemental educational services contracts (e.g., Koyama,
2010). Or evidence-based discourses in federal educational and related social policy (Sandler & Apple, 2010). Or zero-tolerance and other disciplinary policies as
drivers of the criminalization of youth of color—what is now widely called the
school-to-prison pipeline (Verdugo, 2002). Or language policy regimes and how
they have historically shaped the ideological project of schooling for Indigenous
peoples and immigrants in U.S. history (McCarty, 2004).What each of these types
of studies has in common is an approach that acknowledges that the construction of policy is also a construction of power. Following Levinson, Sutton, and
Winstead (2009), many scholars who study the effects of educational policies or
policy regimes contend that the places where policy is interpreted and remade
through practice are the most important avenues for understanding its significance. But despite the many critical ethnographic and cultural studies of educational policy regimes, the landscape of educational policy in an urban district is
structured along axes that are often glossed, and which provide the framework for
this chapter’s approach.
First, there is the remarkable thickness of urban educational policy. Within
any particular urban school system, there are many simultaneous strands of educational policy at work. Federal policy itself is “thick,” weighed down with multiple agendas that are the result of multiple strands of advocacy. No Child Left
Behind, for example, involved test mandates, sanctions including school takeover
and closure, school choice, privatized educational services markets, medical model
scientific evidence, curricular mandates, teacher certification, race and income
reporting mandates, and finance. State, district, and philanthropic policy practices
add additional structural layers to educational policy experiences. A given student,
teacher, classroom, school, and district will always be contending with multiple, often contradictory, layers of this landscape. The anthropology of educational
policy ought similarly to contend with the broad local landscape of educational
policy, and not only with individual policy strands as if they operated in isolation.
Second, within the lives of children and their families, educational policies
are not encountered in isolation from policies and policy practices governing
welfare, employment, childcare, food access, health, drugs, immigration, and incarceration. A child whose educational experience is constructed in part by brutal
and dehumanizing school disciplinary policies may be simultaneously hungry,
poor, Black, a citizen, on the verge of being evicted, and just returning from a
visit with a parent who is in prison for selling a small amount of marijuana. Her
experience in that moment is shaped simultaneously by many policy worlds that
are connected through her lived experience, not simply by the enactment of a
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zero-tolerance educational policy. Studying policy worlds in siloed isolation from
one another risks placing the abstract bureaucratic organization of policy regimes
over the experience of complex overlapping policy worlds by those subjected to
and subjectified by them.
Of course, anthropologists of education have long held a strong understanding that teaching and learning do not happen in a vacuum. Anthropological
insight underlies efforts to build culturally relevant pedagogies (Ladson-Billings,
1995; Osborne, 1996), democratic schools (Knoester, 2012), and community
schools—neighborhood schools that function as comprehensive community
centers (Dryfoos, 2005). Critical ethnographic insight also underlies the many
robust critiques of how educational policies designed to “close the achievement
gap” ignore the broader context of poverty, institutionalized racism, and other
aspects of children’s lives that impact their academic achievement (e.g., Kozol,
2005; Ravitch, 2011; Au, 2010). A viable anthropology of educational policy must
take into account the effects of, and certainly must not itself reproduce, the siloed
character of contemporary state policy regimes.
Third, policy makers tend to take quite a short view. But a major virtue of
the anthropology of education is that it places value in historicity, refusing the
provincialism of the isolated present. Anthropologists tend to take a “slice” of the
present that is temporally thicker than other disciplines. We usually take our time
with fieldwork. We often revisit fieldwork sites for years, sometimes decades. We
conduct interviews that focus on life histories because we believe in the importance of time as an axis in individual narratives.This is vital in the anthropology of
education. For example, an anthropological approach would presume that understanding a girl’s educational experience in the third grade might involve seeking
to understand not only her experience in the second grade but also her mother’s
educational experience in Vietnam, her understanding of and hopes for higher
education, her community’s educational practices and ideologies, and the cultural
and ideological match or gap between her home experiences and her school
experiences. Likewise, the anthropologist of educational policy has a similar temporal task. She must understand that the policies shaping this child’s experience
and futurity came from somewhere, exist in relation to other historically situated
policies, and affect the imagination and emergence of future policy practices.
Anthropologists of educational policy must take a long view despite the both
narrow and short reference points of so many formal policy actors.
Fourth, educational policy is never static and rarely linear. Even a thick educational policy package is not actually handed down from federal to state to district
to school, finally to be implemented and have effects that can be studied (anthropologically or otherwise). In fact, educational policy is always contentious, from
before its production through its dismantling, from its development through its
practices and to its reinvention and discursive manifestations in multiple fields of
practice. To be sure, policy itself is a discourse, an artifact, a set of practices, and
these all have real effects on students and their families. But policy regimes are also
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affected, indeed produced, by the very activists and practitioners that they in turn
shape. There is neither origin nor endpoint to the policy process; the notion that
we will simply “study whether—or how—this policy works” is always a convenient framing of a fictionalized linearity.
The anthropologist of educational policy muddles along within (at least) these
four axes. Educational policy is thick with complex and contradictory threads,
experienced always in tandem with other complex social policy worlds, a present
world embedded in a rich history and futurity of educational projects, and a political world always under reform and reinvention and negotiation. Making meaning
in this landscape is a daunting task indeed, and there are many ways to “cut in.”
Beginning from the fourth axis, constant contestation, I follow reformers—
“dissenters” of various stripes and positionalities—as they contend with the historicity of a particular educational policy regime in its complex social policy
context.

Research Context and Actors
The school board meeting of the Crossroads Public Schools on November 28,
2006 was, like most such meetings in large urban public school districts, held in a
public auditorium, open to the public, and involved an agenda packed with items
of fiscal significance. Because of the complexity of an anthropology of educational
policy engaged along the axes described above, before describing the meeting
itself it is important to have an understanding of the local and national political
context that informed the main actors in this meeting, as well as the specific local
events leading up to the meeting. The next sections provide that context, beginning with the people and groups that I call “dissenters.”

The Dissenters
Dissenters are individuals and groups attempting to influence the current deployment of federal educational policy toward their agenda. The dissenters that
played a role in the struggle over Title I funding in Crossroads in the 2 006–2007
controversy included social service organizations, an elite-grassroots reform coalition called CLI, for-profit and nonprofit contract organizations, a neoliberal
activist superintendent associated with the Broad Foundation, and a large group
of activist parents. These dissenters were not isolated; they had deep relationships
with one another that played out in the controversy. Without understanding each
group of dissenters that is present or invoked in the meeting, their relationships,
and the history of their interactions on the landscape of educational and social
policy in Crossroads in the decade before the controversy, it would be impossible
to enact a rich ethnographic reading of the school board meeting. This section
will describe briefly the historical context of each contingency in the local policy
landscape.
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Edupreneurial Contractors: SES Providers, Curricular Products,
Professional Development Products, Turnaround Programs, and More
One of the central shifts in federal educational policy with NCLB was a vastly
expanded relationship between public schools and private corporations, philanthropic foundations, and business entities that formerly had little or no involvement with public education. This broad-scale privatization has shaped policy
worlds in ways that go far beyond competition for increased contract dollars;
as documented by Au and Farrar (2014), the role of private interests in public
education can be understood as a broad network of national and multinational
corporations, foundations, and individual elites that exerts profound influence on
local, state, and federal educational policy. Patricia Burch (2009) has documented
ethnographically how NCLB created vast “hidden markets” that instantiated neoliberal ideology as well as resource pipelines from public school systems to private
supplemental educational services (SES) providers. Jill Koyama (2010) followed
several SES providers to examine how they produced logics of school failure in
order to continually legitimize their products and contracts. SES providers, as well
as corporate-developed reading and math curricular programs, professional development trainings, technology platforms, data-tracking software, and other commercialized products became central to urban school reform by 2006. Although
private companies were not (to my knowledge) present in this meeting, they were
certainly invoked explicitly throughout, and opening the funding pipeline for
them led directly to the controversy at the center of the meeting: cutting off funds
for CLI.The superintendent of Crossroads considered increasing district contracts
to commercial instruction companies one of his primary roles.

Neoliberal Activist Superintendent
Within Crossroads, the “dysfunction” of the school district was a common and
uncontested refrain. By 2006, Crossroads had gone through eight superintendents
in just over a dozen years. The district was in a perpetual state of instability, and
its struggles for stable leadership both reflected and contributed to its state of
disarray. Between 2004 and 2006 there were at least six feature-length articles in
local papers exposing school district corruption, dysfunction, incompetence, and
instability. Early in 2006, at the beginning of my fieldwork with CLI, yet another
Crossroads Public Schools superintendent resigned.
Urban superintendents since 2001 came increasingly from the corporate sector, and those associated with the Broad Foundation were developed through a
business-to-school-leader fellowship program. Superintendents trained and supported by the Broad Foundation were mobilizing around No Child Left Behind to
transform urban school districts into efficient businesses presiding over a fully privatized system (Saltman, 2009).They brought contract-oriented approaches to district management, funneling as much funding as possible to non-community-based
companies in order to improve students’ test scores.
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In the summer of 2006, without significant public input and with no CLI
participation, the school board hired a Broad Foundation-associated White man
in his early 60s named Chuck Riley. Riley was a superintendent who had presided over several unpopular urban district reform efforts, and who had left two
jobs in less than seven years under controversial circumstances. In one case, a legal
settlement prohibited district officials from discussing the details of Riley’s performance and exit. In the other, there were leaked letters as well as off-the-record
comments reported by journalists from the teacher’s union, a community group,
and several district staff criticizing Riley’s scorched-earth approach to the urban
superintendency. Riley’s approach will be seen clearly in the Crossroads meeting
described below.

Local/Chapter Social Service Nonprofits
As in every metropolitan area, there were many nonprofit organizations that
served youth and families in Crossroads, providing services such as tutoring,
social services, child care, and counseling. In the climate of the post-1990s shift
toward more entrepreneurial models of service provision, traditional large service nonprofits have struggled to maintain government and foundation funding. At the same time, reductions in the social safety net (welfare, Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program benefits, Medicaid, etc.) have created an increased
need for such services.While these organizations were not apparent in the meeting itself, the chair of the school board who presided over this meeting, Colvin
Stephens, was the director of the Crossroads Boys and Girls Club, an organization that often competes for shrinking public funds to provide children with
safety-net services.

Local/Chapter Advocacy Organizations
There were several organizations that attempted to mobilize parents around
civic and policy advocacy in Crossroads. A few were in attendance at the meeting, including most prominently a staff member of the local chapter of the
Urban League, an organization that has traditionally advocated for the needs of
African Americans. Advocacy organizations in the United States have traditionally
struggled to maintain a strong base, in part because they are not generally embedded in communities or engaged with their day-to-day needs. Such organizations
advocate for their constituents, but in their current incarnations they rarely mobilize large numbers of constituents directly.

Community-Based Reform: CLI as a Local Actor
In the early 1990s, the Coalition for Local Initiatives (CLI) developed out of an
unusual alliance constructed from three contingencies.
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1.

2.

3.

Economic and civic elites, represented by members of the “Business
Roundtable” and their associates. These elites included executives or heirs to
household-name multinational corporations, as well as several local business
leaders.
Grassroots activists and community organizers who understood how to
mobilize people and create systems of neighborhood decision-making and
control.
Renegade state bureaucrats, a group of about ten individuals who had worked
in state-level government for decades. They understood the financial machinations of state bureaucracy, the intricacies of state contracts, the challenges
of state government structures, the motivations of state agency staff, and the
partisan politics of their specific state.

CLI did not initially intend to work with schools. Its founding staff members—
the aforementioned renegade bureaucrats—came from social work and family
services. None of the community organizers or activists had done any significant
work within education policy or educational institutions. The elites had basically
no knowledge of public schooling whatsoever. However, almost immediately the
coalition found that schools were the only universal, public, community institution that reached the base of community members they were interested in engaging as a governance force. If they wanted to be working with and in communities,
they needed to work in and through the schools. And if they wanted to work
through the schools, they needed to work with the school district.
CLI thus developed a program of local, school-based community governance
and services called “Caring Communities.” Caring Communities sites were an
articulation of the “community schools” model (e.g. Blank et al., 2003; see also
the Coalition for Community Schools, communityschools.org). This project was
developed out of flexible funding provided by diverse state agencies, chiefly the
Department of Social Services and a state-initiated “family services” funding
entity. The availability and flexibility of this funding was facilitated by CLI’s elite
board members; since the board included major donors to both parties, CLI was
able directly to shape the funding streams that sent millions in state funds to its
projects. Just as importantly, CLI was able to hire what amounted to full-time
community organizers to build its six initial school-based neighborhood sites.
These community organizers—called “site coordinators” by CLI—were the catalysts for the fully formed neighborhood governance process that developed.
“Nothing about us without us” and “no table is large enough” were the mantras of CLI from the outset. These mantras were practiced by involving local parent and community voices at every step of the process. Site councils thus offered
an alternative model of “parent involvement” to the dominant Parent-Teacher
Organization model. Site councils—groups of ordinary people who came
together in their local school buildings in racially diverse low-income neighborhoods around the city—had all manner of administrative and political support
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from CLI staff and elites to exert influence over how significant resources from
social service, health, mental health, and education should be spent in their neighborhoods and schools. By 2006, CLI had spent ten years cultivating a powerful
(though not unified) contingency of dissenters—parents—to inform policies,
practices, and more than $60 million in government funding for programs that
affected their children.
CLI’s founding principles held that professionals in social services and education had interests that may conflict with the interests of the people themselves.
Professionals, including teachers, administrators, social workers, case managers,
and CLI’s own direct-service staff, were excluded from positions of power in
CLI. CLI viewed professionals as people who needed to be convinced, trained,
supported, and sometimes pressured to do good work. The voices and decisions systematically privileged were those of people directly affected and elites
(who, CLI’s model presumed, had the “public good” in mind). For this reason,
CLI had long had a distanced—sometimes strained, sometimes clientelistic or
contract-based, and occasionally adversarial—relationship with two other “dissenter” groups: school district administrators and the directors of family service
nonprofit organizations.

Parents
Parents themselves were the catalysts for the action at the school board meeting.
Over 100 parents, most of them Black and Latina/o, and many of their children
attended the meeting with the intention of arguing for the reinstatement of CLI’s
district contract to provide before- and after-school services. They organized
themselves independently. Meeting in churches the week before, large numbers
of parents used their CLI organizing training and their CLI practices as social
subjects of policy and resource allocation to create a cohesive argument and plan
for intervening in what they felt was a vital school board meeting.

Before the Meeting—Historical Context
The controversy in the meeting revolved around $2 million in discontinued Title
I funding for CLI’s before- and after-school program. It was the failure of the
superintendent, the school board, and the nonprofit and advocacy organizations
to take into account the history of Title I funding allocation to CLI that so frustrated both CLI leadership and parent dissenters.
CLI took over the Crossroads Public School District’s before- and after-school
services in 1999, at the demand of parents and in a moment of crisis for the
district, and thus entered the schools at a large scale just prior to an important
turning point in federal educational policy. These early years of CLI school district involvement saw the rise of what were at the time considered “new accountability policies”: an intensification of test-based accountability regimes with the
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aim of creating radical improvement to schools by incentivizing improvements to
teaching and school-level administration (Fuhrman, 1999). Even as such policies
intensified and became codified at a federal level with NCLB, CLI’s school-based
programs managed to remain relatively unaffected, simply by serving children and
families outside of the official time and purview of the academic school day.
By 2006, CLI’s before- and after-school program served thousands of families each day in 44 district schools. It worked with several thousand children for
six hours each day, and served as an anchor for non-educational services and projects that often operated throughout the day. Particular programs were decided by
each local site council. Sites had clothing closets and food pantries, GED classes,
leisure classes, chess clubs, community sports teams, family support programs, civic
engagement (voter registration) drives, job training programs, and full-service
health clinics; whatever the site council decided it needed, CLI staff would leverage public resources to make it happen.The before- and after-school program was
the first point of engagement for most families, as well as the source of the Title I
contract that anchored the rest of its school-based neighborhood programs.
Almost immediately upon taking up his position as superintendent in
Crossroads in the late summer of 2006, Riley announced he would be discontinuing the district’s agreement (based on an expired contract) with CLI to
provide before- and after-school services in its schools. When he met with CLI
executive director and board chair in late September, after months of shirking
direct contact, Riley asked few questions and was matter-of-fact in his assessment:
CLI had no current contract with the district, and the district could no longer
direct $2 million in Title I funds to CLI’s services. These funds must go to new
academic programs that would be aligned with the district’s new focus on datadriven student achievement. CLI’s director tried to explain that site services were
comprehensive in scope based on community-determined needs, and that CLI
had always leveraged significant state and federal funds to support these services,
with district Title I funding as just one (albeit significant) piece. But Riley was
decided: he had already allocated CLI’s funding to other contracts that were more
focused on improving academic achievement.

The Meeting2
The regular monthly Crossroads Public School Board meeting took place on
November 28, just after CLI made the announcement that some sites would be cut
due to the funding cuts, and before they announced which sites. Parents from site
councils across the district had organized amongst themselves to attend this meeting.
Well over 100 parents came with their children to a downtown school board meeting to support the four authorized speakers, who had been chosen to represent the
hundreds of parents who had attended organizing meetings over the previous weeks.
District documents show that in this particular meeting, six original agenda
items had major fiscal implications. There was a total of more than $6 million in
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funding set to be allocated to five new contracts in this meeting alone, including
reading textbooks and testing materials, a new program focused on training teachers in writing instruction, the “Success For All” program in several schools, a new
district-wide set of test-aligned math textbooks, and a math tutoring program
with accompanying test preparation materials. Discussion of CLI’s Title I funding
discontinuation was included in the meeting only after parent insistence.
I arrived at the gray concrete administrative building just on time because
I was running from a series of despondent strategy and public relations meetings
at CLI’s central offices. CLI did not send high-profile representatives to this meeting; Superintendent Riley’s spokesperson had publicly accused CLI’s executive
director and assistant director of “inciting” parents. CLI’s strategy for making a
show of being a good partner was to show by its absence that the organization
had nothing to do with parent activism, that parent support of CLI was simply a
spontaneous show of concern for their children. When I arrived, the auditorium
was already filled with parents, shushing their children and facing a high stage
arranged with a U-shape constellation of tables, behind which board members
sat looking through packets of paper. Colvin Stevens, the president of the school
board, opened the meeting and said that they had added four parents to the
beginning of the night’s packed agenda. He asked the parents to be brief in their
comments.
The parents were organized and prepared. They conveyed first and foremost
the message that they were accustomed to having a hand in planning the services
for their children.They were listened to, trusted as the experts on their own lives,
and given substantial power to make decisions about the services that would
affect them.
We stand here tonight in the interest of our children first.We all need CLI as
a program, as a service, a service not only to us but to the community . . . so
we stand here tonight for an explanation, we need to know some more
information. And in addition to that we stand just to want to know about
the parent forum and staying in the loop and abreast of the issues that are
going on with our children, and the decisions that the board are making with regard to our children. We want to know, firsthand, the plans in
progress, we want to know about the money, where it’s coming from, and
the different components of the budget.
– Parent Representative
One of the parent speakers tried to hold Riley accountable to parents for
proving that he is the one who should be making decisions about their children
by asking him questions about his own record. CLI parents usually spend time
studying a problem and potential solutions and service providers; she was simply
following what was usually done at her site council, trying to educate the providers about her child and her family’s needs.
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What I’m also concerned about is the history of your program working,
Mr. [superintendent], were you successful? Aren’t you from [former state]?
Were you successful there? How are we going to know—we need specific
studies. Okay, I’m looking for studies, to see what is operative and what
is not. . . . We’re also told that our children are going to be in a structured
thing. Which is fine, but they have structure from 9 o’clock to 3 o’clock.
I have a [inaudible] child, and she would snap from 8 o’clock to 6 o’clock
in a structured setting. She needs that down time. I need to work and she
has to get out her energy. And she is very successful, straight-A student, and
CLI also played a part in that.
– Parent Representative
Another parent explained that they represent a much larger group of parents than
were in the room, and that they were not interested in the board’s politics and
justifications.
We all met last night at the church, and I wish the turnout here was as good
as it was there, because we had about 250 concerned parents. . . . We don’t
care about the money and we don’t care about the budget cuts. Because
really as the board—you know, we are taxpayers too, and you have all this
money to work with. This is like a political battle. This is not beneficial to
our children. [cheers]
– Parent Representative
After these four parent presentations, which took a total of about fifteen
minutes, Riley spoke for around 35 minutes. The beginning of his speech
was accompanied by a PowerPoint presentation on the purpose of Title I
funds. He emphasized that the principals have Title I funds set aside—1% of
the total school allocation—for parents. The rest is for improving academic
achievement.
Title I from the original inception about 35 years ago was established for
one purpose and one purpose only, and that was to raise the academic
achievement level for students and to provide equity to all students who
could not get it in terms of where they were. That’s the premise of Title I,
it was created to provide academic achievement. And there were four major
areas, four big buckets if you will. And the four main buckets were professional development, the staff, materials, and parental involvement.
– Superintendent
Riley stated that school districts usually decide how to use Title I money—
through principals and their school committees. Then the district gets the plans
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and distributes the federal funds. Then Riley told the room about his goals, and
how these were based on the Council of the Great City Schools’ report from
last year.
In that review, they were very clear, rather blunt, that we had a huge problem in the district in terms of our achievement level, our reading series, our
math series, and it kept going on and on about all the things that we were
lacking in the district and why the district was behind academically, not just
last year, but for the last decade or more. The message to me was, “Here are
the findings—fix it.” I came back to the board and I said, “Well, board, we
have two choices. We could either spend the next year talking about this,
making plans, fussing, whatever, and then sometime later, next year, begin
the process. But I can guarantee you the scores will stay at the same level. Or
give me the mandate to go forward. I will change the way we do business.
We will get a new reading system, a new math system, a new science system,
we will put much more rigor, advanced placement, ACT prep, etc., at the
high school level. We will do things that have been proven to work. Give
me the go ahead and that’s what we will do this year. But it will require a
re-adjustment of the money, because there is just no way to not re-adjust
the money and get different results.
– Superintendent
Riley emphasized that what the district had been doing with Title I funds had
clearly not worked to improve student achievement. He cited single-digit proficiency scores at the high school level in reading and math. And he emphasized
that what was needed with these funds was to use them on systems that work.
What he meant by “systems that work” were high-profile products that come out
of national corporations. Thus the SES providers and other private “edupreneur”
companies that have benefited from NCLB were brought into the room, into
dialogue with what parents were arguing for.
The good news, Riley said, is that 95% of the schools will get more federal
Title I funds this year than they did last year. “They will get more money, not less.
More money.” (He repeated it over and over again.) And then he said that since
one percent of Title I funds are reserved for parent involvement, parents have
more money this year than ever before.
That one percent is in each school’s budget, right now, ready to be used. And
it’s higher for 95 percent of the schools than it was last year. There’s actually
more money than there was last year. That parent money was untouched.
Un-touched. That one percent is in the school, it’s in the budget, I have
copies of the budget . . .
– Superintendent
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He repeated all of this in very simple language, and the parents sitting around me
began to whisper to each other, rolling their eyes and sneering. I caught a sarcastic “Ah, estamos bien tonto, y se cree que lo sabe todo. Bueno, diganos todo ese
entonces.” (Ah, we are dumb, and he believes that he knows everything. Well, tell
us all of this then.) The energy in the room was strongly against Riley as parents
recoiled at his condescension.
Riley then defensively launched into an elaborate, 25-minute play-by-play
of who in CLI said what to whom in the district, and when. He claimed that
CLI had decided that they would have to give the sites to the district to run,
and the district was going to make sure that these sites are academically rigorous,
using products that have been, again, “proven to work to raise achievement.” He
explained repeatedly that sites were not going to close. They would simply be
transitioned to the district:
As far as you know there will be no discontinuity in service. It will be
seamless all the way through, I’m saying it publicly in front of my bosses, I’m
saying it to you. So I need everybody to be perfectly clear. No parent will
be lacking that service—[at this point parents started talking and yelling out
questions]—you will drop them off at the same time in the morning and
you will pick them up at the same time at night.
– Superintendent
Riley was clearly frustrated by the increasing din of parents talking and asking
incredulous questions. He stated several more times, with emphasis: “There will be
a seamless transition!” Board Chair Stevens quieted the room and called on several
parents to speak. One said Riley still had not told them about the program plan
for the transitioned sites. What would happen in those programs? Riley seemed
flustered by the question, reiterating that the plan would include academics and
some recreation, and that parents would not need to worry about it. Parents were
livid at this point, and Riley was shrugging his shoulders at the school board
members onstage, clearly baffled by the anger. One parent rose above Stevens’ call
for parents to collect their questions and submit them by the end of the meeting
to the secretary, and represented the sentiment in the room:
It seems like we appeared in support of CLI and basically you spent about
40 minutes going around the issue. And—we noticed that. [loud cheering and clapping] So, therefore, our program is still being changed, very
detailed, very colorful presentation—but it’s still being changed. I don’t
know what seamless is in your mind, but we need something in writing.
– Parent
Stevens interrupted the parent to ask her to make this one of the questions she
would submit to the superintendent’s office. Then Riley broke in and said:
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And I wanted to end my presentation to you on a very positive note. There
were parent-teacher conferences last week for the elementary schools, and
at those parent teacher conferences
– Superintendent
At this point Riley was forced to stop speaking, as every CLI parent had arisen
from her or his seat and was talking loudly, picking up their fidgety and sleepy
children and turning their backs to him. In unison, they walked out of the
auditorium.
I followed the parents into the lobby, where they stood in clusters talking
about Riley’s speech. Everyone seemed angry. It was chaotic for about 15 m
 inutes.
Parents started talking about how they needed to go back in there and force
“them” to answer the parents’ questions. At one point, a woman who I later
learned was with the local Urban League chapter was standing on a chair above
the parents. She started telling the parents they had to clarify their message, that
if they were not more articulate they would not get anything done. Some parents
went back inside, but they quickly came back out. Clusters of parents kept talking
about what should happen, what they were going to do, what they thought of
Riley, why they were angry. The Urban League woman was directing parents,
with some air of authority, to do this or that, but they did not know her and she
quickly lost their attention.
There was no one to work with the parents, no one who understood their
demands and claims to authority. No CLI community organizers or CLI administrators were there. In my lobby discussions with several parents their confusion at
being ignored was palpable, overshadowing the anger expressed inside the meeting. Over the next hour, the parents slowly dispersed into the night of downtown
Crossroads, a chill in the air and no next steps in sight.

After the Meeting
As the conflict between CLI and the district calcified in the weeks that followed,
CLI dropped parent voices from its politics and public relations completely. By
this point in the conflict, CLI was focused on its reputation as an organization,
not on maintaining its parent base. In a letter to the district, CLI emphasized only
the wisdom and experience of its civic and corporate elites and its institutional
experience leveraging federal dollars to serve Crossroads’ families. Parents had
become objects of policy even to CLI, the very organization that was developed
to create spaces for them to determine and shape their own community services
and conditions of local improvement.
CLI closed a dozen school sites that winter. Late in the spring of 2007 the
CLI Commission made the decision to close the rest of CLI’s original 44 district
sites, abandoning the inner city before- and after-school program that they had
stepped in to save eight years earlier. When CLI closed its district sites, it also
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closed the array of community-determined services located within and governed
through the sites, including mental health projects, clothing and food assistance,
GED programs, utility and emergency assistance, intergenerational dance programs, music programs, chess clubs, soccer clubs, family support programs, violence prevention projects, adult education, job training programs, and much more.
Furthermore, CLI shut down support for the site councils themselves, where
parents had become, at least to some extent, sociopolitical subjects governing
their own communities’ development. Many parents would access food pantries
and other services elsewhere, in the mainstream nonprofit service agencies that
continued to operate in Crossroads. But nowhere else would they be supported to
organize themselves to sit around a table once a month at their children’s schools
and make decisions about what services their communities needed.
The district-run before- and after-school programs in the spring of 2007
did not meet parents’ needs. The district program basically continued instruction for an extra few hours each day, using district paraprofessionals as teachers.
Attendance was abysmal, as CLI had predicted. Communication with parents was
disorganized and unidirectional, communicating the district’s disrespect for parents. One flyer advertising the district-run program simply stated “After School
Tutoring: Sign up and pay fees in the office by February 1. Bring pay stub or other
valid proof of income for fee adjustment eligibility.” Parents who had been used to
having a voice in the school and community programs offered at their children’s
schools were treated by the district as objects of compensatory state services. In
the end, sites that formerly worked with over 100 children each day reported
average daily attendance figures of around a dozen.
That summer, the district put out a request for proposals for an organization
to run the district’s before- and after-school services and to subcontract with a
predetermined corporate chain tutoring organization to intensify the focus on
“achievement.” They awarded a several-million-dollar contract to the Boys and
Girls Club—of which Colvin Stevens, the president of the school board who had
shepherded the superintendent’s agenda through in the meeting above, was the
executive director. It was a minor corruption scandal among several others that
year. Six months later, Riley had worn out his welcome in Crossroads.The district
was in the market for a new superintendent once again.
The fight between the school district and CLI pitted against one another the
two policy actors’ concepts of who parents are in relation to policy. On CLI’s side
there were parents as democratic subjects, shaping social and academic services
for their families. On the neoliberal superintendent’s side there were parents as
deficits and excuses for underachieving students. But another concept of parent
subjectivity emerged out of this conflict: parents as active dissenters who demand
that power be held accountable to responding to their analysis of their children’s
needs. The broader landscape of dissenters—corporations and organizations that
exist in every major metropolitan area where educational policy is a site of struggle, whose missions and program descriptions all declare how they “serve” parents
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and students, and who need to turn policy toward their purposes in order to
remain financially viable—can be seen as well through this meeting and its aftermath. Some of these dissenters, like the companies benefiting from the markets
created by NCLB and actualized by superintendents like Riley, had fully aligned
with one of these positions. Others, like the Urban League, could be seen in this
meeting trying to build power through the conflict, but were unable to appropriate parents’ agency. And the Boys and Girls Club had simply exploited the policy
conflict for its own benefit.

Implications for the Anthropology of Educational Policy
Anthropologists often take for granted that what happens in a meeting is the
same as the decisions or policy that come out of it. They also seek to get
“beyond” the presumed formality of meetings, to the everyday where the real
action is presumed to unfold. As Sandler and Thedvall (2017) argue, anthropologists who study organizations, development, and activist processes would
do well to pay greater attention to meetings, and ought not continue to take
this near-ubiquitous site for granted. For anthropologists of educational policy,
attention to meetings plays a particular role in making visible not only the
policy practices but the various lines of contention and struggle entailed in
educational policy worlds. Meetings of organizations, governance boards, and
activist groups are the often taken-for-granted settings of what I am calling
policy dissent. Within various settings of this “taken for granted” ritual or event
(Schwartzman, 1986), one can see how meetings, usually invisible, serve as both
mirror and lens (Schwartzman, 2017) for seeing the complex interplay of structure, identity, discourse circulation, organization, and agency in a particular
political moment.
As this chapter demonstrates, even large public meeting events such as school
board meetings, when situated within an ethnographic study, can serve as fruitful
sites for understanding the landscape of educational policy through struggle and
contestation. While often thought of as outside the domain of “ordinary people”
(i.e., non-elites), public meetings often involve explicit and implicit representations of marginalized people’s everyday lives by those whose decisions shape their
conditions of possibility. And, in important moments, the various activist projects
of professionals and those subjectified themselves interact in meetings in ways that
allow rich stories to be seen and told about the politics of education and social
change within which education is always situated.
Levinson, Sutton, and Winstead (2009, and this volume) argue for a distinction between authorized and non-authorized policy actors, and for recognition that “nonauthorized” actors essentially make policy through communities
of practice. This chapter suggests that such a distinction evades the essentially
political space in which policy as produced is made meaningful for diverse practitioners (including parents) attempting to implement it through communities
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of practice in the first place. In neoliberal policy contexts, it is not obvious or
immutable who is “authorized” (nor who does the authorizing). CLI was at
one time authorized and became unauthorized; the Boys and Girls Club was
attempting to gain authority in this meeting in an ultimately corrupt fashion
through its executive director who doubled as the “authorized” school board
chair; the (authorized) superintendent was mobilizing certain policy discourses
in activist fashion in order to assign legitimate practice authorization to some
entities and not to others; and parents were claiming authority through the
practice of protesting, based on their former roles as authorized (through CLI,
as a once and future official contractor with the district) policy actors with their
own communities of practice (local site councils). Such analysis suggests that
authority—not as simple power but as legitimacy—is precisely what is contested in many educational policy disputes. Such debates are not about what
the policy should be or what it should do, but about who should decide what
the policy should mean, and who is invested with the power to inscribe such
meanings in practice. This middle space, where policy as written is contested by
many dissenters before it moves toward (also contentious) interpretation in the
practice worlds of schools, is an important and under-attended site ripe for an
anthropology of educational policy.
In this chapter, I have focused on a moment—in the form of a single m
 eeting—
of the world of educational and social policy contestation. In somewhat traditional anthropological fashion, following Geertz (1973), I use a thick description
of the political background, (educational and non-educational) policy context,
institutional dynamics, and historical context, in order ultimately to make legible the event itself. “Reading” the meeting in this thick, anthropological fashion
allows us to understand how one of the core tenets of contemporary educational
policy—neoliberal privatization—is negotiated by diverse activist groups employing somewhat surprising strategies. Parents’ strategies and negotiations of power
and opportunity within a hostile and dehumanizing policy environment only
become visible as such through this sort of thick description trained on the full
landscape, through an anthropology of educational policy that places an instance
of educational policy reform contestation at the center of the frame and that
extends out well beyond to include the broader policy and institutional context
within which key dissenting groups operate and from which they draw knowledge and resources.

Notes
1 All names, including the city and local organizations, are pseudonyms. I use the actual
names for national organizations with local chapters and impacts, because doing so
provides the reader with context without compromising the confidentiality of research
participants.
2 The meeting description is based entirely on my field notes. I was able to produce
many direct quotes because it was possible for me to type continuously throughout
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the portion of the meeting I attended.This was a public meeting, with no expectation
of privacy. Nonetheless, I wrote down only the names of the public officials who
spoke.
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6
THE AMBIGUOUS POLITICAL POWER
OF LIBERAL SCHOOL REFORM
Amanda Lashaw

Introduction
What does it mean for a movement to be progressive in contemporary education
politics? In the United States, the geographical focus of this chapter, the term
“progressive” has become too widely appropriated to have much analytic value.
In a New York Times article titled “More Progressive Than Thou” (2016), historian
Beverly Gage traces its changing meaning over the last hundred years and finds
the label claimed with equal vigor by trustbusters, prohibitionists, segregationists,
communists, civil rights defenders, democratic socialists, and “third way” capitalists. After comparing its uses by two presidential candidates vying for the progressive mantle in 2016, Gage concludes that today, the word merely “connotes a
general leftishness” (para. 12).
The question of progressive movement in education is also difficult to address
anthropologically, because the preponderance of critical research on schooling
over the last 15 years has (logically) focused on the rise and spread of neoliberal
policies and practices. Relatedly, prevailing strategies of educational critique have
been honed either by interrogating the discourses and institutions through which
elite actors perpetuate relations of domination or by highlighting the creative
responses of subaltern actors who most suffer the damaging effects of marketinspired reforms. As a result, existing critical vocabulary is not well attuned to the
heterogeneous and changing landscape of left-leaning thought and action in the
world of educational change.
Consider the following exchange, in which I asked a teacher to characterize the nonprofit organization that was helping her large, urban high school to
convert into several small schools. The organization, which I identify here with
the pseudonym “the Center for Educational Equity,” worked with educators to
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design new small schools, to analyze academic disparities, to examine interracial
relationships, and to specify plans for combating patterns of inequity.
A.L.:
What is your impression of the Center for Educational Equity?
Teacher: Um, I don’t know exactly. They have a thing of starting with
analyzing problems and then onto what steps to take—it’s like a lot of these
grid things? The part about analyzing what matters in terms of systemic
racism and stuff, that’s pretty left. But by the time you get around to the
solutions, it really moves to the right.The place they land doesn’t seem very
provocative.
In attempting to convey her experience, this seasoned teacher and activist is clearly
unsatisfied with the readily available terms of political analysis—“I don’t know,
exactly.”The given language of a universe defined by “left” and “right” ideological
orientations fails to capture the assemblage of technical activity, antiracist ideology,
and enervating diagnosis that defined a form of progressive advocacy in education. She labors to name why a process for analyzing systemic racism can land in
a place that “doesn’t seem very provocative.”
The phenomenon that eludes discussion, I contend, is liberal education
reform. In this chapter, my aim is to open up space to explore why it is difficult
to make the symbolic and material forms of liberal antiracism into objects of
critical analysis and to consider liberal school reform as a sociocultural “practice
of power” (Levinson & Sutton, 2001, p. 1). The teacher’s difficulty in grasping
this ideological assemblage reflects a broader failure of knowledge about contemporary liberal sensibilities, institutions, and activity undertaken in the name of
educational equity. The failure is rooted, in part, in the continuing dominance of
neoliberalism’s economic rationality and its marketizing policies, both of which
are certainly responsible for contracting coherent thought about progressive education movement. That said, the liberal tradition of reforming schools to promote
democracy and eliminate poverty has never been as marginal to the era of highstakes testing and no-excuses accountability as critiques of neoliberalism would
have it. Education nonprofits like the Center for Educational Equity have continued to make sense of and create openings for Horace Mann’s equalizing promise, John Dewey’s vision of student-centered learning and his respect for cultural
diversity, and the Civil Rights Movement’s commitment to school reform as a
means to expanded opportunity and racial justice.
While neoliberal ideology has indeed sidelined liberal ideals in educational policy
and common sense, liberal logics of inclusion and social mobility have continued to
dominate the antiracist and equity-centered discourses that catalyze participation in
school reform initiatives and hold out the prospect of redemption for the nation. In
contrast with “race radical” conceptions of educational suffering and redress, liberal
reform projects represent what Melamed (2009) calls “official antiracism.” Forged in
the wake of World War II, liberal antiracism supplanted the moral order of sanctioned
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White supremacy. It made a social virtue of recognizing racial discrimination and
promoting equal access to economic success. It established the U.S. state as an arbiter and international beacon of social progress, and it exhorted White Americans
to shed their prejudices. Through changing configurations, “racial-liberal orders”
(p. xi) have, over the long term, crowded out race-radical movements that identify
problems of injustice in terms of economic exploitation, captive bodies, territorial
conquest, and ideological domination. These frameworks challenge demands for
inclusion and democratization predicated on the preservation of capitalism, expropriated wealth, and Black social death (Patterson, 1982). Public school reform has
long carried the torch for the inclusive equity ideal, and it continues to represent in
the public imagination a means of fixing social inequality without abolishing social
arrangements. Advocates of charter schooling have notably cloaked their agenda in
the rhetoric of racial uplift and the civil rights struggle for quality schooling (Scott,
2013). The naturalization and moral purchase of inclusion and mobility discourses
explain why elite neoliberal reformers appropriate them to legitimize marketcentered reforms, but saying so does not explain how they acquire moral authority
among a wide range of left-leaning actors.
In this chapter, I ultimately propose that liberal reformers infuse the politics of
inclusion with authority as they make sense of their work in terms of its moral
superiority—but it takes me a while to get there. First, I argue that it is difficult to
define liberal school reform in terms of its political authority. Both critical education research and the self-representations of reform actors contribute, in different
ways, to a problem of depoliticizing equity-centered education nonprofits and the
professional reformers who bring liberal reform projects to life. These people and
places are central in shaping meanings of progressive movement in schooling, yet
they do not often register as important objects of critical analysis and reflection.
To confront the ambiguous political authority of liberal school reform, I examine
how conceptions of power in critical education research obscure changing relations between activism and the nonprofit sector.
I then draw on data from my ethnographic study, undertaken in stages between
2000 and 2004, of a movement for small, equitable schools in Oakland, California,
to explore how a leader of the Center for Educational Equity (CEE) understands
his organization’s work in relation to more obviously political contexts shaping
local school change. His representations of the nonprofit and the broader smallschools movement drew my attention to the moral terms in which he analyzes
CEE’s work as politically disinterested and inherently good. Because his non-political identification of an initiative to relieve school crowding and raise achievement
scores for Black and Latino schoolchildren deflects attention from its ideological
particularity, the moral vision underlying the work threatens to come across as
“thoroughly normative” (Melamed, 2009, p. xiii).The political effects of his representations only come to the fore as I situate them in the context of a tumultuous
state takeover of the school district. By tuning into tensions between liberal and
radical worlds of antiracist educational advocacy, I create an analytic frame that
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reveals the “good” of working for educational equity as a c ultural product and a
contested understanding of racialized suffering and progressive movement.
My focus on tensions between liberals and leftists is inspired by Frantz Fanon’s
(1961) methodology in The Wretched of the Earth. The book is a cautionary tale
about misrecognizing reformist politics as a path to liberation. He complicates
the classical Marxist picture of class conflict by describing two axes of struggle
in third-world colonial contexts: the colonized against the colonizers and different groups struggling for post-colonial hegemony. He describes reformism as a
racial replacement ideology that advocates “the transfer into native hands of those
unfair advantages which are the legacy of the colonial period” (p. 152) rather than
the growth of new social relations. His theory of political movement helpfully
shifts the analytic frame of critical education research so as to capture the variety
and diversity of challenges to the neoliberal education agenda. As I write, signs of
counter-movement include growing discontent with the hold that standardized
tests have on school curricula and local “opt-out” campaigns (Hagopian, 2014).
In some places, the backlash is generating new norms for gauging school success,
including performance-based teacher assessment (Darling-Hammond, 2013) and
evaluation of students’ socio-emotional well-being (Elias, Ferrito & Moceri, 2016).
Civil rights groups, including the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, the Movement for Black Lives, and the American Civil
Liberties Union have taken strong stands against charter schooling (American
Civil Liberties Union SoCal & Public Advocates, 2016; Rizga, 2016). An increasing number of districts across the country are working out meanings of “discipline reform” in order to redress racial disparities in school punishment (Cohen,
2016; Sperry, 2015). These groups are developing a collective critique of the
teacher-blaming on which neoliberal rhetoric of accountability often depends.
Their challenges to neoliberal values and policies do not follow pre-figured trajectories and ethnographic research is needed to examine how new meanings and
practices of progressive movement unfold in specific situations. Fanon’s method
insists that “opposition to neoliberalism” is an inadequate lens with which to
examine alternative forms of educational change; negotiations between opponents of neoliberalism and their respective relationships to dominant governing
formations significantly shape how alternatives are expressed and take hold in
local settings.
I situate this investigation of liberal school reform and its political authority in the context of anthropological scholarship that conceives school problems as fertile ground for the construction of culture writ large (Varenne &
McDermott, 1999). I take as given that educational inequality constitutes a core
contradiction of U.S. society which consistently generates 
political-cultural
worlds organized to recognize and reconcile the unfairness of school outcomes.
From this standpoint, I understand the cultural practice of school reform as
a set of interpretive and behavioral practices rather than as an intentional
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process or instrument for change (Levinson, Sutton, & Winstead, 2009). Rosen
(2001) highlights the specifically moral significance of education policy rituals
through which people make sense of educational success and failure. Through
an ethnographic analysis of a debate about mathematics curriculum reform, she
argues that even when planned changes fail to produce desired effects, everyday
reform activities perform important expressive functions, like validating idealized beliefs “that ours is a democratic society comprised of rational, selfdetermining agents, that educational achievement (and therefore social mobility)
is predictable and controllable, and that the means of this control is both individual agency and ‘sound policy’” (p. 298).
My work here homes in on the close proximity of moral and political
meaning-making in the production of professionalized advocacy practices that
take on an aura of “doing good” in an unequal world (Fisher, 1997; Lashaw,
Vannier, & Sampson, 2017). In anthropological literature on international development and aid work, the lives and experiences of reform workers based in nonprofit/
nongovernmental organizations feature as key forces shaping situated conceptions of morality such as compassion, suffering and virtuous action (Bornstein &
Redfield, 2011; Fassin, 2012). My comparison of contending progressive moralities in the Oakland case provides an opportunity to consider the dominant discourses and identities at the heart of a “compassion consensus” (Fassin, 2011,
p. 36). By exploring the production of moral authority through school improvement practices, anthropological analysis of school reform helps to “contextualize contemporary debates and denaturalize unwarranted assumptions about the
public good” (Bartlett et al., 2002, p. 5). Fifteen years ago, these authors had the
ascent of neoliberalism in mind when they suggested that ethnographic studies should critically examine notions of “the good” in education politics. Today,
ethnographic critique can help hatch new debates by adding the assumptions of
liberal antiracism to that agenda.

The Eclipse of Liberal Education Nonprofits
The living tradition of liberal school reform is hard to detect in critical scholarship
on education politics. It eludes common conceptions of the processes in educational change that constitute political work. In the course of critiquing dominant
educational ideologies and policy regimes, policy scholars and anthropologists
have tended to employ one of two strategies of critique: making faceless institutions visible, or highlighting the agency of subaltern actors. Among policy scholars, the “studying up” (Nader, 1972) gaze is most concertedly fixed on the charter
school lobbyists, venture philanthropists, school management organizations, conservative think tanks, and other private “policy elites” that exercise undue influence over public education policy (Au & Ferrare, 2014; Kumashiro, 2012; Lipman,
2011; Rechhow, 2012; Saltman, 2005). The focus on dominant institutions has
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led to a robust examination of private-sector engagement in public schooling,
such that nonprofit organizations have become visible as sites and engines of state
restructuring and neoliberal governance (Bulkey & Burch, 2011). These analyses have produced a systematic assessment of neoliberalism’s institutional and
symbolic forms—its marketizing political economies, consumerist subjectivities,
pathologizing representations of racialized groups, and punishing truth regimes.
A critical omission, for present purposes, is a parallel professionalization of
social movement activism that is now commonly called “NGOization” (Alvarez,
1998; INCITE!, 2007). A voluminous body of research documents the emergence of new forms of belonging and new social improvement networks through
which mass social movements are remade as paid advocacy work (e.g., Sangtin
Writers, & Nagar, 2006; Choudry & Kapoor, 2013; Burrowes et al., 2007). Key
processes of NGOization include an intensive focus on organization-building, the
production of a hierarchical division of advocacy labor, the separation of social
issues into disconnected areas of expertise, and the reformulation of political campaigns as fundable projects that appeal to foundation donors (Hodzic, 2014). In
the absence of a research agenda that examines left-leaning nonprofits and liberal
foundations as sites of progressive transformation, we have produced knowledge
of private-sector engagement in education that is shaped by a lopsided picture of
the landscape, with a thickly described pro-market alliance on one side and amorphous “defenders of a progressive vision of education” on the other (Pedroni,
2007, p. 14).
When representatives of progressive ideology do take central stage in research,
the focus is usually on school parents or neighborhood residents who must defend
themselves against school closures, undemocratic school management, test-driven
curricula, and the like. Sometimes, the specter of “elite control over public education” (Scott, 2013, p. 6) is contrasted with uniform representations of “grassroots
communities” (p. 6) as natural guardians of democratic values and the fight for
expanded access to opportunities. Another common approach is to categorize
the ideologies and activities of public school families a prioi as resistance (Buras,
2009), rather than to inquire about the power-laden moves people make as they
face privatization and racialized dispossession. Critical policy studies often include
abstract description of principles that can help progressive actors reimagine public
schooling, such as the proposal by DeLissovoy, Means, and Saltman (2014) to work
towards an “educational commons” that is “emancipatory rather than exploitative” (p. 64). Anthropological analyses of schooling include studies focused on
the lived character of progressive values like diversity, equality, civility, democracy,
and solidarity (Dyrness, 2011; Levinson, 2005; Rockwell, 2002).These anthropological approaches reflect an insistence that educational ideologies are produced
through everyday meaning-making, and thus, that harmful policy agendas are and
can be contested through the collective efforts of non-elites. They can be mined
for their documentation of egalitarian and justice-oriented norms, although they
do not focus on the formation of progressive meanings as such.
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Methodological reflections on the cultural production of educational change
have sought to challenge the dualist view of political processes as emanating either
from “top-down” or “bottom-up.” The political theories of Gramsci, Bourdieu,
and Foucault, among others, have framed new critical strategies that connect the
maneuvers of high-status governors, experts, and capitalists with the encounters
that ordinary people have with policy to show how they produce each other’s
conditions of action (Apple, 2006; Levinson and Sutton, 2001; Pedroni, 2007).
This line of inquiry emphasizes negotiated ways of being and seeing that exceed
neoliberalism’s prescribed rationalities and behaviors. For instance, Koyama’s
(2011) study of school principals creatively “co-opting” privatized and mandated
after-school programs in order to follow their best judgment, and Yang’s (2010)
article on the socialization of a school-district administrator by community residents present ethnographic material that renders participation in contemporary
school change as “within but not reducible to the neoliberal apparatus” (p. 146).
Notice, though, in the following two examples how the treatment of actors and
spaces tends to reify dichotomous representations of power even as the cultural
production literature creates more room for thought about the making of education politics. Pedroni’s (2007) work on the contradictions of African American
support for Milwaukee’s voucher reforms uses the concepts of “conditional alliance” and “third space” (between neoliberal leaders and more consistently conservative ordinary people) to account for the particular way that a historically
progressive interest group “becomes Right.” He argues that the “third scenario
involving subalternly negotiated alliances presents a more nuanced, ambiguous,
and contradictory sense of victory” for the “Rightist” project of marketization
(pp. 33-34). While Pedroni challenges the norm of rendering Black subjects as
natural opponents of market-centered ideology, he retains reference to Rightest
vs. progressive projects, and makes his case by reinforcing relative positions in the
neoliberal movement as “above” and “below” (p. 33).
Levinson and Sutton (2001) and Levinson, Sutton, and Winstead (2009)
develop the kindred concept of “appropriation” to capture how “unauthorized”
or “informal” policy actors enact and change the meaning of policy practices. As
Levinson and Sutton (2001) write, the concept of appropriation indicates: “a kind
of taking policy and making it one's own. With this term, we draw attention to
how previously excluded actors lay claim to the right to create policy” (p. 3).They
ask us to think differently about who does policy, where it happens, and how it
becomes socially consequential, and their productive intervention has encouraged
study of the wide range of sites and policy processes represented in the book you
are reading. Still, the critical vocabulary—official/unofficial, inclusion/exclusion,
policy elites versus those who must appropriate policy—presumes that the most
underestimated exercise of power in education politics is to be found in the practices of actors who suffer from the limited “democratization” of policy formation
(Levinson, Sutton, & Winstead, 2009, p. 787). The analytic strategy of highlighting subaltern agency is of course still critical to surfacing unexpected margins
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of maneuverability in politically constrained situations. However, dwelling on
the more ambiguous agency of liberal reform actors who occupy the fault lines
between official and unofficial authority and who do not fit existing categories of
political engagement has greater potential to renovate existing theories of agency
and power.
Taken together, the above strategies of critique reflect normative assumptions
in the social sciences that the most worthy subjects of critical research are actors
whom we identify as either beneficiaries or casualties of present social arrangements. In anthropology, these assumptions have historically fostered an avoidance
of middle-class actors, an act of erasure that helps to construct highly contradictory subjects, practices, and aspirations as unproblematic and therefore apolitical
(Heiman, Freeman, & Leichty, 2012). As such, the invisibility of liberal school
reform professionals and equity-centered nonprofits in education research must
be seen as a meaningful exclusion and a structural feature of educational critique.

Depoliticizing Political Identity
Another interpretive framework that stymies theorization of liberal school reform
as an exercise of political power grows from the self-representations of the Center
for Educational Equity (CEE). Whereas the critical discourses analyzed above
obscure the political character of liberal education nonprofits by assuming that
they are not central to our understanding of education politics, reform participants contribute to the problem of depoliticization by constructing an identity of
their work in “technomoral” terms (Bornstein & Sharma, 2016).
In the early 2000s, CEE had a prominent presence in a major initiative to
create new small schools designed to redress overcrowding and low student
achievement in the working-class neighborhoods of the Oakland Unified School
District. Before a massive budget shortfall led to a state takeover of the district,
Oakland was making local and national news as the vanguard of urban school
reform. According to participants and observers, the small-schools initiative was
wildly popular not only because of its comprehensive strategy of changing school
practices, district governance, and school–community relationships—all without
recourse to charter school expansion—but also because it comprised a broad,
multiracial, and multi-class alliance of district administrators, professional school
reformers, community organizers, parents, elected officials, teachers, union leaders,
academics, and philanthropists.
Though the budget shortfall was in the tens of millions of dollars and it
was never traced to patterns of corruption or instances of personal profit, the
California Department of Education forced Oakland to take a $100 million loan
and replaced the democratically elected school board with an administrator from
out of town. His outsider status, his unapologetically autocratic style, and the
state’s austerity regime provoked ongoing protests and an organized opposition
to state control. Leaders of the small-schools initiative, including CEE’s executive
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director, travelled many times to hearings in Sacramento and managed to save the
reform agenda from the chopping block. They continued to implement planned
changes under the new conditions of state control and open political conflict. I
interviewed the executive director (ED) at several points before, during, and after
the takeover, and one line of questioning that I pursued was how he made sense
of his organization’s relationships to the complex and changing cast of characters
involved with pushing for district changes.
In what follows, I provide two examples of discourses through which workers at CEE identified the organization’s presence in the district using terms that
extract it from political context. The ED’s voice is instructive inasmuch as it registers the tremendous sense of responsibility that he personally, and staff members
generally, felt to adapt to changing circumstances and dramatically transform the
entire school system without delay. It does not reflect a singular perspective among
the thirty-plus staff members (and their close allies in the initiative), who certainly
argued about how to negotiate the many obstacles and conflicts that shaped organizational life and their highly visible work. Yet, it bespeaks an unrelenting commitment that I found to be common at CEE to the reform goals and to producing
immediate changes in the lives of poorly educated Black and Latino students.
The first identity discourse begins with a narrative about the division of
labor among the three members of an arrangement that was called The Small
Schools Partnership. In this story about the leadership of the reform initiative
before the takeover, a community-based organization called Oakland Community
Organizations (OCO), a supportive district administration, and professional
reformers at CEE collaborated to develop and administer a systemic redesign strategy based on the creation of “new small autonomous schools.” According to the
official narrative, which was presented over and over in public meetings, funding
proposals, conference materials, media communications, and research reports, parents from overcrowded schools worked with OCO to mobilize the “political will”
for change by demanding a new policy. OCO’s ongoing role in the Partnership
was to organize community support for and participation in the creation of new
schools. CEE’s role was to bring school reform experience and school design
expertise to the initiative. The district administration, in turn, implemented the
bold new policy, created an Office for School Reform, and tackled the entrenched
governance practices of the central office. These functional distinctions came
across in many of the ED’s comments, such as when he described CEE as “an
intermediary that learns to be skilled in translating from one realm to another
realm so that resources can be leveraged toward a common goal.” In the following
quote, he makes a distinction between CEE’s “technocratic” participation in the
reform work and the risks, desires, and demands of “community” people. When I
asked him about the landscape of the small-schools movement, he said:
I’m hesitant to call it a small-schools “movement.” I'm ambivalent about
the term. I asked [a CEE colleague]: “as an external, third-party reform
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organization, what would we be doing if we were responding to community
demands?” You can’t build a movement of experts in something. Movements
are at some point—well they’re not led by permanent kinds of organizations, they’re led by people. By folks who step up, and in many cases, put
their organizations and reputations at risk . . . My vision of the movement
that we’re trying to be a part of is a community-led movement. Yes, we're
leaders in it, but the primary press is coming from the community's desire
for high quality education, and their recognition that this is seminal to
achieving their dreams to the social capital that they need to amass to buy
themselves better health care, better housing, better everything. Education
is key. And I want to be a part of a small-schools movement, but I don't
want to be part of a movement led by technocrats.
In grappling with a label for the activity of the reform initiative, he reserves the
use of the word “movement” for working-class parents and residents who labor
for change outside of permanent organizations, as “people.” He sees CEE as a
“third-party” that is “external” to both the governing power of the district and
the people power of families who “press” elected officials to deliver high-quality
education. In these comments, he expresses a tension between CEE’s de facto
capacity to influence change in Oakland, as leaders and experts, and what he sees
as its ideal role of supporting or “responding to” community leadership.
The self-effacement in these representations of CEE’s work is notable. Rather
than talk up his staff ’s stellar national reputation as facilitators of school change and
their local experience in navigating racially charged conversations about students’
academic outcomes, the ED wants to emphasize the subordination of the organization to the will of the community and to the legal authority of the district.
At another point in the interview, he told me that he thought CEE’s substantial
credibility with schools, community organizations, and the district leadership was
rooted in the organization’s record of “getting their needs met.” The idea of CEE
as a political follower, rather than a leader, was perpetuated when movement participants told the origin story of the initiative. They consistently heralded a group
of Latina moms who began work in a church basement, selectively expunging
from the record CEE’s much longer roots in the national small-schools movement, its earlier development of a small-schools funding proposal, and its success in getting the Gates Foundation to invest—for starters—$15.7 million. The
Partnership narrative thus renders CEE with no political will or authority of its
own, and it erases the substantial personal attachment of CEE workers to the
initiative. It maintains a clear boundary between grassroots and governmental
practices of power. It also locates CEE’s capacity to influence district events as
separate from both forms of power, even as the organization regularly and creatively traversed the boundary by, for example, writing the small-schools policy,
using its nonprofit status to hire a district parent liaison via a consulting contract,
and hiring its own community organizing personnel.
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The difficulty of defining CEE’s political labor through the self-understanding
of its laborers is also an effect of the way that staff members made sense of the
political conflicts of the takeover in individualizing terms. Upon arrival, the
state-appointed administrator spread word that anyone who didn’t use data to
make decisions could “update their resume.” He shut down five schools, threatened eleven more with closure, initiated painful layoffs, blamed workers for being
lazy or inefficient, and had no trouble ordering police to remove protesters from
public school board meetings. After six months, the state hired him a full-time
bodyguard. Educators, parents, and residents most involved with starting the new
schools responded by mourning the loss of their hometown superintendent but
carried on with designing and opening new schools. A coalition of oppositional
teachers, service-union members, disempowered school board members, housing
and anti-prison activists, and youth activists organized rallies, testified at public
meetings, and produced community education teach-ins to demand the return
of local control and to push for even greater community control. As I heard in
public meetings and saw in newspaper coverage, many of them characterized state
control of the schools as an “occupation” and the state administrator as a “neocolonial agent” doing the work of a White, capitalist state to criminalize and
gentrify Black and Latino communities.
Contrast that perspective with the executive director’s description of CEE’s
new relationship with the district, in the middle of the state administrator’s first
year.
There was a deconstruction and now we’re in the reforming place. The
changes that have implications for us have largely been made, in terms
of personnel and locating leadership at various levels, and we’re actually
emerging with more traction than we’ve ever had at the district level. With
that traction we're going to be renegotiating roles and responsibilities with
the district. But both sides are clear about who needs to be doing what
and why.
I was taken aback by his use of the word “traction,” because I understood that
accelerated progress for the initiative was rooted in the dissolution of local
democracy, which violated the will of at least some sectors of the population
that he identified as “the community.” I expected him at least to explain
how he and his staff viewed the protests and decided to embrace the imposition of a regime unaccountable to the people it governed. But his comments
revealed that he saw integrity in the administrator’s mode of governance. He
continued:
I mean, I meet with him regularly, and so he’s been generous with his time,
which is an indication that we’re getting closer. He does not give his time
very easily. So I’m definitely getting as much or more than most people are
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from the outside. Now his strategy is very purposefully to not get too close
to people, because he’s trying to break the old—I admire him actually, the
guy is pretty smart. He recognized immediately that part of the old pattern of Oakland is a pattern of patronage where people in the community
would position themselves close to power and try to use that positioning
to try to hold onto a way to influence stuff, and in some cases actually use
that influence to get an income stream going your way. So he very much is
trying not to have people get too close to him. But, he hasn't really stopped
me at all. I've had dinner with him a couple of times, and I just regard all
that as increasing trust on his part that we're legit and that we can get some
stuff done. And that we're key to the success of the recovery of the district,
which I think is true.
By describing the administrator’s autocracy as a choice to guard against supporting a patronage system, the ED shifts attention from the political conditions facilitating his power to a moral assessment of his personal conduct. It is important
to note that his assessment involves a relational moral judgment in which the
administrator’s nobility is contrasted with the self-interested motivations of “people in the community” trying to access public money for private gain. The moral
discourse positions the administrator’s conduct as that which represents universal
or authentic community interests, despite the fact that at least some poor and
racialized community actors feel entitled to share in the city’s resources. Further,
the value system asserted through the discourse completely silences voices calling
attention to the pain produced by the process of the takeover. Among these, one
discharged school board member named the violence, in several public meetings,
as a process that would not likely have happened to a majority-White school district, commenting that he and other Black school board members “did not even
get [their] phone calls to Sacramento returned.”
Neither the ED’s talk of traction and trust, nor the functional vocabulary of the
Partnership can be taken as explanations of CEE’s participation in shaping local
education politics. Rather, these representations can be understood as markers of
a political identity defined by its transcendence of politics. From the ED’s point
of view, the proper role of a school reform nonprofit committed to equity was
to heed the demands of working-class families of color, to be an intermediary
between district and community organizations, to get other groups’ needs met,
and to help break old patterns of corruption that had historically derailed promising restructuring efforts. This depoliticized political identity points to complex
relationships that need to be investigated and analyzed. How do we make sense
of a practice of power that is defined by what it is not: nongovernmental, not-forprofit, not “community-based”? What is productive about the assertion of independence from recognizable modes of power? How do liberal reformers regard
themselves as representing universal interests and, at the same time, superior moral
codes of conduct?
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The Power to Define Social Suffering
Under common conditions of fiscal austerity, undemocratic decision-making, and
educational apartheid, the small-schools reformers and opponents of the state
takeover were fighting to establish different moral visions of “recovery” from the
economic and intellectual malaise facing Oakland public schools. To put it more
precisely, their respective modes of political mobilization are animated by different
“dialectics of loss and recovery” (Sexton, 2016, p. 589). For leaders of the reform
movement, it went unquestioned that the “true horror” (p. 6) of what is suffered
by low-income Black and Latino students and families in the field of public
schooling is the loss of opportunities to build the “social capital that they need to
amass to buy themselves better health care, better housing, better everything,” as
CEE’s ED had expressed it. That commonsense understanding of social loss is the
organizing catalyst for liberal antiracism more broadly. It underwrites demands
upon state institutions (and, increasingly, upon philanthropic and nonprofit institutions) for recognition of injury, equal rights, and redistribution of resources.
Given the collective attachment to “unequal school quality” as the source of student and family suffering in Oakland, relationships and interactions that comprised daily reform work invested the project of creating wonderful schools in
every Oakland neighborhood with moral urgency. As I have argued elsewhere
(Lashaw, 2008), the articulation of equitable schooling as educational justice subtends a lived sense of imminent justice, insofar as the recovery of what has been
lost can be found within already existing social and economic relationships. CEE’s
ED seemed to convey this optimistic sentiment when he told me: “I can begin
to plot the set of events—it’s a three-to-five-year window where this district is
gonna tip. This is gonna tip.”
His faith that new schools and equal opportunities for mobility constituted the
recognition and redress of racialized suffering in this nation is a critical context
for understanding his embrace of the state-appointed administrator as well as his
substantial criticism of the takeover dissidents.We had both attended a “town hall”
meeting convened by a youth development foundation to discuss strategies for
meeting students’ educational needs in the city. The louder voices in the meeting
came from some of the more insurgent union veterans as well as a few leaders of
the coalition against the takeover, who spoke about their current advocacy priorities. For some, it was critical to pressure the Port of Oakland to contribute more
of its wealth to the school coffers. Another thread of conversation was about the
importance of getting more parents involved with demanding community control
of the district. One speaker captured the two main priorities for mobilization as
“ending this occupation” and “generating more resources on a community level.”
He pushed the idea that it was important to not get distracted by targeting the
state administrator as an individual: “He’s just a neocolonial agent. He don’t set
the agenda, he institutes it. He ain’t settin’ no policy. We gotta attack the agenda:
gentrification, criminalizing our communities.”
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When we discussed the meeting in an interview a few days later, CEE’s ED
e laborated on the frustration that he had expressed during the town hall. He pointed
out that the meeting was supposed to focus on students and their needs, but the
discourse was hijacked by “the same people saying the same things they always say”:
They’re stuck in an ideology that passed its time. They’re stuck in a set of
tactics that no longer work, but because those tactics still give them some
sense of power and efficacy within this tight little circle they’ve created, it’s
self-reinforcing. It’s a culture; it’s not a political movement. It’s not alive. It’s
a way of thinking about behaving that enhances your status with people
who think like you. It conforms with their expectations. “Power to the
people” right? That’s what you should say. “We’re mad at [the state administrator], colonizer of the thing.” You know, yeah, partially true. So? Like,
we’ve been saying that Bush is the evil person and all that stuff for years. So
what are we gonna do to get him out?
Recall how the ED said he admired the state administrator and compare the
moral judgments that he makes of these anti-colonial, anti-gentrification, and
anti-criminalization activists. Notice that he is not mainly arguing about the inefficacy of protest tactics or about the weakness of demanding community control
as a political strategy. He says that the activists represent “a culture” and not a
live political movement. He makes the distinction in two ways. First, he says that
the people involved are motivated by enhancing their own status. Second, even
though he concedes that calling the administrator a “colonizer” is “yeah, partially
true” he accuses the activists of engaging in all talk and no action when he says
“so what are you gonna do about it?”
The ED was not unaware of the rallies, teach-ins, school board protests, and
meetings through which the activists worked on organizing a consensus around
the “good” of restoring local control. Nevertheless, he represents oppositional
political action as inaction. This constitutes a damning indictment from the perspective of the movement’s moral vision in which recovering the momentum of
the small-schools initiative signifies recovery from social subordination. CEE’s
staff might have responded to the takeover by expanding their conception of
educational suffering and building an alliance with the local-control activists. In
a document explaining the opposition strategy, one activist described the takeover in terms of the long history of U.S. institutions being used as “a means
through which we are held colonized, both physically and mentally.” He framed
the goal of re-establishing local control in light of the more distant ethical horizon of building sovereign institutions and exercising self-determination. Instead
of incorporating that sense of loss and recovery into the movement, CEE and
other reform leaders persuaded the state administrator to see the academic vision
of the small schools as a constructive complement to financial restructuring
of the district.
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The ED’s narrative about the self-interested motives of the activists is part of a
broader moral discourse on “adult interests” getting in the way of “what’s good for
students,” as we saw earlier in the comment about community people trying to
get close to district power and influence. In the Oakland reform world, talk about
adult interests showed up reliably to discredit oppositional activists, and it also
helped small-schools enthusiasts make sense of people who rejected or resisted
the movement as it unfolded. Strikingly, I usually heard the phrase “selfinterested” applied to White and Asian resisters, whereas Black and Latino resisters
were narrated as suffering from “internalized oppression.” These variations on the
judgments that liberal reformers made of their leftist counterparts raise important
questions about the racial representations underlying the authority of the reform
movement that I don’t have room to explore here.
My point for now is that, in the wake of the takeover, reformers reproduced a
consensus around the value of equitable schooling partly by casting aspersions on
a race-radical movement. Rather than debate or fight the oppositional activists
on political grounds, CEE staff members went ad hominem. They made moral
distinctions that marked the activists as self-interested and the small-schools supporters as disinterested representatives of true community interests. During my
18 months of fieldwork, I saw how CEE staff members persuaded each other of
the righteousness of their work through judgments of other advocacy organizations that “don’t get it” or judgments of Oakland education participants more
interested in “blaming” than “being for something.” Moreover, making the reform
movement in moral and individualizing terms accomplished a symbolic cleansing
of the coercive power at the heart of district governance during the takeover. By
extension, it cleansed CEE, the ED’s own relationship with the administrator, and
the “recovery” of the district of their reliance on coercive state power.

Decentering Policy in the Study of Education Reform
I began this chapter by describing the difficulty of discerning liberal education reform as a living practice that shapes and is shaped by political conflicts
in the field of schooling. My approach to re-politicizing the practices of a nongovernmental, non-community-based, and not-for-profit advocacy organization has been to search for the terms in which staff members recognized their
work—and themselves—as progressive. In the struggle to shape the meaning of
“recovery” following Oakland’s fiscal crisis and state takeover, reformers gained
the upper hand by exercising the power to define the moral categories through
which a broad alliance recognized suffering and doing good in the field of schooling. The presence of moral vocabularies in political discourse is not a new phenomenon (Fassin, 2012). What is notable in the Oakland case is how a liberal
movement exercises hegemony over the field of politically progressive meanings
by producing an identity of moral superiority. Under such conditions, working to
equalize schooling and working to end colonization on U.S. soil are not two stops
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on a common progressive path. Rather, they are two divergent and incompatible
roads. Without attending to the heterogeneity of political-cultural forms that
comprise the educational left, such evidence of lived antagonisms between progressive movements will remain invisible. By strategically decentering elite and
subaltern participants in school change, and by exploring the meaning of reform
processes for reformers, critical research can expand what we think of as political
labor, political conflict, and the exercise of political power in the educational field.
Decentering policy in the study of education politics may help us pay more
attention to the deep struggles over the meaning of suffering and progress that are
opening futures beyond educational neoliberalism. More generally, is it important
for the anthropology of education policy to consider political projects that do
not take lawmaking as an endpoint of analysis or action, even as such projects
are entangled with state power. One of the core fictions of liberal democracies
founded in slavery, patriarchy, capitalism, and colonial expansion is that “the state
is conceived as the only domain in which political power is at play; civil society,
to the extent that it is acknowledged as a domain of power, is understood as a
field of natural power and natural social relations” (Brown, 1995, p. 145). As I have
argued, CEE’s depoliticizing, moral discourses played an important role in articulating boundaries between the state and apparently neutral institutions of civil
society, such as education reform nonprofits. The aim of recent anthropological
research on education policy is clearly to decenter state actors by theorizing policy as a social practice that “takes less for granted about problem identification in
the formation of policy, and looks more closely, instead, at the social arenas where
the interests and languages comprising normative policy discourse get negotiated
unto some politically and culturally viable form” (Levinson, Sutton, & Winstead,
2009, p. 778). My approach to analyzing liberal school reform both builds on and
departs from this view.
On the one hand, I share the impulse to open up the question of what happens
when people engage in education problem identification. On the other hand,
I treat the negotiation of policy meanings as but one process in the constitution
of education problems—and not always the most illuminating one. Policy and
reform narratives are organized by dominant ideological camps, focus attention
on school problems, and reify the idea of the law as the primary medium of social
regulation. They are also overly familiar; their normative concerns and analytic
categories can easily infiltrate and overwhelm critical analysis, through an unconscious process of mimesis. Without vigilance, anthropological scholarship runs
the risk of naturalizing mainstream political debates and minimizing arenas of
education problem-posing that do not seek recognition and legitimacy from the
state. Decentering “policy” as a reference point for inquiry and foregrounding the
production of political subjectivities, political cultures, and political imaginaries
may mitigate this danger and open up new perspectives on school politics as a
field for the production of civil society. Negotiations between liberal and leftist
progressives in Oakland had less to do with making policy meaningful than with
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culturally producing the moral sentiments, values and taboos, social obligations,
and political ideologies through which America understands itself as a civilized
society, despite or in light of its foundational inequalities. More research focused
on these cultural products can facilitate a shift from analysis of the conditions
facing progressive movements against neoliberalism, to the constitutive material
of progressive alternatives.
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PART III

Raced, and Racing,
Education Policy

7
THE (IN)FLEXIBILITY OF RACIAL
POLICIES
Chinese Americans in the Jim Crow South
Stacey J. Lee

Introduction
Much has been written about how Jim Crow policies structured life in the
U.S. South, reinforcing White supremacy and the subordination of Blacks to an
undercaste (Cobb, 1992, 2005; Dollard, 1988; Hale, 1998; Ritterhouse, 2006).
Although Jim Crow policies were developed to reinforce the boundaries and
the status differences between Blacks and Whites, the racial reality of the South
was often more complex than the Black and White discourse suggests. Chinese
Americans, for example, have lived in the Mississippi Delta since Reconstruction,
when they were recruited to replace freed slaves on cotton plantations (Loewen,
1988). While Whites vehemently resisted opening White schools to Blacks,
Chinese Americans started gaining access to White schools in some Delta towns
in the 1930s and to almost all towns by the 1950s. By examining the way Chinese
Americans gained access to White schools in the Mississippi Delta during Jim
Crow, this chapter illuminates both the racial positioning of Chinese Americans
and the work of policy in the production of racial categories and positionings.
The following questions guide the chapter: What made it possible for the first
Chinese Americans to gain access to White schools? How did Chinese Americans
negotiate policies around school segregation? What do stories of access and
exclusion tell us about policy and about racial meanings in the Delta? As Leslie
Bow (2010) argues in her analysis of interstitial groups in the Jim Crow South,
“anomaly is a productive site for understanding the investments that underlie a
given system of relations; what is unaccommodated becomes a site of contested
interpretation” (p. 4). This chapter explores how Chinese Americans used their
interstitial status to challenge their exclusion from White schools.
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This chapter is based on data collected as part of an ongoing historical
e thnography that focuses on the role that White schools played in the incorporation
of Chinese Americans into the racial and cultural landscape of the Mississippi Delta
from the 1930s through the Civil Rights era. My research is equally concerned with
the ways Chinese Americans were positioned by dominant discourses of race and
racism in the Delta, and the ways Chinese Americans engaged in negotiating their
racial positions first by getting access to White schools and later through their performance in White schools. In short, I am interested in the dialectical relationship
between the structural forces of racism and Chinese Americans’ agency. I draw on
scholarship that views the social actions of individuals and groups as being constrained but not entirely determined by structure (Ortner, 2006).When I embarked
on this research I was primarily focused on Chinese Americans’ social and academic
experiences in White schools, particularly the way their experiences shaped their
racial subjectivities. In fact, I was not initially interested in stories of access to White
schools, but as I listened to the stories I began to recognize that the stories of access
offered tremendous insight into racial formation in the Delta, the agency of Chinese
Americans, and the anthropology of policy.
Official Jim Crow policies (i.e., de jure) were developed to quash the progress that African Americans had made during Reconstruction, and to consolidate
White supremacy (Alexander, 2010). Although developed to exclude and subordinate Blacks, Jim Crow policies were initially applied to all non-Whites. Drawing
on sociocultural approaches to the study of policy, this chapter explores how
school policies took shape across different contexts and how individuals interpreted and manipulated policies (Ball, 1997; Hamann & Rosen, 2011; Koyama &
Varenne, 2012; Shore & Wright, 1997; Shore, Wright, & Però, 2011; Sutton &
Levinson, 2001). From a sociocultural perspective, policies define problems, pose
solutions, create categories of people, and influence understandings of reality and
options for action, but they do not always fully determine actions (Ball, 1997). As
Shore and Wright (2011) observe, policies are “windows onto political processes
in which actors, agents, concepts and technologies interact in different sites, creating or consolidating new rationalities of governance and regimes of knowledge
and power” (p. 2). Official Jim Crow policies created two categories of people:
White and non-White or colored. However, as the stories of Chinese American
access to White schools will demonstrate, de jure policies worked to set the boundaries of action but did not always fully determine actions, de facto policies, or
outcomes. The sociocultural approach to policy uncovers the ways individuals
experienced, made sense of, and negotiated policies, and ultimately reveals that
policies are lived and created. Through their negotiation of policies surrounding
school segregation, Chinese Americans solidified a distinct identity and position
within the racial hierarchy of the Delta.
The data for this chapter come from life history interviews with Chinese
Americans who were among the first non-Whites to attend White schools
in the Mississippi Delta during Jim Crow. While my larger study includes
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individuals who attended schools in the Delta during the 1960s and 1970s,
this chapter focuses on individuals who grew up during the 1930s, 1940s, and
1950s. In addition to the life history interviews, I conducted limited archival
research (e.g., oral histories, school yearbooks) and attended two reunions for
Chinese Americans who grew up in the Delta, where the organizers allowed
me to introduce my research and pass out recruitment flyers. I also posted a
flyer about my research on a website devoted to issues concerning the history
and culture of Chinese Americans from the Mississippi Delta. While a few
participants contacted me directly as a result of my recruitment flyers, most of
my participants have been identified through snowball sampling (Weiss, 1994).
Unlike quantitative studies where the researcher identifies a sample size prior
to beginning research, I did not begin the study with a predetermined number
of interviews in mind. Rather, my goal was to interview participants until I
reached data saturation (Small, 2009). I began conducting life history interviews in 2012 and have reached data saturation for participants in the older
generation (i.e., those born between 1922 and 1949), but I am continuing
to conduct interviews with individuals who went to school during the Civil
Rights era. Among the older generation I have interviewed 23 individuals, and
these are the stories I draw on in this chapter. I developed a protocol for the
life history interviews that encouraged participants to narrate their lives with
attention to the social and historical context of their youth both inside and
outside of school. All recalled stories of how Chinese students gained access to
White schools in various towns in the Delta.
Nearly all Delta Chinese Americans born after 1940 attended college, and
today my participants are retired professionals—most of the women are former
teachers or librarians and the men former engineers, accountants, pharmacists,
and doctors. Most of my participants left the Delta after college and settled in
Los Angeles, the San Francisco area, Houston, or Memphis, but some have stayed
in or near the Delta. While some of my participants wanted me to use their real
names in writing about their lives, others were clear that they wanted me to
preserve their privacy. I have chosen to use pseudonyms for all of my participants
and for the Delta towns.
As an ethnographer I am always conscious that my identity/identities will
shape how I understand my participants and how they will respond to me. I began
my research assuming that my identity as a third-generation Chinese American
woman would matter in how my participants understood who I am and what I
want to know. I was surprised to discover my identity as a “Northerner” and how
that shaped the way my participants responded to my interest in their stories. A few
individuals who have remained in the Delta area expressed concerns about how I
might represent them, reminding me that as a “Northerner” I might not understand the South. I have regularly been asked about my motivations for conducting
research on the Mississippi Chinese. Most individuals have been satisfied when I
explain that my mother and uncles were born and raised in the Mississippi Delta
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in the 1940s and that I am curious how their stories compare to stories of other
Chinese Americans from the Delta. My mother and uncles were among the first
Chinese Americans to be born in a White hospital and to attend White schools
in their Delta town, and my original interview protocol was informed by what I
remember my mother and uncles telling me about their educational experiences.
In the next section of the chapter I briefly discuss the social, political, and
cultural context of the Mississippi Delta during Jim Crow and the racial position
of early Chinese immigrants. This section also includes a concise explanation of
how Chinese immigrants settled in the Mississippi Delta. Next, I focus on how
Chinese immigrants used social capital to gain access to White schools, and I
interrogate how school policies simultaneously shaped and were shaped by beliefs
about the racial position of Chinese immigrants relative to Whites and Blacks.

Mississippi Context
In his classic historical analysis of the Mississippi Delta, James Cobb (1992)
described it as “the most Southern place on earth”—a place shaped, from the
18th to the 20th century, by the culture of cotton. Writing in 1935, sociologist
Rupert Vance described the Delta as “cotton obsessed, Negro obsessed” (as cited
in Cobb, 1992, p. 153). The first Chinese to arrive in the Mississippi Delta were
recruited by plantation owners to work as sharecroppers during Reconstruction
(Loewen, 1988). These first Chinese immigrants were viewed by Whites as essentially “Black”—barred from White schools,White organizations,White neighborhoods, and White social life (Loewen, 1988). Chinese immigrants, however, did
not remain on plantations for very long and soon opened small grocery stores
located in Black neighborhoods. These grocery stores served as an alternative to
plantation commissaries for Blacks and provided Chinese immigrants with an
economic niche (Jung, 2008). The Chinese population in the Delta grew in the
mid-20th century as Chinese immigrants from other parts of the United States
learned from relatives and other co-ethnics that the Mississippi Delta offered
economic opportunities for Chinese with limited educational backgrounds and
limited English skills (Loewen, 1988).
In contrast to other Chinese immigrants during the first half of the 20th century
who lived in urban Chinatowns, the Mississippi Delta Chinese immigrants lived
in relative ethnic isolation between Blacks and Whites (Jung, 2008; Quan, 1982).
Chinese families lived in towns dotted throughout the Delta, and would often travel
hours to visit other Chinese families on Sundays after church. Most of my participants grew up during the zenith of the Chinese American presence in the Delta.
In 1940, the total Delta population was 479,700 (743 Chinese, 345,500 African
Americans, 133,500 Whites), and in 1960 the total Delta population was 409,300
(1145 Chinese; 262,400 African Americans, 145,800 Whites) (Loewen, 1988).
The cultural logic and policies of Jim Crow saturated daily life in the Delta
towns where Chinese Americans lived. Chinese immigrants owned small grocery
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stores often located in African American neighborhoods or on the border between
Black and White sections of town. The ability to negotiate the Black and White
racial system of the Delta was key to the social and economic incorporation of
Chinese Americans into the Delta. As many of my participants indicated, however,
negotiating the racial hierarchy was complicated, as Chinese immigrants were
economically dependent on Blacks but dependent on Whites for access to White
schools and all that White schools promised their children.Through a strategy that
included entrepreneurship, accommodation to dominant White cultural norms,
and acceptance of White supremacy, Chinese immigrants carved out a distinct
social position between Blacks and Whites during an era of rigid racial segregation (Loewen, 1988; Quan, 1982). The various strategies that the Chinese immigrants used to navigate the Black and White system come through in the stories
they tell about gaining access to White schools.

Negotiating Access: Developing Social Capital and the
Performance of Nonthreatening Behavior
Article 8, section 207 of the Mississippi State Constitution of 1890 stated:
“Separate schools shall be maintained for children of the white and colored races.”
The first Chinese immigrants in the Delta were men, who imagined that they
would return to China, and thus, they did not seek access to schooling in the
Delta. By the 1920s, there were some Chinese families living in the Delta and
the immigrant generation began to pursue access to White schools for their children. According to previous research, some Chinese families sent their children to
Black schools during the 1920s, but there is virtually no record of what became of
these students (Quan, 1982). In 1924, Martha Lum, the American-born daughter
of Chinese immigrants, was denied admission to the White school in their town
of Rosedale, Mississippi, on the basis of her race. Martha Lum’s father, Gong
Lum, and a “next friend” obtained a mandamus order in a lower Mississippi court
that compelled the school to admit Martha, but the Mississippi Supreme Court
reversed this decision. The case eventually got to the U.S. Supreme Court, where
Mr. Lum argued that his daughter should not be classified as “colored” and that by
classifying her as “colored” and forcing her to go to schools for “colored” students
that the state was denying a U.S. citizen equal protection of the law under the
14th Amendment. In 1927, in Lum v. Rice, the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously
upheld the decision of the Mississippi Supreme Court, citing the 1896 Plessy
decision (Sutherland, 1955). Thus, the 1927 U.S. Supreme Court case of Lum v.
Rice officially barred Chinese children from White schools in Mississippi, confirming the racialization of the Chinese as “colored” by state law.
Although the Lum decision was not officially overturned until the Supreme
Court outlawed school segregation in the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka decision, previous scholarship has shown that Chinese families were able
to gain access to White public schools for their children in some Delta towns by
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the late 1930s and to many by the late 1940s (Jung, 2008; Lim de Sanchez, 2003;
Loewen, 1988). My research confirms this earlier research, which found that most
towns in the Delta admitted Chinese students to White schools before Brown v.
Board of Education in 1954. In contrast, Blacks were not admitted into White
schools throughout Mississippi until 1969-1970.
Previous scholarship on Chinese Americans in the Mississippi Delta suggests
that in very small towns with one or two Chinese families, access to White schools
often happened without controversy (Loewen, 1988). Charles, a participant in
my study born in 1934, remembers that he and his sisters attended White schools
in their small Delta town throughout their childhoods. In reflecting on the fact
that he and his older sisters were allowed in White schools, Charles said, “Chinese
weren’t a threat to Whites in our town because there were so few of us.” What is
interesting about Charles’s statement is that it reflects an understanding that nonWhites could not afford to appear threatening to Whites in the Delta. Charles
noted that his parents were the first Chinese to settle in their town and that they
had chosen to settle there because they would not have to compete economically
with other Chinese grocers and they believed that they might find greater acceptance in a town without a big Chinese population. Other participants expressed
a similar sentiment regarding the way the numbers of Chinese families in a given
town influenced perceptions of the Chinese, but it wasn’t clear what that tipping
point was.
In the face of segregated schooling, some Chinese families engaged in early
transnational movements by sending their American-born children back to China
to live with relatives and go to school. Some families sent their children to live
with Chinese families in other Delta towns that allowed Chinese students to
attend White schools. Others moved to Memphis or Arkansas, where Chinese
children were allowed to go to White schools and parents could still afford to
open grocery stores that served Black customers. In an expression of communitycontrolled schooling, Chinese immigrants worked with the Baptist Church to
establish Chinese Mission schools in two Delta towns during the 1930s (Quan,
1982). Finally, other families fought to gain access to White schools for their children through the persistent and deft maneuvering of Southern cultural norms.
In most Delta towns, a small number of elite White families set the tone for
how Chinese Americans were treated, and Chinese families with social capital
in the form of ties to powerful Whites were able to gain access to White public
schools for their children in some towns as early as the 1930s (Jung, 2008; Lim
de Sanchez, 2003). Many Chinese immigrants converted to Christianity, usually
Southern Baptist or in a few cases Methodist, and became active in their local
churches. Successful Chinese storeowners made concerted efforts to ingratiate
themselves to White elites through church and through business interactions.
Several participants told stories of parents who established relationships with
powerful Whites by giving gifts of cigarettes and meat from their grocery stores.
Anna, born in 1940, remembers that when it came time for her to go to school
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in 1946, her father asked the elementary school principal from the neighboring
town for help. The principal and her husband, a local judge, had been longtime customers at her grandfather’s grocery store and Anna explained that her
grandfather and father had intentionally cultivated relationships with powerful
Whites in the community, knowing that White support was crucial for success in the Delta. Although Anna lived in a town that had accepted Chinese
children into White schools in the late 1930s, her father understood that the
acceptance of a few Chinese students did not guarantee the admission of others
and wanted to ensure his children’s admission. Recalling her first day of school,
Anna said, “I remember on the first day of school that Mrs. Johnson held my
hand and marched into the school with me to register, and she said, ‘Now, you
take care of my little girl.’ She was very well respected in the area so I guess
they didn’t question her.” Another participant, Faye, born in 1945, explained
that her parents, who were successful storeowners, had befriended elite White
families through the local Baptist church. In 1941 her parents, with the help
of the pastor of the Baptist church, petitioned the school board to allow her
oldest sister to attend the local White schools. Although 88 citizens from the
White community signed the petition, the school board denied the request. A
year later, with the support of a local attorney, who was married to a member
of the local school board, Faye’s parents were able to secure admission to White
schools for their children.
While more successful Chinese storeowners often had established their own
contacts with local White elites, other Chinese families had to rely on Chinese
community leaders to advocate for them. Fred, born in 1936, recalled that his
mother, who was a widow with limited English skills and few contacts in the
White community, contacted a leader in the Chinese American community for
help. Like all other Chinese immigrants during this time, the local Chinese leader
owned a grocery store but he eventually sold the grocery store and earned a living
helping his fellow Chinese immigrants negotiate with dominant society. As Fred
told me the story of his admission to White schools, he pulled out a copy of a
letter that the Chinese leader had written to him and his siblings, which included
clear instructions on how they should behave in order to gain admission to White
schools.
Dear W, E and F,
How do you like going to xx white school? I am sure you will like it very
much. Yesterday I got a letter from Mr. H and Dr. C. They said if you all
good children you can come to school all the time. If you play too much
ball and don’t do what the teacher said, you cannot come to our school
anymore. I know you go to the color picture show. If you go there again
you cannot come to school any more Mr. H told me. So you got to be
good and do what your mother said to come to the white school. Yours
truly, Mr. W.
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Fred explained that he and his siblings were being instructed to distance themselves
from Blacks in order to gain acceptance to White schools. Like other Chinese
Americans of his generation, Fred reported playing with Black children from his
neighborhood when he was young. Fred went on to explain that Chinese Americans
had to sit in the Black section of the movie theater in those days and that the
Chinese American leader was telling them that if they continued to sit with Blacks
in the theater that they would be associated with Blacks. Significantly, the Chinese
leader was instructing Fred and his siblings not to sit with Blacks, but he was also
implicitly telling them that they should not attempt to sit with Whites either.
In his seminal study of Chinese Americans in the Mississippi Delta, Loewen
(1988) asserted that the “social association between some Chinese and Negroes
was in fact the critical irritant which whites seized upon to justify their exclusion”
(p. 74). According to Loewen, prior to 1940 nearly 20% of the Chinese men in
the Delta had relationships with Black women, but after World War II, when more
Chinese women were allowed to enter the U.S., Chinese men moved away from
these interracial relationships. Loewen argued that once Chinese families wanted
access to White institutions, including schools, they began to distance themselves
socially from Blacks. Although none of my participants reported knowing any
Chinese Americans who had sexual relationships with Blacks, their stories certainly confirm that there was pressure from the White community to distance
themselves from Blacks.
Access to White schools, however, not only required that Chinese had to distance themselves from Blacks, but also required consent to White supremacy and
to concerns about maintaining the integrity of the races. It is important to note
that Chinese immigrants sought admission to White schools for their children
far before they sought to buy homes in White neighborhoods. The immigrant
generation prioritized opportunities for the second generation and they appear
to have recognized that pressing for access to White neighborhoods might have
jeopardized access to schools. Some of my participants spoke about the fact that
their parents made donations to the White Citizens Council and other causes supported by the White elites, but they insisted that these donations were not reflections of their parents’ political beliefs regarding race, but rather reflections of their
understandings about their positions in the racial hierarchy. Indeed, central to the
Chinese American strategy in the Delta was the performance of a nonthreatening identity or early model minority identity. Writing about the cultivation of
a model minority image among Asian Americans in the 1940s and 1950s, Ellen
Wu (2014) has argued that Chinese Americans’ self-stereotyping was successful
because it was in sync with the cultural conservatism of the times. Wu explains:
Recognizing the compelling connections between notions of family and
ideals of citizenship at mid-century, Chinese American leaders shrewdly
appropriated the trope of “nondelinquency” to advance their political,
social, and economic interests. In lieu of attempting the Herculean, if not
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impossible, task of ridding themselves of racial difference, they opted to
rewrite their dissimilarity from stigma to virtue. (p. 182)
While Wu was writing about Chinese American leaders in the nation’s
Chinatowns, my research suggests that Chinese Americans in the Delta were
engaging in a similar strategy. In the Delta, Chinese immigrants and their children
had to balance the strategy of minimizing certain cultural differences while emphasizing other differences as virtues. In the area of religious observance, Chinese
immigrants in the Delta chose to bridge the difference through conversion to
Christianity. In terms of the broader social life of the Delta, however, Chinese
immigrants chose to emphasize their distance from the White community. All of
my participants reported that everyone in the family put in long hours working
in the family grocery stores, which left them little time for casual socializing.
During the little time they had off from work, the immigrant generation traveled
with their children all over the Delta to socialize with other Chinese Americans.
Without exception, all of my participants said that their parents expressly forbade
dating outside the Chinese community. Many of my participants remember their
parents engaging in racial and cultural socialization by reminding them that they
were Chinese and not White or Black. Floyd, born in 1942, shared the following
about what his mother taught him and his siblings:
She said be proud and don’t ever be ashamed that you’re Chinese. We had
been a civilization thousands of years older than any of these people will
ever see or realize. I remembered that the rest of my life. And no matter
how you get beaten she said they were doing that because they feel inferior
to you otherwise they wouldn’t do that.
Despite the fact that many parents encouraged their children to be proud of
their Chinese heritage, participants reported that their parents also encouraged
them to present a humble demeanor in public and to be passive in the face of
racial hostility. For example, Howie, born in 1939, explained, “I mean the lesson
we were being taught were just be quiet, don’t make waves and we’ll be okay.”
By self-segregating in the social realm and being passive in the face of racism,
the Chinese community was adhering to the strict mandate around maintaining
the “integrity of the races” and consenting to White supremacy. In other words,
by emphasizing a distinct Chinese identity and not challenging the position of
Whites at the top of the racial hierarchy, the immigrant generation performed a
model and non-threatening identity.

Contingent Policies and Policies of Exception
Although the Lum decision rendered the Chinese “colored” by law, local school
policies reveal that Whites were often uncertain about how to categorize Chinese
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Americans. Some towns, for example, operated a triply segregated school system:
one for Whites, one for Blacks, and one for Chinese Americans. Decisions regarding how to deal with the Chinese population were often dependent on whether
there were other interstitial racial groups in the town. Charles, for example,
remembers, “In one town the issue of allowing Chinese into White schools came
up but given the population of Mexican migrant workers the Whites were afraid
to let the Chinese in. If they let the Chinese in they would have had to let the
Mexicans in too . . . ” Another participant, Raymond, born in 1931, recalls that
he was eight years old when he moved to the Delta to live with his older sister
and her husband. His town operated a school for Whites and a school for Blacks,
but had never had any Chinese children until he arrived. Raymond remembers,
I didn’t start public school ‘til uh, 3rd grade. So what the county did was
to hire a tutor for me and I would go to a house every day, I think about
one hour or something. Then later, um, she had to tutor some uh, Mexican
immigrants out in the country. You know, the plantation. So she took me
out there every morning, tutor me and some Mexican family’s kids there,
for, I don’t know, one year or so. Then uh, I think about 1-2 years maybe.
Then they finally let me to go public school in the 3rd grade.
Interestingly, the same Chinese leader who helped Charles and his siblings gain
access to White schools was also responsible for helping Raymond. Raymond
explains, “You know Mr. W? You’ve heard of him? Well he, he’s uh, the big shot.
He’s a talker. And he [talked] to, I guess the school board or whatever and they let
me go to school there and I was the first one.” Significantly, the Mexican children
were not admitted to the White schools at this time.
Although most Delta towns accepted Chinese students into White schools by
the early 1950s, Doris’s story reveals that a few towns resisted admitting Chinese
students because they feared it might lead to admitting Blacks. Born in 1940,
Doris recalled the way her parents negotiated the fact that they owned a store in
a town that didn’t allow Chinese students to attend White schools: “At first my
father drove me to another town to go to school, but then he thought ‘this is
ridiculous’ so we moved to Memphis.” Within a year the family moved back to
the Delta town because of the family store, and her father went back to driving
her and her siblings to the White school in a nearby town. Throughout her years
in school her father regularly wrote letters to the local school board asking for
permission to enroll his children in the local White schools. Most years the letters
went unanswered, but in 1953 the superintendent of schools responded to her
father denying the request. In the letter the superintendent wrote:
Your people are so much in a minority that I know that there may not
be so great a reason for refusing entrance of your children. But with the
present conditions affecting education in Mississippi because of cases before
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the Supreme Court concerning the segregation of Negroes, the school
board feels reluctant to take a step which might provide further controversy.
(Participant’s personal papers)
As the superintendent’s words suggest, during the 1940s and 1950s the White
population saw Chinese Americans as neither Black nor White, but decisions
regarding the fate of Chinese Americans were often shaped by Black and White
relations.
Although scholars have generally written about the admission of Chinese
Americans into White schools as single events based on single/permanent decisions, my participants’ stories reveal that de jure policies were often conditional
and subject to change at any time. In Faye’s parents’ fight to gain admission to
White schools for their children, for example, the school district’s minutes show
that their children were granted “conditional admission” which was “subject to
revocation at any time.” Furthermore, the policy was only for Faye’s family and
did not extend to other Chinese students, and when her cousin moved to her
town in 1950 her father had to ask the school district for permission to enroll his
nephew.
Through the 1940s Chinese American students who attended White schools
were treated as conditional visitors. Several participants told stories about towns
that reversed decisions about the admission of Chinese students into White
schools after White residents complained or Chinese students “broke the rules.”
In one case, Bob, who was born around 1929, remembers that he and all the
other Chinese students in his town were expelled from the White schools in
1941 after a Chinese student got in a fight with a group of White students who
were verbally assaulting him. Bob noted that the Chinese boy who was involved
in the fight was new to the Delta and “didn’t know his place.” When I asked
Bob to elaborate, he explained that Chinese in the Delta knew that they could
not challenge Whites without suffering repercussions. Joseph, who was born in
1937, reported that Chinese students had been allowed in White schools in his
town back in the 1930s but were expelled after some members of the White
community complained about the growing numbers of Chinese students who
were coming from other Delta towns to attend their schools. He proudly recalled
that Chinese Americans were permanently admitted to White schools in his town
after his older brother returned from World War II and went to some of the local
White elites and convinced them that his brothers should be allowed in White
schools since he served the country.
Stories of Chinese students who had been expelled from White schools
served to remind the Chinese community of the conditional nature of admission to White schools. Several participants told me about Mr. Wing’s expulsion
from White schools. I first learned Mr. Wing’s story through Doris, when she
described her own father’s struggles with the local school authorities. In the previously mentioned letter from the superintendent of the local schools in Doris’s
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hometown, the superintendent referenced a Chinese American student who
had attended White schools. In the letter, the superintendent explained that a
Chinese student had attended the White school in town but was expelled after
“several people raised a protest under the constitution of the state of Mississippi.”
According to Doris and many of my other participants, Wing was forced to
withdraw from the school because he was outperforming White students at
the school, which threatened the social order. When I was able to interview
Wing I learned more about his story and the circumstances surrounding both
his admission and removal from the White schools. Mr. Wing was born in China
in 1922 and came to the U.S. in 1931 at the age of nine. At first he lived with
his grandparents in New Orleans, where he attended a White school. He and his
family moved to a small town in the Delta when he was thirteen and he worked
in his relative’s grocery store. He didn’t enroll in school because Chinese students weren’t allowed in White schools in that town. Mr. Wing explained that he
became friendly with a White deliveryman who asked him how old he was and
why he wasn’t in school. Shortly thereafter the deliveryman reported that he’d
made some inquiries and that Wing could enroll in the 7th grade in the White
school. The following fall he went back to school, but the teacher didn’t call his
name during roll call. After the third day he approached the teacher after class to
inquire about why his name hadn’t been called and the teacher told him that he
needed to speak to the principal. The principal explained that there had been a
complaint and there was nothing he could do since “legally” White schools were
for White students.
Stories of admission and expulsion were shared throughout the Delta Chinese
community, and influenced their racial strategies, particularly around performance of model minority behavior. Stories of expulsion encouraged self and
group monitoring and surveillance. Individuals who were judged to have fallen
outside the boundaries of acceptable behavior were shunned, as in the case of the
young man described by Bob who “didn’t know his place.” Stories like Wing’s,
on the other hand, were shared as examples of Chinese who were “unfairly”
punished and served to represent the injustices that Chinese Americans faced
during Jim Crow.

Conclusions
By focusing on the voices of former Chinese American students who were among
the first non-Whites to gain access to White schools, this chapter highlights the
(in)flexibility of racial policies in the Jim Crow South. My participants’ stories
demonstrate the multiple ways that policies regarding the education of Chinese
Americans were contested, reinscribed and transformed across the Delta from the
1930s through the 1950s. While all of my participants’ stories suggest that “local
authority” or influential Whites in each town yielded significant power, Chinese
immigrants were not simply passive victims. Highlighting the role of human
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agency, Koyama and Varenne (2012) describe policy as a “productive play” whereby
“responses to the policy require deliberate human activity” (p. 158). Chinese immigrant parents possessed a critical awareness of the racial politics and policies surrounding education, and they were adept at negotiating the cultural logic of the
Delta. Through the intentional development of social capital and the performance
of an early expression of the model minority, Chinese immigrants negotiated admission to White schools for their children—in short, they were active agents of policy.
Importantly, however, their narratives reveal that access to White schools and the
imagined “public” was always contingent on the “behavior” of the Chinese, particularly their willingness to consent to White supremacy. Highlighting the ongoing surveillance experienced by Chinese Americans during this period, many of the policies
allowing Chinese students into White schools were contingent. Significantly, resistance to the racial hierarchy on the part of any single Chinese student led to expulsion
of all Chinese students in the district. In particular, their stories reveal that Chinese
Americans’ access to White schools was not a single event, but played out in ways that
reflected what one participant referred to as “local authority” that ran life in the Delta.
In other words, school policies were instruments of surveillance, which encouraged
self and group surveillance among the Chinese community in the Delta. Furthermore,
their stories reveal that the local school policies reflected relational understandings
of race. That is, the decisions regarding whether or not to admit Chinese students
were informed by whether or not the White community believed admitting Chinese
students would lead to demands on the part of other communities of color. Thus,
their narratives reveal how racial policies shaped the way Chinese Americans constructed themselves within the racial hierarchy (Shore et al., 2011). Finally, this work
emphasizes the fact that policies are the products of historical moments, which were/
are always in flux.
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DREAMERS AND DACAMENTED
STUDENTS IN U.S. HIGHER
EDUCATION
Toward a Critical Race Anthropology of
Education Policy
Carol E. Johnson and Angelina E. Castagno
The Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors (DREAM) Act is
proposed legislation that would provide a pathway to U.S. citizenship for undocumented youth who meet certain criteria, including graduating from a United
States high school or earning a GED, entering college or the military, and not
having been “convicted of a felony, a ‘significant’ misdemeanor, or three other
misdemeanors” (American Immigration Council, 2012, para. 1). Although the
legislation has languished in Congress since its 2001 inception, many activist youth
have appropriated the acronym and self-identify as “DREAMers.” Protection for
DREAMers under the 1982 United States Supreme Court decision in Plyler v.
Doe guaranteeing free public education ceases with the completion of compulsory education. Thus, DREAMers’ matriculation into college signifies an abrupt
end to educational rights, and U.S. DREAMers who do attempt to pursue higher
education contend with barriers such as a lack of comprehensive financial aid,
out-of-state tuition, and racist and nativist attitudes from administrators, educators,
and other students that often target their right to be a college student (Dougherty,
Nienhusser, & Vega, 2010; Flores, 2010; Flores & Chapa, 2009; Lopez & Lopez,
2010; Olivas, 2012). There is currently no pathway to United States citizenship
for these individuals. An Executive Order enacted by President Barack Obama in
2012, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), provides DREAMers a
reprieve from deportation and the right to work for a two-year period.
Two years after DACA was initially enacted, President Obama attempted to
expand efforts in assisting certain undocumented immigrants by increasing DACA
(to be called DACA-plus) rights from two to three years as well as introducing
Deferred Action for Parents of Americans (DAPA). DAPA would have provided
deferred deportation of nearly 3.5 million undocumented individuals who are
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parents of United States citizens or those with lawful permanent residency
(Park & Parlapiano, 2016). The potential recipients of these expansion programs
are those currently embedded within Unites States society, with high employment rates, extensive family ties within the United States, substantial Englishlanguage proficiency, and long tenure in the U.S. (Kerwin & Warren, 2016). As
we write this chapter, DACA-plus and DAPA are currently held up in the courts,1
and the current DACA program has not been affected by the injunction, nor
would it be affected should DACA-plus and DAPA eventually be struck down
(Gallegos, 2016; Kerwin & Warren, 2016).
In this chapter, we engage what we tentatively call a Critical Race Anthropology
of Education Policy to explore the policy worlds surrounding young DREAMers
and DACAmented individuals pursuing higher education. After describing the legislative and legal context, we share a composite counterstory of an individual we
name Eva. Also included within Eva’s counterstory are details of the life of Amanda,
her cousin. Although we focus primarily on Eva, Amanda’s story highlights some
of the experiences shared by family members of DACAmented students.
As noted by Ledesma and Calderon (2015), most Critical Race scholarship in
higher education focuses on colorblindness, admission policies, and campus racial
climate. While these themes are relevant to our discussion, they are placed alongside less common themes such as nativist sentiments, civic engagement, and the
liminality of “rights” extended to DREAMers and DACAmented students in U.S.
institutions of higher education (Pérez Huber, 2010). Through Eva’s counterstory,
we see how policy works through, and is worked through, individuals like Eva and
their communities. By following the DREAM Act and DACA legislation through
the lived experiences of Eva, we see how both nativism and institutional racism
are embedded in policy.We also see how Eva engages in complex decision-making
and daily navigations of her relationships with policy, institutions, and other people.

Toward a Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy
Consistent with the aims of this volume, we engage the anthropology of policy
to better understand the experiences of DREAMers and the intersections of
DREAM and DACA legislation with young undocumented people pursuing
higher education in the U.S. “An anthropological approach to the study of policy
incorporates the full realm of processes and relations involved in the production
of policy: from the policy makers and their strategic initiatives to the locals who
invariably shape and mediate policy while translating and implementing it into
action” (Wedel, Shore, Feldman, & Lathrop, 2005, p. 34). Analyzing the experiences of students who identify as DREAMers provides rich data about the larger
policy, educational, social, and political contexts these young people must navigate.
Critical Race Theory (CRT) provides an intersectional look at race and racism as it pertains to policy, law, history, and culture by challenging dominant
ideologies and advancing social justice (cf. Castagno, 2014; Crenshaw, Gotanda,
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Peller, & Thomas, 1995; Delgado & Stefancic, 2001; Ladson-Billings & Tate,
1995; Pérez Huber, 2010; Vaught, 2011). Branches of Critical Race Theory have
evolved as an approach to studying nuances of particular groups. In this chapter,
we engage LatCrit (Espinoza & Harris, 1997; Lopez, 1997; Lynn & Dixson, 2013;
Solórzano & Yosso, 2001; Yosso, 2006) specifically to better convey the meaning
and nuance of the DREAM Act, DACA, and the experiences of those impacted
by these policies. The use of LatCrit in particular allows us to explore issues of
concern to Latinos/as such as immigration, language rights, and nativist sentiments
that politically disenfranchise Latina/os in the United States. Of the approximately
2.1 million potential DREAM Act beneficiaries, 62 percent are from Mexico,
11 percent are from Central America, and 11 percent are from other Latin
American countries (Batalova & McHugh, 2010).
Pairing the anthropology of policy with LatCrit and Critical Race Theory
more broadly led us to consider a methodological approach we tentatively call
a Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy. While the confines of this
chapter do not permit a full elaboration of this methodology, we hope to at least
open up conversation about what this might mean, and what it may look like,
for future research endeavors. We build on the rich bodies of work in the anthropology of policy and Critical Race Theory in education, and we take a strong
cue from Parker’s (2003) elaboration of how CRT can and should engage policy
analysis in higher education. Parker suggests that policy analysis framed by CRT
should be interdisciplinary and should consider the “cultural climate” of institutions (p. 145), how “the law exerts hegemonic control over people of color and
how it ignores critical counternarratives” (p. 146), and the ways in which “history
matters” (p. 146) to law and policy-making; it should also, of course, “situate race
at the center of policy analysis” (p. 156). He offers key questions that a CRT
policy analysis ought to address:
How have key policy decisions influenced the conditions and outcomes of
students of color? Why, how, and for what purposes do schools and postsecondary institutions reinforce racial, class, and gender inequality for students
of color? How do students of color and their parents/communities respond
to race, class, and gender inequality? (p. 152)
Parker provided an important starting point for our work here, but we suggest an
even more anthropological approach. A Critical Race Anthropology of Education
Policy draws on the theoretical tenets of CRT and/or its various offshoots, as well
as the methodological leanings of CRT. For our work here, we rely on tenets such
as the ordinariness and pervasiveness of racism, the unique source of knowledge
held by individuals and communities of color, and the need for social change.
Importantly, a Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy calls for a humanizing of policy and simultaneously allows policy analysis to be reframed away from
a sole focus on intent and towards a focus that includes outcomes. In this chapter,
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we employ the methodological approach of counterstorytelling. While not all
Critical Race Anthropologies of Education Policy may employ counterstorytelling, they would all build on the theoretical foundations of CRT.
Counterstorytelling is a method that conveys the experiences and narratives
of those whose stories often go untold while disrupting the dominant narrative
(Lynn & Dixson, 2013; Solórzano & Yosso, 2002; Yosso, 2006). As Yosso (2006)
notes:
Counterstories bring attention to those who courageously resist racism and
struggle toward a more socially and racially just society. So while counterstories challenge mainstream society’s denial of the ongoing significance
of race and racism, they do so by offering a critical reflection on the lived
experiences and histories of People of Color. In its multiple forms, counterstorytelling can strengthen traditions of social, political, and cultural survival
and resistance. (p. 10)
There are three categories of counterstories: autobiographical, biographical, and
composite. We present a composite counterstory based upon research conducted
with four DREAMers in Arizona in 2014 by the first author. The characteristics
shared by all of the participants of that larger research project included being born
in Mexico, completing high school in the United States, active engagement in
social activism, participation in the “American Dream” of higher education in
hopes of social and economic mobility, acquisition of DACA status, and being
members of mixed status families. The composite counterstory we present is not
limited to the narrative of a single person; instead it is created by drawing from the
experiences of all four. The first author conducted multiple extensive interviews
with the participants. Member checking was done through follow-up interviews
as well as participants’ review of transcripts. Johnson coded the transcripts and
then identified relevant categories, themes, patterns, and relationships in the data
(Glesne, 1992; LeCompte & Schensul, 1999; Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña 2014).
She participated in meetings with the Arizona DREAM Act Coalition, an organization where three of the participants held officer positions and the fourth was
a member. Field notes of these meetings added to the richness of the data Johnson
was able to collect through interviews. This larger research project was Johnson’s
dissertation research, and Castagno was a member of Johnson’s committee and
had worked with her throughout her doctoral program. This collaborative work
resulted in the development of the composite counterstory and the ideas regarding a Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy presented in this chapter.
We are mindful that our use of counterstorytelling is not without tension. As
two White women, both citizens of the United States, these are not our stories
to share, but the individuals whose lives created an amalgam we crafted into a
counterstory are supportive of this methodology and the sharing of their narratives. Both authors are employed as faculty members in institutions of higher
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education in Arizona and have advocated for in-state tuition for undocumented
students. The first author is intimately involved with community-based efforts
across the state, including at her own institution and with the Arizona DREAM
Act Coalition. The second author has been involved in similar efforts across the
state through her affiliation with an Ethnic Studies Program; these efforts have
included curriculum, policy, and advocacy work related to tuition benefits for
undocumented students, a statewide ban on ethnic studies in K-12 schools, and
other racial equity issues.

The Policy Context for DREAMers and DACAmented Individuals
Policy discourse at national, state, and local levels promotes equality of resources
and efficiency of processes. Progress, in terms of educational attainment through
meritocracy, is assumed and often touted as both the motivator and the actual outcome of policy decisions. The demonstrations of power embedded in policy are
often disguised under a premise of neutrality (Wedel, Shore, Feldman, & Lathrop,
2005). Rather than a neutral educational policy context, however, certain groups
are consistently privileged and rewarded at the expense of others (Castagno, 2014;
Spring, 2011; Vaught & Castagno, 2008). Undocumented individuals are profoundly affected by legislation and Executive Orders, and yet they have no vote
in these matters.
The first United States Supreme Court case that centered on undocumented
individuals and a guarantee of education was Plyler v. Doe in 1982.The Court ruled
that no child, regardless of immigration status, could be denied schooling under the
premise of not condemning those children to a desolate future. “Therefore, a K-12
education was granted for undocumented immigrant children as a way to balance
and avoid the creation of a new underclass in society” (Lynn & Dixson, 2013,
p. 145). But access, and the assumed privileges associated with access, came with
a caveat since the post-high school trajectory was not considered as these young
people entered adulthood with only a high school education. Although some have
suggested that Plyler v. Doe “still represents a stepping-stone for education” (Lynn
& Dixson, 2013, p. 145), the precedent has yet to be utilized as permanent leverage
for legally sanctioned access to higher education. In 1996, the Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigration Responsibility Act (IIR-IRA) gave states the discretion
to grant, or not grant, in-state tuition at public institutions to those identifying as
undocumented. State to state legislation regarding in-state tuition and immigration
status has been disjointed since this federal legislation, with some states enacting
DREAM Act-like legislation for graduates of their high schools who enroll at
in-state public colleges and universities while other states continue to legislate and
create policies against tuition assistance and public funding for DREAMers.
Arizona, a state whose population is over 30% Latino/a, is one state that
has gained national attention due to its racist legislation over the past decade.2
Proposition 300, passed in 2006, removed in-state tuition eligibility, denied
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state financial assistance, and ceased the receipt of particular scholarships for
undocumented students. In 2008, House Bill 2008 prevented those “without lawful presence” from receiving federal or local benefits, reinforcing the denial of
in-state tuition rights, and included consequences for public employees and their
employers, such as those working at colleges and universities, for issuing public
benefits. Another vote passed Senate Bill 1070 in 2010. The authors of SB 1070
veiled racist and nativist language, dubbing it the “Support Our Law Enforcement
and Safe Neighborhoods Act.” SB 1070 required officials and state agencies to
comply and assist with the enforcement of federal immigration laws and granted
county attorneys subpoena power in investigations of employers (Arizona State
Senate, 2010). Further, it permitted legal residents to sue entities including colleges, “for adopting a policy restricting enforcement of federal immigration laws
to less than the fullest extent permitted by federal law” (MCCCD, 2011, p. 8).
These state legislative actions contribute to a hostile context for Latinas/os
in Arizona, and those who are undocumented are especially vulnerable to harsh
consequences (Cabrera, 2012; Gildersleeve & Hernandez, 2012; Montoya, 2016).
For institutions of higher education in Arizona, in-state tuition has been a cantankerous issue; indeed the state government sued the largest community college
district in the state for granting in-state tuition. The intersections of racist and
nativist policies with colleges and universities effectively render undocumented
individuals back to the proverbial shadows in higher education arenas by separating them into a category where they must conceal their immigration identity to
college and university employees for fear of legal repercussion and become persona
non grata in the financial aid office.3 This is a marked distinction from other spaces,
such as immigrants’ rights advocacy groups, where they are often quite vocal.
A diluted form of relief for those who would benefit from the DREAM Act
came in 2012 with an Executive Order from President Barack Obama. Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) provided youth who met essentially the
identical criteria of the DREAM Act to qualify for a work permit and relief from
deportation. There are two major caveats of DACA. The first is that it is a temporary respite and although renewable in two-year increments, it can easily be
reversed by presidential order. The second and significant limitation is that it does
not provide a pathway to citizenship. DACA implementation has differed between
and within states. In Arizona, only two of the ten community college districts
determined that the work permit (I-766) provided with DACA approval was
proof of legal residency and granted in-state tuition to those holding the permit.
The state attorney general sued the larger of the two districts over this policy in
2013. The Maricopa Community College District won this legal challenge, and
the Arizona Board of Regents, presiding over the state’s three universities, as well
as all community college districts, followed their lead by also allowing students
with DACA to be eligible for in-state tuition. But the removal of the DACA
Executive Order could happen the day the next President is sworn into office—
just one of the many realities that individuals like Eva navigate on a daily basis.4
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Eva: A Composite Counterstory of DREAM and DACA Legislation
Eva was born in Mexico and immigrated to the United States when she was three
years old. Her earliest memories are of a yellow house in Phoenix, Arizona. She
moved with her mother and father several times around the urban, southern part
of the city until they settled into the adobe style house where Eva continues to
live with her parents and younger brother, Michael. Michael was born before the
family settled into the adobe house. Childhood memories for Eva were happy
ones. Both parents worked at least two jobs at any given moment, and it was
never for more than a few months at a time. She remembers her father having
labor-intensive jobs, and he would come home sweaty from being outdoors. Her
mother often worked in restaurants, sometimes coming home with takeout bags.
Her earliest recollection of school is also the earliest memories of speaking English rather than the Spanish spoken in her home. She was placed into
the English as a Second Language (ESL) track at her public school in the first
grade. The ESL teacher, a native Spanish speaker also born in Mexico, only spoke
English with Eva, which Eva found frustrating. She felt embarrassed being taken
out of the “regular” classroom to have extra assistance with language skills. When
her younger brother, Michael, enrolled in her elementary school, Eva felt pangs of
jealousy that he was immediately placed in his class’s top reading group. She had
been sharing what she learned in school and reading to Michael in English. He
was never sorted into an ESL track.
Eva transitioned out of ESL by the third grade and decided not to use Spanish
any longer in school, even with the other bilingual kids. Determined to make
her parents proud, Eva was studious and engaged in extracurricular activities. She
started playing basketball in middle school and was elected to student government
in high school. As a member of her school’s basketball team, she was only one of
two Latinas but always felt included. In student government, she felt comfortable
being a leader. Her peer officers often spoke of university aspirations, as did Eva.
She could not decide if she wanted to be a teacher or a lawyer.
Amanda, Eva’s cousin and older than Eva by five years, was the darling of
their family. Amanda was also born in Mexico, and she picked up English very
quickly. In grade school, Amanda only spent one month in ESL. She remained an
enthusiastic student through high school. She was consistently at the top of her
class, led her debate team to a nearly perfect record, and played in the school band.
Her parents and other relatives were very proud. Eva was constantly asked if she
was going to excel like her prima.
Amanda told Eva that she dreamed of attending a prestigious university
but was too scared to ask her parents about paying for it. Like many undocumented students, Amanda contended with difficulties faced by low-income and
first-generation students in the United States (Diaz-Strong, Gomez, Luna-Duarte,
& Meiners, 2010; Oliverez, 2006). Amanda explored her options, and she won
partial scholarships for the local university but the remaining tuition was high.
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She knew the balance would be an unrealistic burden on her parents. Amanda
decided her only realistic option was to attend community college. Diligently
continuing to do her research on the community college, she found information
on the esteemed Presidents’ Scholarship. She had two avenues to earn it: score high
enough on the required placement exams in reading, English, and mathematics
that all new students take prior to enrolling into classes; or graduate in the top
5% of her high school class. Amanda achieved both. She decided not to tell her
parents about the partial university scholarships she earned and instead to only tell
them about the Presidents’ Scholarship so they would remain proud and not be
burdened financially.
Amanda entered the community college in 2005 happy to be a full-time
college student. She outshone peers in Trigonometry and earned an A in Biology.
She was excited about other courses and eagerly jumped into subjects that were
new to her, including Geology and Art History. Her favorite class, however, was
Honors English. Amanda flourished in the small class with other Honors students.
She felt comfortable sharing her opinions and being challenged by her professor.
She jumped at any chance to attend an event sponsored by the Honors program,
often requesting rides from her peers with cars. When Amanda told her new
friends she couldn’t afford a car, she did not divulge that she also could not obtain
a driver’s license.
Eva greatly admired Amanda and worked hard in school so she could enjoy
the same experiences in college. Eva begged several times to go with her cousin
on an adventure with her college friends. Finally, Amanda gave in and let Eva, still
in high school, tag along to a lecture at the college. Eva was excited but terribly
shy around the college students even though they were kind to her. She simply
observed in awe this group of diverse, smart, older kids. Eva went to bed that night
too excited for her own turn as a college student to sleep.
The term Proposition 300 (hereafter “Prop 300”) changed Amanda’s world.
Amanda had first heard about this Arizona ballot measure in a history class she
was taking during her third semester. The faculty member mentioned it would
affect certain immigrant college students. After class she found a computer in the
library where no one could pass by and see what she was researching. The language of the Proposition let her know that students in her position, regardless of
where they went to high school or how long they had lived in Arizona, would
have to begin paying out-of-state tuition. She learned that Arizona, aligning to
what they purported to be federal law, would deny in-state tuition for undocumented students (Drachman, 2006). She lost her breath for a second wondering
what it might mean for her scholarship.
Prop 300 was passed by Arizona voters in November 2006. Shortly thereafter,
Amanda received a letter from the Financial Aid office regarding her scholarship.
In private, she shared the letter with Eva. They cried. The letter stated that while
her scholarship was already fully disbursed for the fall semester, it would cease to
be renewed spring semester. On top of this, she would now be required to pay
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out-of-state tuition, three times what her in-state documented peers were charged
per credit. Eva wondered why people would vote to take away a scholarship from
a hardworking student, and how the scholarship that was paying for Amanda’s
tuition, promised to her by the college, could be taken away all of a sudden.
During Eva’s junior year in high school, she began to realize what being born
outside of the United States was going to mean to her educational trajectory. Her
high school counselor and friends began talking about filling out “the FAFSA.”
Logging into the federal website to begin work on the form prompted her to
enter her social security number.When she asked her mother for the number, Eva
was told she did not have one and that she could not get one.This cannot be right,
she thought, and she called Amanda. Amanda confirmed that the FAFSA was not
for students like them (Gonzales, 2010).
The disillusion of these realities led Eva to drop out of her extracurriculars,
and her grades suffered. Her immigration status was not something that she had
shared with her White peers. She became extremely worried about navigating
into and through higher education. Her financial resources were limited, and her
parents did not have the experiential knowledge about college that most of her
friends’ parents did. Like others in her situation, the knowledge of barriers she
would experience surrounding college attendance led to a decline in her overall
motivation towards education (Abrego, 2006). Quitting the basketball team and
Student Government, she felt, opened her eyes to some of the differences around
her. When she removed herself from the comfort of being within a group, the
distance brought realities to light. She noticed groups of students separated by
ethnicity and what seemed to be a different manner in which Brown children
were treated by teachers and other employees at the school. Although her attitude
became jaded, she continued to do what she thought she should do: follow the
“American Dream” of going to school so she could get a job as an adult.
Eva had a large family turnout at her high school graduation. Her parents told her
how proud they were of her, and she was heartsick at the idea of disappointing them
by not at least trying to get a college degree. Eva remained determined that she would
forge ahead. She wanted to make her cousin and her family proud. One Monday
morning, she went to the community college, accepting this as her only option.
One of the procedural steps to getting started was taking placement tests to
assess her current reading, writing, and math levels.When Eva produced her scores,
the academic advisor gushed over the numbers, and Eva felt proud. Her scores
were above average and this meant she was eligible for a Presidents’ Scholarship.
Her moment of pride over her accomplishments quickly changed to shame, and
her cheeks flushed, when the advisor asked Eva for her social security number.
This was the first moment she was forced to admit to a college employee that she
did not possess the documentation required for the prestigious award.The advisor,
then uncomfortable, averted her eyes from Eva’s and circled the math, English,
and reading classes Eva was eligible to enroll into on a piece of yellow paper.
Not wanting to suffer further embarrassment, Eva asked the advisor to enroll her
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into a full-time schedule, 15 credit hours. Eva quickly left when the process was
complete.
Eva changed her schedule online to two classes for the fall of 2010. It was not
the dream she had of being a full-time college student attending lectures and
making friends, as Amanda had initially experienced, but it was all her family
could afford. After her encounter with the academic advisor, who was kind but
did not have other options for her as she “wasn’t a resident,” Eva decided it best
not to share her status with other college employees even though she secretly
hoped they would present her with another option for tuition. She never missed
a class but participated only when required and decided to keep her status from
her classmates, too.
Amanda continued to take classes although she did not have the enthusiasm
she had when she started college, and she often took a semester off. She said
she could only afford one class at a time and she also stopped attending school
events and spending time with friends she had made participating in the Honors
Program. Amanda startled Eva one day by telling her about more legislation that
seemed to further target their ability to attend college. Amanda explained that
under HB 2008, not only could they not get any assistance with tuition, but
employees could even get fired for offering to help them. Eva felt as if no one at
the college would, or could, help her and she grew more cautious around employees and other students (Yosso, 2006).
Still desperately wanting the college experience, not to mention a degree,
Eva opted to explore nontraditional avenues. Researching scholarships that she
would be eligible for with her status, Eva came across a local organization called
the Arizona DREAMers. She looked at their social media and talked Amanda
into attending an open weekly meeting.The group immediately welcomed them.
They met other college students, their parents, a handful of educators, and community members committed to working together for social justice. This included
tuition equity for undocumented individuals like Eva and Amanda.
The other young Arizona DREAMers working on college degrees were
spread across the city and most attended community colleges. This was the first
opportunity Eva and Amanda had to gain wealth in the form of information capital.They learned who friendly employees were at the schools they were attending
and exactly what information they should, and should not, share.
Amanda was reluctant to actively participate and visibly advocate with the
Arizona DREAMers. Eva was excited. Eva attended meetings and engaged with
other Arizona DREAMers, particularly the ones in college. She was nervous to
participate in events she considered dangerous to her identity, but feeling defeated
by the barriers to her education, the group reinvigorated her ambition.
President Obama’s 2012 announcement of Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals felt like a victory, although it was a watered-down version of what Arizona
DREAMers and other activist immigrant youth had fought for. It was exciting
for Eva and her peers to have the idea of legal status, something previously out
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of reach. Immediately following the DACA announcement, many of those in the
advocacy group organized at their community center and went to the media. Eva
was too nervous to stand in front of a news camera, but she admired her new
friends who spoke up. Amanda added to Eva’s anxiety by warning her not to
speak with reporters.
A friend Eva made within group, Daisy, was the first one on air from the
parking lot outside the center. She spoke as though the reprieve was already
hers. She expressed gratitude to the President and dreamily spoke of what would
come for all the smart, dedicated young people in their community. Daisy said
she could not wait until she walked across the stage at her graduation with her
sister. There was a celebratory air in the parking lot and inside the center after the
media packed up and left. They turned on a television set anxiously awaiting the
10 o’clock news to come on.
Daisy’s sister arrived after the media had left and before the news came on. She
grabbed Daisy by the arm and walked her around a corner, out of earshot from
the rest of the group. When Daisy returned, Eva noticed her eyes were red and
watery. Remaining cautious, Eva watched but did not approach her, even after her
news clip aired and everyone continued to celebrate. Later that night, she texted
to see if Daisy was okay. Daisy shared that her sister was angry that she had gone
on television, outing herself and others within their families and communities.
President Obama’s Executive Order had only been announced, after all; it was not
enacted. They had no protection. Daisy had jeopardized many.
Once the DACA application came out, Eva and her new Arizona DREAMer
friends went to work on it, helping one another to complete the paperwork. The
biometrics process felt like a trip down memory lane for Eva as she compiled her
old school records. She was nervous walking into the office to apply, anxiety of
sharing her status with strangers tightening her chest. Surprised, but accommodating, Eva removed her shoes when asked. She never thought this would happen
and turned red when she exposed two different colored socks.The security guard
gave a friendly chuckle and that put her a bit at ease. Eva felt everyone was procedural but polite, and she did all she was asked.
Anxiety heightened for Eva the day she received her DACA approval letter.
Amanda had not yet received hers. Eva kept it to herself for one week. And then
another. Multiple scenarios crossed her mind, all negative. Had the application
fee, nearly $500, that she and her folks put together, been a scam? Had she just
voluntarily given her name, her family name, and address to immigration officials
compiling a deportation list? Eva had a series of sleepless nights until a text arrived
from Amanda reading, “it came.”
Immediately following the enactment of DACA, the then state Attorney
General, with full support from the Governor, sued the largest community college district in the state, Eva’s, from granting in-state tuition to DACAmented
students. The DREAMers in the community with DACA, who were not currently enrolled in classes, immediately took advantage of in-state tuition as the
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lawsuit waged on. They wanted to earn as many college credits as possible in case
something happened.
Valuable information capital continued to be shared widely amongst
DREAMers as DACAmented students approached the colleges for in-state tuition. It was recommended that once DACA was received, the work permit, and
not the DACA card, be shared with college employees. The legal battle was primarily about whether or not the work permit qualified as a document indicating
legal, albeit temporary, status rather than whether or not one obtained a DACA
card. Eva was grateful to qualify for in-state tuition but also disappointed that she
was not able to share her new DACA status, a source of pride and possible power,
with all.
Having the DACA work permit empowered Eva to take two big steps: request
in-state tuition at her college and apply for a job at Sears. She got both. Eva
worked in the men’s clothing department at Sears. Many Latino men came in to
buy jeans for work and immediately spoke to her in Spanish. They reminded her
of her father, with suntanned skins that appeared almost leathery. She was kind
because they were kind, and it was bittersweet that she felt love yet at the same
time sorry for them, understanding how physically demanding their work was.
Eva felt more equality amongst her peers in class once she was enjoying the
same tuition equity, although she was still shy about sharing aspects of her identity
as she had not yet found a space where coming out about status felt safe at the
college. She did not share her status immediately but began contributing more,
and her perfect attendance continued. A class discussion on immigration and
undocumented individuals in the United States inspired her to share. Her peers
seemed open to a critical and thoughtful discussion so Eva told the class that she
was born in Mexico and had come to Arizona without papers. She shared about
the DREAMer organization she was a part of and how they worked towards
securing more rights, particularly in education. Upon learning of Eva’s status,
the professor, now a full-time member of the Psychology department, shared an
experience of her own. The faculty member stated that before she was hired as
residential faculty, she worked as an adjunct instructor. Her classes at that time
included work with the prison population.Those were the “deportables,” she said.
Eva felt pangs of shame at this term, just as she did when others referred to her
and her community members as “illegals” and, thus, criminalized their existence.
That the message lessening her status came from a person in a position of leadership at the college was particularly painful.
Although Eva stopped sharing her status in classroom discussions, she still
hoped to make connections with other students. Eva befriended, she thought,
another young woman in her math class. They sat together, chatted during class,
and texted about how to do the homework. After a few months, Eva felt comfortable and shared a story about her weekend and what she had done with the
Arizona DREAMers. Her friend looked puzzled at first and then asked a couple
questions about who the group was and what it did. Once Eva responded, the
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young woman said, “you’re lucky no one calls Sheriff Joe.” Eva winced. Sheriff
Joe Arpaio presided over the largest Arizona county, and the one where Eva lived.
He was notorious for conducting immigration sweeps on businesses who hired
undocumented workers. Eva hoped her friend’s comment was a joke, but she
sensed it was not.
Eva continues to take classes at community college. She worries that DACA
might be removed before she can complete her associate’s degree. She has even
more anxiety about moving on to the university. It felt like another victory for
the Arizona DREAMers when the Arizona Board of Regents, siding with the
decision that in-state tuition at community colleges be granted for DACAmented
students, also granted in-state tuition to them at the state universities. However,
without comprehensive financial aid available, Eva fears she will never complete
the next degree.
Amanda continues to chip away at community college classes although her
spark as a student continues to diminish. Eva has high hopes for her younger
brother, Michael. He will graduate from high school in two years, and she continues pushing him to maintain good grades. She tells him, when they are alone,
that he has more options than she did. She shares what she learned from her
DREAMer friends about their younger siblings who, even with undocumented
parents, are still able to obtain school funding.
Eva’s counterstory highlights the loss of educational rights following compulsory education, barriers to accessing higher education, and racist and nativist
attitudes from college employees and peers. In what follows, we discuss some of
the less-discussed issues in CRT analyses of higher education. Specifically, we
examined the civic engagement and active working of policy by Eva and those
around her, the liminal space of rights and emotional engagement that is made
palpable through this policy context, and finally the need to humanize policy
through counterstorytelling.

Civic Engagement and the Active Working of Policy
Working with groups and organizations from the larger undocumented community provided Eva with the safe spaces that were lacking in other settings. These
were also spaces where family members were welcome, where she was not in
the minority within the group in terms of race or status, where she could work
towards meaningful change, and significantly, where she did not have to hide her
status. The personal connections that were lacking in the educational experiences
were also found during these civic engagement opportunities. Within the secure
embrace of these spaces, there was no longer a need to hide or guard status; she
was free to be a proud, undocumented young woman advocating for change.
The networking of information, social connections, and relationships within
the undocumented community are important forms of capital. DREAMer
communities are sources of the informational capital required to successfully
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navigate educational settings (Brubaker, 1985).The undocumented c ommunity
provides solidarity in the numbers of individuals supporting the struggle, capital in relaying necessary information needed to keep one another safe, and
hope through the identification of opportunities and strategies for greater
equity. The resulting community reaches beyond the immediate movement,
extending to families, friends, and an internal sense of belonging that is critical
for persisting through the daily microaggressions. Indeed, through Eva’s counterstory, the knowledge and skills that she and those in her community possess
become clear—this shifting away from deficit lenses and towards the active
working of policy is an important element to a Critical Race Anthropology of
Educational Policy.

The Liminal Space of Access, Rights, and Emotional Engagement
DREAMers and DACAmented individuals occupy a liminal space that becomes
vivid through an anthropological approach to studying the educational policy
context surrounding their existence. They may access higher education, but
they may not access the same tuition rates and financial resources available to
their peers. The discourse of the American Dream centers on pursuing higher
education, but higher education is not easily made available to young people like
Eva. Individually-based rights are exclusionary for individuals not born in this
country. The emotional liminality between hope, anger, resilience, elation, shame,
and guilt runs deep.
DREAMer realities vary in myriad ways from their documented peers, including the fact that their families are often comprised of mixed-status members. It
is not uncommon for parents to have come to the United States as adults with
young children and have additional children born in the United States. Arguments
have been made that the DREAM Act, and by extension DACA, gives power or
the potential for power to undocumented children while no such relief is available or proposed for other family members (Mahatmya & Gring-Pemble, 2014).
While family members may support legislation for DREAMers, the youth who
meet the eligibility criteria have their rights promoted over those of their parents,
older siblings, and relatives, a phenomenon that can weigh heavily on DREAMers
(Mahatmya & Gring-Pemble, 2014).
Undocumented youth advocating for the DREAM Act report feelings of
guilt as an unintended outcome of DACA (Johnson, 2015). This stems from
the omission of certain individuals from the larger undocumented community,
including other undocumented activists who fight for DREAMer rights but for
whom legislation has yet to be crafted. Anxiety over the temporariness of the
reprieve is an additional unintended outcome of DACA. Added stress comes
from having self-identified to the government in order to apply for DACA, thus
also exposing family members who are undocumented and yet not eligible for
the reprieve.
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Prior to DACA, Eva shared the same status as her parents and cousin. After
DACA, she and Amanda became part of a tenuously and temporarily protected
class. These distinctions produce anxiety around potential deportations. Eva
expressed fear concerning how she would cope emotionally if she was separated
from a parent, and whether or not she would have legal rights to her younger
brother if her parents were deported.

Humanizing Policy through Counterstorytelling
By engaging a Critical Race Anthropology of Education Policy, we hope to
accomplish multiple goals. Policies surrounding undocumented people’s efforts
to pursue higher education become immediately humanized through counterstorytelling. Much of this happens by shifting the focus away from the intent of
particular policy arenas and toward the outcomes, or effects, within and alongside
those arenas. As Hernandez et. al. (2011) have noted, “absent from this debate are
the real-life stories of DREAMers who have been educated and raised in this
country and are now desperate to contribute” (p. 500). The humanizing of policy
is necessary if we are to develop, implement, and engage policy that advances
the well-being of communities. This is particularly critical for those individuals
and communities that are most vulnerable to political, economic, social, cultural,
and linguistic marginalization and violence. The humanizing of policy is also
necessary if we are to fully understand the ways in which individuals and communities navigate and work various policy arenas, as well as the dramatic shift in
educational rights as these individuals matriculate form compulsory to higher
education. Eva was neither a passive consumer of policy nor a fully-empowered
author of policy.
Counterstories like Eva’s challenge policies that subordinate and disenfranchise certain groups and disrupt storylines that maintain the majority’s perspective
(Milner & Howard, 2013). They highlight fortitude and nontraditional forms of
capital required of those in their unique circumstances. DREAM and DACA
policy intersects not only with Eva, but with her cousin, her parents, her younger
brother, her friends, and her community colegas. We also see the relational aspects
of policy, the role of community, and the spaces of active engagement through
Eva’s counterstory.
DREAMers are recognized for their activism even in the face of a myriad
of threats to their existence. Education is often a focus, although all activism
centers on their current lack of power. The significant majority of DREAMers
are Latinas/os who already contend with institutional inequities, including a
44% high school graduation rate despite comprising two-thirds of the overall
undocumented high school graduate population (Perez, 2009; Yosso, 2006). As
65,000 undocumented young people are graduating annually from our nation’s
high schools, the somber reality that only 13,000 even attempt higher education
needs to be considered. There is a critical need to further empower DREAMers,
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beginning with the inclusion of their voices in the policy sense-making work
that will inform future efforts related to the educational rights of undocumented
people in the United States.5

Notes
1 A full elaboration of DACAplus and DAPA is beyond the scope of our chapter, but we
offer the following for readers unfamiliar with these policy developments. The expansion of DACA into DACA-plus and DAPA would increase higher education access and
enrollment through previously denied rights such as application for financial aid and
other educational services by reducing students’ fear of revealing their parents’ status
(Feldblum, 2016). In addition to the expansion of their own rights, including access to
more employment opportunities, DAPA would be significant for the documented children of the individuals who qualify. “Currently, children of unauthorized-immigrant
parents face higher barriers to use financial aid and other resources, are more likely to
live in poverty, and are less likely to go to college” (Feldblum, 2016, p. 24). In other
words, those who are embedded in and will remain in the United States, their children,
and DACAmented individuals would be in a better position to become higher income
producing members of their communities. However, federal courts in 26 states challenged the expansions with a preliminary injunction issued in Texas by a United States
District judge-a challenge that progressed to the United States Supreme Court. At the
time, Justice Scalia had recently passed and his seat was not filled.“The 4-4 split decision
in Texas v. United States means the policies remain blocked by the lower court, and the
expanded programs will not go forward soon” (Gallegos, 2016, p. 49). As of our writing
of this chapter, the U.S. Department of Justice filed for the case to be reheard in the U.S.
Supreme Court; thus, its future status is unknown.
2 Arizona is not the only state to have seen targeted and persistent policy violence against
Latino/a populations. For another discussion of these efforts and their impacts, see
Ledesma (2015).
3 We recognize that some undocumented students pursing higher education are vocal about
claiming their undocumented status. However, this was not the case for any of the four
individuals who informed our study. Our point here is to highlight the policy and political context that often encourages (if not requires) students to hide their undocumented
identities.There is still much to learn from and about these students, as well as those who
chose to emphasize their undocumented status despite the implications of doing so.
4 We completed this chapter before Donald Trump was elected as the 45th President
of the U.S. His electoral promises included the repeal of DACA and a widespread
“hardline” approach to immigration and immigrant communities in the U.S. During
his first 100 days in office, DACA had not yet been repealed but DACAmented and
other undocumented individuals had been arrested en masse. The first deportation of
a DACA-protected DREAMer occurred in April 2017 (as this volume went to press).
The federal government was also accepting bids to construct Trump’s promised “border
wall” along the U.S.-Mexico border. At the same time, there had been a rise in visible
resistance and activist efforts among immigrant communities and others who believe
the President’s rhetoric and policies are problematic.
5 The chapter authors wish to thank the anonymous reviewer(s) for thoughtful feedback
on an earlier version of this chapter.
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9
ALONG GHOSTLY GRAINS
Toward an Ethnography of Policy
Sabina E. Vaught and Gabrielle Orum Hernández

Any given anthropological field site is informed as much by who is there as by
who is not there. Such absences “haunt” the field, asserting a “ghostly” presence
(Gordon, 2008). When the field site is state policy and its enactment, a critical methodological approach pivots in part on spectral questions of power: Who
speaks and on behalf of whom? How are ghostly subjects produced and what do
they tell us about the flow of power? How are state fictions and secrets shaped and
revealed through forced absences and conjured representations (Fine et al., 2000)?
In this chapter we suggest that such central questions might be addressed methodologically by reading policy and its practice “along the grain” (Stoler, 2002)—
by reading ethnographically for dynamic patterns of interpretation and power
production. Situating our observations within larger discussions of the anthropology of policy, we consider an ethnographic reading along the grain of state and
institutional policy practice. Specifically, we turn our attention to a federal code
directed at prison-related research, and observe the way in which our university
Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) interpretation of this code created a severe
scholarly limitation. In determining they could not approve a protocol we submitted that proposed an epistolary study with U.S. political Prisoners of Color,
Board committee members, staff, and an expert consultant eliminated a field site,
and—more interestingly—in tandem created an intractable ghostly presence rife
with power productions.
In particular, the IRB relied on unchecked and simplistic statistics describing state measures of U.S. prison population illiteracy to argue that our proposed
subjects would not be able to fully understand the implications of their participation in our letter-writing study. By working to exercise fidelity to their protective mandates, the IRB defaulted to paternalist, racialized, state and commonsense
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notions of literacy. This practice of policy relied on and resulted in the production
of imagined illiterate political prisoners and counterpart literate citizens. These
binary productions are axial supremacist state and private ideological formations:
Whiteness as literate, free, and civic; Blackness as illiterate, un-free, and extra-civic
or criminal.
In locally cementing a relationship among federal code, institutional policy, knowledge exchange and production, race, and literacy, this instantiation of
policy precluded our access to a field, and this preclusion produced hauntings
that demand anthropological exploration. The twinned field site that emerged
is the policy implementation and its context with its echoing ghost field of the
would-have-been research field. The subjects of the policy field are similarly both
the actual policy interpreters and the ghost subjects they conjure from the elusive field site. The anthropology of policy is always attuned to multiple sites, as
policy is always referential and constitutive (Levinson et al., 2009; McCarty, 2011;
Shore & Wright, 1997; Tuck & Guishard, 2013). Presences and absences collide
and converge in the anthropology of policy. In the pages that follow, we describe
both a specific ethnography of policy and ethnography of the hauntings of policy
as they pertain to this local instance of the practice of policy. This methodological
exploration offers one model for the ethnography of state policy by asking how
language and literacy figure centrally in the state production of prisoner and of
ghost subject. Specifically, this model follows routes of knowledge production
policy in exploring methodological possibilities.

A Note on the IRB
This chapter uses a particular IRB decision as an analytical point of entry for
ethnographic considerations of policy. As Levinson et al. (2009) write,“We s uggest
that the way to unpack policy is to see it as a kind of social practice, specifically, a
practice of power” (pp. 767–768). However, as critical ethnographers we do not
understand our IRB to have been acting in an aberrant or even “unfair” powered
manner. In fact, we have enjoyed an unusually supportive relationship with a substantively progressive staff and Board across numerous complex projects. Rather,
we understand the Board committee to have been acting in a manner it thought
judicious and prudent, but to have been doing so in a larger powered societal
and state context. Textual excerpts below highlight the way in which the Board
committee was working diligently to be aware of the power contexts within
which both policy and prisoners live, but the Board committee ultimately could
not penetrate its own powered interpretations of the code, the research, and the
social field. We also acknowledge that the implications for any IRB of making a
“wrong” interpretation are not minor—a consideration we do not attend to in
any detail in this chapter. We understand the Board’s local actions to serve as a
window onto state regulatory power.
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Policy and Educational Policy
Policy itself is a constellation of state, social, and cultural practices of ideological
and material power (Anyon, 2005; Sutton & Levinson, 2001). The amassing influence of policy as a force by which people make sense of themselves in institutional spheres in the U.S. has been bound to the expansion of the state (Agamben,
2005; Shore & Wright, 1997). This is no less true of academic or educational
institutions than others. We take state educational policy to include those policies
by which the state endeavors to control the production and exchange of knowledge. Among those are policies governing research. State protective expansion
into educational research animates itself in part through policies by which people
at universities make sense of themselves and normalize the powered social spheres
that serve as possible research sites.
In our particular case, policy is the dynamic implementation and enactment
of law or code, the mobile codification of the intent of those state-issued dicta.
Policies do not move in a straight line from mandate to action, but rather are
deciphered, implemented, and practiced by institutional subjects, subjects who
are at times contradictory and conflicted. Policy operates this way as a “governing
text” that binds “people to its mandates when actually circulated through a social
field” (Levinson et al., 2009, p. 767). Importantly, this binding is often uneven
and inconsistent both in the nature of the demand and in the practice of compliance. Policy also works to bind people to a determination over the possibility of a
knowledge field and, therefore, of subjects and their stories.
Notably, all state policies mediate field hauntings—policies dictate what an imagined teacher can and cannot teach in a classroom or how an anonymous woman
can and cannot have access to an abortion, for instance—and field sites and subjects—what classrooms can or cannot be observed or who can or cannot interview
reproductive health providers and with what questions. Educational policies pertaining to research are both reflexive instantiations of state authority over domains
of knowledge exchange and production, and localized regulations of knowledge
exchange and production that are contingent upon ghostly subjects and sites.
“Haunting,” writes Gordon (2008), “is one way in which abusive systems of
power make themselves known and their impacts felt” (p. xvi). Gordon explicitly argues that the ghosts of field sites—the absent subjects who nonetheless
make their presence known—illuminate a deeper map of state and societal “racial
capitalist” power. In our study, the political prisoners whose voices were muted by
the local practice of policy emerged as powerful subject-absences whose insistent
presence threw state and local power into stark relief.

Anthropology of Policy: Studying Up
As a relatively young area of anthropology, the anthropology of policy has
attended to the practice or implementation of policy as sociocultural phenomena (Hamman & Rosen, 2011; McCarty, 2011; Sutton & Levinson, 2001). In its
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inception, the anthropology of policy was heavily influenced by Nader’s (1969)
notion of “studying up,” and has taken a particular interest in the state. Wright
(2006) explains that an anthropological “study of a policy process acts as a window
onto changing forms of governance and regimes of power” (p. 22). In response to
the core principle of studying up, Levinson et al. (2009) issue a compelling charge:
. . . we urge new research practices of institutional and discursive mapping, in which policy language is traced across documents and in which
graphic representations are made of the quality and density of actual relations between institutions and actors that produce policy, and those that
appropriate it. (p. 789)
In our case, to undertake such mapping of the state and institutional educational policy, we read along the discursive grain, looking for textual depictions of
social relations.We encountered the striking regulatory use of prevailing, powered
notions of literacy vis-à-vis scholarly and political knowledge exchange and production. Notions of illiteracy and criminality were activated to deepen socially
and institutionally normalized regimes of racial power (McCarty, 2011). So, in
this chapter we draw from theories of policy and literacy that analytically privilege race and culture, broadly conceived (Gillborn, 2005; Guinier, 2004; McCarty,
2005; Stein, 2004; Winn & Behizadeh, 2011).
Because law (and code, as comprehensive, detailed law) and policy are authored,
we also considered these authors: the state; its representatives or respondents in
private institutions; their experts; and scholars. And, because the state is the progenitor and original author, we studied the state as subject—as author of code and
ideology, and as compeller of policies that reflect and confirm its configurations
(Lopez, Valenzuela, & García, 2011; McCarty & Warhol, 2011; Miñana Blasco &
Arango Vargas, 2011; Schwegler, 2008; Sutton, 2001).
In this chapter we borrow liberally from Stoler’s ethnography of the archive, in
which she centers the state and imagines archives as subjects (2002). As we describe
in more detail later, we mobilize Stoler’s reading along the grain of the archive
to read along the grain of IRB-practiced educational policy. Reading along the
grain of power, we explore the representations and reproductions of literacy, race,
citizenship, and knowledge, and how those representations and reproductions
both blighted research and created ghost subjects. We describe both ethnography
of policy and ethnography of the hauntings of policy.

The Protocol and the Policy
In the fall of 2012, we designed a study meant to follow up on several of our
earlier and ongoing studies examining U.S. juvenile and adult prison vis-à-vis
questions of racialized knowledge production (Vaught, 2012a, 2012b; Vaught &
Hernández, 2016). Specifically, we proposed to engage in letter-writing with
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political p risoners—an engagement in the co-production at the heart of knowledge
exchange and production: letters (Habermas, 1991). Through letters, we hoped to
build an emerging understanding of how political Prisoners of Color think about
education broadly conceived, and civic education, or knowledge exchange, in
particular. Among other possibilities, this project promised to challenge prevailing
notions of prison as a site of indolence antithetical to knowledge production and to
link political incarceration to broad, inequitable practices of education in the U.S.
Particularly, the project promised to highlight the dynamic knowledge production spheres of a category of prisoner entirely un-recognized by the U.S.
government: U.S. political prisoners. So, in essence, our proposed study began
with already ghosted subjects—subjects produced and then unrecognized by the
carceral state. Gordon (2008) argues that “[h]aunting and the appearance of specters or ghosts is one way . . . we are notified what’s been concealed is very much
alive and present, interfering precisely with those always incomplete forms of
containment and repression ceaselessly directed toward us” (p. xvi). In fact our
protocol suggested a study that would recognize a category of person both produced and absented by the state.
In response to the IRB protocol question asking, “What are the potential benefits to society?” Hernández (Vaught & Hernández, 2012) wrote:
In undertaking a critical analysis of the relationship between political prisoners and their relationships to formal systems of education, the production
of knowledge, and the embodiment of such knowledge, we might shed
light on the ways in which various forms of broadly-conceived education
have shaped the particular experiences of individuals working within racialpolitical groups . . . Lastly, this project asks key questions about the meaning of “civic education,” a heavily emphasized form of knowledge for the
American political system, how it is disseminated to citizens, and how that
knowledge is valued differently based on differing racial identities. (p. 6)
In this proposed inquiry, we hoped to generate ethnographic insight from U.S. political prisoners (here, ghostly subjects) about the systems that warrant and rationalize
unlawful carceral practice through dangerous or “criminal” knowledge production.
We were methodologically committed to this as a letter-writing project, in part
because it was the only means by which we could engage in qualitative research
with U.S. political prisoners, a diasporic civic and carceral “community” also often
in solitary confinement or the like. Moreover, this epistolary approach offered to
reveal the sites and processes of knowledge production vis-à-vis forms of citizenship, as it would be both dialogic and narrative. Elsewhere we have written:
During the early period of racialized political incarceration related to the
movements of the 1960s and 1970s in the U.S., prisoners engaged in the production of counterpublic or satellite public knowledge often through letter
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writing, among other genres. The letter served as a public communication
in a legal, institutional context in which publishing was denied. (Vaught &
Hernández, 2016, p. 5)
In fact, we suggest that literacy as practiced by counterpublics is in part the fluency to engage in dialogic knowledge production and, therefore, contestation. It
is the literacy of agency and citizenship (Baker, 1995; Calhoun, 1992; Fraser, 1990;
Habermas, 1991; Squires, 2002; Vaught & Hernández, 2016). In the U.S., over
decades, racialized political prisoners have constituted a powerful knowledge-
producing counterpublic (Joseph, 2006; Rodríguez, 2006).
However, in attempting to engage in epistolary dialogue research with racialized U.S. political prisoners, we came up against the limitations of legally regulated
research. Our university IRB, in consultation with a local legal expert, interpreted
a section of the Code of Federal Regulations directed at prison-related research,
from here forward 45 CFR 46 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
2009), to mean the Board should protect prisoners from open-ended conversation
and inquiry that might compromise their legal and/or physical conditions. The
IRB’s local interpretation instantiated the act as a “governing text” and bound us
not only to these locally construed mandates, but also circumvented the social and
research field and subjects most relevant to the act: the sphere of political incarceration and prisoners. Notably, this local interpretation was based primarily on
a quantified understanding that U.S. prisoners are overwhelmingly functionally
illiterate. Prisoners’ certain illiteracy, the Board committee suggested, meant they
could not make informed decisions in their best interest, and that they could not
understand the implications of their participation in our study. While this reasoning stood as grounds for a decision against our research, thereby denying us access
to prisoners, it in fact worked in more important ways—here a policy locally tethered to literacy haunted prisoners by denying them access to researchers, making
them ghostly subjects in an historical moment when research about prison and
prisoners is gaining traction (Alexander, 2010; James, 2005; Rodríguez, 2006). We
recognized an inherent tension in this decision, as the research we had conducted
thus far indicated that political Prisoners of Color, as a category, were highly literate (Abu-Jamal, 2004; Bukhari, 2010; Davis, 1974; Jackson, 1970; Peltier, 1999;
Shakur, 1978, 1987; X & Haley, 1965). This was evidenced in part in publications,
including those in press, online, and epistolary.

“The Law of What Can Be Said”: Reading Policy
Ethnographically
We consider an ethnographic approach to this state educational policy and practice through Stoler’s (2002) archival methodology. Distinct from ours, Stoler’s
inquiry is post- or de-colonial and meant to engage the “historical turn” in
anthropological examinations of empire (McClintock, 1995; Pratt, 2007).
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However, what her approach shares with our endeavor of ethnography of policy
is that it attends methodologically to White state text and power: “to capture
what renders colonial archives as both documents of exclusions and as monuments to particular configurations of power” (p. 96). Stoler argues that ethnographers might turn to “archiving as a process rather than to archives as things”
(p. 87), a turn by which the archive becomes a subject and site of “knowledge
production” (p. 90). Here, we take up policy text as it is mediated through a
social field as a process, as authored by multiple subjects, and as site of knowledge production, and we do so by abiding by Stoler’s (2002) concrete call to
read “along the grain”:
If a notion of colonial ethnography starts from the premise that archival
production is itself both a process and a powerful technology of rule, then
we need not only to brush against the archive’s received categories.We need
to read for its regularities, for its logic of recall, for its densities and distributions, for its consistencies of misinformation, omission, and mistake—along
the archival grain. (p. 100)
In this chapter, we read carefully along the grain of a constellation of government
text, local institutional text, and our text. We search ethnographically for the “law
of what can be said” (Foucault, cited in Stoler, p. 94) and the racialized ghosts and
sites that law produces.
“Haunting is a frightening experience,” suggests Gordon. “It always registers the harm inflicted or the loss sustained by a social violence” (Gordon, 2008,
p. xvi). By reading along the grain of the hauntings of policy, we engage a methodology that registers state and institutional power through both the stated and
taken for granted, the volume and the mute. In so doing, we find that literacy
becomes both the imagination and the materiality that mechanizes the “technology of rule.” Literacy becomes the normalized cultural and institutional practice;
prisoners become dependent, ghost subjects. So, in this chapter, we will read along
the grain of federal and local research code and policy to trace the movements of
literacy across this racialized field.

The Letter: The Central Grain
In late December 2012, we received a letter from our IRB, indicating that our
protocol had been “tabled.” The first paragraph of this letter details the Board
committee’s concerns about subject vulnerability, confidentiality, potential risk
for a range of punitive action against subjects, and the impossibility of providing
legal advice. Then, the paragraph wraps up with a jarring non-sequitur: “Further,
given that 75 to 80 percent of prisoners in America are functionally illiterate, it is likely that participants will not be able to properly convey what they
mean” (personal communication, December 28, 2012). While the content of the
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paragraph revolves around legal and institutional concerns affecting p roposed
subjects, this last sentence dramatically shifts the focus of these concerns to subjects themselves as innately vulnerable and deviant. In fact, these statistics animated by the Board committee are the results yielded by a Google search with
phrases “U.S. prisoner literacy rates” or “U.S. prison illiteracy.” However, a careful
read of the most reliable and recent studies reveals quite a different and more
complicated story—one that counters the “given” above, but one that requires
some statistical literacy to uncover. Therefore, if we read along the grain, we
understand that prisoner literacy is defined here by local institutional agents who
themselves lack a kind of literacy, and are not held to any standards of citation or
evidence in making sweeping claims. Their own assertion substantiates that what
they write is true, revealing a closed circuit of institutionally powered policy
enactment.
Through their ascribed illiteracy, potential prisoner subjects are ghost
dependents—first upon the state, and here upon the IRB. Policy is a structurally liberal construct (Harris, 2007), whether it is neoliberal or otherwise in
its specifics. Liberalism—as featured by meliorism, neutrality, and individualism
particularly—guards state paternalism (Brown, 1992), as it “targets purportedly
broken, inadequate, threatening, or dependent subjects, not the failures of liberalism itself ” (Harris, 2007, p. 202). As Stein (2004) suggests, government policy responds to a “problem” by starting from the aspired solution and working
backward. In working backward, policy makers energize tropes of deficiency.
While policy may benefit from the force of law, its traction derives from the
force of ideology and dominant cultural common sense. As critical ethnographers of policy, we share Stein’s understanding that the “culture of policy”—a
taxonomy that emerges from her own cultural, linguistic analysis of policy—is
characterized by:
a shared conception of policy beneficiaries as deviant from (and usually
deficient to) a perceived and often unstated norm; a presumption that
government institutions can fulfill a corrective role in the lives of the
country’s deviant inhabitants; and mechanisms for service provision that
provide incentives for identifying, maintaining, and perpetuating a deviant
population. (p. xii)
The originary federal code and local instantiations with which we contended
identified prisoners as deviant and in need of both correction and protection, and
the local policy activated literacy to produce a “stated norm” against which all of
this could be maintained. Ghost prisoners were conjured and preserved through
dependent, deviant notions of literacy.
Ethnographically, we ask, how can we consider the textual animation of statistics as policy is transmuted into the field, especially as those statistics were not rigorously cited but were certainly confidently referenced? How do we read along
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the grain of the IRB letter when its evidence is vague and evasive? Again, we turn
to Stoler (2002), who suggests:
One way to re-configure our uses of the colonial archive is to pause at,
rather than bypass, its conventions, those practices that make up its unspoken order, its rubrics of organization, its rules of placement and reference. Archival
conventions might designate who were reliable “sources,” what constituted “enough”
evidence and what—in the absence of information—could be filled in to
make a credible plot. (p. 103, italics added)
In reading along the grain, our aim is pointedly not to make a comprehensive
claim to counter the Board committee’s givens, but rather to map key distortions
and omissions, here paying particular attention to “sources” and “evidence” as
they fill out the “credible plot.”
The most current data on prisoner literacy are conflicting, yielding ungeneralizable outcomes. For instance, the National Center for Education Statistics
(Greenberg et al., 2007) found that, “Incarcerated White adults had lower average prose literacy than White adults living in households. Incarcerated Black and
Hispanic adults had higher average prose literacy than Black and Hispanic adults
in households” (p. v). Highlighting government statistics, Meiners (2007) writes,
“Of the prison population 19% are illiterate, compared to 4% of the total U.S.
adult population (and 40% of the prison population are functionally illiterate,
meaning that they would be unable to write a letter explaining a billing error,
compared to 21% of the total U.S. adult population)” (Bureau of Justice Statistics,
2003, in Meiners, p. 60). Thorough studies delineate types of literacy, and disaggregate prisoner populations along lines of age, race, gender, educational attainment, etc. The Board committee’s aggregation of all prisoners misrepresents the
unevenness in dominant literacy among U.S. prison populations. For instance,
adult prisons include people who are very recent immigrants from non-English
speaking countries. For our purposes, political prisoners—those who are imprisoned for, or develop within the prison, particular ideological positions for which
they are punished by the state—represent a highly literate subgroup of the adult
prison population. The Board committee’s letter distorts this complex terrain of
U.S. prisoner literacy by reducing it to a highly oversimplified and exaggerated
proclamation. They tell a story about what types of evidence need be valid and
what allegations can be mired in the muck of simple fact.
In this story, the Board committee practices meanings of “autonomous literacy”
(Street, 1984). McCarty (2005) suggests that autonomous or universal notions of
literacy adhere to rigid lines of definition, including distinctions between literacy
and orality; literacy as an asset or deficit; literacy as singular; and literacy as representative of modernity and civilization. She writes, “when these understandings
of literacy intersect with ideologies of merit and privilege, the result is the naturalization of existing power hierarchies” (p. xvii).
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Literacy: The River Styx
In the textual field, literacy emerges as an artery of power. Ethnography of policy
should look for those axial sites of meaning, those currents that conjoin potentially unmoored interpretations and mandates. In our case, this means digging
down to the culverts of sense-making. Strikingly, nowhere in 45 CFR 46 Subpart
C, the federal code cited by and governing the Board, is literacy directly addressed.
45 CFR 46.305 Additional duties of the Institutional Review Boards where prisoners are
involved, section (a)(5), mandates that, “The information is presented in language
which is understandable to the subject population”—representing the only consideration of language, one that might be interpreted as a directive to use plain
spoken language or to use first language, among other possibilities.Yet, our Board
committee does not cite this directive in their letter.
In ethnographically mapping this confluence of distortions along the grain, we
ask: What are language and literacy in this specific policy field, both as undercurrents and major dams?
In a Bakhtinian (1981) world, language remains constantly in flux, tugged
between opposing tensions in a process he called heteroglossia, literally different tongues. In this process, centripetal forces pull language toward the
center, seeking stability and unification. Construed benignly, such forces
foster communication because they allow large numbers of language users
access to a language that remains constant and undergoes little change.
However, at their most malevolent forms, such forces become the tools of
oppressive regimes that, through the control of language, seek also to control flexibility
of thought. (Fecho & Skinner, 2008, pp. 88–89, italics added)
It is precisely to this control of thought that we turn our attention, largely because
ghost subjects cannot, by definition, articulate thought. As Gordon explains,
“ghosts are characteristically attached to the events, things, and places that produced them in the first place; by nature they are haunting reminders of lingering
trouble” (2008, p. xix).
Dominant use of the term “literacy” in the United States has taken on an
exclusive and fixed meaning relating to the production and understanding of
“Standard American English” (a fiction tethered to dominant views of literacy),
one that assaults heteroglossia. This fixity measures and degrades other literacies
relative to their distance from or proximity to this imagined “Standard English”
(Paris & Ball, 2011; Smitherman, 1986, 1998). We understand literacy in its most
idyllic form to be a dialogic means to produce and transfer both meaning and
knowledge. We also understand dominant literacy—as it is taken up in the IRB
institutional text and elsewhere—as a hegemonic tool of power, used historically and contemporarily to control access to and exclusion from meaning and
knowledge communities—to bury heteroglossic rivers. “Historically, restricting
and regulating a community’s language practices,” writes Gutiérrez (2008), “has
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served as a means for dismembering people from their history, as well as a history
of their practice” (p. 169). Literacy is as much state and cultural production as
linguistic phenomenon. Therefore, in reading along the grain of policy, we are
interested in mapping its denial, practice, and impact—its use in dismembering
ghostly subjects from their own voices in a particular social field: academic scholarship produced outside prisons. Scholarship here loses some of its archeological
function, and instead becomes a building in the city above subterranean flows of
knowledge.

Bait and Switch: Liberal Paternalism
The second full paragraph of the IRB letter begins with what might appear as
backpedaling. In the topography of the text, this paragraph picks up after a visual
gap, where the last paragraph ended—with its assertion of widespread prisoner
illiteracy. The Committee writes:
That said, the Committee understands that a number of the intended participants are already self-identified as political prisoners, and have either
published writings or used other means of publicly disseminating their
writings such as through blogs or websites. The Committee is also hesitant
to deny participants the opportunity to express themselves out of a paternalistic sense of what is in their best interest. (personal communication,
December 28, 2012)
And yet, IRBs are tasked precisely with determining what is in the “best interest”
of “human subjects.” In fact, paternalism is institutionally built in to the exercise
of interpreting state code or policy. Acting on behalf of potential subjects, and
unbeknownst to them, the IRB institutionalizes a forced or coerced dependence
as it functions to protect future subjects from research practices. This protection
is historically and currently warranted. White academic research institutions
have undertaken despicable experimentation on Black Americans in the name
of medical scientific research (Washington, 2006). And, prisoners across race have
long been highly vulnerable to unethical, brutal bodily medical experimentation
(Hornblum, 1999). So, an IRB represents, in part, the state’s effort to honor its
social contract. In describing the “protector’s rules,” Brown (1992) points out, that
“within liberalism, paternalism and institutionalized protection are interdependent parts of the heritage of social contract theory” (p. 8).
We imagine that the dilemma of acting to interpret and enact the “protector’s
rules” in relation to people who are in fact so obviously not subjects of social
contract (Mills, 1997; Wacquant, 2002) but rather the byproducts of it, and who
are not being subjected to medical, bodily research but rather invited to produce
their own writing, troubles the general continuity of this paternalistic exercise.
The Board committee’s letter gestures toward this troubling site of conflicting
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currents of power and knowledge. Prisoners are neither subjects nor beneficiaries
of liberal state protection; therefore, adjudicating their status as research subjects
is inherently contradictory. Political prisoners are particularly confounding to
the social contract function of the IRB, as they are by definition being punished
by an authoritarian social contract—one that therefore cannot, under prevailing logic, be American. U.S. political prisoners are not a recognized category
of prisoner in that the U.S. does not concede that the legal system incarcerates
based on political affiliation and activism. Therefore, they are extra-judicial prisoners whose status then confuses their need for protection. And, U.S. political Prisoners of Color exponentially complicate the conundrum: their political
repression is tethered to ugly, violent histories and contemporalities of U.S. stateand society-sanctioned racial oppression; they are members of already vastly disproportionately incarcerated racial groups; and they are highly literate political
actors. Finally, in our protocol, political Prisoners of Color were being proposed
as subjects in a co-produced, written research project, jarring them as subjects
from extreme passivity. As such, their ghostly conjuring makes the task of interpreting a protective code perhaps impossible. So, we imagine a methodology
that seeks out the impossibilities of power in policy as it moves from code to
implementation, that attends to the contradictions revealed by the production of
ghostly subjects.

Reading along the Affective Grain
We read this more affective pause in the letter to be particularly illuminating. As
Stoler (2002) writes of colonial state archival documents, if they
reflected the supremacy of reason, they also recorded an emotional economy manifest in disparate understandings of what was imagined, what was
feared, what was witnessed, and what was overheard. Such a reading turns
us to the structures of sentiment to which colonial bureaucrats subscribed,
to the formulaic by which they abided, to the mix of dispassionate reason,
impassioned plea, cultural script, and personal experience that made up
what they chose to write . . . (p. 101)
Sentiment abuts reason in both form and phrasing of this second paragraph of
the Board committee’s letter, offering a glimpse into the “emotional economy”
of protection and against thought that might produce analytical scrutiny of both
the code and their own actions.The Board committee tethers its first sentence—a
momentary confession that perhaps the landscape of literacy is not quite so
objectively even as they immediately claimed—to the second with “also,” thereby
attaching this concession to the possibility of a more dynamic field of prison
literacies to a particularly deft and sentimental liberal distancing maneuver. As a
reminder, the Board acknowledges that “a number of the intended participants are
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already self-identified as political prisoners, and have either published writings or
used other means of publicly disseminating their writings” and follows with the
sentence: “The Committee is also hesitant to deny participants the opportunity
to express themselves out of a paternalistic sense of what is in their best interest”
(personal communication, December 28, 2012).
By detailing its reluctance to exert its paternalistic authority, the Board committee confirms an agony—even if passing—that works in tandem to make
personal (and therefore perhaps confessional in that it preemptively solicits
atonement) its decisions and to authorize its morality in going ahead and exercising its state-sanctioned paternalism. Indeed, in reading along the grain, we suggest that contemporary liberal paternalism bolsters its power by highlighting the
conscientious burden of its own authority.The Board committee almost bemoans
that it has to inflict the interpretation it does. This affective maneuver distances
the Board committee from their hand in constructing deviant subjects all the
while constructing deviant subjects who cannot speak back to the paternalistic
decision to make them ghosts in the field. Ethnography of policy as power insists
on affective dimensions of analysis. Here we suggest moving along the grain of
affect, especially as it reveals the discomfort produced by ghostly subjects.
On the third and final page of the single-spaced letter addressed to us from the
IRB Committee, under the list of reasons the study cannot proceed in any way
recognizable to its current form or aims, appears the following:
6) Returning to the fact that 80 percent of prisoners are functionally illiterate, this raises the concern of how the consent will be administered and
how it can be ensured that participants fully understand what it is they are
agreeing to do. In instances where illiterate individuals are being consented,
a witness signature is required which is missing from the consent. (personal
communication, December 28, 2012)
The letter ends with a request for a detail, and then concludes with a signature.
So after three pages of considerable internal conflict and contradiction, the letter
concludes with a cold calculus of illiteracy, selling the ghost subjects down the river.

The Expert
The Board committee’s morality in inflicting a second silence on political
prisoners—effectively blighting any will to policy—is buttressed by their use
of an “expert.” Colonial state and inquiry commissions, explains Stoler (2002),
“instantiated the ways in which the state exercised its will to power by calling on
‘outside’ expert authorities to verify the state’s ability to stand in for public interest
and its commitment to the public good” (p. 107, italics added). Unsurprisingly,
the “expert” is codified into 45 CFR 46 (U.S. Department of Health and Human
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Services, 2009). Subpart C 46.304 Composition of Institutional Review Boards where
prisoners are involved, section (b) reads:
At least one member of the Board shall be a prisoner, or a prisoner representative with appropriate background and experience to serve in that
capacity, except that where a particular research project is reviewed by more
than one Board only one Board need satisfy this requirement.
[43 FR 53655, Nov. 16, 1978, as amended at 46 FR 8366, Jan. 26, 1981]
In spite of having taken up the other directives quite restrictively, the Board committee took up this particular one quite broadly. The prison expert was a lawyer
and juvenile advocate. His concerns represented, unsurprisingly, those of the lawyer on behalf of a prisoner rather than the more expansive concerns of a prisoner,
let alone the concerns of a political prisoner.
The IRB letter and ensuing telephone conversations with IRB staff and the
special legal consultant, or “expert,” linked literacy to prisoner access to legal advice.
The letter asserts, somewhat obviously: “There is no way to provide confidentiality
in regards to the prison authorities and law enforcement in their jurisdictions as
all correspondence is read by them ostensibly for institutional security” (personal
communication, December 28, 2012). This practice in some ways mimics the logic
of an IRB—to review all correspondence or the production of text for institutional
security. However, the letter links this surveillance practice to legal concern.
As the letter asserts and as was explained over the phone, prisoners might write
something seemingly innocuous in a letter to us, but that thing might
impact prisoners’ eligibility for parole, appeal, pardon, commutation, or
lead to other equally serious legal ramifications such as internal discipline,
bringing of new charges, or the influencing of ongoing legal proceedings.
There is no way to provide prisoners with legal advice about what is and
what is not safe to share [in written correspondence] in order to avoid this
from happening. (personal communication, December 28, 2012)
Here, the voice of the expert frames the vulnerability of the project through
both received convention—prisons are sites of extraordinary surveillance—and
through omission—the lived expert, in the shape of the former or current political prisoner, is a mute ghost, devocalized and replaced by the keepers and interpreters of state law. Ethnographic interventions into policy should consider the
selection, institutional identity, and systemic logic-making of experts.
Vaught learned through two telephone conversations that the expert firmly
linked literacy to the legal vulnerability detailed above. Importantly, these transitory texts—phone calls committed unevenly to memory and notes—became
part of the textual analysis of policy precisely through the interpretive processes
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of memorization and documentation. Consequently, we became (like it or not)
subjects of our own ethnographic study, having not only produced documents for
submission to IRB, but also having engaged in negotiative conversations that are
inherently interpretive and are neither recorded nor transcribed. We became part
of the social field and the dynamic implementation of policy—subjects of our own
study.

Reflexivity
Such a phenomenon introduces a methodological injunction for a very specific
kind of reflexivity. Feminist researchers have developed rich reflexive practices,
pointing to the importance of both revealing and interrogating researcher epistemological, ideological, and even ontological positions, particularly as those relate
to the powered socio-cultural and historical contexts of research (Abu-Lughod,
1993; Bloom, 1998; Fine et al., 2000; Gluck & Patai, 1991; Harding, 1987; Hill
Collins, 1986; Pillow, 2003; Stacey, 1991; Wolf, 1996). Pillow (2003) enjoins us to
not only consider what and how we know, but also to undertake a “reflexivity of
discomfort”—one that “makes the work of reflexivity visible and interrupts the
ethnographer’s desire to know, to name, and to claim, asserting that not knowing
is often as powerful as knowing” (Pillow & Mayo, 2012, p. 198). In this spirit, we
suggest for ethnography of policy a reflexivity of reading along the grain, one that
privileges a triad of knowings: what we know; what we know we do not know; and,
most importantly, how we are authors of what is known in the interpretive field.
We argue for subjecting ourselves to analysis as participants in the co-construction
of policy in the field.
Most basically, we proposed to the IRB the very study that put into motion
this interpretation of illiterate, docile, dependent, and ghostly subjects. How did
we author our proposal to study through particular knowings and not knowings?
How did we respond to revision requests and phone conversations with particular
framings and scripts of Otherness? How did we imagine rather than engage our
proposed participants by following IRB rules and not contacting such potential
participants or co-constructing the study in advance of IRB approval; and, how
did that consent to the policy make us complicit in both the reification of policy
and the devocalization of political prisoners?
We found traces of our own practice in Stoler’s (2002) observations of colonial
commissions, which
could and should be read for their extraordinary ethnographic content, but
also for the content evident in their form. Like other colonial commissions,
they marked off clusters of people who warranted state interest and state
expense. Secondly, they were redemptive texts, structured to offer predictions based on causal accounts of exoneration and blame. (p. 105)
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While as researchers we were a marked off cluster in this interpretive process, we,
in fact, authored documents that by their very form “marked off clusters of people
who warranted state interest.” We designated subjects and populations, ascribed
some collective identity where indeed there may not be one, and speculated their
commitment to knowledge production. If the IRB pivoted its arguments on illiteracy, we conversely pivoted ours on elevated literacy—perhaps idealized notions
of political racialized literacy.
This call to policy reflexivity is not a compulsion to culpability. Rather, it is a
call to tell stories of the ways in which policy binds us all to it, and we in turn bind
it to social practice. Methodologically reading along the grain reveals that policy
interpretations and enactments are not always the subject of binary dimensions. In
this instance, and certainly in others, the policy comes to govern the social field
through complex and shared (even if unevenly) processes.

Smoke and Mirrors: Literacy, Access, and the Production of
State Secrets
Reading along the grain, Stoler (2002) found that, “State secrets made up a basic
feature of the colonial archive, a telling element in the production of fictions of
access displayed by their content as well as their form” (p. 109). Equally, powered
policy is featured by secrets that, transmuted into fictions, blight access before
it is a question. There are at least two salient state secret fictions at work in this
policy study: state protection from itself, and literacy as an independent feature of
societal life. State protection itself works diligently to hide the nasty little secret
that the state cannot protect prisoners from its own carceral system. And, no local
institution can then logically interpret such protective machinations. For instance,
in response to our proposal of open-ended epistolary research with political prisoners, our local IRB cites federal law 45 C.F.R. 46.305(a)(6), which states that
research can be approved only if: “Adequate assurance exists that parole boards
will not take into account a prisoner’s participation in the research in making
decisions regarding parole, and each prisoner is clearly informed in advance that
participation in the research will have no effect on his or her parole” (personal
communication, December 28, 2012). This code requires an impossibility: that
prisoners could ever be in any way guaranteed protection from their parole
officer, board, or other agency. This is an absurdity—one toward which earlier
comments in the letter gesture. Yet, the second clause of expectation is reliant
on this first. The second clause is that we assure prisoners their participation in
our research will not impact their parole. Since this is not possible, we are being
invited into a lie. This lie is not only to prisoners, but a flagrant fiction meant to
support the greater lie of a state that incarcerates in the manner ours does and
yet makes vigorous claims not only to democracy, but also to global democratic
supremacy.
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The archive can produce a new narrative, a new truth, or a new person, and
this construction offers “comforting fictions” (Halberstam, 2005). Reading along
the grain, we find comforting fictions that allow researchers, the IRB, and the
state to distance from a troubling contradiction. These fictions operate in planes
and along vectors of suffering or vulnerability against which the state, the IRB,
and scholars can fantasize our principled goodness—an ethics that inheres not in
us as individual researchers, but more importantly in the institutions that guide
and guard our work, the IRB chief among those. Deeply embedded in our grain
is a submission to the value of the IRB as independently protective, as guarding
essential ethics in the university’s relationship to people upon whom research
might be conducted (Tuck & Guishard, 2013).The Board committee itself is constructed that way—constituted largely by faculty. This jury of our peers is one on
which we might ourselves one day sit.We are, in spite of our fantasies of academic
freedom, agents of the state, determining the freedom of academic inquiry. In this
way, deeply embedded institutional relationships—both of the present and of the
possible—inform the fictions of policy and make potentially merciless the commitment to state secrets. As researchers, we are the foil for the constant measure of
vulnerability undertaken by the IRB on behalf of ethics and the state—two nouns
between which one might question the “and.”The IRB itself is a fiction of access,
both in form and content.
Any prisoner with any range of literacies is vulnerable to surveillance and
does not enjoy even a shred of confidentiality. As we quote above, the Committee
wrote: “There is no way to provide prisoners with legal advice about what is
and what is not safe to share” (personal communication, December 28, 2012).
Therefore, the logic that we might confidently assure prisoners that their parole,
among other considerations, will go unaffected forges literacy as the literacy of the
docile citizen: the passive ability to be informed and, moreover, legally directed.
And that ability is only attainable outside prison. The nature and function of
literacy is the second prominent fiction of this policy action. Docile literacy is
a fundamentally paternalistic construct. In the prisoner, it is the univocality of a
docile non-citizen, who can only receive but not generate information.The question of ideas, of the exchange and generation of knowledge—the heart of political prisoner literacy—is muted. Tracing the legacy of literacy as a site of power
contestation, Rockwell (2005) writes, “A second strategy of dominant groups is
the denial of autonomous literacy practices” (p. 12). Prisoners are presupposed
to be illiterate. Therefore, the denial is written into the narrative of protection,
a Manichean truth. And, while this denies autonomy to political prisoners in
discerning the merits of research participation on their own, it also denies the
systemic features of literacy.
Examining the historical ways in which European state domination (both in
Europe and in the expansion of empire in the Americas) was tethered repressively to literacy, Rockwell (2005) argues that subordinate group characterizations as illiterate were “fabricated by official history, and by early anthropology”
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(p. 13). Moreover, she details the ways in which particular colonial subjugation
of resistance and rebellion was accomplished in part through attaching the fictive “illiteracy” of Indigenous populations with “barbarism”—using literacy as a
measure and trope of civilization. “However,” she writes, “official accounts tended
to deny the presence of writing and of written documents as cultural resources”
(p. 13). These official and ethnographic accounts seem to want to cast resistance
to colonial domination as the product of ignorance, and ignorance as a measurable thing. “Casting uprisings as resulting from external manipulation of a mass
of ignorant people is a classic form of denial of literacy” (p. 13). A longstanding
and endemic state secret is that those who resist cannot be recognized as having
literacy, as that would be to recognize some legitimacy in their complaint. Access
to such subjects and access for them to scholarship is negatively predetermined
for and by the IRB.
Reading along the grain of our letter, we find that our IRB could not, in all
of its protective concern, ever imagine literate prisoners. This became evident in
the fact that the entirety of the protections mobilized by the Board committee
related to the construction of the docile, illiterate prisoner, never the prisoner
as holder and producer of knowledge. In reinscribing the fictions of protection,
the letter cites 46.306 (a)(2)(i-iv). This range imagines prisoners as subjects of
studies on vaccines or alcohol abuse, as dependent, diminished subjects who
cannot be generative, only receptive. Stoler (2002) writes that “State secrets
named and produced privileged knowledge, and designated privileged readers
while reminding the latter what knowledge should be coveted, and what was
important to know” (p. 108). We find in reading along the grain that while it
is important to know that prisoners are illiterate, it is most important to know
that prisoners are not producers of knowledge. It is most important in the plot
structure of the state and IRB story for prisoners to emerge as objects of the
tale, never tellers.

Conclusion: Resurrecting the Ghosts
[L]anguage . . . brings back both substance and occasionally remembered
form and flesh of those both living and dead. (Glave, 2013, p. 64)
This chapter has explored some possibilities for a methodology of the ethnography of policy. In particular, we explored policy interpretations and implementations that produce ghostly subjects and blighted fields. We encouraged a practice
of reading along the grain, and considering a close and deep textual analysis.
Importantly, we undertook a partial analysis of a policy, demonstrating just a few
of the myriad possibilities of a rigorous methodology. In approaching this as a
methodological intervention, we stopped short of making comprehensive analytical claims, and left off wondering what might be revealed by further study of
this case.
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We wonder about the way this policy targets counterpublic knowledge
production, specifically historically vibrant carceral counterpublic knowledge
production. We ask ourselves how the blunting of this engagement thwarts the
development of both political prison knowledge contributions to scholarship and
scholarship as a legitimate exercise in critical exploration. We wonder about literacy. How do a state and local IRB produce a fiction of illiteracy that masks
deeper compulsory illiteracies? More specifically, is it possible that one of the state
secrets that is written into this fiction is that the state produces illiteracy through
its compulsory schools and that illiteracy fastens school and prison, coupling them
invulnerably? Is the question of access precluded years before a person becomes
a researcher or a prisoner or both, years when each is in school? Is literacy a state
regulatory tool that exquisitely masks state immorality in an era of mass incarceration and in the face of the denial of political incarceration? These questions are
seemingly endless, but we are left only with questions, our only language with
which to conjure ghostly subjects.
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“SAFE” VERSUS “DANGEROUS”
POLICY PROCESSES IN URBAN
PUBLIC SCHOOLING
The Case of Native American Education
in Arizona
Cynthia Benally
“Nidoojei!” shinali (my paternal grandfather) would say during the liminal
period between night and day when the sky begins to transform from darkness
and the earth begins to reveal herself from under his shadow. Hearing shinali
repeat that word day after day during the summers, I interpreted it to mean
wake up because that was what my foster parents would say in the mornings
to awaken us. It was not until well into adulthood that I truly understood the
meaning of the expression after one of my professors,Teresa McCarty, explained
the importance of revitalizing and sustaining the Diné language. She indicated
that Diné history would be lost if the Diné language vanished (history through
the oppressor’s language is always a distortion, she suggested); however, at the
time I was unsure what she meant. As I began to relearn my native Diné language, I fell in love with the etymology of Diné words. When I traced the history of Diné words, I gained a grasp of the language and my ancestral history
at a deeper level. When I analyzed the word nidoojei, I realized it could not be
easily translated into English as “wake up.” The word/phrase contains the history of the running custom my ancestors practiced of waking before dawn to
run toward the east to strengthen their bodies, minds, and spirits. I realized that
Diné bizaad (the Navajo language) is not merely a communication tool, but the
repository for our history.
What happens when Native peoples, like myself, possess limited knowledge
of their ancestral or local knowledges? With a long history of educational objectives that aimed to eradicate Indigenous knowledges, histories, and ontologies
from Native students, what knowledges and histories should compose the curricular canon? Which ones honor both the intent of tribal nations and the calls
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of Indigenous educators, leaders, parents, and students for culturally responsive
schooling? The vignette above serves as a “wake up” call to Native peoples to
elucidate the often unrecognized and undervalued histories of our nations and
people.
This chapter focuses on how Native parents perceive two Arizona statutes
requiring the state’s public schools to provide instruction in Native American and
Arizona Native American histories.The chapter also explores how these mandates
should be implemented in order to privilege Indigenous perspectives and local
histories. I began this chapter with a vignette to demonstrate an alternative vision
of history, one that honors Native perspectives. In order to problematize the interpretations and potential praxis of Native history education, I juxtaposed my epistemological views of history with the growing number of state legislatures that
require Native American history instruction. I use Lomawaima and McCarty’s
(2006) safety zone theory (SZT) and their notion of the Zone of Sovereignty
(ZoS) (2014) to examine the policies and how Native parents of children attending urban public schools are reclaiming a sense of Indigeneity. I provide historical
background on ARS 15-341 and ARS 15-710, as well as the intent of these
bills as outlined in the proposed Arizona Senate Bill 1365 (2004). I suggest that
the dominant perceptions of history and history instruction marginalize Native
people’s experiences and the importance of tribal sovereignty. I end the chapter
by illustrating how Native parents in urban school districts are engaging Zones
of Sovereignty that disrupt the “safe” articulations of Native history advanced by
state legislation.
Throughout the chapter I use the terms Native American(s), Indian(s),
Native(s), and Indigenous interchangeably to mean the first inhabitants of the land
now known as the United States. I also use the word Diné,The People, to refer to
my national and personal identity. Diné is also known as Navajo.
In my research, I employ Lomawaima and McCarty’s (2006) safety zone theory as the lens to understand the intent, formation, and practice of Arizona’s
Native American history instruction mandates. Lomawaima and McCarty (2006)
developed SZT to analyze the history of Indian education policies and practices. Specifically, SZT helped answer the question, why did certain policy eras
promote, and some restrict, expressions of Indigeneity? In To Remain an Indian,
the authors traced how the safety zone of acceptable “Indian-ness” expanded
or constricted to accommodate to the dominant society’s comfort zone. The
degree of Indian-ness that Indian education policies or praxis allow, Lomawaima
and McCarty argue, depends on whether those policies threaten dominant society’s way of life and/or status. The safety zone constricts when policies interpret
Native ancestral ways, or current practices and experiences of self-determination and sovereignty, as so “dangerous” as to be proscribed; however, the safety
zone expands when selected traits of “safe” Indian-ness are promoted that do not
threaten dominant society.
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Within the SZT, Lomawaima and McCarty (2006) introduced the concept of
footprints, the traces left by Native people who push back against the safety zone
boundaries by challenging and confronting oppressive schooling practices, and by
creating Zones of Sovereignty, which are “places where we can feel and be safe” to
be Indigenous on Indigenous terms (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2014, p. 65). These
Indigenous individuals:
made choices—often difficult or unpopular choices that countered official
policy, institutional practice, even the opinions of kin and neighbors—to
change the ways people thought about and enacted learning, teaching,
schooling, and education. They inserted Native voices into the narrative of
Indian education, and they put Native perspectives and values into action
in the daily life of Indian schools. (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006, p. 14)
In a 2014 special issue of the Journal of American Indian Education, Lomawaima and
McCarty expanded on the SZT by including the Zone of Sovereignty. These
spaces have “the intent of staking out, protecting, and nurturing expressions of
Indigeneity, and to clarify the lived reality that being Indigenous can be dangerous”
(p. 65). I use the reconceptualized complement to the SZT to frame this chapter.
Native peoples are pursuing and sustaining ways of life and belief that reflect their
ancestors (Smith, 2012). I utilize the SZT to examine and comprehend paradoxical educational circumstances as the history instruction policies developed into
practice.
Arizona is an especially salient “policy world” (Shore, Wright, & Però, 2011)
in which to examine these processes. Home to 22 sovereign Indigenous nations,
Native people in Arizona still claim a quarter of the state’s land base, despite
centuries of colonization. Arizona’s Native American history instruction practices shaped and continue to shape Native and non-Native students’ beliefs about
Native issues and peoples.
The analysis presented here derives from Benally (2014b), a larger interpretive policy analysis (Yanow, 2000) that focused on the two policies that mandate instruction of Native American history in all Arizona public K–12 schools.
Aligned with an ethnographic perspective on policy analysis (e.g., Shore &
Wright, 1997; Shore, Wright, & Però, 2011), interpretive policy analysis seeks
to identify the meanings made of policies by specific “communities of meaning,” which may include legislators, those intended as the policy beneficiaries,
policy implementers, and the larger public (Yanow, pp. vii, 8). Adapting this
overall interpretive approach, the larger study examined how the Arizona mandates are implemented in urban school districts, and how Native parents who
had children enrolled in those school districts experienced Native American
history instruction in their own education. Here, I present a portion of my
research findings, drawing on McCarty’s (2004) notion of policy as a situated
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sociocultural process: “modes of human interaction, negotiation, and production
mediated by relations of power” (p. 72). I apply this understanding of policy to
analyze Arizona legislation about Native American history instruction, and its
(non-)implementation.

Research Design and Methods
The larger study from which this chapter is derived included three components.
The first part of the study focused on determining why the Arizona laws mandating the teaching of Native peoples needed to be created. Then I examined how
these laws were implemented in current school systems in urban areas. Finally, I
explored Native parents’ perspectives on their own and their children’s experiences
with Native American history instruction. I conducted semi-structured, in-depth
interviews (Rossman & Rallis, 2012; Seidman, 2013) with three policymakers,
including the state senator who introduced the legislative bill; eleven school district personnel, including an assistant district superintendent, a school principal,
social studies and curriculum specialists, and Native American program directors
and specialists; five Native American parents; and one student. The insights of
two of those parents are included in this chapter. Artifacts such as state legislative
documents, state social studies standards, and audio recordings of the legislative
education committee meetings also contributed to the evidentiary foundation of
the study.
Despite acknowledging my emic perspective at the onset of the research, I did
not anticipate the depth of self-reflection and self-actualization I would encounter. Similarly to the Native parents in my study, I grew up and lived in urban areas
as a child and into adulthood in the southwestern United States. I received a
typical White middle-class education devoid of respectful portrayals of Indigenous
peoples and authentic Native teachings. My childhood experiences and schooling
continue to inform my practice as an educator and researcher.

Native American History Mandates
In 2004, the ultra-conservative Arizona state legislature passed two laws, Arizona
Revised Statute (ARS) 15-341 and ARS 15-710, which mandated Native
American history instruction to be integrated into all existing curricula. Ironically,
these two laws were introduced and passed in the midst of policies eradicating
bilingual education and ethnic studies while requiring English-only instruction
for English language learners (ELLs) in Arizona schools. Although the passage of
the Native American history instruction mandates seemed to dramatically expand
the ZoS boundaries, the mandates that eventually became laws were strippeddown versions of Arizona Senate Bill 1365 that then-State Senator and former
Navajo Nation President Albert Hale had introduced in the 2004 legislative
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session. Hale introduced the bill to address challenges he encountered during his
Navajo Nation presidency—many of which were rooted in the common ignorance of the unique political relationship between Native peoples and tribal governments and local, state, and federal governments.
Because of his first-hand knowledge of these obstacles encountered during his
incumbency as Navajo Nation President, Hale took advantage of the opportunity
to introduce several bills during his first legislative term in the Arizona Senate.
One bill that would have returned sales tax appropriated from Native lands to
tribal governments was defeated immediately. He later argued for another bill
that proposed educational standards to teach Native government, sovereignty, history, and culture. During the House of Representative’s Committee on Education
Hearing, Senator Hale connected the importance of teaching sovereignty to
the question asked by the critical set of 19th-century Supreme Court decisions
known as the Marshall Trilogy: “What really are these entities that we know as
Indian nations?”1 Hale expounded:
Out of that came the definition that Indian nations are semi-sovereign
Indian nations and that they have all the attributes of sovereign status,
meaning that they can pass laws, regulate behavior within their regulations,
they could impose taxes. All those sovereign powers that are not expressly
taken away by Congress. We, Indian nations, can still exercise that. (House
Committee of Education Hearing, March 31, 2004)
Representative Jim Carruthers, a Republican representing the U.S.-Mexico
border area of Yuma, Arizona, responded, “I believe that sovereignty, while it’s
important to tribal entities, is not the most important aspect of this . . . it’s a very
sophisticated issue to address” (House Committee of Education Hearing, March
31, 2004). According to the Representative, understanding tribal sovereignty was
beyond the intellectual capabilities of Arizona students. Consequently, the components of the bill requiring instruction in Native government and sovereignty
were eliminated.
The four mandates included in the original bill (Native government, sovereignty, history, and culture) were subsequently reduced to one: teaching Native
American history. The mandates that were passed were ARS 15-341, which
requires the integration of Native American history instruction in all existing
curricula, and ARS 15-710, which states the histories of Arizona’s Native communities and nations need to be taught at two grade levels.
Along with the two Arizona statutes requiring the state’s public schools to
provide instruction in Native American and Arizona Native American histories, other policies requiring instruction in Native American histories and
contemporary lifeways are being legislated throughout the United States. For
example,Washington State recently enacted a law that mandates instruction about
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Native American sovereignty. In the early 1970s, Montana included in its state
constitution an article that commits the state to preserving Native American cultures through education (Juneau & Broaddus, 2006). In 1999, the state legislature
revisited that constitutional amendment with the intent of implementing a “constitutional obligation”; that revisitation resulted in Montana’s Indian Education
for All Act (MCA-20-1-501; Montana Office of Public Instruction, 2000, p. 2). In
1978, Hawai‘i made the Hawaiian language co-official with English and included
Native Hawaiian studies as a state constitutional amendment (Hawai‘i Education
Program, n.d.; Kaomea, 2005). Maine passed legislation in 2001 to teach about
Maine’s Native histories and cultures (Loring, 2008).Wisconsin’s Act 31 mandates
history, culture, and sovereignty instruction associated with the 11 tribal nations
and communities in that state (State Statutes for Wisconsin American Indian
Studies, n.d.). The University of Wisconsin furthers this initiative by requiring
that all teacher candidates take courses in Native American studies (Bird Bear,
Comfort, Leary, & O’Connor, n.d.). Arizona’s Native American history instruction policies are among these growing legislative actions that mandate integration
of Native-centric curriculum into mainstream classrooms.
Fully understanding these various state efforts at curricular transformation
requires inquiry in classrooms and among both students and community members. I suggest that the Arizona legislators who reduced Hale’s original bill viewed
the right of tribal communities to self-determine and exercise their sovereign
rights as falling outside the metaphorical safety zone. In contrast, the teaching
of historical facts isolated from a substantive understanding of the source and
nature of tribal sovereignty and contemporary Native governments can be done
in ways that support and reinforce the mainstream historical narrative, and are
thus “safe.” But teaching about sovereignty, tribal government, and culture is less
easily co-optable into the mainstream narrative; in other words, these subjects are
more “dangerous” topics for teachers to broach.
Despite the original bill’s scope being reduced to solely history, Hale believed
instruction about sovereignty and government could still be taught under the
topical umbrella of history (Benally, 2014a, 2014b). Indeed, historical facts such as
treaty signings and legislation (such as the 1924 American Indian Citizenship Act
and the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act) could seamlessly be integrated into current history curricula. Sovereignty predates but is also explicitly expressed through
treaties, so sovereignty instruction as related to Native nations could naturally
be taught through treaty history. Hale suggested other ways to integrate Native
American historical facts into traditional approaches of history instruction: “You
can say, for example, the 1912 Navajo Nation council was created for this purpose; and then in 1924, the United States government declared Native American
people to be citizens of the United States” (Interview, November 21, 2012).
Native American chronological facts such as these fit into current p edagogical
frameworks that favor quantitative retelling of histories. This type of history

instruction that includes significant Native American historical milestones should
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be safe because they are facts that can be verified through historical documentation,
the gold standard of U.S. academic historiography. However, they might still be
considered dangerous areas because they would disrupt the American narrative of
“e pluribus unum,” a unified nation, one out of many. Hale seemed to recognize
the important role of teachers in the (re)production of policy. In this case, teachers
can—but certainly don’t have to—carry out the Arizona policies in multiple ways,
some of which may be “safe” and others of which may be more “dangerous.”

What Is History?
Of the four components of the bill, why was history considered a “safe” topic
for all Arizona students? History informs and solidifies our national, cultural,
and familial identities. History instruction as contextualized in settler colonial
school systems is the retelling of past events typically focused on “teaching the
nation-building narrative arc—the nation’s collective memory . . . It is staunchly
rooted in the need to socialize the young and cultural outsiders into . . . the
‘American Creed’” (VanSledright, 2011, p. 21). Native history instruction falls
well within the safety zone boundaries especially if textbooks that ignore Native
perspectives are used to guide classroom instruction.
Due to their paucity of historical content knowledge, teachers rely on textbooks to teach history (Bryant, 2008; Ferguson & Fleming, 1984; Ragland, 2007)
and thus trust publishers and authors for historical facts and content. Indeed, textbooks thus become another important mediator of policy as practice. Historical
facts, Carr (1987) explains,
are like fish swimming about in a vast and sometimes inaccessible ocean;
and what the historian catches will depend, partly on chance, but mainly
on what part of the ocean he chooses to fish in and what tackle he chooses
to use—these two factors being, of course, determined by the kind of fish
he wants to catch. By and large, the historian will get the kind of facts he
wants. (p. 23)
Carr recommends studying the historian and her or his background prior to
accepting received facts. If textbooks relay inaccurate or biased information,
the inaccuracies misinform students’ views of the world and their place with it
(Kaomea, 2000).
What is history according to Native epistemologies? Unlike contemporary
Western notions of American history that begin in 1492 (with the prior activity of countless civilizations dismissed as “pre”-history), Native histories—as told
through our oral stories and traditions—pre-date Columbus’ arrival by hundreds,
even thousands, of years. However, our stories, our histories, are often marginalized or dismissed as legends or myths. In Indigenous communities, “stories
encode the past as well as the present. Indigenous epistemologies are complex
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philosophical instruments subject to analysis, interpretations, and metaphoric
unpacking” (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006, p. 24). Understanding and accepting
Native stories as legitimate histories pushes into dangerous territory—it suggests
learning and knowing Native cultures at a deeper level. U.S. policymakers usually
deem it safer to focus on surface culture; but if one’s exposure to various cultures
is limited to the surface level, e.g., clothing, food, and art, it is easy to form and
perpetuate stereotypes and misconceptions. However, respectful, reciprocal relationships are forged when we learn about each other at deeper cultural levels.This
is not easy work. Hall (1989) explained, “Understanding the reality of covert culture and accepting it on a gut level comes neither quickly nor easily, and it must
be lived rather then read or reasoned” (p. 50). I argue that the concept of history
instruction must be re-envisioned to include the accounts of Native experiences
and perspectives in order to forge respectful, reciprocal relationships. Engaging the
anthropology of education policy allows us to better understand history teaching
as a process of policy production, implementation, and practice; it is through this
understanding that we come to see how and why the re-envisioning of history
instruction is so important.

American Indian Education
American Indian education is situated squarely at the center of the restrictive borders of the safety zone—it has controlled and monitored the domestication of the
“safe” Indian. The conversion of Native Americans to Christianity is the underpinning of Indian education. Prior to the United States declaration of nationhood, the settler colonial idea of schooling for Native Americans was to erase
their Native identities and replace them with Christian ideals (Lomawaima, 1994;
Reyhner & Eder, 2004). Although the federal government exercised increased
control and jurisdiction over the schooling of Native students through the 1819
Civilization Fund Act, the policy allocated funding to religious organizations for
educating Native students. Beginning in 1879 with Carlisle Indian Industrial
School, a system was implemented to remove Native students from their homes
and send them to boarding schools to “kill the Indian, but save the man.” Much
of the schooling included nonacademic skills such as manual labor and domesticity training, and the tradition of Christian-based proselytization in the federally
sanctioned schools for American Indian children continued (Lomawaima, 1994;
Spring, 2011). It was common practice for Native students to be forcibly displaced
from their communities to be enrolled in Indian boarding schools (McCarty,
2002; Reyhner & Eder, 2004).
Nearly 50 years after the first Indian boarding school originated, the Meriam
Report admonished their mismanagement and unscrupulous treatment, malnourishment, and exploitation of the students (Meriam et al., 1928).The report offered
recommendations for an alternative form of schooling that discouraged assimilation
and instead called for community-based and culturally based education. However,
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over 40 years later, Indian Education: A National Tragedy—A National Challenge
(U.S. Senate, 1969), also known as the Kennedy Report, concluded with similar
findings as the Meriam Report. This report also recommended a culturally based
education for Native students.
In recent years, Arizona and federal policies regarding educating Native
American students continue the custom of eradicating Indigeneity. Arizona voters passed a referendum to abolish languages other than English for instruction
in 2000. In 2001, any advancement for culturally inclusive education suffered
a setback when the No Child Left Behind Act was authorized, and curricular
focus shifted to English language acquisition and standardized testing. In 2007,
Arizona passed another law that required non-English speaking students to
be segregated in intensive English language development classes with the goal
of having the students become fluent English speakers within one academic
year. Learning about one’s Native culture became collateral damage when ARS
15-112 restricted Arizona school districts from teaching ethnic studies in 2010.
Hundreds of years after first contact with the settler colonists, the education of
Native peoples has been consistent in its drive to eliminate Indigeneity. Although
Native individuals have resisted hegemonic dynamics (Lomawaima, 1994), the
repercussions have had a grave impact on what Native peoples understand as
heritage knowledge.

Legacies of “Safe” Native History Instruction
Despite numerous challenges, contemporary Native parents and individuals are
creating and/or expanding on the Zone of Sovereignty. Although the Native
parent participants in this study lived in urban areas away from their ancestral
lands for much of their lives, they are creating footprints for their children to follow. Catalina, a parent participant in my study, identifies as Yaqui and Latina. At
the time of the study, she was a single mother of a son in second grade. Catalina
stated her schooling “was kind of crazy because the elementary school I grew
up in, I didn't know about other brown people until the third grade. I knew
strictly Anglos and I didn't meet my first brown person, if you want to call it that,
until third grade because those other students were put in the bilingual classes”
(Interview, February 13, 2014). Betty, another participant in my study, is Diné and
grew up in a border town on the edge of her tribal lands in the Four Corners
region of the southwestern United States. Prior to moving to the border town to
attend a public school, she attended a boarding school. Her two children were in
fourth and sixth grades at the time I interviewed her. To frame the parents’ ideas
of the types of Native American history content to include in school curricula,
we need to know the origins of those ideas. They are concurrently rooted in the
legacy of settler colonial indoctrination and their own lived experiences.
The Native parents and I received an implicit education about Native peoples
and histories through a null or hidden curriculum. Betty recalled, “The only
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Native American history I learned in [the border town] was in American history.
And that really wasn’t much Navajo in it, more the Plains Indians. But it was
like a chapter. You know, they roamed around, they killed buffalo” (Interview,
December 6, 2012). Catalina did not recall any Native American history instruction other than an art activity:
I remember in junior high, they pulled us into a room and said, “You guys
are going to do art today, Native American art.” I was like, “Oh! What is
that?” There's a White woman and she says, “We are going to blend paper
with glue and you guys are going to dye it, paint it and do whatever you
want to do with it, and then just make whatever image you consider culture.” That stuck with me only because [I asked myself], “What do I consider culture?” Our Easter ceremonies, so I drew a picture of the churches
and this other stuff because I was into art. That's all that the junior high
exposed me to and as far as high school, not even in the history books. I
don't remember them saying, “Ok, this is Native stuff.” (Catalina, interview,
February 13, 2014)
These types of (non)instruction on Native history are representative of the kind
of education Native and non-Native students receive (Byrant, 2008; Ferguson &
Fleming, 1984; Kaomea, 2005; Knopp, 1997; O’Neill, 1987; Ragland, 2007;
Sanchez, 2007). Taylor (1994) reasons misconceptions and/or nonrecognition is
detrimental to identity formation in marginalized peoples and nations.The settler
colonial aim for educating Native students has and continues to impact how the
participants, including myself, our parents, and other Natives have internalized
our Indigenous heritages as reflected by the colonial society.
During many of the interviews, I sat with the participants and cried as we
recalled similar stories of our childhoods. Catalina recalled denying her Native
heritage because she experienced ridicule when she claimed her Yaqui identity:
Kids were bullies to the Yaqui kids. And I was, “I don't want to be bullied.”
And my first inkling of it was when I was in the third grade when they
immersed us all together.There were Mexicans and Yaqui kids in there. So I
made friends with some of the Yaqui kids but it was more of a “I'll be your
friend but don't let anybody know I am your friend.”
She learned at a young age the stigma and dangers of being Indigenous. As a
third-grade student, she rationalized how to survive in those circumstances:
So they were like, “Where do you live?” And so I would say where I lived
and I didn't live where most of the Yaquis lived. A lot of people were living
in adobe homes. A lot of people were living in shacks. And so I was like,
I didn't want my Mexican friends to think that's the kind of home I lived
in. I didn't want them to think that was the way I was growing up 'cause I
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wasn't. And so they were, “Okay, so are you Yaqui?” I was kind of cautious.
I was like, “Does it matter?” They were like, “If you are Yaqui, you can't be
our friend.” And I was like, “Okay. No, I'm Mexican.” So I wasn't lying. So
from then on, I was Mexican.
Eventually, as she reached young adulthood, she began to make peace with her
racial and cultural identity.
Up until junior high, they would make fun of me. But I thought, “Oh, that's
bad. I shouldn't live like that. I have a nice clean house and my mom keeps
up,” and that kind of thing. So there was that whole negative connotation
that was attached to [being Yaqui] but I didn't know better at the time. But
like I said, when the kids would make fun of the other Yaqui kids, I didn't
stop it. But I didn't engage in it.You know, I didn't say, “Leave them alone.”
I just kind of sat back and watched it happen. So I let stereotypes get the
best of me. And like I said, I didn't want to be bullied but I didn't want to
be a bullier either so I kind of just sat back and watched it happen. (Catalina,
interview, February 12, 2013)
As a parent, Catalina advises her son about preventing and addressing bullying.
She stated, “So I just tell my son, ‘Just don't engage in that but make sure it's not
continuing.’ And so I'm like, it's hard for these kids to grow up. I tell him, ‘You
are in a leadership role and you need to make sure that stuff is not going on.You
need to be nice to everybody’” (Interview, February 12, 2013). She also contacts
her son’s teacher to report instances of bullying.
Betty recalled the students in her class mocking her: “One of the hurtful things
they used to say to me was that you are a savage. I didn’t do anything that would
require me to be a savage. I’m like everybody else” (Interview, December 6, 2012).
I recalled similar feelings of being inadequate as I was forming my identity in
White communities. As we spoke about our experiences, we were creating safe
spaces where we could “ferret out meanings, conflicts, and confusions surrounding the practical question of how to negotiate [Native] cultural knowledge within
a school context” (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2014, p. 65). These conversations are
important because they are critical and necessary elements to create the ZoS
that promotes authentic Indigenous self-determination. Having these dialogues
are the beginning steps to reclaiming our well-being and authentic Indigenous
identities.
The repercussions of Indian education practices are also evident in familial
practices. At home, the Native parent participants were not taught or exposed to
their Native heritages or histories by their parents. Catalina did not acknowledge
her Native identity as a child due to her lack of exposure. She explained:
I said I was Hispanic . . . since I did not identify, it wasn’t that I was really
missing [on Native instruction]. It wasn’t until I got older, it’s like, “Man,
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I missed out on a lot.” You know? I missed out on different things that I
think my parents should have taught me. But my dad didn’t feel he needed
to because I wasn’t a man. (Catalina, interview, February 12, 2013)
Betty shared how her self-concept developed in a home with a mother that also
grew up without Native guidance:
To tell you the truth there is no Native influence from my tribe . . . My
family, my mom was not all that Native as well. She went to school in [the
border town] and then eventually moved back to the Rez and went back to
[the border town] so she wasn’t all that Native. (Betty, interview, December
6, 2012)
Cultural identity develops in the home; however, since Native children were
removed to residential boarding schools forbidding ancestral knowledges and
practices, their cultural identities were jeopardized. Although their descendants
may not have attended boarding schools, the assimilative lessons were absorbed
and exercised.
In addition to their limited knowledge about their tribal heritages due to the
limited or lack of instruction on the numerous Native nations, the parent participants did not know about their own tribes or nations, much less other nations.
Betty, for example, compared her breadth of knowledge of Native history to
knowing “a sentence of a whole page, and the sentence that I know probably is
not even correct to begin with” (Betty, interview, December 6, 2012). Catalina
shared a moment when she realized Natives were unique—each with their own
languages, stories, songs, and practices. She relayed an experience in high school
when she met Navajos for the first time:
I went to this program . . . we met up with students from [Navajo] and that
was my first exposure ever to a Navajo person, ever. And so my tribe, we
speak Spanish. So I was speaking to them and they were, “We don’t speak
Spanish.” I go, “What kind of Native doesn’t speak Spanish?” I thought it
was funny because I didn’t have any other exposure, like I said, to any other
tribe. (Catalina, interview, February 12, 2013)
Once the participants discovered the existence of AZ ARS 15-345 and ARS
15-710, they hoped the laws would be implemented in their children’s schools.
The parents hoped that implementing the policies would address and counter
stereotypes. Betty thought teaching about Native American histories would be
beneficial because
that way you don’t misconstrue what the other cultures are like. I’ve found
it very offensive when I was a kid, when I first went to the [border town],
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a question I was asked was, “Where’s your tipi?” “Ahh, my people don’t live
in a tipi.” “What did you live in?” I’m like, “Ahh, what do you live in?” “A
house.” “What? I can’t live in a house too?”You know, it was kind of hurtful
then. (Betty, interview, December 6, 2012)
She tried to correct these types of willful ignorance. Catalina also believed if
the Native American history instruction policies were implemented, some of her
son’s teachers’ misconceptions might be altered:
She would understand those behavioral issues there if she understood the
community better. But she, she hears the negative portion of it. “Oh there's
drug deals. There's a drug bust. Oh, there's a shooting. There's a gang fight.
Oh, there was a stabbing. Don't be here after dark. Don't because of this . . . ”
She knows that part. She doesn't see the good side about it, you know? It's
a small community and everybody knows everybody. (Catalina, interview,
February 12, 2013)
Another hope that implementing the policies could address was what Hale
called “mutual respect.” Catalina thought that teaching about Native histories
would lead to compassion and empathy:
It all goes back to just understanding.You know? You understand the situation. You understand the person, where they are coming from. Then you
might have a better understanding and more compassion towards that person . . . I think the history portion of it will just open their eyes and . . . then
maybe that exposure will help with, “Okay, I get it. I’m going to take a step
back now and reevaluate how I am going to go about this now.” (Catalina,
interview, February 12, 2013)
The Native parent participants also wanted instruction in the local Native
communities’ histories. Catalina believed the law would help not only the
students, but also their teachers by understanding the communities where they
taught:
I think if the teachers knew more and had more buy-in about the community, maybe there would be less turn around . . . They aren’t really getting a
grasp of who these kids who are here from the community and what are
they about. So maybe if they teach about the [community], they can get the
buy-in and these teachers would be there for five years, six years versus one
year . . . (Catalina, interview, February 12, 2013)
Betty wanted to address the erasure of Native peoples from history. She said, “Just
because we are not mentioned, doesn’t mean we weren’t there” (Betty, interview,
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December 6, 2012). She wanted students to understand that Natives still exist
despite our absence in textbooks.

Rethinking Native American History Instruction through
Hope with Action
Part of what becomes apparent is that many of the Native parents placed significant hope in the Arizona policies mandating Native history instruction. There
was hope that the policies would work to counter common stereotypes that persist about Native communities and peoples; that they would engender healthier
relationships between Native and non-Native peoples; that they would encourage
teachers to better understand the communities from which their Native students
come; and that they would address the patterned erasure of Native peoples from
the curriculum. Given the legacy of federal Indian education policy, this sense of
hope and its related promise placed in policy is both understandable and, perhaps,
paradoxical.
Beyond hope, the parents intentionally took action to ensure their children
were engaged with their tribal cultures and practices by enlisting the assistance of
cultural insiders. Lomawaima and McCarty (2006) suggested how Native peoples
create footprints to affirm and reaffirm their Indigeneity. The Native parents were
creating and leaving footprints in the city. With her own son, Catalina is assuring
that he learns about his Yaqui heritage. With the help of her family, especially her
brothers, they are teaching him about Yaqui culture and practices. She was proud
to say:
At his age, he values it a lot more than I did at his age. He knows about
his tribe. He knows where his reservation is located. He knows when the
ceremonies are going on. Kids ask him, “Hey, [son's name], are you Yaqui?”
And he's like, “Yeah.” He's proud to say yes which is different from when I
was a kid. (Catalina, interview, February 12, 2013)
Additionally, Catalina sought out tribal members to answer her own questions
about being Yaqui and learning about her community’s history and culture. These
conversations eventually led to the development of a Yaqui youth group so the
children could learn the Yaqui culture while they were young. Another ZoS was
being created through Betty’s work with the Native American program director
at her children’s school district. Betty relied on the Native American program
director for answers to Diné culture and history questions. The program director
was helping Betty prepare for her daughter’s puberty ceremony (Kinaaldá). She
indicated, “We would like to do a Kinaaldá for her. I just don’t know how to go
about it. Like I said, my mom passed on and I don’t really have much family and
[the program director] is the only connection I have” (Interview, December 6,
2012). Catalina and Betty are motivated to intentionally safeguard their children’s
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Indigeneity because as Betty said, “I don’t want [my children] to go through the
same thing I did” (Interview, December 6, 2012).
I began this chapter with recalling my grandfather’s wake-up call. As an individual, I answered his metaphorical warning by initiating this research about the
two Arizona laws that require instruction on Native American history. Numerous
states are heeding similar warnings and enacting policies that mandate instruction in Native American content. These policies are important and significant
but stakeholders need to understand the intent and interpretations of such policies. Whose concepts of history should be included in Native American history instruction? In Arizona’s case, from the Native policymaker’s perspective, the
policies were envisioned as emancipatory promises of effectual praxis of sovereign authority and self-determination. The intent of Arizona’s ARS 15-341 and
ARS 15-710 was to develop future reciprocal relationships between Native and
non-Native peoples.
The implications of this study are significant for policymakers, educators,
Native communities, and Native parents. In spite of and because of their educational experiences, Catalina and Betty are creating Zones of Sovereignty for their
children. Classrooms and schools are where Native children begin to demonstrate
self-determination and should be safe places for them to be Indian if they choose.
Systemic changes are necessary for genuine implementation because hundreds
of years of ingrained ideologies have to be addressed and countered (Kaomea,
2005; Tyack, 1974). In order to address the colonial educational practices that
have shaped Native peoples’ cultural understandings and heritages, all stakeholders from policymakers to teachers, parents, and students need to understand the
purpose and impact of boarding schools on Native positionalities. The parents in
this study recognized the impact their schooling experiences had on their cultural
identities so they created spaces where their children could be indigenous.
As more and more states legislate policies mandating instruction on Native
content, educational practitioners and local area Native communities need to collaborate to determine and identify appropriate content for instruction. Although
there are currently over 560 Native nations and communities in the U.S., each
with their own tribal identities, language, culture, and histories, they share some
commonalities. Among some of these shared features is the distinctive relationship
Native peoples/nations as inherent sovereigns have with the federal and state governments. Sovereignty is inherent; it is not “given” to Native people by the federal
government (Wilkins & Lomawaima, 2001). Tribal sovereignty and the government-to-government relationship of Native nations and the federal government is
also recognized in the United States Constitution, Supreme Court decisions, the
Indian Citizenship Act of 1924, the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, the 1968
Indian Civil Rights Act, and the 1975 Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act. The Zone of Sovereignty would expand if educators, in collaboration with Native cultural insiders, identified and taught about the motivations for
the policies and their impact on Native peoples, communities, and nations.
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Teachers need an earnest and deep understanding of Native peoples and their
nations to create and sustain respectful and reciprocal relationships between
Native and non-Native entities, one that honors and accepts Native perspectives
of history. This history is rooted and embedded in our songs, stories, and languages; it is the history we tell about our past and its connections to and manifestations in the present. This alternative idea of history is not a linear account
of dates, events, and isolated facts; rather it is rooted in place, space, time, and
communication. Our histories are told through our relationship to land, our
concepts of time, and our languages. Teaching and learning our heritage languages are not merely actions to perpetuate our cultures, but to teach and sustain
our histories.

Note
1 The Marshall Trilogy (1823-1832) was a triad of U.S. Supreme Court cases (Johnson v.
McIntosh, Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, and Worcester v. Georgia) that legally defined tribal
sovereignty and clarified tribal nations in relation to U.S. federal and state governments.
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POLICY PRACTICES AND STATE
EFFECTS
A Comparative Analysis of Social Inequality,
Language Diversity, and Education Policy in
South Africa and the United States
James Collins

Introduction
Despite differences, post-apartheid South Africa and the United States share
important similarities. For centuries each had a political economy and social
order based on slavery, followed by long periods of labor control through legalized racial domination, which produced contemporary societies with strong connections between race and economic standing. Both countries are multilingual,
with language hierarchies roughly parallel to racialized economic hierarchies,
and although language and education policies have different constitutional bases
in South Africa and the U.S., education in both countries is strongly oriented to
exclusive registers of English. This chapter presents a comparatively framed analysis of social inequality, language diversity, and education policy in South Africa
and the U.S., using ethnographic and sociolinguistic methods to examine policy
as an enactment or practice (Ball, McGuire, & Braun, 2012; McCarty, 2011).
The chapter employs concepts of language ideology and language register (Agha
2007; Irvine & Gal, 2000) to study how education policies as enacted produce
political and cultural subjectivities.
The chapter contributes to the anthropology of education policy in several
ways. It develops comparative and historical analysis of the evolution of ethnoracial inequality in South Africa and the U.S., focusing, in particular, on the evolution of White supremacy from slavery to segregation to contemporary struggles
for equality of civil rights, in which access to education has been central in both
countries. Second, it argues for theoretically engaged ethnographic description
and analysis, drawing on linguistic anthropological concepts of language ideology and language register to investigate the intertwining of linguistic and social
inequality and the influences on education policy. This requires a break with the
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assumed unity of language, cultural group, and polity, an ideological assumption
underpinning much language policy and education debate (Blommaert, 1996;
McCarty, 2011). Lastly, drawing from the anthropology of global systems, the chapter analyzes education policy-in-practice as producing “state effects” (Trouillot,
2001), a conceptualization that focuses on state power, but does not assume a
geographical or institutional center for states.
Any account of the U.S. and South Africa cannot ignore differences between
the two countries, nor ignore commonalities. Regarding differences in language in
South Africa, over 80% of the population claim African languages as a “home language,” and less than 20% claim English or Afrikaans as home languages (Posel &
Casale, 2011). In the U.S., conversely, 80% claim English as a “home language,”
with 20% claiming other home languages (Ryan, 2013). These differences notwithstanding, language diversity in both countries is bisected by register contrasts
between schooled and unschooled varieties of language, and in both countries
we find English dominant as the medium of instruction and means of curricular assessment. Each country’s schools serve linguistically and socioeconomically
diverse student populations, with strongly racialized associations between language variety and socioeconomic inequality. The comparative cases central to
this chapter investigate the dynamics of register formation in policy formulation
and evolution as well as ethnographic situations, identifying several state effects
produced by register stabilization and enregistering discourses.

Conceptual Frameworks: Registers, Racialization and
State Effects
Registers
In Agha’s (2005) concise formulation, registers involve a three-part linkage
between linguistic forms, cultural models, and social groups:
There are cases where a repertoire of speech forms is widely recognized
or enregistered as indexing the same “social voice” by many language
users. In such cases we have a social regularity of typification—a system
of metapragmatic stereotypes—whereby a given form, or repertoire of forms, is
regularly treated as indexical of a social type by a given social domain of persons.
(p. 47, emphasis added)
By focusing on how registers are recognized as varieties of language (stereotypically) associated with a social type and activities, researchers have been able to
examine in detail the historical process underlying the stratification of languages
(Irvine & Gal, 2000; Silverstein, 2014), both long-term conflicts resulting from
inequalities among language varieties (Wirtz, 2013) and real-time processes of
interactive racialization (Lo & Kim, 2011).
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In the following cases, I discuss several register processes, including efforts to
stabilize the registers of standard English in national school policy and classroom
interaction, and enregistering commentary about language diversity by school
staff, aimed at non-standard registers of English and Afrikaans in South Africa
and at the boundary between English and Spanish in the U.S. Racialized associations among language varieties are substantive issues in these register phenomena,
whether of English, Afrikaans, and African languages in South Africa, or English
and Spanish in the U.S. The relevant dynamics are anticipated in Pratt’s (1991)
seminal essay on “the contact zone,” described as “spaces where cultures meet,
clash, and grapple, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of power,
such as slavery, colonialism, or their aftermath as they are lived out in many parts
of the world today” (p. 34).

Racialization
A theorization and analysis of “highly asymmetrical relations of power . . . as
they are lived out in many parts of the world today” is provided in Urciuoli’s
(1996) study of Puerto Rican experiences of language, race, and class in the
contemporary U.S. She argues for a distinction between ethnicizing and racializing discourses, which construct a contrast between racialized minorities and
those enjoying White ethnic or model minority status in the contemporary U.S.
She argues, further, that groups are subject to racialization to the extent their
labor is controlled, and that African American slaves in the U.S. are the limiting
case, against which all other racialized and ethnicized groups have historically
been defined. Fredrickson’s (1981) comparative study of White supremacy in
American and South African history forms a useful complement to Urciuoli,
showing that both the U.S. and South Africa used slavery as labor regimes,
followed by other forms of racialized labor control. He further shows that the
post-slavery defense of White supremacy entailed cultural and political as well
as economic domination, which has strongly impacted the value attributed to
racialized language varieties.
In the U.S., slavery was followed closely by Jim Crow segregation, dooming ostensibly free African Americans to political, economic, and cultural dispossession from the 1870s until the 1960s. One result of this legacy of racial
oppression has been the stigma associated with African American varieties of
English, despite the wide range of influential artful uses of Black English in literary, religious, musical, and political realms (Alim & Smitherman, 2012). The
American Empire expanded by seizing large territories from Mexico in the mid19th century, followed by colonies from Spain, at the end of the same century.
Dispossessing people from land, subjecting them to varieties of labor bondage,
and excluding Spanish and Indigenous languages from public life were central
parts of U.S. policy for integrating the new territories into the American nation
(Collins, 1998; De Genova, 2005; Urciuoli, 1996). In the decades since the end of
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legal, state-sanctioned segregation, achievements by racialized minority groups in
economic, cultural, and political realms have challenged the hierarchy of language
in the U.S. Nonetheless, much evidence attests to the persisting legacies of racialized class domination in job markets, education, and criminal justice (Rothstein,
2004; Steinberg, 1999; Williams, 2012).
In South Africa, an analogous path to that of the U.S. was followed in the move
from slavery to segregation to the end of de jure segregation.The ending of slavery
did not bring much freedom to the African majorities, since it was administered
by British colonial and Afrikaner apartheid states, each defending White supremacy (Berger, 2009). A system of stark geographic segregation sequestered Africans
on so-called homelands, rendering millions of African workers “guest workers” in
their own country, a regime of labor subordination and (non-)citizenship enforced
by the infamous Pass Laws (Fredrickson, 1981). A system of “Bantu Education”
separated White from Black, requiring African education to be in home languages
and rudimentary English or Afrikaans (Reagan, 2002). Meanwhile, the apartheid
state had built an extensive system of English-Afrikaans bilingualism in education and employment, mostly reserved for Whites (Deumert, 2004; Heugh, 2002).
In the long struggle against apartheid and the transformations of post-apartheid
South Africa, a complex, conflicted language terrain has resulted, in which desires
to be post-racial jostle against ubiquitous social inequalities (Posel & Casal, 2011;
Spaull, 2013).

Policy-in-Practice as State Effects
Many think of policies as written statements implemented through firm management plans. Often this is not the case. Policies are contextually shaped and historically conditioned sets of practices, beliefs, and efforts to manage some domain,
for example, a domain such as language or education. As one policy scholar of
has put it: “language policies and practices tend to grow without overmuch official intervention. . . . [O]ften any existing national or local language policy has
evolved piecemeal, with a combination of law, regulation, and custom” (Spolsky,
2004, p. 13). History is always relevant: colonial legacies have influenced how language and education policies have played out in many nations (Blommaert, 1996).
Although post-colonial nation states such as India, South Africa, and Singapore
embraced multilingual and multicultural values in their founding constitutions,
each has shifted toward education policies in which English features as a dominant official language and education medium (Hornberger & Vaish, 2008). Nation
states vary in how language policies manifest themselves, whether they are explicitly encoded in legislative or regulatory texts or not, whether implementation is
closely managed, ad-hoc, or non-existent. Torn by multilingual and monolingual
pressures since its founding years (Heath, 1981), and with no official national
language policy, the U.S. enforces Anglophone monolingualism in public arenas
including education (Crawford, 2001; Haviland, 2003). South Africa, conversely,
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established 11 official languages in its post-apartheid constitution (Republic of
South Africa, 1996a), but the implementation of this multilingual openness has been
uneven (Heugh, 2002; Hornberger & Vaish, 2008). Recognizing both historical
contingency and programmatic intent, researchers studying “policy-in-practice”
(McCarty, Collins, & Hopson, 2011) or “policy enactments” (Ball et al., 2012) use
qualitive/ethnographic methods to investigate how contexts, practices, and ideologies influence what counts as policy, and how policies are enacted in multi-level
interpersonal, organizational, and institutional processes.
Any analysis of social practices raises the issue of actors. The question “Who
are the key actors in language policy?” has an apparently obvious answer: official
languages and policies presuppose state-like bodies (Blommaert, 1996). Studying
how states operate in relation to the rest of society is not a clear-cut research field,
however, especially when stable, self-determining nation-states are increasingly
compromised by transnational processes such as labor migrations and global investment flows (Friedman, 2003; Steger, 2003). Anthropologists have examined how
states operate through classification schemes and standardization practices (Scott,
1998). Trouillot (2001) argues that the combined decentralization and transnationalization of state activities raises theoretical and methodological challenges
for studying the state. Starting from Gramsci’s (1971) insistence on inseparability
of state and civil society, he derives the insight that “the state must be conceptualized on more than one level” (Trouillot, 2001, p. 127). Methodologically, he
argues that studying the state is more open to ethnographic inquiry since “there
is no necessary site for the state, institutional or geographical” (p. 127). This seems
particularly true in an era of extensive privatization of state functions, with NGOs
as well as straightforward business ventures taking private control of formerly
public responsibilities in education, health, transport infrastructure, and elsewhere
(Ferguson & Gupta, 2002; Harvey, 2005; Trouillot, 2001).
Trouillot focuses on the problem of governmentality, for which “there is no
necessary site,” and calls for an ethnographic study of “state effects,” meaning
the decentralized practices through which political and cultural subjectivities are
produced in a matrix of national and transnational inequalities, especially those
of race and class (p. 127). Several effects discussed by Trouillot are relevant. First,
an isolation effect produces “atomized individual subjects molded and modeled for
governance as part of an undifferentiated but specific ‘public’ . . . ” (p. 126). As
discussed below, the South African policy of parental choice in school language
medium, combined with weak support for bilingual options, produces isolation
effects that are reinforced by classroom language practices; several features of
the American No Child Left Behind (NCLB) legislation and implementation
(2001-2015) converge to also produce an isolation effect. Second, a legibility effect
involves processes of classification, measurement, and mapping, all of which render individuals and populations more susceptible to governance (pp. 126, 132).
Prominent processes that produce this effect are language standardization and
monolingualism (Scott, 1998). Legibility effects are produced in South Africa
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and the U.S. through de facto English-medium education policies and assessment
protocols. Last, an identification effect realigns individuals with collectivities, producing new groups and relations among groups, whatever the complexities of
individuals’ lives and histories (p. 126).

Comparing Language Policy and Schooling in South Africa and
the United States
Engaging Trouillot’s challenge to link state actions to subjectivities and social
inequalities, below I present an analysis of South African and U.S. language and
education policy as state effects, grounding that analysis in an examination of policy documents, classroom language practices, and school staff commentary about
student language diversity. The concept of register is the conceptual tool linking
the different analyses: register processes are evident in familiar state practices such
as establishing and enforcing official languages; they are also recoverable in the
micro-analytic communicative practices that comprise classroom lessons; and they
are present in commentary about language that provides the ideological mediation, the web of belief, that connects the systemic process with interpersonal
agency. Comparative analysis of broad-scale language and education policy follows, then an account of policy-in-practice based on the study of contextualized
communicative practices in particular schools.

Policy
Though South Africa now has 11 official languages, evolving language and
education policies have led to a different regime of languages. The 1996 South
African Schools Act (Republic of South Africa, 1996b) placed with provincial
governments responsibility for developing suitable language policies, devolving to
school governing bodies (aka school boards) the right to choose the language of
instruction in schools. South Africa’s Language-in-Education Policy (Department
of Education, 1997) promoted a policy of additive bilingualism. By not prescribing bilingual programs, however, South African education has become more
monolingual since the formal end of apartheid in 1994, with English emerging as
the main language of teaching, learning, and assessment.
Many commentators agree the late-apartheid era policy of parental choice for
language medium, the stigma associated with African language “Bantu education,”
and the perception of Afrikaans as the language of White supremacy resulted in
large numbers of parents choosing English as the primary language of education for their children (Heugh, 2002; Hornberger & Vaish, 2008). What remains
unclear, however, is the relation between the registers of English expected in
South African teaching and educational assessments, and the many registers of
English spoken by South Africans who claim English as their first language (Laas,
2002), or by larger populations who use English as a lingua franca, although it is
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not their primary language (McKinney, 2010; Prinsloo, 2011). Posel and Casale
(2011) summarize the difficulties facing English-medium education in South
Africa:
. . . many studies suggest that the choice of English as the language of
instruction has proven largely counterproductive. . . . South Africa’s schooling infrastructure is not set up for the success of English language teaching.
. . . [U]neven access to good quality education across the race groups
remain[s]. . . . Schools are still under-resourced and overcrowded, many
teachers are under-qualified, and most have not been trained to teach core
subjects in a second language. . . . Most learners come from poor and disadvantaged backgrounds, where they have little exposure to English outside
the classroom in either the spoken or written form. (pp. 450-451)
Without rehearsing debates about whether South Africa could preserve its multilingual richness while transforming into a more educated society (cf. Heugh, 2012),
there are two noteworthy outcomes of this policy evolution. First, Anglophone
dominance has emerged throughout the education system, especially in secondary
and tertiary sectors, producing a legibility effect: all education measures and measurement criteria converge in one language register, “standard” English. Second,
legislatively enabled parental choice has been one pathway to that. In 1993, the
apartheid state implemented school policy permitting parents who could afford the
fees to choose the language medium for their children’s schooling. The policy was
continued by post-apartheid governments (Department of Education, 1997). South
Africa now has a highly stratified system of English-medium education (Prinsloo,
2011; Spaull, 2013), but many attribute the move to English-medium education to
individual parents’ choices (Hornberg & Vaish, 2008; Posel & Casale, 2011).
In this construal of conditions and actors, the dominance of English-medium
education results not from policies or politics but from the result of individual
choice by countless parents. As school staff told me when I asked about tension between the school’s English-medium instruction and the students’ language
diversity: “the parents choose.” School choice policy of and the discourse of
causation it encourages construct an isolation effect, producing “atomized individual subjects molded and modeled for governance as part of an undifferentiated
but specific ‘public’ . . .” (Trouillot, 2001, p. 126). In this case, the “public” is parents, many of whom choose English-medium schooling, though their children
face radically different domestic and educational challenges.
Unlike South Africa, the U.S. has no official national language policy, but it
enforces Anglophone monolingualism in many public arenas, including education. In the post-Civil Rights era, bilingual education grew considerably in the
U.S., but by 2000, there was considerable backlash, especially around Spanish/
English bilingual education (Crawford, 2001). The signature school reform of the
early twenty-first century has been NCLB, an unprecedented federal intervention
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into schooling and education (No Child Left Behind Act of 2001). Central to
NCLB has been a definition of literacy as a specific set of skills, with reductive curricular programs imposed when schools do not meet mandated annual
improvement targets. Less noted, NCLB also ended a decades-long policy of federal funding for bilingual education programs (Woodward, 2009), and indeed, the
word “bilingual” was purged from the legislation. Language diversity among U.S.
public school children has not lessened, but it has been redefined, in ways that
heighten its visibility while obscuring its social dimensions.
NCLB handles linguistic diversity in U.S. education by focusing on a category of “at-risk” students, “English language learners” (ELLs), meaning every
public school student whose primary language is not English and who is assessed
as needing language instruction. ELL is in fact a very heterogeneous category,
including those with high proficiency in English and not; those literate in their
primary languages and not; the immigrant and the U.S.-born; and those living in
affluence and in poverty (Abedi, 2003; Menken, 2008).This definitional erasure of
heterogeneity matters because it displaces the issue of social conditions and school
learning from the policy discussion.
(Since beginning this chapter, new federal legislation replacing No Child Left
Behind [NCLB], the Every Student Succeeds Act [ESSA], has gone into effect.
As the name suggests, however, this is another effort to legislate social equality
through school reform, and like its predecessor, it uses similar “at-risk” categories and purges funding for bilingual education. One notable exception is Title
VI, the section of the law pertinent to Native Americans. In the case of Title VI,
there is better provision for bilingual education, due to decades of activism by
Native American language educators, scholars, and their allies [Teresa L. McCarty,
personal communication, 2016]. NCLB is the background to both ESSA and the
more narrowly focused Race to the Top. NCLB is the signature policy of the early
21st century, responding to persisting inequality by legislating socially blinkered
education “achievement for all” as a replacement for broad anti-poverty measures
[Crawford, 2007; Rothstein, 2004]).
When NCLB ended federal funding for bilingual education, individual states had
to decide whether and how to provide language education services for ELLs, producing a legibility effect. As in South Africa, NCLB reinforces English as the exclusive
language of teaching and learning. In addition, in classifying students as ELLs, one of
four special “at-risk” categories of students, NCLB highlights their distinctness and
legibility, obscuring fundamental facts about this group as a social category.
In particular, what is often overlooked or relegated to footnotes are basic
demographic facts, such as that over three-quarters of all ELLs are Hispanic, and
of those, more than two-thirds live in poverty (U.S. Congress, 2007, p. 29). That
ELLs are predominantly Hispanic is significant given the polarization of American
debates about immigration equating “Spanish speaking” with “Mexican migrants”
(Combs et al., 2011; De Genova, 2005). The poverty level of Hispanic ELLs also
merits attention it does not receive.That sociological characteristics of ethnoracial
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background and economic status are left unexamined in Congressional hearings
and policy debates produces an isolation effect. Classifying students solely on their
language-learning status, NCLB defines students as atomized individuals, then
aggregates them in normalized achievement distributions, obscuring the connections of cultural or historical relationship. In particular, the classifying practices
ignore the social class characteristics of ELLs, strongly correlated with education
performance, and their membership in an ethnic group whose right to belong in
the U.S. is perennially questioned by nativist political elites and social movements.
Below are case studies describing how both classroom practices and staff commentary negotiate language diversity in schools in both countries. As we will see,
in some cases classroom communicative conduct aligns with register hierarchies
embedded in policy documents, while in others communicative conduct suggests
countervailing register processes.

Case Studies of Policy-in-Practice: Elementary Schools in South Africa
and the United States
These cases were based on classroom ethnographies that focused on multilingual students’ encouters with monolingual school practices. The South African
case is based on a four-month ethnographic study of a primary school in Cape
Town, conducted February–June 2014. The school served a diverse, multiracial,
working class, and multilingual community in a section of the city that was historically “coloured,” or mixed-race and Afrikaans-speaking, but with a large number of migrants and refugees, from Southern Africa and elsewhere in Africa. The
school enrolled approximately 250 students, two-thirds of whom spoke home
languages other than the language of instruction, and half of whom were eligible for reduced school fees, a local index of poverty. During the field research, I
observed classrooms, and took part in school and out-of-school events. The analysis here focuses on a year three (third-grade) classroom, which I attended every
week, taking observational notes and audiotaping ten lessons. I also interviewed
eight teaching staff, including the principal, about their perceptions of student
language diversity in light of the school’s language policy, opening some questions
with observations about multilingual practices at the school. My analytic focus
was on register processes revealed in classroom interactions and staff commentary.
I also consulted archival documents, including research on South African school
outcomes in relation to student poverty and race, debates about standardized testing and language diversity, and the constitutional documents establishing the new
republic’s 11 official languages as well as the democratic concept of every child’s
right to educational opportunity. My study greatly benefitted from the generosity of staff and students at South City Primary (all names are pseudonyms) as well
as of academic collegues at the University of the Western Cape and the University
of Cape Town, who were helpful with suggestions, insights, and criticisms (see
Collins, 2015a, for a fuller description of the school and it’s community setting).
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The U.S. case study is based on a school/home ethnography conducted in
2005-2006. A central component was a classroom study of multilingual students,
Spanish-speaking migrants in upstate New York, including interviews with school
staff and students’ parents. The site was a middle-class elementary school in a suburb of New York’s capital, Albany. It was a high-performing school with a small
but increasing number of immigrant students, mostly from Mexico. School staff
were particularly concerned about the academic challenges facing the Mexican
migrant students. The research was conducted with Amarylis La Santa, an
extremely capable bilingual assistant, who worked with me on classroom observations, interviews with school staff and parents, and archival collection and analysis.
As with the South African case, we focused on how classroom instruction dealt
with language diversity and how school staff viewed that diversity in light of the
school’s language policy. The use of register as a linking concept emerged after
the field research was completed. In subsequent analyses, it has been coupled with
studies of sociolinguistic scale, as I have explored ways to integrate evidence of
social and linguistic hierarchies with fine-grained analyses of bilingual communicative practices (other papers include Collins, 2012; Collins & La Santa, 2006;
McCarty et al., 2011).

A South African Case Study
At South City Primary, teaching and learning were conducted in English
from reception (kindergarten) through year six. The school had a formal language policy specifying hours of instruction to be devoted to the Language of
Learning and Teaching (LOLT), the First Additional Language (FAL), and the
Second Additional Language (SAL). In the first two grades, English receives
nearly nine hours of special instruction per week, Afrikaans as an FAL receives
30 minutes; in the later grades, English receives six hours, and Afrikaans,
2½ hours. Xhosa is listed in the language policy, for the same time allocation
as Afrikaans, but was not taught during the study year, apparently because of
lack of trained Xhosa teachers. That Xhosa, one of the three official languages
of the Western Cape Province, was not taught in most public schools received
attention from the media (Jones, 2013). Less noticed was the fact that Afrikaans,
especially the working-class variety termed Kaaps, was a local township vernacular and regional lingua franca in the Cape (Dyers, 2008; McCormick,
2006).
The principal and the teaching staff spoke often about the difficulties their
students faced with standardized education assessments.They attributed these difficulties both to working class poverty and what they termed language barriers
(Collins, 2015a provides further discussion). During an initial visit to my primary
site classroom, the teacher informed me that the majority of the learners spoke
home languages other than English and provided the tally shown in Table 11.1.
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TABLE 11.1 Language profile of a classroom at South City Primary

Xhosa

12

English

9

Afrikaans

5

French

5 (several from the DRC)

Shona

5 (from Zimbabwe)

(First languages reported of 36 students; field notes, 28 February 2014)

The language profile of the observed classroom paralleled other classrooms in the
school as a whole.

Classroom Practices and Linguistic Diversity
This classroom, like the rest of the school, had a mixture of students from the
immediate neighborhood and beyond. A third were English- and Afrikaansspeaking students from the local neighborhood, a third were Xhosa-speaking
students from townships, and another third were “refugees,” Shona-speaking
students from Zimbabwe and French-speaking students from the DRC, now
living in the neighborhood. In terms of apartheid-era racial categories, students were either “African” or “Coloured.” The latter is a category signifying
people of mixed-race ancestry, who typically use Afrikaans as their home
language as well as English and African languages in their multilingual repertoires. The classroom teacher, who I will call Ms. M, spoke English and
Afrikaans, as did a majority of teachers at the school. Also, like most school
staff, Ms. M appeared to be Coloured, although this was not an explicit topic
of conversation, nor a focus of the research. She had taught in the area schools
for more than twenty years, and had joined South City about eight years
before this study.
Given the diversity shown in Table 11.1, what was notable was how sharply
Ms. M distinguished between English and other languages in the classroom
setting. For example, during lessons, students would sometimes call out answers
in Afrikaans rather than English. Her response to this was typically proscriptive. In the following excerpt the teacher is leading the learners through an
exercise using English words in full sentences. She points to a word written
on the blackboard, and the students, who are gathered as a full class, bid for
turns at providing a sentence with the word. In the excerpt below, the word
is SPIDER. Ms. M discussed with the learners “what kind of word” that is,
what part of speech SPIDER was. Having established that it was a noun, she
then discussed words that “accompany or qualify” a noun, asking for examples,
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stated in full sentences, of words that modify SPIDER. The following sequence
of answers was called out:
Example 1 English Only in English Sentences
C1:

It is a poisonous spider.

MM: Good, who else?
C2:

It is a scary spider.

MM: It is a scary spider, yes (selecting child with hand raised).
C3:

(xxxx) spinnenkop

MM: No, that is Afrikaans.
C3:

(smiles)

The student C3 had earlier joined in the vocabulary sentence exchanges with
several correct replies. In this excerpt, C3 replies with a phrase ending with spinnenkop, Afrikaans for “spider.” It appears to be a lexically and syntactically apt
insertion of an Afrikaans sentence into the lesson frame, but Ms. M immediately
replies: “No, that is Afrikaans.” Meanwhile, C3 smiles, perhaps to signal the playful
nature of her answer. This pattern of students using an Afrikaans word or phrase
during an English vocabulary lesson occurred at least once per day during the
lessons I observed. It always got a quick response from Ms. M, either “No, that is
Afrikaans” or more tersely, “That’s Afrikaans.”
Ms. M also taught the Afrikaans as a First Additional Language lesson for her
grade. She conducted these as immersion lessons, in which all communication
was to be in the target language. Occasionally, but usually only for side remarks
managing interaction, either Ms. M or a student would use English as well as
Afrikaans. This occurs in example 2, in which students have been reciting sentence paradigms in Afrikaans, when an enthusiastic chorus response seems to
reveal an aberrant pronunciation:
Example 2 Afrikaans Only in Afrikaans Lessons
C1:

Sy het ‘n hond (“She has a dog”)
Sy het vyf kinder (“She has five children”)
Sy het vyf balle (“She has five balls”)

...
CC: Sy het ‘n rat! (“She has a rat”)
MM: Who said rat? [ræt]
C:

I said raht, miss. [rat]
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In this example, the learners produce several paradigms with Sy het . . . (“She
has . . . ”) held constant and different noun phrases—hond, kinder, balle—inserted.
When they get to the Afrikaans word for “rat,” a group of students loudly
chants, Sy het ‘n rat! Ms. M seems to have heard an English pronunciation of
[ræt] for the Afrikaans word [rat], which is spelled the same but pronounced
differently from its English counterpart, so she questions, “Who said rat?”, with
emphasis on the English pronunciation of the vowel. One of the learners volunteers a claim of pronunciation fidelity “I said raht, miss.” Both teacher and student break language frame, asking and answering in English about their fidelity
to Afrikaans pronunciation norms. This highlights the effort, shown in examples
(1) and (2), to maintain monolingual practices in school lessons, while also
providing an example of the rapid use of two languages, or perhaps more accurately a single language, a “monolect,” that draws from two sources (Blommaert,
Leppanen, & Spotti, 2012).
In the South City community there were many bilingual Afrikaans and English
speakers, who were known and remarked upon for their tendency to blend or mix
the languages. Similar to practices reported for settled, multigenerational bilingual
communities throughout the world (Gumperz, 1982), the Afrikaans-speaking
families whose students attended South City spoke both Afrikaans and English,
moving easily between the two languages (Dyers, 2004; McCormick, 2006). The
point is that schools regulate language, attempting to maintain sharp boundaries
between languages or language registers, which may be treated as components of a
shared communicative repertoire by everyday users. By consistently rebuking the
use of Afrikaans words or phrases in an English-medium lesson, or an English pronunciation in an Afrikaans lesson, Ms. M was attempting to stabilize the domains
of use and grammatical norms of the registers of Standard English and Standard
Afrikaans, for students from home and neighborhood contexts where bilingual
language practices generally blur such boundaries.
These register-stabilizing acts imply a contrast between national-scale renderings of official languages and regional or local registers of the same.Thus Standard
Afrikaans, which is an official language in South Africa, and Standard English,
which is presumed to be White South African English (Anthonissen, 2013; Lass,
2002), are contrasted in research, journalism, and everyday talk with Kaaps, a variety
of Afrikaans associated with Coloured speakers in the Western Cape (McCormick,
2006), and Cape Flats English, a register of English associated with the same populations (Laas, 2002). Interview data probing how teaching and administrative staff
perceived the language diversity of students reveals discourses that further articulate the nature of preferred and dispreferred ways of using language.
Interviews with other teachers at the school about language diversity in their
classrooms provided a range of perceptions and responses, some departing from
Ms. M’s practices, others aligning with them. When I asked the school principal about his views of language diversity, commenting on the presence of many
Afrikaans speakers in the school and surrounding neighborhood, and asking about
potentially combining English and Afrikaans in a classroom activity, he expressed
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his concern. He felt that this could lead to a mixed language, the mingling of
English and Afrikaans, or as he put it kombuis Engels [“kitchen English”]:
I always fear that we are going to be marrying the two . . . uh . . . and you are
going to get another language . . . that is not purely English and that is not
purely Afrikaans. We—we call it kombuis Engels where you have a mixture
of English and Afrikaans . . . at the end of the day the curriculum is clear
. . . spoken English—we speak grammatically correct. (Principal interview,
May 9, 2014)
Salient in this response is the concern that if languages are not kept separate, a
“marrying” or miscegenation of languages will occur, and kombuis Engels will be
the result. This “kitchen English” will violate the curriculum, which prescribes
that spoken English is to be “grammatically correct.”
In the principal’s expressed “fear [of] . . . marrying the two” we can discern a
sociohistorical process of enregisterment (Agha, 2007). Registers combine linguistic variety, cultural categorization, and social differentiation; that is, registers
are names for ensembles that combine (1) repertoires of language forms, (2) cultural models about kinds of speakers and stereotypic activities undertaken with
these repertoires, and (3) social domains that use or recognize the variety. The
principal’s remarks characterize and thus help to identify in the current moment a
register that comprises three parts. First, there are forms of language, here referred
to as “kombuis Engels,” or “another language”; second, there is a cultural model
of incorrect or impure English or Afrikaans, not appropriate for school learning;
third, there is a social domain, including the domain of imputed users, located in
South City’s catchment area, but extending also to others who recognize the variety, including educated South African speakers of Standard English and Afrikaans.
The process of enregistering can serve to stabilize a register by focusing on an
acceptable repertoire of forms. As the principal’s remarks remind us, school systems
have formalized expectations about language varieties or registers. In rejecting mixed
languages, he says:“the curriculum is clear . . . English—we speak grammatically correct”; that is, we speak Standard English. I suggest that along with Ms. M’s insistent
separation of English and Afrikaans in the classroom, the principal’s articulation of
a register constrast both attests to and helps produce a legibility effect, reflecting and
reinforcing a state of affairs in which all measures of education and criteria for such
measurement are to be centered in one language register, Standard English.
The enregistering commentary produces as well an identification effect, through
“processes that re-align individuals with collectivities, thereby producing new
groups and relations among groups” (Trouillot, 2011, p. 126). This effect occurs
as a register understood as national and global in scope is prescribed by national
education policy, as a bulwark against what is seen as an omnipresent local danger of mixing languages. But the fear of language mixing cannot be attributed
solely to South Africa’s language or education policies, for it has a broad social
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base. Around the world,“mixed languages” are stigmatized, racialized, and
subordinated in class hierarchies, whether Kaaps Afrikaans in South Africa (van
der Waal, 2012), the accented English of Puerto Ricans in New York (Urciuoli,
1996), or the Hinglish of non-elite speakers in North India (LaDousa, 2005). In
decrying an intermingling of linguistic resources, language guardians also typically imply that speakers are different in their ethnoracial and social class characteristics. Furthermore, correct speaking is not the only register issue implicated
in the principal’s remarks. The defense and stabilization of registers often have
various institutional consequences. As the principal and the teaching staff were
vividly aware, and often commented upon, the linguistically diverse students at
South City, as throughout South Africa, would be assessed with written exams
in Standard English. On such exams, any use of “mixed language” would count
against those being tested and against their teachers and schools (Collins, 2015a).

A U.S. Case Study
As noted earlier, the U.S. research site was a suburban school in upstate New York,
serving a predominantly middle-class population but with an increasing number
of immigrant students, the largest group of whom were children of working-class
Mexican migrant families. The school, which I call Sanderson Elementary, had
an “English-Only” curriculum, meaning that students were to be instructed and
assessed only in English. Those who spoke home languages other than English
were assigned to English as a Second Language classes, until they were deemed
proficicent in English, at which point ESL instruction would end.
I discuss more fully the children, their families, and wider linguistic repertoires elsewhere (Collins, 2012). The focus in this chapter will be on classroom
exchanges illustrating emerging capacities in registers of English as well as Spanish
and staff commentary on language diversity. One of the children profiled was a
third-grade student I call Sandra. Sandra’s teacher said that though she, the teacher,
spoke Spanish, she did not use Spanish with Sandra unless absolutely necessary.
She considered the fact that Sandra also spoke Trique, an Indigenous Mexican
language, as probably contributing to Sandra’s difficulties in school. The teacher
coped with the challenge of including a student who was trying to learn a language while also teaching an Anglophone majority of students by often removing
Sandra from the regular course activities. Sandra would be in the regular classroom, but set aside on a rug, and given an audio book to listen to, until the teacher,
an aide, or a peer could work with her one-on-one. In such circumstances, Sandra
was mostly a silent observer, following others’ behavior, but not interacting.
An exception to this pattern occurred on those occasions when others interacted with Sandra in Spanish as well as English. For example, early in our classroom observations, a teacher’s aide (A) came into the room and began to work
on the rug with Sandra (SV), alternating Spanish with English. Sandra was much
more engaged during this time. We see an excerpt in example 3.
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Example 3 Spanish and English in a Math Lesson
A:

Ten take away two?

SV: Ocho.
A:

Eight.

SV: Eight.
A:

Seven take away two?

SV: Cinco.
A:

Five.

SV: Five. ....
A:

Muy bien, that’s very good.

In this exchange, the aide (A) asks subtraction problems in English, “Ten take
away two?”, and Sandra (SV) answers, correctly, in Spanish, “ocho.” The aide then
repeats the answer in English, and Sandra, understanding the aide’s pragmatic
intent, repeats the English “eight.”They proceed to another sequence, “Seven take
away two?” The aide finishes this activity with a brief encouragement in both
languages, “Muy bien, that’s very good.”
Later in the session, Sandra and the aide engaged in a picture-naming vocabulary activity, which is shown in example 4. As a picture of an animal and a portion
of a written word were shown, Sandra was able to name many of the animals, but
when she hesitated at a picture and word fragment, the aide encouraged Sandra to
use her knowledge of Spanish for the task by asking “Sabes in español?” (“Do you
know it in Spanish?’). Sandra responds, identifying the pictured animal as “Oso.”
The aide confirms this, “Si, es ‘Oso’” (“Yes, it is ‘bear’”), and then says “bear” with
emphasis while revealing the written English word.

Example 4 Spanish and English in a Vocabulary Lesson
SV: (pause)
A:

Sabes en español?
(Do you know it in Spanish?)

SV: Oso.
(bear)
A:

Si, es ‘Oso’, bear.
(Yes, it is “bear.”)
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There are several lessons to be drawn from these examples. First, we are dealing
with contextualized senses of person, language, and activity. Sandra senses that she
can use Spanish with the aide. Although the aide conducted her tutoring predominantly in English, she acknowledges Sandra’s Spanish and reciprocally uses
Spanish in limited, strategic ways with her. Second, these exchanges appear to be
organized into register-specific discourse ensembles; in brief, they are pedagogic
routines, conducted in two languages. In the subtraction routines shown in (3),
Sandra hears English but answers in Spanish; the tutor confirms each answer
in English, which Sandra then repeats in English. Third, Sandra gives clear evidence of understanding more English than she produces, though eliciting this
knowledge requires the use of both languages. The matter does not end, however.
Such bilingual interactions, drawing on a child’s prior knowledge in pedagogic
routines using both languages, occurred only in one-to-one tutoring exchanges.
They never occurred in the regular classroom lessons, nor in those of four other
classrooms that were observed for the larger research project.
At Sanderson, bilingual activities were subject to contending evaluations. The
teaching aide’s behavior creates an interactional space for Sandra to draw on
her Spanish and English proficiencies in learning, but when I asked the classroom teacher about the tutoring exchange, in part because the normally quiet
and watchful Sandra had been actively engaged with the activity and the teacher’s aide, the teacher replied that she did not want the aide using Spanish with
Sandra. I took this to be due to the teacher’s previously stated view that Sandra’s
multilingualism—her knowledge of Spanish and an Indigenous Mexican language, Trique—would be a hindrance, rather than a resource, for her learning
in school. The pertinent issue is not whether the teacher was right about language and learning in this particular case, but rather that language hierarchies are
enacted through register processes in public institutions (Reynolds & Orellana,
2009). Indeed, a macro-scale process of sorting, classifying, and excluding is carried out through micro-processes of classroom communication and commentary.
In the case at hand, the aide’s real-time response to Sandra interactionally
licensed a bilingual local-scale; it legitimated Sandra’s Spanish as appropriate for
learning activities. The teacher’s retrospective judgment represents a wider-scale
prohibition, with greater institutional authority, casting the use of Spanish differently, as a violation of appropriate monolingual school practice. The monolingual norm was regularly upheld at Sanderson. This effort to stabilize the register
of Standard English is analogous to the South African teacher’s prohibition of
Afrikaans as a resource for classroom lessons, and it recalls the concern of the
principal of South City with mixing languages. More generally, in both Sanderson
and South City, the separation of registers had the effect of “repertoire elision”:
the repertoires of learners were reduced to those “languages” that were in some
way institutionally recognized—English, Afrikaans, and Xhosa in the Western
Cape, English and Spanish in the U.S. Languages outside that institutional
vision—other African languages in South Africa, Trique in the U.S.—were not
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considered as having any functional value within learners’ repertoires; elided from
the institutional view of multilingualism, they were often unknown to teachers
and other actors.
In the recent decades of American preoccupation with “English Only,” the
classroom has been a fiercely contested site, in which non-standard varieties of
English are strongly resisted, as revealed in the controversies over Ebonics or Black
English (Perry & Delpit, 1998). Languages other than English are also resisted
in school settings, especially Spanish (Combs et al., 2011). As Silverstein (2003)
argues at length, the U.S. accommodates its de facto polyglot populace by imposing a strict hierarchy of language value, with languages other than English seen as
part of multilingual register sets, appropriate for some social arenas, but anathema
in public education settings. One result of such register stabilization is a legibility
effect, which is produced in national policy mandates as well as classroom interactions. Languages other than English are marked in the U.S. culture of normative
monolingual, Standard English.
A second effect results from a hierarchical view of languages other than
English as problematic, but in differentiated, gradient ways linked to assumptions
about the social characteristics of those who speak the languages.The principal of
Sanderson warmly endorsed the ethos of hard work and family cohesion that she
and her staff perceived as traits of the Mexican migrant families, but she and her
staff also said that because of their language the parents were not able to help their
students with schoolwork (see also Wortham, Mortimer, & Allard, 2009). In the
course of our classroom visits and teacher interviews, we heard the discourse of
“language problems” from the principal, regular classroom teachers, and a reading
specialist. It was never clear from their statements to what extent such problems
were seen as those of cross-language difficulty and to what extent other categories
of language pathology were suspected. It is worth noting that two of the migrant
children described as having such “problems” were in fact first-language speakers of English, perhaps resulting from the practice of misclassifying ELL students
based on their surnames and other assumptions about family background, not
actual language use (Abedi, 2003; Menken, 2008).
What is important in this issue is that judgments of problematic languages
are often linked to assumptions about problematic people. It is notable that the
ESL teacher at Sanderson, in many respects a deeply compassionate woman who
worked hard to provide a transition to English for her young charges, nonetheless
distinguished between her Mexican migrant students and ESL classmates from
South Asia, who were also coping with multiple languages, but were from educated, middle-class backgrounds.
In a study of a nearby suburban school, with a similar demographic profile to
Sanderson, Hong (2006) found that middle-class Korean migrant students were
treated differently. In the early years of primary school, staff were more tolerant
of their language diversity. Hong reports that the Korean-speaking students at this
school, which I call Farmer Elementary, were allowed to use Korean as well as
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English in their ESL activities. This was in part because school staff viewed the
students’ “heritage language and culture [. . .] as valuable resources to facilitate students’ acquisition of English . . . ” (Hong, 2006, p. 60). At Sanderson, conversely, the
Spanish-speaking students’ language difference was seen as an obstacle to school
learning, and was not licensed for use in any school setting. Such perceptions
and practices create an identification effect that locates Mexican immigrant Spanish
speakers within a class-calibrated hierarchy of ethnoracial differences (Collins,
2015b). They are the migrants who may come from strong families with admirable work habits but who, because of their “language problems,” are unlikely to
succeed in school.

Conclusion
This chapter has used a variety of evidence to develop several lines of argument
relevant to questions of education policy and social inequality, language analysis
in the study of education as a social institution, and uses of multiple-scale analysis
to study policy. A comparative analysis of the evolution of social inequality in
South Africa and the U.S. has been presented, drawing on their shared legacies
as White supremacist social formations. Both share dilemmas as post-apartheid
and post-segregationist societies, which offer legal-juridical equality to all citizens but remain divided by racialized economic inequality. South Africa and the
U.S. are unequal, sharply stratified societies that are nonetheless committed to
institutions and policies that aim to provide equal opportunity for all, and this
contradictory mission is registered perhaps most clearly in the field of education.
In both countries we find that educational reforms meant to provide democratic
opportunity for education rely on metrics that are unavoidably indexed to racial
difference and economic position. Standards set for all children in South Africa
or the U.S., requiring that all learning above an elementary level must be conducted and assessed in elite registers of English, are strongly associated with racial
and economic categories. As Pachler, Makoe, Burns, and Blommaert (2008) say
of South Africa, such standards are “of necessity, racially marked—they couldn’t
not be in a country where everything that had to do with quality, achievement,
and upward social mobility was racially stratified” (p. 448). Synthesizing more
than half-a-century of research, Rothstein (2004) shows that economic and racial
inequality remain the most powerful influences on education in the U.S.
In order to explore this contradiction between an ideal of equality and actual,
enduring inequality, data and analyses have been presented showing how ideas
about language, and more specifically, language registers, inform a ranking of
languages in schools that mirrors the ranking of people in society more generally. In South Africa education is offered in the 11 official languages until year
three, but then almost all education is in English. In the U.S., a stricter monolingualism is employed, though it also allows a provision for bilingual instruction
in some states in the early primary years when school demographics warrant
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it (Woodward, 2009). Nonetheless, as the ethnographic cases show, numerous
micro- and meso-scale ideological evaluations of language use contribute to a
ranking of ethnolinguistic minorities that reinforces differential access to learning
opportunities, legitimizing and delegitimizing language resources, whatever the
official language and education policies of schools.
An analysis of multi-sited state effects has been presented, exploring how public
policies and institutions manage globalized divisions of race and class.This analysis
has examined discursive effects of classifications, definitions, and omissions within
macro-scale official policies regarding education and language, combined with
fine-grained analysis of the everyday ideologies of language and people revealed
in language practices and commentary. The analysis reveals the role of language
in practices of policy that are also practices of ranking and sorting populations,
resulting in state effects that combine wide-scale powers and micro-scale practices
of subjectivization and identification, managing the inequalities that undercut
promises of opportunity and democracy.
Language policy-in-practice in educational arenas has been the empirical focus, and the findings suggest that education policy studies that ignore
social inequality are intellectually blinkered where not deceptive. In addition,
the comparative, ethnographic methodology shows that analysis of language
use can provide an empirical entrée to the varied social dimensions through
which forms of inequality are realized. Finally, the study provides an example
of how ethnographic method, combined with social theory, can investigate the
intersections of state and society, revealing unexpected modalities of power
that crosscut the fields of education and language in contemporary capitalist
societies.
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12
LANGUAGE SEQUESTRATION AND
PUBLIC EDUCATION
A View from the New Language Policy Studies
Teresa L. McCarty

Introduction
In a prescient legal analysis more than 40 years ago, Arnold Leibowitz argued that
the sole reason for official language designations is “to control, to limit access to
economic and political life” by speakers who are minoritized through such policy
designations (1974, p. 4). Since Leibowitz presented his paper at the World Congress
of Sociology in 1974, the field of language planning and policy (LPP) has continued
to wrestle with issues of language restrictionism, both from the perspective of “top
down” official policies—for example, the English-only movement in the United
States and the 2001–2015 reauthorization of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) known as No Child Left Behind—and from the perspective
of “bottom up” popular resistance movements (e.g., Canagarajah, 2005; Hornberger,
1996). As James Tollefson (2013) writes, a crucial issue in contemporary LPP
research concerns “the tension between theoretical conceptions of language policy
as a form of social control of minority languages and language users, and empirical
research that focuses on the power of educators to serve as active agents in policy
processes” (p. 6). Tollefson frames this as a difference between historical-structural
and public sphere approaches, with the former emphasizing policies as mechanisms
for the unequal distribution of power and resources, and the latter focusing on the
agentive power of individual language users, educators, and communities (p. 27). He
then raises two key questions for LPP research:
Under what conditions are the state and other powerful institutions . . . able
to impose their will on individuals and communities through language policies? Under what conditions can individuals and communities act as agents
in their own language learning and language use? (p. 29)
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This chapter takes up these questions from the perspective of the ethnography
of language policy (Hornberger & Johnson, 2007; Johnson, 2013; McCarty,
2011a). As Tollefson (2013) notes, in the context of this shift in focus from “top
down” to “bottom up,” ethnography has emerged “as a major research method in
language policy research” (p. 27). Entailed by ethnography-as-method (or more
precisely, methodology) is a clear epistemic, theoretical, and axiological stance
toward language policy growing out of the discipline of anthropology. Reflecting
this stance, the educational anthropologist Harry Wolcott (2008) describes ethnography as a “way of seeing” through the lens of human culture, and a “way of
looking” grounded in long-term, in-depth, first-hand fieldwork. The linguistic
anthropologist Dell Hymes (1980) emphasizes further that ethnography contains
within it a moral stance toward social inquiry that is humanizing, democratizing,
and anti-hegemonic. This value orientation positions ethnography as a “science
of activism and intervention” (Luke, 1996, p. vii)—what I have called elsewhere a
“way of being” a researcher (McCarty, 2015a, 2015b).
Such a critical ethnographic approach to LPP research moves beyond p olicyas-text to examine policy as a situated sociocultural process:“the complex of practices,
ideologies, attitudes, and formal and informal mechanisms that influence p eople’s language choices in profound and pervasive, everyday ways” (McCarty 2011b, p. xii). My
colleagues James Collins, Rodney Hopson, and I have labeled this the New Language
Policy Studies (McCarty, Collins, & Hopson, 2011)—an approach that brings together
Hymes’s (1974, 1980) emphasis on language in use, Cris Shore and Susan Wright’s
reconceptualization of policy as “a new field of anthropology” (1997b, p. 3), and
Margaret Sutton and Bradley Levinson’s treatment of education policy as a “practice
of power” (2001, p. 1; see also Levinson, Sutton, & Winstead, 2009; Shore, Wright, &
Però, 2011).
One crucial implication of this approach is that the New Language Policy
Studies is not restricted to or even centered primarily on official, governmentauthorized declarations. This is not to dismiss the gravity of de jure policy, but to
examine policy processes in their intermeshed local, national, and global contexts
while foregrounding the ways in which policy “does its work” in everyday social
practice (McCarty, 2011a). Such an approach enables us to scrutinize policy as
both de facto and de jure, implicit and explicit, bottom up and top down, in order
to ferret out the multifarious ways in which linguistic difference is constructed
to (re)inscribe social hierarchies. In putting forward the New Language Policy
Studies, our intention is to think about language policy in new and unexpected
ways—recognizing that “expectations are both the products and the tools of domination” (Deloria, 2004, p. 4)—in order to reimagine the possibilities for transforming enduring linguistic inequalities (McCarty et al., 2011).
What Hymes (1980) called “ethnographic monitoring” is central to the New
Language Policy Studies. As he noted, ethnography enables us to peel back the
layers of policy processes to understand how schooling—and, by extension,
medium-of-instruction policies—have the latent function of defining “a certain
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proportion of people as inferior, even [convincing] them that they are so . . .
on the seemingly neutral ground of language” (1980, p. 110; emphases in original).
Ethnographic monitoring is not “an appendage to conventional analysis of
policy-as-text, but [is] the core epistemological, theoretical, and value position
from which language policy is understood” (McCarty et al., 2011, p. 336). As
Blommaert (2013) writes, this is a programmatic shift in conceptualizing language
policy, “meaning that it redefines the field” (p. 126).
In keeping with Tollefson’s (2002) historical-structural approach, such an analysis assumes that language policies are neither historically nor socially neutral;
they are not simply about “the educational efficacy of one code over another”
(Pennycook, 2001, p. 195). Language, Leibowitz (1974) argued, is not merely
a means of communication, but is “primarily a means of social control” (p. 1).
Language policy, then, is a particularly salient site for studying ethnographically
the ways in which governance regulates the public sphere, particularly in schools,
to produce future publics (Shore & Wright, 1997a; Shore, Wright, & Però, 2011).
With this as an anchoring theoretical and methodological framework, I situate
the analysis that follows within three classroom- and school-based ethnographic
accounts. More than many other settings, what transpires in classrooms brings into
sharp focus how official and unofficial policymaking work to naturalize and legitimize what “counts” as language and “proper” language use (Hymes, 1996, p. 74).
This in turn entails tacit and official recognition of belongingness and exclusion
within educational spaces.
I first explore how de jure policies that have the stated aim of ameliorating
language-related educational disparities have the de facto effect of sequestering
certain languages, language learners, and knowledges from the public space of
schooling, shaping access to educational resources and thereby young people’s life
trajectories. Sequestration has been popularized in recent U.S. public discourse, as
we have witnessed a bitterly divided Congress enforce particular ideological positions through threats of impoundment of public programs and expenditures. I use
the term sequestration deliberately, as it entails segregation but goes further in
connoting domination by force; to sequester is “to keep a person or a group apart
from other people . . . to seize [and] place in custody” (Merriam-Webster, 2013).
As I discuss, this is exactly what is happening to many English learners (ELs) and
students of color in U.S. schools.
At the same time, the ethnography of language policy shows clearly the ways
in which social actors open up spaces of possibility—“exuberant interruptions,”
as Combs, González, and Moll (2011) characterize them in their ethnographic
examination of the classroom interactions of Latino/a students and their teacher
in a Tucson, Arizona school—“even in a climate of repressive pedagogy” (p. 194).
This leads to the final ethnographic case considered here, and the second goal of
this chapter: to explore the ways in which the ethnography of language policy can
help us reimagine what Paris (2012) calls the “democratic project of schooling”
(p. 95), and thereby contribute to pedagogies of justice, equity, and hope.
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Three Ethnographic Cases
Setting the Context
I center my analysis on three ethnographic cases within the U.S. state of Arizona,
described by Beatriz Arias and Chris Faltis (2012, p. xix) and Terrence Wiley
(2012, p. xix) as “ground zero for the most restrictive language policies” in the
nation (see also Moore, 2014). Arizona’s demographics mirror current and future
publics: 41 percent of the state’s K-12 public school enrollment is Latino/a,
90 percent of whom identify as Mexican American (Combs, González, & Moll,
2011, p. 185). Arizona is also home to 22 Native American nations, and the state’s
public schools enroll 11 percent of all American Indian public school students in
the U.S. (Garcia, 2008, p. 139). All of these students are represented among the tens
of thousands of English learners attending the state’s public schools; ELs represent
“one out of every seven children enrolled in [Arizona] public schools” (Mahoney,
Haladyna, & Garcia, 2010, p. 50).
In this demo-linguistic context, Arizona voters in 2000 passed Proposition
203, “English for the Children,” a state ballot initiative that dismantled existing
bilingual education programs and replaced them with “structured English immersion” (SEI) for ELs. SEI uses “a structured syllabus to focus on grammar and
vocabulary, without attention to the academic content for which students will
be held responsible” (Long & Adamson, 2012, p. 39). Although Proposition 203
targeted Spanish-speaking immigrant students, its effects have been felt by all
schools serving ELs, including the various public, federal, and tribal schools serving diverse Native American students (Combs & Nicholas, 2012; for a discussion
of Proposition 203 as “political spectacle,” see Wright, 2005).
When Proposition 203 passed, funding for EL programs was being litigated
in a 1992 case called Flores v. Arizona, which claimed that “the state was violating federal law by failing to adequately fund” these programs (Lillie et al., 2010,
p. 3). In an attempt to comply with the Flores judgment requiring a defined but
unspecified “language program for ELs with adequate funding” (Lillie & Markos,
2014, p. 133), in 2006 the state legislature passed HB 2064, whereby all students
identified as ELs must be placed in English-only classrooms for four hours of
“concentrated” English language development (ELD). “In effect,” writes Mary
Carol Combs (2012), a close observer of these policy processes, HB 2064 “transformed SEI classrooms into four-hour [English] grammar blocks,” a core element
of which was “the segregation of [ELs] from non-[ELs]” (p. 66).
The 2001 federal No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act added another layer
of complexity to this policy environment. NCLB subsumed the 1968 Bilingual
Education Act (BEA)—a Title VII amendment to the ESEA—simultaneously
expunging the word “bilingual” from the law and eliminating bilingual education
funding.The former Office of Bilingual Education and Language Minority Affairs
became the Office of English Language Acquisition; the National Clearinghouse
on Bilingual Education became the National Clearinghouse for English Language
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Acquisition; and the former BEA was renamed the English Language Acquisition,
Language Enhancement, and Academic Achievement Act.
These changes had particularly pernicious impacts on Indian reservation
schools, which, by virtue of the unique, legally and morally codified tribal–federal
trust relationship1 and extreme economic disparities, rely disproportionately on
federal monies for a significant part of their school budgets. In addition to eliminating the prime (and typically sole) source of bilingual education funding in
these schools, NCLB’s high-stakes English-only testing requirements created
intense pressures to “teach to the test,” crowding out what became positioned as
“low-stakes” subject matter (cf. Bjork, 2016; Darling-Hammond, 2010; Menken,
2008; Valenzuela, 2007). NCLB thus had the effect of sequestering Indigenous
language and culture programs, removing them from the pubic space of Native
American schooling (Beaulieu, Sparks, & Alonzo, 2005; McCarty, 2008, 2009,
2013; McCarty, Nicholas, & Wyman, 2012; Wyman et al., 2010). In Arizona, these
NCLB-related pressures were exacerbated by state-level English-only policies
(Combs & Nicholas, 2012).
This is the policy context for the cases that follow.

Case 1: Sequestration via the ELD “Block”
As the four-hour ELD block mandate unfolded, the University of California
Los Angeles Civil Rights Project commissioned a series of studies to investigate
the policy’s implementation. In the first and most extensive ethnographic study
of the ELD block, Karen Lillie, Amy Markos, and their associates studied nine
schools representing five Arizona public school districts and 18 classrooms in
which 30 to 40 percent of the students enrolled were identified as ELs (Lillie &
Markos, 2014; Lillie et al., 2010). Sixty percent to 80% of the students in these
schools were eligible for free or reduced-cost lunch, a federal indicator of poverty
status. The researchers recorded 264 observation hours in ELD classrooms; conducted in-depth interviews with the 18 ELD teachers and with EL coordinators
and school principals; and collected classroom artifacts such as lesson plans, copies
of instructional materials, student language proficiency data, and teacher certification information. (For a full discussion of the study’s data collection and analysis
methods, see Lillie and Markos, 2014.)
Lillie and Markos (2014) point out that, “Nowhere in the policy on SEI programs does the state call for segregating ELs”; instead, the policy calls for placing
ELs in ELD classrooms “for four hours and then [integrating them] into mainstream classes for the remainder of the school day” (p. 140).Yet their study showed
that the “most important difference” in instruction for EL students was their
virtually complete physical, social, linguistic, and educational isolation from their
English-proficient peers. “Day in and day out,” Lillie et al. (2010) write, ELs spent
most of the day interacting with “the same students who [were] also limited in
their English proficiency” (p. 12).
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For example, in the seventh- and eighth-grade classes observed, placement
in the ELD block prevented students “from the typical middle school practice
of changing teachers and classrooms throughout the day, an essential socializing
activity . . . for transition to high school” (Lillie & Markos, 2014, p. 141). EL classrooms were isolated from the rest of the school; work areas were “relegated to a
back corner . . . and visibly different in . . . academic content from that of non-EL
students” (Lillie et al., 2010, p. 11). In one district, high school ELD classes were
located in a separate building alongside technical and vocational classes, leading
one ELD teacher to remark that teachers felt “surrounded by special classes” and
“totally segregated out here” (Lillie & Markos, 2014, p. 145). Even during lunch
period, “the one time of the day most ELs and English-speakers of the same
grade level are accessible to each other” (Lillie & Markos, 2014, p. 141), assigned
seating practices meant that ELs sat with students from the ELD block. As one
ELD coach told the researchers: “[Students] are always separated; they don’t get
a chance to interact. That makes it harder and harder. Students get used to being
with other ELs and the mainstream kids know nothing about ELs . . .” (Lillie &
Markos, 2014, p. 142).
Subject matter content in ELD classrooms was also sequestered from the
mainstream curriculum. The assumption underlying HB 2064 is that EL students should develop sufficient proficiency in English to succeed academically
in English-only classrooms within one year—an assumption that runs counter to
decades of research on second-language acquisition, which shows that it takes four
to seven years to develop grade-appropriate linguistic ability in a second language
for students in bilingual education programs, and as much as 10 years in Englishas-a-second-language programs (Collier, 1989; see also Baker & Wright, 2016;
Crawford, 2004; Cummins, 2000; Ramírez, 1992, 1998; Ovando & Combs, 2012;
Thomas & Collier, 1997; Troike, 1978; Wright, 2010). Nonetheless, the pressure
for students to become “academically proficient” in English within a year meant
that instruction in ELD classrooms was focused almost exclusively on English
reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, and oral language (Lillie et al., 2010).
Not only is language instruction devoid of academic content poor practice
in fostering language development, it is immensely harmful to students in other
far-reaching ways. According to Lillie and Markos (2014), ELs had limited exposure to core grade-level content, including math, science, and social studies. As
one ELD teacher reported, “mainstream teachers follow the grade-level standards
and curriculum, we don’t” (Lillie & Markos, 2014, p. 144). Age-appropriate materials were often lacking. In one high school classroom, for example, students were
using books such as Clifford the Red Dog, a beginning reader for five-year-olds,
while “non-EL students were receiving English reading lessons on youth and
adult books, such as A Raisin in the Sun, works of Shakespeare and Catcher in the
Rye” (Lillie & Markos, 2014, p. 146). Other ELD classrooms had no textbooks at
all, and teachers were forced to photocopy work assignments so as not to waste
workbook pages (Lillie et al., 2010).
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The sequestration of mainstream content disadvantaged ELs in yet another
way. Despite HR 2064’s one-year-to-English expectation, Lillie et al.’s research
showed that it takes students three to four years to “pass out” of the ELD block.
“For every year these students spend in an ELD classroom, where instructional
time is hyper-focused on language learning, they fall further behind their gradelevel peers in content area academic knowledge and abilities” (Lillie & Markos,
2014, p. 144). This sharply curtails the likelihood that ELs will ever “catch up”
with their dominant-English speaking peers. Sequestration of academic content
in ELD classes thus meant that EL students in the study often lacked the necessary
credits to graduate from high school unless they were able to participate in afterschool or summer courses—programs for which many districts lacked resources.
Further, EL students who were reclassified as English proficient, when placed in
mainstream classrooms, were not necessarily provided access to linguistic and pedagogic scaffolding and support. As a consequence, many ended up being reclassified, acquiring a new stigmatizing label: ELLAR (English Language Learner After
Reclassification) (Lillie et al., 2010).
Within the ELD block, students’ language and culture backgrounds—their
“funds of knowledge” (González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005)—were also sequestered
and policed. ELD classrooms featured prominent displays that represented EL
students as deficient and different: “Practice your English 24/7!,” “English only!”
(Lillie et al., 2010, p. 13). “In one high school ELD classroom,” say Lillie and
Markos (2014), “out of five rules, ‘Speak English’ was listed first, before ‘Show
Respect’” (2014, pp. 146-147). Some teachers “made it taboo for students to use
their primary language” (Lillie et al., 2010, p. 22), asking students to patrol their
peers and report “unwanted use of the native language” (Lillie & Markos, 2014,
p. 147). When one EL student observed to his teacher that the English word
collar was also a word in Spanish (collar, meaning necklace), he was scolded: “You
may think that is a Spanish word, but it is not; we only have English words in this
room” (Lillie et al., 2010, p. 22). As Lillie et al. sum up these practices, EL students
“appeared to be forced to surrender their cultural and linguistic knowledge . . . at
the door of the ELD classroom” (2010, p. 22).
HR 2064 and the ELD block represent an extreme form of language policy
“as a means of social control” (Leibowitz, 1974, p. 1). By requiring the near-total
physical, educational, and linguistic isolation of English learners, the policy led
these students “to see themselves as different and apart from the rest of the students in the school” (Lillie et al., 2010, p. 11). This ethnographic case provides
sobering evidence of the ways in which de jure and de facto policy interact to
produce the unequal distribution of power and resources “on the seemingly neutral
ground of language” (Hymes, 1980, p. 110).
Though an extreme case (“ground zero”), Arizona is not alone in such sequestration practices. In an ethnographic study within a predominantly Latino/a
Chicago public high school, Jonathan Rosa (2016) reports that students officially designated as ELs “sat in the corners of the classroom” (p. 167). And, in
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a longitudinal qualitative case study of ELs in a large suburban high school in
Pennsylvania, Yasuko Kanno and Sara Kangas (2014) found that ELs “almost
always exited to remedial-level courses,” isolating them from high-track classes
and sometimes graduation—regardless of their past performance in segregated
“sheltered” English classes (p. 23). “[A]cross the U.S.,” Gándara and Orfield
write, “English learners are more likely to attend large failing urban schools in
which they are segregated with other English learners” (p. 3; see also Gándara &
Hopkins, 2010).

Case 2: Sequestration of Indigenous Languages and Knowledges2
In many ways, Native American education represents a test case with regard to explicit
and implicit language policies. On the one hand, Native American languages have
historically been treated in official policy discourse as deficient linguistic codes—as
in the oft-quoted reference by U.S. Commissioner of Indian Affairs J. D. C. Atkins
to “barbarous dialects”; at the same time, Native languages have been feared as a
threat to the nation state—as in Atkins’ argument that only “uniformity of language”
would “break down the prejudices of tribe” and “fuse [Native nations] into one
homogeneous mass” (Atkins, 1887, cited in Crawford, 1992, pp. 48, 41).
In contemporary times, Native American language education has similarly
faced contradictory policy cross-currents. In the context of the American Indian
self-determination and Civil Rights movements, bilingual-bicultural education emerged as a powerful instrument for the assertion of tribal sovereignty
and Indigenous education self-determination. Yet the very federal policies that
represented the political victories of these movements, laden as they are with
exogenous English-only standards, reflect and legitimate a larger governmental
(re)colonizing regime (see, e.g., Lomawaima and McCarty, 2006, ch. 8; McCarty,
2002, ch. 9; Ruiz, 1995). As Rockwell and Gomes (2009) write with reference to
Indigenous bilingual-intercultural education in Latin America, “a standard way of
schooling seems to impose itself as a recurrent and subtle default model, which
continues to reorganize and resignify those elements of Amerindian cultures and
languages that are allowed to enter the space of formal education” (p. 104). Key
mechanisms underlying this are de facto and de jure policies that organize Native
American language practices as a problem, perpetuating what López (2008, p. 60)
calls the “subaltern condition” of Indigenous education, and Rosa (2016) terms
“minoritized bilingualism” (pp. 172-173; see also Flores & Rosa, 2015).
To examine these policy processes, I draw on data from a five-year (2001-2006)
study undertaken by McCarty, Romero-Little, and Zepeda (2006; see also McCarty,
Romero-Little, Warhol, & Zepeda, 2014; Romero-Little et al., 2007) of Native
language loss and revitalization within seven Indigenous 
school-community
sites in the southwestern U.S. The purpose of the study was to ascertain how
Indigenous language loss and revitalization were experienced “on the ground”
by Native American youth in relation to their developing identities and academic
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achievement. The seven participating sites represented a cross-section of rural and
urban settings in which four Indigenous languages, English, and in some cases,
Spanish, were spoken. More than half the families in the study fell within federal
poverty categories—four times the national average. Altogether, the participating
schools enrolled 2,039 Native American students.
Ethnographic monitoring in collaboration with local Native educators was
a central element of the study, which included 212 in-depth interviews, 22
extended classroom observations, and 80 site visits to participating school communities. Sociolinguistic questionnaires (500), student achievement data, and document analysis (lesson plans, school mission statements) were also part of the
study’s methods (for more on the study’s methodology, see McCarty et al., 2006,
2014; Romero-Little et al., 2007).
Under NCLB, five of the seven participating schools were under some form
of federally mandated “school improvement” or “corrective action.” This had two
immediate consequences. First, it subjected students and their teachers to highly
scripted phonics-based reading instruction prescribed under NCLB’s Reading
First provisions. Second, schools were required to meet “adequate yearly progress”
(AYP), as measured by English standardized tests, or face increasingly draconian
sanctions, including takeover by an outside for-profit or governmental agency. As
noted above, this fostered the marginalization of “low-stakes” content not subject
to the tests, including the teaching of Indigenous languages and cultural knowledge. The following ethnographic vignette is representative of these processes,
observed at multiple schools in the study.
The observation took place at an Indigenous-serving school located near a
large metropolitan area. Although situated just a few miles from crisscrossing
freeways and a bustling urban hub, the school is surrounded by small farms and
ranches, and is accessed from a dirt road. Within the local community, the Native
language was spoken primarily by individuals middle aged and older; most young
people spoke English as a primary language. Yet students in the study uniformly
expressed a desire to learn their heritage language, discursively bonding linguistic
heritage to a shared identity via references to “my cultural language” and “our
blood language” (McCarty et al., 2014).
The observation began inside the main school building, where Ms. M, the
Native language and culture teacher and a revered community member, awaited
our arrival. After greetings, she guided us to her classroom in a portable building
on one side of the campus—the furthest building from the school entrance. This
is significant not only in terms of its physical isolation from the rest of the school,
but also because Ms. M used a wheelchair.
The classroom was arranged with long tables in a “square doughnut” shape at
the center of the room. In the back of the room was the teacher’s desk, which, on
the day of our visit, was covered with papers. Bulletin boards around the room
featured pictures of body parts, animals, and colors labeled in the local Indigenous
language.While waiting for the next group of students to arrive, Ms. M shared her
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class schedule. NCLB testing pressures had reduced Native language and culture
instruction for all elementary and middle school students to one half-hour per
week—all classes provided solely by Ms. M.
About 12:45 p.m., Ms. K’s (the self-contained classroom teacher’s) firstgrade class entered the room in single file. There were 16 students in the class,
all Native children from the community for whom English was the primary
language, but many who were nonetheless identified as “limited English proficient” on the basis of their English standardized test scores. Once students
had settled in their seats, Ms. M wheeled to one side of the tables and said,
“OK, class, today we are going to go over parts of the body.” As she distributed
worksheets, she urged students to “hurry up,” using the Indigenous language.
This routine followed (I intentionally do not use Indigenous-language terms
to protect anonymity):
Ms. M: OK, we all have a paper now. We are going to go over our
(speaking the term in the Indigenous language and indicating her face).
What’s this? [head]. This is [head] too (points to hair). What do we use our
[head] for?
Student (S):

Thinking.

Ms. M: What do we use this for? (indicating hair) The next one down is
this (pulls her ear). Say [ear].
Multiple students (Ss):

[Ear].

Ms. M continued the vocabulary drill on facial features, instructing students to
follow along on a worksheet. Students were restless, moving in their seats, and whispering amongst each other. Ms. M frequently had to admonish them to turn around,
sit down, sit up, quiet down.Throughout the lesson, she concentrated on single-word
labels for facial features. Finally, she said, “OK, I know you’re all getting bored.”
Ss:

Can we color?

Ms. M: Yes, you’re going to color. (Showing a picture of a cat): What’s
this? (points to various body parts). OK, you can get the crayons.
As the students got up to go to the materials shelf and collect crayons and
colored pencils, it became apparent that there were not enough worksheets to go
around. Ms. M looked in her files for additional sheets, but finding no more of
cats, she substituted worksheets with pictures of birds. On one side of the room,
three students spent five minutes sharpening their pencils.
Ms. M: You’re not going to have enough time if you’re sharpening your
pencils. (Turning to the research team): I would use the whole half-hour
for language, but if I do, I’m going to lose them, especially these little ones.
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I can use the whole half-hour for the older ones, but with these little ones,
I’m going to lose them. So I don’t want them to lose interest . . .
After about 15 minutes of coloring, Ms. K returned to escort her students
back to their self-contained classroom. Later in the day, as we were interviewing
another Native teacher at the school, she related this observation:
I think Ms. M is not a priority [for the school]. It’s like she doesn’t exist.
There is no support, even down to her disability. I just see her as not existing at the school. She’s there, but they don’t pay attention to her. They
[non-Native classroom teachers] never ask what she’s working on, or tell
her what they’re working on to help her integrate her lessons with classroom lessons. Teachers say time in Ms. M’s class is lost time. “What’s the
point? They just go there to color.” (field notes, November 3, 2005)
In this ethnographic vignette, the Native language and local knowledge were
physically and symbolically peripheralized, and language learning was stripped of
context, content, and meaning. This included the exclusion of adequate material
resources, professional support, and physical access for the Indigenous teacher,
whose mobility was not accommodated. Students’ language learning was rendered pointless, time lost to the more important tasks of learning English and
mainstream content; their teacher was dismissed as “non-existent.”
The effect of these practices was to segregate what “counts” as legitimate language and knowledge along racial and social class lines. Native students were
subjected to pedagogies that even their teachers described as boring and pointless, while White students already advantaged by Whiteness and social class, who
attended more affluent schools just across the reservation border, benefited from
rich language and literacy learning that built on the cognitive, affective, cultural,
and linguistic resources they brought to school.These differential learning opportunities demarcate a 21st-century “color line” (Du Bois, 1903; Hopson, 2003).
Rosa (2016) relates this to the intertwining of ideologies of standardization and
“languagelessness,” in which minoritized and racialized languages and language
users (i.e., Ms. M) are rendered both incompetent and illegitimate. As Hymes
(1996) notes, this profoundly influences “the life chances of children” and is “representative of the problem of knowledge” (Hymes, 1996, p. 74).

Case 3: Challenging Dominant Policy Discourses and Normalizing
Multilingualism
I come now to the second purpose of this chapter. A key finding from the ethnography of language policy is the critical role of local educators as policy actors
(Hélot & Ó Loire, 2011; Hornberger & Johnson, 2007; Johnson, 2013; Menken &
García, 2010). “It is their [teachers’] language policies,” Nancy Hornberger
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(2010) observes, “that have the power to affirm or undermine the language and
intellectual resources learners bring to the classroom, and thereby to empower or
constrain them as future citizens of our global and . . . multilingual world” (p. xiii).
“Educators always seem to negotiate the language education policies they enact
in their schools,” Kate Menken and Ofelia García point out, even when, as in
Arizona, the “ideological and implementational spaces for resistance are small”
(2010, p. 4).Through close ethnographic monitoring of what Florence BonacinaPugh (2012) calls the “practiced language policy,” we have the opportunity to
peer into the cracks in dominant raciolinguistic hierarchies to see how educators
can and do redirect inequitable language policies.
To examine these processes, I offer a brief ethnographic account from a trilingual Navajo-Spanish-English elementary school, Puente de Hózhó˛ (hereafter,
PdH), which, for more than 17 years has operated successfully as a voluntary magnet school in English-only Arizona.3 The school’s name translates from Spanish
and Navajo as Bridge of Beauty, signaling the school’s mission of connecting and
valorizing the three predominant ethnolinguistic groups within the local community: Spanish and Mexican American traditions, Navajo (Diné) language and
culture, and English and Anglo American traditions. In a school district in which
26 percent of students are American Indian (primarily Navajo) and 21 percent
are Latino/a, “local educators were searching for innovative ways to bridge the
seemingly unbridgeable” equity gap experienced by poor children and children
of color (Fillerup, 2005, p. 15).
From 2009 to 2011, I conducted an ethnographic case study of PdH as part
of a larger national study designed to examine strategies for improving the
academic opportunities and outcomes for Native American students (McCarty,
2012). Data collection included extended observations in PdH classrooms and
teacher work groups; in-depth interviews with teachers, administrators, parents,
and students; photographic records of classroom activities and the school’s visual
environment; and artifacts such as teachers’ lesson plans and student writing
samples.
PdH serves approximately 450 students in the Flagstaff Unified School District
in northern Arizona. Students enroll in either a Spanish-English dual language
program for English-dominant and Spanish-dominant students, or a Navajo revitalization-immersion program for English-dominant Native American students
learning their heritage language as a second language. Students in the dual language program receive a half-day instruction in Spanish and a half-day in English.
In the Native American program, kindergarten students receive approximately
80 percent of their instruction in Navajo, with English instructional time increased
until a 50/50 balance is attained in grades 4 and 5.
The creation of linguistically tracked programming affords an opportunity
to critically examine what on the surface may appear to be a “new” form of
school segregation. The reality is more nuanced, and reflects the expressed
desires of Latino/a and Native American parents for an educational alternative
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to neighborhood public schools. As Michael Fillerup, the school’s founder,
explains, “Spanish-speaking parents wanted their children to not only learn
English but to become literate in Spanish and continue to develop their Spanish
language skills”; Native American parents “wanted their children to learn the
[Navajo] language” (2011, p. 148). “Why not start [Navajo] language instruction
much earlier, when students are in kindergarten?” Fillerup (2011) asks; and,
“Why not offer a Spanish/English dual language program for parents interested
in that option?” (p. 148).
In practice, students in both programs interact regularly in art, physical education, music, and a host of school activities designed to develop their multilingual,
multicultural competence. As one educator explained:“We merge multiple worlds
in our school”—
Since we have native Spanish- and English-speaking students, they are
all being prepared for a further world, the global world. We are preparing them for this. Many people live in the world and view it differently.
They have many languages, and students don’t feel threatened. (field notes,
November 3, 2009)
Like many Native American revitalization-immersion initiatives, PdH grows
out of a larger Indigenous self-termination movement (McCarty & Lee, 2014).
PdH educators articulate this as “harmonizing without homogenizing” in order
to create a school in which “each child’s language and culture [are] regarded not
as a problem to be solved but as an indispensable resource, the very heart and
soul of the school” (Puente de Hózhó˛, 2002-2017, para. 2). In the Diné program, Navajo content and ways of knowing are integrated within a culture-based
curriculum centered on hózhoogo iiná (a beautiful life) and “four macro-themes:
Earth and Sky; Health; Living Things; and Family and Community” (Fillerup,
2011, pp. 151-152). These themes and the school’s philosophy are reflected at the
school entrance, where expansive student-created wall murals depict the Navajo
girls’ puberty ceremony, Kinaaldá, and the multihued canyon lands of Diné Bikeyah
(Navajoland). During the period of study, multilingual print displays could be
seen throughout the school hallways.
This is the “public sphere,” in Tollefson’s (2013, p. 26) words, that PdH
educators imagine and seek to promote through the “practiced” language

policy—an educational space of “citizenship and belonging” (Jaffe-Walter &
Levinson, 2013). In interviews and informal conversations, teachers, school
administrators, and parents enunciated an explicit rejection of dominant notions
of minoritized bilingualism (Rosa, 2016). “This school is predicated on the
assumption that learning more than one language is a good thing,” stated one
PdH educator: “Philosophically, we know English is the dominant language but
philosophically we believe that all three languages should be on equal terms. . . .
This is what we strive for” (field notes, January 12, 2010). Teachers spoke of their
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practice in decolonizing terms; as one teacher remarked, “We have to tell the
parents, this is not what they were used to in their own schooling” (field notes,
January 12, 2010).
It is important to acknowledge the fact that PdH educators and parents
also express a strong desire for students to “do well” by dominant-language
standards. “We want our kids to do well academically,” a Diné teacher stressed
(field notes, January 13, 2009). According to Fillerup (2005), the school’s
“unofficial goal” is “to score high enough on standardized tests to . . . keep
the NCLB wolves from the door” (pp. 15, 16). The school has been successful at attaining this “unofficial goal,” and PdH has consistently ranked among
the highest-performing schools in the district on English standardized tests
(McCarty & Lee, 2014).
These multilayered expectations by PdH eductors and parents should
not be viewed as extraordinary; expecting schools to prepare children to be
academically successful is arguably all parents’ and teachers’ “ordinary” goal.
There is “no evidence that [Native] parents and communities do not want their
children to be able to read and write [in English] or do mathematics, science,
etc.,” say Brayboy and Castagno in a meta-review of Indigenous education
research (2009, p. 31). Instead, parents rightly insist “that children’s learning
to ‘do’ school should not be an assimilative process,” but “should happen by
engaging culture” (p. 31). And yet, for many schools serving minoritized youth,
the balancing act between accountability to local communities and state-level
governance remains a well-recognized point of tension, placing schools such
as PdH on the frontlines of the fight for the “democratic project of schooling”
(Paris, 2012, p. 95).

The Ethnography of Language Policy: Bridging HistoricalStructural and Public Sphere Approaches
In this chapter I have offered three ethnographic examples of “practiced language policy” (Bonacina-Pugh, 2012), each of which operates against a backdrop of coloniality and monolingualist, monoculturalist policy regimes. These are
three examples among many that could be cited (see, e.g., García, SkutnabbKangas, & Torres-Guzmán, 2006; Hélot & Ó Laoire, 2011; Menken & García,
2010). Each illuminates the ways in which practiced policies imagine and serve
to shape the public sphere—including, as the third ethnographic case illuminates,
“counter publics”—through the distribution of linguistic, cultural, and pedagogic resources. Though small in scale, this critical-ethnographic analysis enables
us to see and “understand the workings of multiple, intersecting and conflicting
power structures which are local but tied to non-local systems” (Shore & Wright,
1997b, p. 13). In other words, we are able to see into and through the contested
historical-structural mechanisms that Leibowitz (1974), Tollefson (2013), and

other LPP scholars have brought to the fore.
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At the same time, ethnographic monitoring sheds light on the cracks and
spaces where transformative practices can emerge and even thrive in the midst
of oppressive policy regimes. This, we propose, is the value added by the New
Language Policy Studies (McCarty et al., 2012). To be sure, official language
policy is, as Leibowitz (1974) astutely noted, a means of social control. But the
power of the state is not absolute or totalizing. A critical ethnographic analysis
enables us to drill down through the structurating mechanisms to examine
LPP up close and in practice, where “the smallest part of the whole seems to
reflect the whole” (McDermott & Erickson, 2000, p. 11). By critically examining the structuring of power and authority through language policy processes,
and the ways in which human agents (re)make that authority, we have within
our grasp the means to transform the inequities such a close ethnographic analysis reveals. This is ethnography as a “way of seeing” and a “way of looking”
(Wolcott, 2008), but perhaps most importantly, as a “way of being” for justice
in an unequal world.
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Notes
1 Rooted in inherent and Constitutionally recognized rights to tribal sovereignty, the
tribal–federal relationship is one of trust responsibility that is both voluntary and contractual, and that entails the “federal responsibility to protect or enhance tribal assets
(including fiscal, natural, human, and cultural resources) through policy decisions and
management actions” (Wilkins & Lomawaima, 2001, p. 65). Although many education
issues facing Native Americans are similar to those of other minoritized communities,
the experiences of Native American peoples have been and are profoundly shaped
by a unique relationship with the federal government and by their status as tribal
sovereigns.
2 Parts of this and the following section are adapted from McCarty, Collins, and Hopson
(2011), and McCarty and Lee (2014).
3 Puente de Hózhó˛ School gave permission to use the school’s and district’s actual name.
Participant identities are anonymized.
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